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About the Journal

The JABU International Journal of Social and Management Sciences 
is established with the primary objective of providing a platform, for the 
presentation, review and publication of research results and scholarly papers 
in the Social and Management Sciences. The Journal is international in 
outlook, and can be readily accessed by researchers, research organizations 
and the academic community in Africa,Europe, Latin America and beyond.

As a basic feature, the journal encourages current trends in interdisciplinary 
cooperation among various departments in the Social and Management 
Sciences and this with a view to finding a common platform for addressing 
contemporary challenges in a fast changing and seamless world of cyber 
technology, with its imperatives of pin-point accuracy and split second 
responses.

The journal publishes original research papers and reviews, dealing 
with Political Science and Public Administration, Economics, Business 
Administration, Population Studies, Actuarial Science and Insurance, 
Entrepreneurial Studies, Financial Accounting and Mass Communications, 
Research efforts in Sociology, Psychology, Geography, and International 
relations as well as scholarly papers in peace and Conflict studies are also 
relevant.

In this regards, JIJSMS is intended for scholars who wish to publish results 
of completed research works or reviews of literature as well as discussion of 
theoretical or policy issues in the aforementioned disciplines. Its main focus is 
to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas across disciplines and academic/ 
orientations in the Social and Management Sciences.

Articles intended for publication in JIJSMS may be submitted online, 
preferably in Microsoft word (2003 or 2007) format. Submissions may also be 
sent by post. In such cases, three copies of the article (double spaced) should 
be sent to address stated below.

Submitted Manuscripts Should Contain:
•  A short, informative title 
•  Author(s) name(s) and affiliations 
•  An abstract of not more than 250 words 
•  The main text: 500 - 6,000 words including all elements, abstract and
    references 
•  Referencing style should be the APA format 
•  Charts and figures should be created electronically 
•  A short biographical sketch about each author8
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Manuscripts submitted for publication in JIJSMS are considered on the 
understanding that they are not being offered for publication elsewhere, and 
have not already been published. The publishers of JIJSMS do not accept 
responsibility for the accuracy of the data presented in the articles or any 
consequences that may arise from their use. Opinions expressed in articles 
published by JIJSMS are solely those of the authors.

The title page and biographical data will be removed before the article is 
sent for peer-review. The reviewers’ identities remain anonymous to authors. 
The review process may take 2-3 weeks after which the reviewers’ comments 
will be sent to the author. When preparing the final of an article for JIJSMS, an 
author will be expected to conform strictly with the journal’s style requirement. 
Use the following system for arranging your references.
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the authors.
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ABSTRACT

Firms operating in Nigeria or those firms intending to invest in the Nigerian 
market must take cognizance of the prevailing situation in the Nigeria’s 
business environment to be able to map out appropriate strategies to respond 
to the developments. The Nigerian business environment is plagued with a 
number of challenges which hinder the growth of businesses both large and 
small. This study, therefore, investigated the influence of strategic planning 
flexibility on the entrepreneurial orientation of small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) in Osun State, Nigeria. The study used survey research design. 
The population comprised 2,273 SMEs registered with Small and Medium 
Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) in Osun State.  
Cochran’s formula was used to arrive at a sample size of 670. Multi-stage 
sampling technique was used for the study. At the first stage, all the SMEs in 
Osun State were stratified into six strata along the six Administrative zones 
in the State. Then proportional sampling technique was used to determine the 
number of participating SMEs in each stratum. Thereafter, simple random 
sampling was used to select the participating SMEs/Owner managers in each 
of the strata/ Administrative zones. A structured questionnaire was adapted, 
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validated and used for data collection. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficients 
for the constructs ranged from 0.90 to 0.98. Descriptive and inferential 
(simple regression) statistics were used to analyse data.The detail of the 
finding was: strategic planning flexibility (β = .354, t( 647) = 4.306, R2 .028,  
p<.05). The finding of the study revealed that strategic planning flexibility 
has a significant and positive influence on the entrepreneurial orientation 
of SMEs in Osun State, Nigeria. The outcome of the study reveals that there 
is no positive relationship between strategic planning flexibility and firm 
performance. This, in effect, implies that strategic planning flexibility is not a 
predictor of firm performance.The study concluded that SMEs should ensure 
the provision of adequate   budget support in their strategic plans in order to 
facilitate the implementation of strategic flexibility planning systems. 

Key Words: Strategic planning flexibility, entrepreneurial orientation, 
SMEs, Strategic Management Practices.

1.0 Introduction
The Nigerian business environment is not immune from the web of complexity, 
rapid changes, environmental turbulence and hostility that pervade the global 
business environment. Apart from this, the Nigerian business environment 
also has its own peculiar problems (Ogunro, 2014).  Firms operating in Nigeria 
or those firms intending to invest in the Nigerian market must take cognizance 
of the prevailing situation in the Nigeria’s business environment to be able to 
map out appropriate strategies to respond to the developments. The Nigerian 
business environment is plagued with a number of challenges which hinder 
the growth of businesses both large and small. 

Amidst this rising turbulence and environmental dynamism, it is still 
essential for organisations to depend on their own environments for survival 
(Onodugo & Ewurem, 2013). The current trend of the global business 
environment has serious effects on the progress and performance of business 
enterprises irrespective of size. 

Aremu and Oyinloye (2014) assert that organizations that will survive and 
succeed in the current global business environment must be able to manage 
and allocate their resources strategically. Organizations need to be proactive 
and develop the competences to adjust and respond to the fast changing 
business environment otherwise such business organizations stand the risk of 
collapse. To achieve sustained competitive advantage in this global business 
environment that is characterized by shortened product or service life cycles 
and widening consumer preferences, organizations must be flexible in their 
managerial approach and reconfigure their resources strategically. In other 
words, firms must have adaptive capacity to respond to the dynamism and 
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hyper-competitiveness   of the global business environment; they must be 
flexible, strategic and entrepreneurial (Dogan, 2015; Dreyer &Gronhaug, 
2004). 

Drawing on the dynamic nature coupled with the hyper-competitiveness 
of the global business environment, Kuratko and Audretsch (2009) contend 
that no business organisation is free from the dynamics of the external 
environment. This also suggests that all small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) operating within such business environment are doomed except their 
managements are strategically focused. The review of literature has revealed 
that there is paucity of empirical studies globally and particularly in Nigeria 
on the influence of strategic planning flexibility on firms’ entrepreneurial 
orientation.  In addition, in the case of Osun State of Nigeria, there is neither a 
study on strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of firms 
nor any on SMEs. Most of the available empirical studies in Nigeria and Osun 
State inclusive were more concerned with the relationship between strategic 
planning or strategic management and firms’ performance (Aiyewalehinmi, 
2013; Dhliwayo&Vuuren, 2011; Ijir&Gbegi, 2015; Kenneth & Ingrid 2014; 
Owolabi &Makinde 2014; Tunji-Olayemi, Owolabi, Amusan, Ogunde &Omuhi, 
2011). 

However, evaluating the relevance of strategic management tools to SMEs’ 
development, Alese and Alimi (2014) discovered that majority of SMEs in 
the South West of Nigeria neither have strategic plans nor operate strategic 
planning flexibility. The few that claimed to have lacked budgetary support 
to implement it which results in poor performance. In the same manner, 
the studies carried out by Kuye (2008) and Kuye, Oghojafor and Sulaimon 
(2012) found that the degree of strategic planning flexibility of firms in the 
manufacturing sector in Nigeria was very low thus resulting in low firms’ 
performance.  Traditionally, the Ijesa business men and women in Osun State 
are known to exhibit entrepreneurial trait in their businesses. This trait reflects 
aggressiveness and pro-activeness which are indications of entrepreneurial 
orientation.  However, despite the entrepreneurial trait demonstrated by this 
group of traders, available evidence suggests that the level of entrepreneurial 
orientation of SMEs in Osun State is still low (Adegbite &Abereijo, 2007; 
Olaniran, 2016). 

In a study conducted in the United States of America by Barringer and 
Bluedorn, (1999) and another study conducted by Murimbika and Urban 
(2013), it was found that firms that are able to supplement their strategic 
planning process with flexible planning systems possess greater capacity to 
innovate, engage in proactive opportunity seeking and also have the boldness 
to invest in risky ventures. In essence, strategic planning flexibility promotes 
entrepreneurial orientation of firms as it allows organization to adapt and 
respond appropriately to environmental changes (Li, Tse& Zhao, 2009; Boru, 
2014). Conversely, lack or low application of strategic planning flexibility of 
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the SMEs in the South West of Nigeria inclusive of Osun State may result in 
low entrepreneurial orientation of such small businesses.

2.0 Hypothesis Development
H0: Strategic planning flexibility has no significant influence on the 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State, Nigeria.

Flexible planning system and intensive environmental scanning permit a 
firm’s strategic plan to be ever current and organic thus enabling   a firm’s 
entrepreneurial initiatives to be planned instead of occurring in a haphazard 
manner outside the sphere of strategic plans. A couple of studies have 
examined the effect of planning flexibility on corporate entrepreneurship/ 
entrepreneurial orientation of firms. The outcomes of the studies have proved 
that flexible planning system facilitates quick response to environmental 
change thus leading to a higher level of entrepreneurial orientation and firm 
performance (Li, Tse&Gu, 2006; Murimbika, 2012; Murimbika& Urban, 2014).  
Conversely, extant literature has revealed that strategic planning flexibility may 
undermine the effectiveness of conservative business enterprises because they 
are not prone to innovativeness, pro-activeness and are usually risk averse; 
they merely obtain their competitive advantage through repetitive transactions 
and routine activities (Kroeger, 2007; Murimbika, 2012). This implies that 
flexible planning system has the tendency to disrupt rather than promote a 
firm’s entrepreneurial orientation.  In addition, Gathenya (2012) and Kroeger 
(2007) found in their individual studies that the predictor, that is, strategic 
planning flexibility has negative effect on performance and entrepreneurial 
orientation of women-led enterprises in Kenya and small businesses in 
Northeastern Ohio respectfully. Consequently, it was hypothesized that:
H0: Strategic planning flexibility has no significant influence on the 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State of Nigeria.

3.0 Literature Review
Concept of strategic planning flexibility
The strategic approach to management is as old as warfare and even as 
military origin (Nwosu, 2015). The origin of the concept of strategic planning 
can be traced back to the ancient Greeks. According to Blackerby (2003), the 
term strategy was derived from the Greek word “strategos” which literally 
means a general in the army. Each of the ten ancient Greeks tribes used to 
elect a’ strategos’ to head its regiment. At the Marathon battle (490 B.C), the 
‘strategos’ advised the political ruler as a council. They gave strategic advice 
about managing battles to win wars as opposed to tactical advice about 
managing troops to win battles. As time went by, the job of ‘strategos’ grew 
to include civil magisterial duties as well, mainly as a result of their status as 
elected officials. From this warfare origin, strategic planning extended to its 
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recent origin in 1920s when Harvard Business School developed the Harvard 
policy model, one of the first strategic planning methodologies for private 
businesses. Through the late 1950s, strategic planning’s focus shifted away 
from organisational policy and structure towards the management of risk, 
industry growth and market share. 

The word “strategy” has been defined in diverse ways by various authors 
and scholars in the field of management. According to Chandler (1962), as 
cited in Makinde (2015), strategy is “the determination of basic long term 
goals and objectives of an enterprise and the adoption of the courses of action 
and allocation of resources necessary for carrying out these goals”. Kazmi 
(2008), on the other hand, defines strategy simply as the means to achieve 
a set of objectives. Babalola and Taiwo (2016) define strategy as rational 
planning designed to ensure adequate allocation of organizational resources 
(technology, people and finances) for the purpose of achieving organizational 
objectives in a competitive environment. Nnamani, Ejim and Ozobu (2015) 
also define strategy as a concept used to represent the undertaking of general 
program of actions and the allocation of resources for executing these goals. 

In spite of the fact that the concept of strategy had military origin, the 
meaning has expanded in management parlance (Makinde, 2015). Adeleke, 
Ogundele and Oyenuga (2008) perceive strategy as a process of examining both 
present and future environments, formulating the organization’s objective, 
implementing and controlling decisions that are focused on how to achieve 
the objectives both in the present and the future. Different definitions of the 
concept of strategic planning have been advanced by management experts 
in management science literature. One of the earliest definitions is the one 
given by Drucker (1974), as cited in Nwosu (2015), which states that strategic 
planning is management by plans, an analytical process and is focused in 
making optimal decisions. Building on that definition, Ansoff (1977) describes 
strategic planning as the process of seeking a better match between a firm’s 
products or technology and its increasingly turbulent markets.  

According to Johnson, Scholes and Wittington (2008), strategic planning 
is a form of systematised, step by step, chronological procedures to develop the 
strategy of an organisation. The organisation is expected, according to them, 
to take note of factors such as the internal and external contingencies that will 
affect the plans and the goals to be achieved. Strategic planning consists of a set 
of underlying processes that are intended to create or manipulate a situation 
to create a more favourable outcome for a company. In business planning, 
strategic planning provides overall direction for specific units such as financial 
focusing projects, human resources, marketing among others (Akinyele & 
Fasogbon (2017). In summary, the plethora of definitions of strategic planning 
as given by different scholars, portray strategic planning as a vital instrument 
or a roadmap which gives a sense of direction to an organisation, in terms of 
continuously determining what it wants to carry out in future and how it is to 
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be done. This simply involves setting an organisation’s goals and objectives 
determining the means to achieve them in recognition of the dynamic nature 
of the business environment. 

 Flexibility on the other hand, refers to a firm’s capability to adapt 
and respond to environmental changes and exploit the opportunities 
arising thereof (Dreyer &Gronhaug, 2004). Extant strategy literature has 
acknowledged flexibility as a likely source of competitive advantage of 
firms and as an efficient tool to deal with the uncertainties arising from the 
accelerated changes in the environment (Akpan, YiImaz& Kaya, 2007; Spicer 
& Sadler-Smith, 2006).According to Dreyer and Gronhaug (2004), flexibility 
is a multifaceted idea which can hardly be defined suitably. Several attempts 
have been made by scholars to define the concept but there has not been 
any consensus of opinion on the exact definition of the term. Many scholars 
and researchers have, therefore, defined the concept in different ways. For 
instance, Eardley, Avison and Powell, (1992), see flexibility as the ability of 
an organisation to change its strategy quickly or depart from a pre-arranged 
programme. Consequently, strategic flexibility allows organisations to adopt 
surprise management (Ansoff, 1980) whereby firms can manage uncertain 
markets that are changing rapidly.  This suggests that strategic flexibility 
refers to a firm’s ability to act or respond quickly to changing competitive 
conditions by adjusting its objectives to develop and maintain competitive 
advantage. In highly dynamic competitive environments, firms can achieve 
competitive advantage with quick response to the environment and renewed 
strategic orientation. Strategic flexibility is closely linked to environmental 
uncertainty (Abbot & Banerji, 2003) and focuses on the capability of altering 
and adapting.  

Strategic flexibility is perceived as a firm’s ability to redeploy its assets 
without friction, precipitating intentional changes and adapt to environmental 
changes through continuous rethinking of strategies, asset deployment and 
investment strategies. Similarly, Schimizu and Hitt (2004) refer to strategic 
flexibility as a kind of organisational capability, which includes identifying 
changes and uncertainties, quickly committing resources to new projects in 
response to changes, and acting timeously to halt or reverse existing resource 
commitments.  Golden and Powell (2000) argue that the available definitions 
suggest that flexibility is an ability or capability of an organisation to change 
direction in the wake of sudden environmental changes. In general terms, 
strategic flexibility refers to an organisation’s dexterity, its ability to adjust and 
respond timeously and appropriately to uncertain and rapid environmental 
changes that negatively affect organisational performance (Roce, 2005).  

According to Feifei (2012), strategic flexibility refers to a firm’s ability to 
adapt to environmental changes through continuous changes. Theoretically, 
strategic flexibility simply refers to an organisation’s capacity to take alternative 
course of action in response to external environmental changes.  In a simple 
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language, strategic flexibility can be viewed as an organisational capability to 
quickly adapt and respond to environmental changes without losing focus. 
This further suggests that a firm can hardly achieve strategic flexibility without 
an intensive environmental scanning.  In any case, it seems strategic flexibility 
is positively associated with environmental scanning intensity. Strategic 
flexibility can be viewed from two different perspectives. The first perspective 
concerns the variation and diversity of strategies while another refers to the 
extent to which organisations can swiftly change from one strategy to another 
(Nadkarni& Narayanan, 2004). 

The ability of an organisation to build strategic flexibility in its plan can 
enhance the capability of the organisation to create competitive advantage. 
Organisations are in a position to make more efficient decisions about the 
nature of resources to develop and procure based on the analysis and insights 
they may have gained from formal strategic planning process (Dibrell, 
Craig &Neubaum, 2014). It is further contended that firms’ ability to depart 
from formal strategic plans on the emergence of new opportunities can 
assist such firms to effectively take advantage of these valuable and hard to 
imitate resources in quest of innovation. In consonance with the foregoing, 
flexibility in the strategic planning process is conceived as a good strategy 
for firms operating in turbulent and uncertain environments (Murimbika& 
Urban,2014). 

Concept of Entrepreneurial Orientation
Entrepreneurial orientation has become important to every business enterprise 
as a result of the growing complexity and volatility of the business environment. 
For any firm to succeed and survive under the current trend of the business 
environment, such firms must be entrepreneurial (Arshad& Rash, 2018). The 
concept of entrepreneurial orientation (EO) formulated more than thirty years 
ago is now one of the most popular areas of research in strategic management 
(Shirokova, 2012; Wales, Shirokova &  Sokolova, 2015). Entrepreneurial 
orientation (EO) has its root in strategy making process literature. Strategy 
making is an organization-wide phenomenon incorporating planning, 
analysis, decision making and many aspects of an organisation’s culture, value 
system and mission (Abiodun & Mahmood, 2015). Against this background, 
Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) may be viewed as strategy making processes 
that key decision makers use to enact their organizational purpose, sustain its 
vision and create competitive advantage. 

According to Stam and Elfing (2008), Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) 
represents the active strategic position of a company, which is linked to on-
going developments in innovation, pro-activeness and willingness to invest 
in high risk projects where results are hasty and the likelihood of success is 
uncertain.Entrepreneurial orientation has become an important topic in 
academic literature. According to Arshad and Rash (2018), Entrepreneurial 
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orientation is defined as a second order composite made up of innovativeness, 
pro-activeness and risk taking. These researchers also define innovativeness 
as the firm’s ability to support new ideas and experiment, introduction of 
new products and use creative processes. They also define pro-activeness 
as introducing new products and services into the market ahead of other 
competitors. Risk making implies taking bold actions by obligating large 
resources.

Entrepreneurial orientation was originally conceptualized by Miller 
(1983) while it was consolidated as a strategic posture by Covin and Slevin 
(1989). Generally, Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) is conceptualised as 
the disposition towards innovative, proactive and risky ventures. According 
to Miller (1983), Entrepreneurial Orientation (EO) is conceptualised as the 
extent to which firms are innovative, proactive and risk taking. Explaining 
the concept further, Miller (1983) defines an entrepreneurial firm as one that 
engages in product marketing innovation, undertakes somewhat risky ventures 
and is the first to come up with proactive innovations, beating competitors to 
the punch”. Entrepreneurial orientation encapsulates a firm’s level process, 
practice and strategic orientation (Abiodun & Mahmmood 2015). 

In the same vein, Etim, Adabu and Ogar (2017) define EO as a firm’s 
willingness to innovate and rejuvenate its business position; to take risk 
by venturing into new areas and be more proactive than other competitors 
in searching for new opportunities in the market place. In general terms, 
entrepreneurial orientation can be viewed as a firm’s level strategy that is 
concerned with innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk taking (Semrau, Ambos 
& Kraus 2016). According to the scholars, the current business environment 
requires that firms must constantly seek new opportunities. Entrepreneurial 
orientation which implies the extent to which a firm is entrepreneurial with 
respect to strategy making and resource allocation is one of the few qualities 
that firms can reasonably depend on.  In general terms, EO can be viewed as a 
firm’s strategy that is concerned with innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk 
risk-taking.

Some scholars have indicated the importance of EO as a good contributor 
to the growth of a company and the growth of a country as well. It has also 
been noted as contributing significantly to a healthier business performance 
(Mohammed Anis, Rash,&Hassim,2016). Rodrigues and Raposo (2011) also 
affirm that firms parading higher levels of EO have the tendency to record 
superior performance. The importance of EO to firm performance was 
also noted by Aziz, Mahmood, Tajudin& Abdullah (2014).  Makinde and 
Asikhia (2017) also join other scholars who hold the view that EO is a good 
determinant of organisational success and survival. They suggest that since 
EO involves innovativeness, proactiveness and risk-taking, SMEs in Nigeria 
and other nations should acquire the orientation to facilitate the realisation of 
their corporate objectives. 
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It is axiomatic that organisations both large and SMEs operating in today’s 
business environment are under serious pressure occasioned by rapid change, 
heightened global competition, frequent change in taste and performances, 
shortened product and industry life cycles and rapid technological changes. 
Given the fact that entrepreneurial activities seem to account for majority of 
the new job creation in the developed and the developing countries including 
Nigeria, it appears that entrepreneurial orientation can be the instruments 
for firm’s survival and success (Semrau et al, 2016).  Realising the turbulent 
nature of the environment of business nowadays which prompts the idea 
of paying particular attention to entrepreneurial activities, functions and 
processes, it is postulated that entrepreneurial firms will score high with 
regard to the three dimensions -innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk 
taking. Consequently, this study is anchored on the one-dimensional nature 
of entrepreneurial orientation which in essence implies that entrepreneurial 
orientation is evaluated as a single construct. 

Theoretical Framework
This study was premised on Resource Based View (RBV). This theory is directly 
related to this study in the sense that the strategic management practices in 
which strategic planning flexibility isone of the sub-independent variables 
and entrepreneurial orientations with its dimensions of innovativeness, pro-
activeness and risk-taking represent internal resources which a business 
organisation can leverage upon to achieve sustainable competitive advantage. 
According to Barney (1991), not all organisational resources can be considered 
as strengths. However, the strategic management practices of environmental 
scanning intensity, planning flexibility, locus of planning; planning horizon 
and performance control attributes are all intangible resources. These 
resources themselves cannot generate competitive advantage but if they are 
properly developed into capabilities that are valuable, rare, inimitable and 
non-substitutable; they can be a source of sustained competitive advantage. 

Alternatively,  if they are effectively  and efficiently deployed such that 
the firm is able to conceive of and implement value creating strategy not 
simultaneously being implemented by the firm’s current and potential 
competitors and will also generate sustainable competitive advantage 
provided they are valuable, rare, inimitable and non-substitutable (Barney, 
1991). Similarly, the Resource Based View (RBV) recognises entrepreneurial 
orientation with its dimensions of innovativeness, pro-activeness and risk-
taking as organisational capabilities which are valuable, rare, inimitable and 
non-substitutable as a source of sustained competitive advantage. Therefore, 
for SMEs to succeed and achieve competitive advantage depends on its 
capability to ensure a match between the dynamic environment and its tactical 
and strategic orientation (entrepreneurial orientation). From the literature 
reviewed in this study, the combination of strategic management practices 
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and entrepreneurial orientation is the key to achieving sustained competitive 
advantage which in return will lead to profitable SMEs performance 
(Covin&Wiklund, 1999; Zhara&Covin, 1995).

Empirical Review
Alpkan, Yilmaz& Kaya (2007) examined the joint effects of market orientation 
(an internal, cultural factor) and planning flexibility (an internal process 
factor) on business performance in small and medium-sized firms. The results 
of the investigation suggest that while, in general, both market orientation and 
planning flexibility positively influenced firm performance, contrary to the 
scholars’ hypothesis, planning flexibility had a negative effect on performance 
in highly dynamic markets. Alese and Alimi (2014) investigated the extent 
to which small and medium businesses in Nigeria made use of strategic 
management tools for their development. The result of the investigation 
showed that majority of the SMEs were not using all strategic management 
tools while some only adopted limited strategic management tools. The finding 
also showed that the majority of the SMEs does not have flexible strategic 
mechanism in place thus making it difficult for them to be able to respond 
effectively to environmental changes.   Dibrell, Craig and Neubaum (2014) 
also explored the link between financial performance and strategic planning 
process, planning flexibility and innovativeness of 448 firms in a multi-industry 
sample. The result showed that firms’ formal strategic planning processes and 
planning flexibility were positively associated to innovativeness. In addition, 
innovativeness fully mediated the relationships between firm performance 
and the formal strategic planning process and planning flexibility.

 These three empirical studies had varying results. The results were not 
convergent because each of them had different focus. However, on a critical 
examination of the finding of Alese and Alimi (2014), it could be deduced that the 
absence of flexible strategic mechanism which prevented the SMEs to respond 
effectively to environmental changes would ultimately affect performance. If 
they had strategic flexibility in place, according to the researchers, they would 
be more innovative, proactive and invest in risky ventures which ultimately 
would result in better firm performance. In the same vein, the findings 
of Dibrell et al, (2014) which indicated a positive   relationship between 
strategic planning processes and innovativeness could also result in firm 
performance. In essence, the outcomes of the empirical studies conducted 
by Alese and Alimi (2014) and Dibrell et al, (2014) are consistent to a large 
extent. The outcome of the investigation of Alpkan et al, (2007) is at variance 
with these two results analysed because it it reveals a negative relationship 
between planning flexibility and firm performance in highly dynamic markets. 
Something fundamental must have happened because the result runs contrary 
to exitant literature. Planning flexibility coupled with environmental scanning 
intensity is congruent with entrepreneurial firms’ survival in highly dynamic 
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and hypercompetitive external markets (Ancona,Kochan, Maanen&,Westney, 
2005; Boru, 2014; Murimbika& Urban, 2014). The problem in the result could 
be traced to possible error in the reliability and validity tests carried out on the 
research instrument.

4.0 Methodology
This study adopted survey research design. The use of survey research design 
is justified by its ability to gather enormous data coupled with its ability to use 
interview schedules or questionnaire that focus on a huge population. These 
attributes gave the researcher the opportunity to generate information in 
order to adequately answer the questions of ‘how, what, who, where and when’ 
concerning strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation. In 
addition, the data structures generated through the survey method helped 
the researcher to draw inferences concerning the target population in 
general.  Survey research design has been applied in many previous studies 
(Abogun&Fagbemi, 2011; Banerjee, 2013; Obasan&Soyebo, 2012). In this 
study, the researcher collected data on Strategic Planning Flexibility which 
constitutes the independent variable and three of the Entrepreneurial 
Orientation elements of dependent variable in order to investigate the effect 
of Strategic Planning Flexibility on Entrepreneurial Orientation of SMEs in 
Osun State. The population comprised 2,273 SMEs registered with Small and 
Medium Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria (SMEDAN) in Osun 
State. Cochran’s formula was used to arrive at a sample size of 670. Multi-stage 
sampling technique was used for the study. At the first stage, all the SMEs in 
Osun State were stratified into six strata along the six Administrative zones in 
the State. Then proportional sampling technique was used to determine the 
number of participating SMEs in each stratum. Thereafter, simple random 
sampling was used to select the participating SMEs/Owner managers in each 
of the strata/ Administrative zones. A structured questionnaire was adapted, 
validated and used for data collection.

5.0 Analysis & Results /Discussion
Restatement of Objective and Research Question
Objective:  The study investigated the influence of strategic planning flexibility 
on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State, Nigeria
Question: What is the level of influence of planning flexibility on the 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State of Nigeria?

In this section, the study also sought to determine the extent to which 
planning flexibility influences entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs. To 
achieve this, the respondents were asked to indicate the extent to which they 
agreed with statements in relation to planning flexibilityand entrepreneurial 
orientation of SMEs and they responded to various aspects under the variable 
on a six-point Likert Scale (6=very high extent, 5=high extent, 4=fairly high 
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extent, 3=moderate extent, 2=low extent, and 1=very low extent). The research 
findings are as in Table 1 showing the resultant means and standard deviations 
of the variables.

Table 1: Respondents’ Perception on Planning Flexibility
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Adjustment to the 
emergence of a new 
technology.

6
0.9%

0
0.0%

19
2.9%

101
15.5%

251
38.5%

275
42.2%

5.1718 .90124

Adjustment to 
shift in economic 
condition.

3
0.s5%

0
0.0%

19
2.9%

86
13.2%

267
41.0%

277
42.5%

5.2163 .83740

Adjustment to the 
market entry of new 
competitors.

3
0.5%

24
3.7%

15
2.3%

89
13.7%

355
54.4%

166
25.5%

4.9433 .94137

Adaptation 
to changes in 
government 
regulations.

3
0.5%

24
3.7%

15
2.3%

55
8.4%

318
48.8%

237
36.3%

5.1043 .96713

Adjustment to shift 
in customer needs 
and preferences.

6
0.9%

24
3.7%

6
0.9%

191
29.3%

255
39.1%

170
26.1%

4.8021 1.01561

Adjustment to 
modifications in 
supplier strategies.

0
0.0%

6
0.9%

36
5.5%

90
13.8%

272
41.7%

248
38.0%

5.1043 .90136

Coping with the 
emergence of 
an unexpected 
opportunity.

0
0.0%

3
0.5%

42
6.4%

266
40.8%

209
32.1%

132
20.2%

4.6518 .88854

 Adaptation to the 
emergence of an 
unexpected threat.

0
0.0%

0
0.0%

15
2.3%

246
37.7%

228
35.0%

163
25.0%

4.8267 .83087

Coping with 
political 
developments that 
affect your industry.

0
0.0%

6
0.9%

16
2.5%

134
20.6%

291
44.6%

205
31.4%

5.0322 .83723

Average 4.9836 .9023

Source: Source: Field Survey Results, 2017

Table 1 shows the descriptive analysis of responses on planning flexibility of 
SMEs. The result of the analysis shows that majority (42.2%) of the respondents 
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indicated that they made adjustment to the emergence of a new technology to 
a very high extent while 38.5% to high extent. Further, majority (42.5%) of the 
respondents reported that they made adjustment to shift in economic condition 
to a very high extent while 41% indicated to high extent. The result also shows 
that 54.4% of the respondents indicated that they adjust to the market entry 
of new competitors to a very high extent while 25.5% indicated to high extent. 
Furthermore, the study revealed that 48.8% of the respondents answered 
that they adjust to changes in government regulations to a high extent while 
36.3% indicated to a very high extent. Moreover, 39.1% of the respondents 
reported that they adjust to shift in customer needs and preferences to a high 
extent, 29.1% fairly high extent, while 26.2% to a very high extent. The results 
of the descriptive analysis reveal that 41.7% of the respondents reported that 
they made adjustment to modifications in supplier strategies to a high extent, 
while 38% claimed to a very high extent. However, 40.8% of the respondents 
indicated that they cope with the emergence of an unexpected opportunity to 
a fairly high extent, 32.1% to a high extent and 20.2% to a very high extent. 
Similarly, the result shows that 37.7% of the respondents declared that they 
made adaptation to the emergence of an unexpected threat to a fairly high 
extent, 35% to a high extent and 25% to a very high extent. Finally, 44.6% 
of the respondents affirmed that they cope well with political developments 
that affect their industry to a high extent, 31.4% to a very high extent and 
20.6% fairly high extent. The average mean score of the responses was 4.9836 
indicating that on the average, planning flexibility amongst the enterprises has 
been conducted at a high extent. The standard deviation is 0.9023 indicating 
some heterogeneity amongst the respondents.

Hypothesis
H0: There is no significant effect of strategic planning flexibility on the 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State of Nigeria.
To test the hypothesis, regression analysis was used. Data for strategic planning 
flexibility and the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs were generated by 
adding scores of responses of all items for each of the variables. The results of 
the analysis are presented in Table 2:
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Table 2: The influence of Strategic planning flexibility on 
Entrepreneurial Orientation of SMEs

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardised 
Coefficients

Standardised 
Coefficients

T Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 57.962 3.714 15.605 .000

Strategic planning flexibility .354 .082 .167 4.306 .000

R = .167;      R2 = .028; F (1/650) = 18.544

a. Dependent Variable: entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs
Source: Field Survey Result, 2017

Table 2 illustrates the influence of strategic planning flexibility on the 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs. The results show that strategic planning 
flexibility has a positive infleunce on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs 
(β = .354,t =4.306, p<0.05). Correlation coefficient (R) is 0.167 for Strategic 
planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs. The correlation 
between Strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of 
SMEs is weak. The results further indicate that there are different variations 
in Strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs. The 
coefficient of determination, R² = 0.028 explains that 2.8% of the variations 
of entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs have been explained by the variable 
of strategic planning flexibility. The remaining 97.2% of the variations are 
explained by other factors. The conclusion is that the regression model for 
the strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation does not 
have a good fit. The analysis of variance, F-ratio is 18.544 for eentrepreneurial 
orientation.The overall results reveal that strategic planning flexibility has 
significant effect on entrepreneurial orientation (p< 0.05).Entrepreneurial 
orientation comprises innovativeness, proactiveness and risk taking. The 
formulated regression equation to predict entrepreneurial orientation is:

EO = 7.962 + .354 SPF …………………………………………….. eq.i
Where: EO = Entrepreneurial Orientation; SPF = Strategic Planning Flexibility. 

In the regression equation above, taking strategic planning flexibility constant 
at zero, the value of entrepreneurial orientation was 57.962. The regression 
coefficient of strategic planning flexibilitywas 0.354, implying that an 
increase in strategic planning flexibility by one unit leads to an increase in 
entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs by 0.354 units.  The equation indicates 
that strategic planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs has 
a positive and significant relationship (β = 0.354, p = .000). Therefore, the 
null hypothesis (H0) which states that there is no significant effect of strategic 
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planning flexibility on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State 
of Nigeria is hereby rejected.

Discussion
The finding of hypothesis indicates that strategic planning flexibility has a 
significant and positive influence on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs 
in Osun State, Nigeria.Previous studies support this finding. However, the 
findings of the empirical studies undertaken by some scholars (Kroeger, 2007; 
Gathenya, 2012) are inconsistent with the finding of this current study. In a study 
of small businesses in the Northeastern Ohio in the United States of America,  
Kroeger (2007) investigated the relationship among a firm’s environmental 
scanning intensity, locus of planning, planning flexibility and entrepreneurial 
orientation and firm performance with external environment as a moderating 
variable. The outcome of the study reveals that there is no positive relationship 
between strategic planning flexibility and firm performance. This result was 
also replicated in a related study conducted by Gathenya (2012). The result of 
the study shows that influence of strategic planning flexibility on performance 
is negative.  This, in effect, implies that strategic planning flexibility is not 
a predictor of firm performance. The implication of this development is that 
Women Led SMEs in Kenya are inflexible in planning, a situation which 
contradicts Drucker (2005) assertion that flexible plans eliminate potential 
obstacle to change and improve performance. In another sense, this result 
shows that the more inflexible the plan the better the performance.

 The probable reason for the variance in Kroeger (2007) is hinged on the 
strategic planning flexibility scale used for this aspect which the researcher 
claimes had an inter-item reliability of 0.60 which indicates that some of the 
items might not be the best measure of strategic planning flexibility construct. 
As regards the variant result obtained by Gathenya (2012), it was argued that 
the political crisis in Kenya in 2007-2008 would probably have been the cause 
as it did not allow for enterprises strategic planning practices to be detailed as 
to make plans that were flexible or long term.

While the findings of the two studies highlighted reveal a negative 
relationship between strategic planning flexibility and firm performance 
there are a number of other researches whose findings were positive. In their 
study, Barringer and Bludorn (1999) carried out a study investigating the 
relationship between corporate entrepreneurship and strategic management 
in a sample of 169 firms. The results of the study indicate a strong relationship 
between strategic planning flexibility and corporate entrepreneurship 
intensity.A similar study titled: ‘Linking entrepreneurship and strategic 
management: evidence from Spanish SMEs’’ was conducted by Entrialgoet 
al., (2000). The study examined the relationship between entrepreneurship 
and strategic management from the perspective of the process and from 
the point of view of content. In specific terms, the researchers analysed the 
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influence of the competitive strategy and the practices of strategic planning 
flexibility on entrepreneurship. The finding reveals a positive relationship 
between entrepreneurship and strategic planning flexibility. This, in effect, 
demonstrates that strategic planning flexibility is a good predictor of 
entrepreneurship or entrepreneurial orientation thus supporting previous 
results. The study conducted by Murimbika (2012) on the influence of strategic 
planning flexibility on the entrepreneurial orientation of South African firms 
in the financial and business services sector replicated the findings of other 
researchers (Barringer&Bluedorn 1999; Entrialgo et al, 2000). The result 
reveals that the application of strategic planning flexibility positively influenced 
the entrepreneurial orientation of firms in the financial and business services 
sector in South Africa. The outcomes of other similar studies conducted by 
Murimbika and Urban (2013 and 2014) are also in harmony with the previous 
findings.

The outcome of a study conducted by Li, Tse and Zhao (2009) which 
tested the module of relationship between corporate entrepreneurship 
and strategic management practices in the hospitality companies in China 
is also consistent with the results of empirical studies carried out by other 
scholars (Barringer & Bluedorn, 1999; Entrialgo et al, 2000; Murimbka, 2012; 
Murimbika & Urban 2013 & 2014). The study explored the five dimensions of 
strategic management practices: environmental scanning intensity, planning 
flexibility, locus of planning, planning horizon and performance control 
attributes on the corporate entrepreneurship. The findings also indicate that 
strategic planning flexibility is the best predictor of a firm’s entrepreneurial 
orientation. The study conducted by Boru (2014) on the relationship between 
strategic management and entrepreneurship in Food Processing Companies 
in Nairobi County, Kenya.also replicated the previous findings of Entrialgo et 
al, (2000); Li et al., (2009); Murimbika (2012); Murimbika and Urban (2013) 
& (2014). The study affirmed that strategic planning flexibility is an important 
correlate of entrepreneurial orientation. The result of similar study conducted 
by Kuye (2008) replicated the existing findings on the relationship between 
strategic planning flexibility and corporate entrepreneurship/entrepreneurial 
orientation. 

The consistency in the results of the various studies on the interface of 
strategic management practices and entrepreneurship/entrepreneurial 
orientation suggests that strategic planning flexibility is the best predictor 
of a firm’s entrepreneurial orientation. The positive relationship between 
strategic management practices and entrepreneurial orientation/corporate 
entrepreneurship as evident from the various empirical studies suggests that 
entrepreneurially minded firms should practise flexible planning systems 
to be able to keep pace with environmental change thereby promoting their 
entrepreneurial orientation. The result of the current study suggests that 
SMEs operating flexible planning systems would be able to adjust their 
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strategic plans quickly to adapt to changing consumer preferences and pursue 
opportunities for innovative products and services.  A flexible system coupled 
with an extensive environmental scanning makes a firm’s strategic plan to 
remain current and organic. In other words, it enables a firm’s entrepreneurial 
ingenuities to be strategically planned instead of occurring in a haphazard 
manner outside the ambit of strategic plan (Barringer & Bluedorn, 1999; 
Murimbika, 2012). The implication of the findings is that high planning 
flexibility promotes corporate entrepreneurship (entrepreneurial orientation) 
while low planning flexibility leads to low corporate entrepreneurship/ 
entrepreneurial orientation in such firms.

It can be deduced from the data analysis that the correlation between 
strategic planning flexibility and the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in 
Osun State, Nigeria is weak but positive reflecting correlation coefficient (R) 
is 0.167. Even though planning flexibility is not easy to achieve in real life, 
nonetheless every entrepreneurial firm should endeavour to institutionalize 
flexibility into its plan to pave way for easy adaptability and quick response 
to environmental change. The weak but positive correlation between strategic 
planning flexibility and entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State 
may be due to lackluster attitude of most SMEs towards strategic planning. 

Strategic planning flexibility (SPF) explains how an entrepreneurial firm is 
able to adapt its plan or strategy  to ever changing environment. In this regard, 
as organisational resources, strategic planning flexibility must possess those 
four attributes such as valuable, rare, inimitable and must not be substitutable 
and duplicated by any competitors  to be able to influence entrepreneurial 
orientation. The findings of this study also justify this as strategic planning 
flexibility has a significant and positive influence on the entrepreneurial 
orientation of SMEs in the State. The finding also supports the Resource Based 
View (RBV) in this perspective.

This finding of hypothesis corroborated the descriptive analysis. In this 
study, majority (42.2%) of the respondents indicated that they adjusted to the 
emergence of a new technology to a very high extent. 42.5% of the respondents 
reported that they also adjusted to shifts in economic condition to a very high 
extent. 54.4% of the respondents indicated that they adjust to the market entry 
of new competitors to a very high extent while 25.5% indicated to high extent. 
48.8% of the respondents answered that they adjust to changes in government 
regulations to a high extent while 36.3% indicated to a very high extent. 
Moreover, 39.1% of the respondents reported that they adjusted to shift in 
customer needs and preferences to a high extent. 41.7% of the respondents 
reported that they complied with the modifications in supplier strategies 
to a high extent, while 38% claim to a very high extent. However, 40.8% of 
the respondents indicated that they took advantage of the emergence of an 
unexpected opportunity to a fairly high extent, 32.1% to a high extent and 20.2% 
to a very high extent. Furthermore, the findings of this study aligned with Li, Tse 
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and Zhao’s (2009) study that there is positive relationship between strategic 
planning flexibility and corporate entrepreneurship intensity, which suggests 
that entrepreneurially minded firms should adopt flexible planning systems 
to keep pace with environmental changes and enhance their entrepreneurial 
orientation. Adopting of flexible planning systems provides opportunity for 
hospitality firms to adjust their strategic plans quickly and adjust to changing 
consumer preferences and pursue opportunity for new products and services. 
Based on the findings and its supporting literature, the study therefore rejects 
the null hypotheses (H0) which states that strategic planning flexibility has no 
significant influence on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State 
of Nigeria.

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations
The null hypothesis, Strategic planning flexibility has no significant influence 
on the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs in Osun State of Nigeria was 
disproved, as the results of the study indicate that strategic planning flexibility 
has a significant and positive influence on the entrepreneurial orientation 
of SMEs in Osun State, Nigeria.This relationship is statistically significant 
at (β = .354, p<0.05) which implies that strategic planning flexibility and 
entrepreneurial orientation are moving in the same direction, that is, as 
strategic planning flexibility increases, entrepreneurial orientation increases. 
The model R² (Coefficient of determination) is 0.028 indicating that 2.8% 
of the variations of entrepreneurial orientation are influenced by strategic 
planning flexibility. Also, firm must be flexible enough to be able to rapidly 
respond to opportunities and threats in the external environment, if it is 
going to survive and thrive in today’s  volatile and hyper-competitive business 
environment. Planning flexibility systems coupled with environmental 
scanning intensity facilitate quick response to opportunities and threats in the 
external environment thus leading to improved entrepreneurial behaviour of 
firms. Given the weak correlation between strategic planning flexibility and 
the entrepreneurial orientation of SMEs as demonstrated in the findings of 
the study, it is, therefore, recommended that SMEs should embrace strategic 
planning flexibility in action and in practice in their strategic planning. 
In addition, it is recommended that SMEs should ensure the provision of 
adequate   budget support in their strategic plans in order to facilitate the 
implementation of strategic flexibility planning systems.
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ABSTRACT

The study investigated the effect of financial management skills on the 
performance of women entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria. Structured 
questionnaire was used to collect data from 267 respondents out of 6,543 
registered women entrepreneurs through random sampling method. 
Multiple regression analysis was used to analyze the data collected in order 
to examine the effect of independent variable, financial management skill 
dimensions (records keeping, financing and working capital management), 
on dependent variable, performance (growth). The result showed that 
financial management skill dimensions have significant effect on the 
performance of women entrepreneurs. Based on this, it is concluded that the 
predictor variables namely (records keeping, financing and working capital 
management) are jointly 49.1 percent variance of women entrepreneurs’ 
performance. In line with this, the study, therefore, recommended that 
government and other stakeholders should encourage women to have access 
to short-term training on financial management skills development so as to 
boost their performance.
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Introduction
Entrepreneurship is considered as one of the major drivers of global innovation, 
competitiveness and economic growth in this modern day needs for increasing 
industrialization. It is regarded as the life wire of a country’s economy and the 
cornerstone of poverty reduction, job and wealth creation in a very innovative 
and creative ways. Past studies opined that one of the crucial economic 
development objectives of any government in the world over is employment 
creation and the sure means of achieving this is entrepreneurship development 
(Abimbola and Kolawole, 2017; World Bank, 2007; Hisrich, 2005; Fox, 2001).

In Nigeria, the governments have to a certain level, recognized the 
importance of developing entrepreneurship which could promote and achieve 
economic growth, wealth creation, employment creation and poverty reduction. 
In this regard, the various governments have, in recent times, concentrated on 
the development of individuals considered to be disadvantaged in the past, 
especially women entrepreneurs. For instance, ILO (2011) observed that a 
significant number of enterprises are owned by men and therefore, it is not 
common to see women-owned businesses globally especially in developing 
countries like Nigeria. The idea and practice of women entrepreneurs is a 
recent phenomenon.  These women entrepreneurs are viewed as late entrants 
in the club house of entrepreneurship and therefore considered as lacking 
the adequate skills and competencies needed to start and successfully grow a 
business.

Women-owned businesses as observed by Brusha and Cooper (2012) and 
Brush, Carter, Gatewood, Greene and Hart (2006) are one of the fastest growing 
entrepreneurial populations in the world m with significant contributions 
to innovation, employment, poverty reduction and wealth creation in all 
economies. However, women in developing countries like Nigeria have not 
played a forestanding role in entrepreneurship for a diversity of reasons. To 
support this revelation, Olomi (1999) revealed that traditionally, a woman’s role 
has been that of mother and wife as well as to always be found in the kitchen. 
Gender inequalities and inequities in developing countries including Nigeria 
have seriously affected women’s behaviours. Orser, Riding and Maley (2006) 
further confirmed the earlier position made by Olomi (1999) by arguing that 
the female entrepreneur original model is portrayed as maternal, care giving, 
nurturing and struggling to balance work and domestic responsibilities. This 
revelation therefore calls for the empirical evaluation of the extent to which 
financial management skills can boost women entrepreneurial participation 
and influence their entrepreneurial performance. 

Statement of the Problem
Literatures on entrepreneurship have made very significant documentation 
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of the desire of women entrepreneurs to be economically independent as well 
as their roles and contributions as women entrepreneurs in shaping labour 
market by creating jobs for themselves, reducing poverty and jobs for others. 
However, in spite of their outstanding contributions and laudable significance 
in addition with the increased supports by the governments together with other 
stakeholders to ensure the success of women entrepreneurs, they continue to 
display high birth and death rates. Interestingly, women entrepreneurs have 
weaker managerial and business skills, poor financial knowledge and less 
business experience which are the most serious issues which lead to reduction 
in business efficiency and high failure of women businesses (Abimbola and 
Kolawole, 2017; Ebashi, Sakai and Takada, 1997). 

As a result of high rate of failure of women businesses, it becomes very 
germane to examine the relationship between financial management skills 
and the performance of women entrepreneurs. Hence, this study intends to 
fill the identified gap by examining the effect of financial management skills on 
the performance of women entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria.

Research Objective
The broad objective of the study is to examine the effect of financial management 
skills on the performance of women entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria.

Research Hypothesis
H0: Financial management skills (records keeping, financing and working 
capital management) have no significant effect on the performance of women 
entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria.
H1: Financial management skills (records keeping, financing and working 
capital management) have significant effect on the performance of women 
entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria.

Literature Review
Observation shows that entrepreneurship is a complex phenomenon involving 
a set of activities with technical, human, managerial and entrepreneurial 
characteristics, the performance of which requires set of skills (Filion, 2008). 
The researcher further stressed that entrepreneurial actors, that is, the 
business owner-managers play additional roles (mainly managerial) when 
they carry out their entrepreneurial activities. Meanwhile, the development 
of entrepreneurship as a discipline did not follow the same pattern as other 
disciplines as large numbers of researchers, each using a culture, logic and 
methodology to varying degrees in their own fields, began to take an interest 
and work in the field of entrepreneurship (Filion, 1997). Therefore, there is no 
consensus on the definition of entrepreneurship. 

Acadia Centre for Small Business and Entrepreneurship (ACSBE) (2005) 
defined entrepreneurship, as the ability to make an informed decision and take 
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responsibility for the consequences of the action emanating from that decision 
(risk-taking). Every successful entrepreneur has been someone who has been 
able to identify a problem and come up with a solution to it before someone 
else does it. Entrepreneurship is more than simply “starting a business”. It is 
a process through which individuals identify opportunities, allocate resources 
and create value. This creation of value is often through the identification of 
opportunities for an improved change (Solomon, 2002). From the view of 
Kabiru and Yusuf (2014), entrepreneurship is the act of being an entrepreneur 
which is seen as one who undertakes innovations with finance and business 
acumen in an effort to transform innovations into economic goods, hence 
entrepreneurs see “problems” as “opportunities”.

Financial Management
One of several functional areas of management is financial management 
which is the major key to the success of businesses. Financial management 
is the management of finances of a business in order to achieve the financial 
objectives of the business (Abimbola and Kolawole, 2017). Financial 
management as opined by McMahon, Holmes, Hutchison and Forsaith (1993) 
is based on mobilizing and using sources of funds which is concerned with 
raising the funds needed to finance the enterprise’s assets and activities, the 
allocation of these scarce funds between competing uses and ensuring that the 
funds are used effectively and efficiently in achieving the enterprise’s goals.

Furthermore, Olamide and Sajuyigbe (2011) defined financial management 
as planning, organizing, directing and controlling the financial activities 
such as the procurement and utilization of funds of the enterprise. It also 
means applying general management principles to financial resources of the 
enterprise.

Skills
Skills have been variously defined by Wickham (1998) and Awogbenle and 
Iwuamadi (2010) as knowledge or competence which is demonstrated by 
action. Skills are abilities to perform in a certain way. Synonymous with 
skills are the words competencies and abilities. Entrepreneurial skills are the 
basic capabilities required for a sound-starting, development, financing and 
marketing of home business enterprise (Lyve, 2005). They are qualities or 
attributes required of a person to start and successfully manage a business 
in a competitive environment. In addition to this, Akande (2010) observed 
entrepreneurial skills as qualities or attributes required for an entrepreneur 
to start and successfully manage a business in a competitive environment. 
Many studies have established specific business skills that are germane for the 
success of micro and small enterprises. For instance, Botha (2006) revealed 
that the absence or low levels of key skills such as motivation, ability to gather 
resources, financial management, human relation, planning, marketing and 
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technical skills may lead to little or zero performance while weakness in a 
particular dimension would decrease effectiveness in the overall performance 
of the enterprise. This, according to the study means that the increase in the 
capacity of any of these skills can lead to an increase in the entrepreneurial 
performance of the enterprises.

A literature search on skills, competencies or abilities revealed that 
financial management skills can be classified into three categories which 
include but not limited to records keeping skills, financing skills and working 
capital management skills.

Financial Management Skills
Olamide and Sajuyigbe (2011) defined working capital management as 
decisions relating to working capital and short-time financing. These involve, 
according to the authors managing the relationship between a firm’s short-
term assets and short-term liabilities. Kiita (2013) affirms that the goal of 
working capital management is to ensure that the firm is able to continue 
its operation and that it has sufficient cash flow to satisfy both maturing 
short-term debt and upcoming operational expenses. The context of working 
capital management includes cash management, receivable and payable 
management, and inventory management (Sajuyigbe, Adeyemi and Odebiyi, 
2016). According to Romney (2009), financing means overseeing the capital 
structure of an enterprise. An enterprise’s capital structure refers to the 
combination of its various sources of funding. Most enterprises are funded by 
a mix of debt and equity. When determining a business’ cost of capital, the cost 
of each component of the capital structure is weighed in relation to the overall 
total amount (Sajuyigbe, et al., 2016). 

Big and Perrins (1971) cited in Kithae, Maganjo and Kavinda (2013) defined 
record keeping as the art of recording all money transactions so that financial 
position of business undertaking and its relationship to proprietors as well as 
outside persons can be readily ascertained. Every enterprise, however simple 
requires records written. These are used by managers as guides to routine 
actions, taking of decisions, formulation of general rules and maintaining 
relationship with other organizations or with individuals (Lee, 2000). Thus, 
a business without written records is like a blind man without his aid or a 
vehicle without a driver for it does not know which way it is going.

Empirical Studies Showing the Relationship between Financial 
Management Skills and the Performance of Women Entrepreneurs
The argument on the effect of financial management skills on the performance 
of women entrepreneurs has been in the front burner for years. This has 
geared up many researchers and scholars on the subject to conduct researches 
that could beam light on the issue. It is in the same spirit that the reviewing of 
the past studies on the subject in order to lay foundation for this study remains 
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very imperative.
Considering a study carried out by Abimbola and Kolawole (2017), the 

study examined the relationship between financial management practices 
and performance of women entrepreneurs in Nigeria. The result of the 
study showed that women entrepreneurs’ performance is positively related 
to financial management practices. The implication of this is that the more 
efficient the financial management practices of women entrepreneurs, 
the better their performance and that by raising the efficiency of financial 
management practices, women entrepreneurs will improve on their 
profitability. Interestingly, Sajuyigbe, Adeyemi and Odebiyi (2016) conducted 
another study on financial management practices and women entrepreneurs’ 
performance: an empirical investigation. The finding of the study revealed 
that financial management practices have insignificant influence on the 
performance of women entrepreneurs meaning that the adoption and 
implementation of financial management practices by women entrepreneurs 
is very low.

A further study was carried out by Ntabo and Muturi (2016) on the effect 
of entrepreneurial financial skills on the use of debt financing among small 
and medium enterprises in Boungoma County, Kenya. The result of the study 
revealed that entrepreneur’s financial management skills will increase the use 
of debt financing.

Methodology 
The study adopted a survey design. This design was chosen because the 
sampled elements and the variables of interest are simply being observed as 
they are without making any attempt to control them. The study area was Osun 
State. The choice of this place was purposive and convenience. Multistage 
sampling procedures consisting of stratified, purposive sampling and simple 
random sampling techniques were used to select a total of two hundred and 
seventy-one (271) out of six thousand, five hundred and forty-three (6,543) 
women entrepreneurs that were registered with their respective associations 
in the selected local government areas and are engaged in hairdressing, 
fashion designing, food catering and textile trading among others. The 
sample was taken across the twelve (12) local government areas comprising 
four (4) local governments from each of the three (3) senatorial districts in 
the state. Structured questionnaire was used to collect primary data from the 
respondents. Two hundred and seven-one (271) copies of questionnaire were 
administered to respondents, out of which two hundred and sixty-seven (267) 
were retrieved, representing 98.5% retrieval rate.

The questionnaire was measured and the responses were rated on the 
Likert-scale format with answers ranging from 1-5 (1= strongly disagree to 5= 
strongly agree) with each dimension having 5 questions. The instrument used 
in this study was submitted to a panel of experts for validation. Moreover, 
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the reliability of the instrument was tested by the use of test-retest method 
which involves administrating the same instrument twice to ten (10) women 
entrepreneurs from each of the selected local government areas but outside 
sample area within two weeks interval. Comments obtained from the pilot 
test-retest were also considered accordingly. The study reported Cronbach 
reliability alpha of records keeping (.75), financing (.72) and working capital 
management (.72) in order to determine their reliability and soundness, 
therefore meeting acceptance standards for the study.

The mean of the scores on each item was developed and validated by 
Sambo, Gichira and Yusuf (2015) for interpretation of the respondents’ level 
of agreement or disagreement. A mean score that is approximately between 
(i) 0.0 – 0.9 was regarded as very low, (ii) 1.0 – 1.9 was regarded as low, (iii) 
2.0 – 2.9 was regarded as medium, (iv) 3.0 – 3.9 was regarded as high and (v) 
4.0 – 5.0 was regarded as very high.

Results and Discussion
Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for questionnaire items on 
the effect of financial management skill Dimensions on the 
Performance of Women Entrepreneurs in Osun State, Nigeria 

Variable Questionnaire Item N Mean SD Ranking

Effect of financial 
management skills on the 
performance of women 
entrepreneurs in 
Osun State

Financing 267 2.9166 1.3572 2nd 

Records Keeping 267 3.0433 1.7213 1st 

Working capital Mgt 267 2.7433 1.7831 3rd 

Grand Total 2.901
Source: Field Survey, 2018

Table 1 revealed that the extent of financing, records keeping and working 
capital management skills among women entrepreneurs in Osun State is 
moderate with a grand mean of 2.901. This implies that majority of women 
entrepreneurs did not have adequate financial management skills such as 
permanent book keeping and records keeping of all business transactions. 
The result also indicates that most of them are making use of only internally 
generated funds meaning that their access to either bank, government or any 
other loans is very low. The finding further reveals that women entrepreneurs 
lack better and sound financial skills such cash budget and internal control on 
cash leading to reckless spending as they cannot differentiate between business 
capital and net profits. The finding of this study is in line with Sajuyigbe, Adeyemi 
and Odebiyi (2016) who affirmed that financial management practices have 
insignificant influence on the performance of women entrepreneurs meaning 
that the adoption and implementation of financial management practices by 
women entrepreneurs is very low.
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Hypothesis Testing

Table 2a: Model Summary

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate

1 .537a .491 .439 2.648
a. Predictors: (Constant), Records Keeping Skills, Financing Skills, Working Capital Management Skills

Table 2b: ANOVAa

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 3862.659 3 1287.553 47.170 .000b

Residual 9908.534 263 27.296

Total 13771.193 266
a. Dependent Variable: Performance

b. Predictors: (Constant), Records Keeping Skills, Financing Skills, Working Capital Management Skills

Table2c: Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.

B Std. 
Error

Beta

1 (Constant) 17.376 1.241 13.822 .000

Records Keeping 1.864 .513 .883 4.377 .000

Financing 1.149 .679 .574 2.813 .001

Working Cap Mgt .643 .377 .826 2.959 .001
a. Dependent Variable: Performance

          
In order to examine the effect of financial management skills on the performance 
of women entrepreneurs in Osun State, multiple regression analysis technique 
was applied to test the data collected and the result presented on the table 
2a, 2b, and 2c shown above. This was in line with the objective of the study 
and the hypothesis which seek to examine the effect of financial management 
skills on the performance of women entrepreneurs in Osun State. The result 
showed that each of the parameters of estimate under financial management 
skill dimensions listed had one effect or the other on the dependent variable, 
performance (growth).

From table 2a above, it was observed that the identified financial 
management skill dimensions as a construct accounted for a total of 49.1% 
(R2=0.491) of entrepreneurial performance (growth) among the women 
entrepreneurs within the period of the study. The model was confirmed with 
an F value of (3,263) = 47.170 which was significant at 1% level of significance 
meaning that the model had the ability of capturing the contribution. This 
implies that financial management skill dimensions jointly influence business 
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growth among women entrepreneurs at 1% level; this result conform 
Abimbola and Kolawole (2017) who revealed through the finding of their 
study that women entrepreneurs’ performance is positively related to financial 
management practices

In determining the effect of the individual dimension while holding the 
others constant, the study observed that records keeping skills accounted 
for a variation of 1.864 of the women entrepreneurs’ performance and 
significant at 1% level with t-value of 4.377. This result is in line with Abimbola 
and Kolawole(2017) who affirmed  that the more efficient the financial 
management practices of women entrepreneurs, the better their performance 
and that by raising the efficiency of financial management practices, women 
entrepreneurs will improve on their profitability.

The effect of financing skill on the performance of women entrepreneurs, 
while holding other factors constant, was observed to be positive. Financing 
skill accounted for a variation of 1.149, β= 0.574 while the t-value is 2.813 and 
is significant at 1% level. 

The effect of working capital management skills while holding other 
factors constant showed a variation of 0.643, β=0.826 while t-value is 2.959 
at 1% level of significance confirming the model. These results are therefore, 
in line with Ntabo and Muturi (2016) who found that entrepreneur’s financial 
management skills will increase the use of debt financing

Conclusion and Recommendation
This paper examines the effect of financial management skills on the 
performance of women entrepreneurs in Osun State using multiple regression 
analysis. A structured questionnaire-based study was carried out among 267 
women entrepreneurs in Osun State. The result of the study showed that 
records keeping skills, financing skills and working capital management 
skills were statistically significant. Records keeping had highest statistically 
significant influence on the growth of the business. From the above discussion, 
it is concluded that records keeping and financing skills significantly influence 
the performance of women entrepreneurs in the study area. Working 
capital management skill was found to influence the performance of women 
entrepreneurs, but at a relatively low level. Based on the above conclusion, it 
is therefore recommended that government should encourage women to have 
access to short-term training on financial management skills development so 
as to boost their performance.
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ABSTRACT

Sustainability has become an integral component of many government, 
commercial, and non-profit agricultural research efforts, and it is beginning 
to be woven into agricultural policy in developing countries. Although, 
increasing numbers of farmers and ranchers have embarked on their own 
paths to sustainability, incorporating integrated and innovative approaches 
into their own enterprises. The growing demand for agricultural products 
and sustainable productivity growth in agriculture is a vital issue. Also, the 
challenges of sustainability in agribusinesses are now more complex than 
ever as a result of the rising population in Nigeria. The study examines the 
effect of entrepreneurial initiatives on agribusiness sustainability among 
the clusters in Kwara, Kogi and Niger State. The study adopted a thematic 
analysis using Nvivo 12 by conducting three focus group discussions among 
the cluster members in the selected States. The findings revealed that 
ensuring agribusiness sustainability requires derisking initiatives, cultural 
orientation, entrepreneurial orientation, networking and technology as 
basic entrepreneurial initiatives components required. It was recommended 
that agricultural insurance can play an important role in securing clusters 
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and boasting efficiency of agribusiness. Agribusiness insurance should be 
mandatory for all forms of agribusinesses within the clustered farmers. 
Government should take the strategic lead for financial inclusion and 
insurance for clusters by ensuring that insurance is included in the regional 
agric policy as a broader strategy that creates capacities and incentives for 
risk management.

Keyword: Sustainability, Agribusiness, Derisking, Culture, 
Entrepreneurship and eco-friendly practices.

Introduction
Agribusinesses operate in complex and dynamic environment as they are part 
of the larger collection of business processes which includes; the suppliers, 
traders, transporters, processors and many others. Each of these has roles 
to play in production process and distribution of the products along the 
value chain. Even though there is perceived politicization of the agricultural 
programmes by the policy makers in Nigeria, the sector had shown resilience 
and strong dynamism in absorbing new initiatives. Agriculture has remained 
the main thrust of the Nigerian economy aside from oil since independence. 
Interestingly, the world economy and globalization are spinning and moving 
with remarkable speed. As a result, the theme of entrepreneurship continues 
to echo with a wide range of economies around the world. Although, the 
attention and recognition accorded to the concept of entrepreneurial 
initiatives is derived from the fact that it is closely related to competitiveness 
and innovation. Traditionally, entrepreneurial initiatives have been applied 
to technological based sectors which focused on innovation as core value. In 
the past, the idea among countries pursuing growth was to catch the attention 
of large firms to relocate to their country; this perception is being challenged 
by the concept of entrepreneurship through Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMES). Although, the recent economic instability, resource limitations and 
environmental uncertainties call for entrepreneurial initiatives as the best 
option for SME,s  to attain synergy, maximize profits, achieve eco-friendly 
practices and increasingly compete in the global market.

The growing evidence of small firm in developing countries competing 
in local and global markets had driven much of the policy enthusiasm in 
promoting clusters. Consequently, many African countries such as Nigeria 
want their regions to be the next ‘Silicon valley’ as   countries are especially 
eager to announce the launch of entrepreneurship programmes in hot 
industries, particularly agriculture (Chatterji, Edward & William, 2013). 
Moreover, entrepreneurship programmes have become noticeable tools for 
fostering innovation and growth of competitive private sector in developing 
countries, like Nigeria, Ethiopia, Kenya, Ghana and Egypt amongst others. 
Although, the conventional model of cluster focuses on firms located alongside 
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similar businesses to benefit from networks, specialized infrastructures 
and economies of scale. Nonetheless, the Nigerian models have taken an 
evolutionary approach to analyzing cluster formation. Specifically, clusters 
arise in the form of agglomeration of cooperatives organizations comprising 
of various similar SMES.

Beyond this, successful agribusiness clusters are technically competent, 
innovative and plan ahead to steer their ventures through the stages of 
enterprise development from establishment and survival to rapid growth 
and maturity. For agribusinesses to cope with the risks in the complex world 
which they compete, they need to develop entrepreneurial spirits. Businesses 
with entrepreneurial spirits energetically, enthusiastically and carefully make 
different decisions about production in the context of the value chain that 
influences the efficiency of the firm. 

The fact that reports from World Bank, (2012); Reardon, Barrett, Berdegué 
and Swinnen (2009); Zeng (2008) suggest the potentials for agribusiness to 
stimulate growth in farmer incomes, foster sustainable increases in crop yields 
and support market chain expansion, it also contributes to socio economic 
development goals of the country. Although, cluster development in the 
agricultural sector, which constitute the bedrock of the Nigerian economy has 
not been given needed priority by policy makers, it had been identified as a 
veritable means to set Nigeria’s economy on a path of rebirth and recoveries. 
Conscious initiatives and actionable plan must therefore be in place to enhance 
agribusiness performance. Agreeably, agriculture is essential to Nigeria’s 
quest for economic diversification and survival (Economic Growth Recovery 
Plan [EGRP], 2017) as many states have considerable comparative advantages 
based on their natural endowments. Furthermore, agriculture can form the 
foundation for industrial park, just as the production of silicon transistors, 
laid the groundwork for the biggest concentration of high-tech companies in 
the world now known as the Silicon Valley. 

Statement of the Problem
The challenges in agribusinesses are now more complex. Earlier than now, 
issues like soil fertilization, mechanization, plant breeding, genetic engineering, 
and improvements in cultivation techniques took the center stage for the 
increase in agriculture productivity. Presently, other challenges demand a new 
set of technologies and policies. More so, the growing demand for agricultural 
products, sustainable productivity growth in agriculture is a vital issue. This 
includes not only increasing crop productivity but also adopting eco friendly 
practices, efficiencies in transportation and food industrialization. 

Another significant issue relates to how best to adapt to climate change and 
the expected increased frequency of extreme weather events. New technologies 
could contribute a great deal in this domain too as new equipments and devices 
are at the centre of such practices. Precision agriculture raises the possibility of 
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using knowledge and information technologies to adapt cultivation techniques 
to each specific location, with its own soil and climate characteristics. Crop 
sensors could use agriculture inputs much more precisely by using the exact 
amount needed by a specific site. Drones and robots have already automated 
several tasks in agriculture production without distorting the environments. 
Incidentally, the Nigerian situation is seemed to be foot-dragging and deficient 
of the eco friendly practices which have the tendency to guarantee increased 
efficiency.

Objective  of the Study
To evaluate the effect of entrepreneurial initiatives on eco-friendly practices 
among agribusiness clusters North-central, Nigeria. 

Research Question
In what ways can entrepreneurial initiatives affect eco-friendly practices 
among agribusiness clusters in North-central, Nigeria?

Literature Review
Conceptual Review
Entrepreneurial Initiatives (EI)
Entrepreneurial is used to qualify a person, situation, an organization or a 
group of people who exhibits behaviors that are typical of entrepreneurs. In 
addition, Ogundele (2017) states that group of persons are said to posses’ 
entrepreneurial outlook, when the perception and the characteristic of 
entrepreneurs are exhibited. Also, Mustapha and Yusuf (2017) conceive that 
the general misconception is that entrepreneurship is associated with Small 
and Medium Enterprises. The reality is that entrepreneurship can be found 
in different sizes of organizations, groups, ecosystem and clusters. However, 
entrepreneurial  initiatives are specific and actionable programs undertaken to 
achieve specific objectives in the near term, such objectives includes reduced 
cost, increased efficiency and improve performance among several others 
(Ogundele & Ijiya, 2017). Also, entrepreneurial initiatives when observed 
from integrated view requires an actionable steps that enables the firms to get 
along with people, customers, employees, government and regulating officials 
(Sajuyigbe, Madu–Igwe, & Unachukwu, 2016). 

Cultural Orientation 
Evidences from the literature have revealed that the cultural value that 
predominates among individuals in a society exercises an influence on their 
attitude, intention and behavior, including those that are channeled towards 
entrepreneurial activities (Adewale, 2016). Kuenyehia (2012) opines that where 
the culture of a country encourages risk taking and boldness and celebrates 
honest failures as in the case of developed economies, entrepreneurship 
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thrives.  The concept of entrepreneurial culture which can be defined as an 
environment where someone is motivated to innovate, create and take risks, 
has been identified as a condition for entrepreneurial behavior (Suleiman & 
Shehnaz, 2015 ; Thurik & Dejardinas, 2012). 

Also, Thurik and Dejardinas (2012) submit that cultural values lead to an 
acceptance of uncertainty and risk taking, they are expected to be supportive 
of the creativity and innovation underlying the act of entrepreneurship. 
Furthermore, the submission by Mitchell, et al. (2007) indicates that for 
starting a new business, many factors influence entrepreneurial intention. In 
their opinion, while such factors can range from desirability, feasibility and 
entrepreneurial experience, they are subjected to varying across different 
cultures and nations. Put in another way, the prediction of entrepreneurial 
intention is anchored on the premises of whether the cultural value that is 
predominant in an environment is in support of entrepreneurship, and 
vice versa. The aggregate psychological trait theory  lends credence to this 
by proposing that if there are more people with entrepreneurial values in a 
country, there are increased numbers of people displaying entrepreneurial 
behavior.

Risk and De-risking in Agribusinesses
Agribusinesses are subject to many uncertainties for the reason that farm 
production decision plan is typically associated with multiple potential 
outcomes with different probabilities; climatic condition, market developments 
and other events cannot be controlled by the farmer but have a direct incidence 
on the returns from farming (Alizadeh, & Nomikos, 2005). The concept of de-
risking emphasize that agribusinesses have to manage risks in production and 
services as part of the general management of the venture. Animal invasions, 
hazards and unforeseen events crop up in all economic and business activities 
in agriculture. Though, farming risk and de-risking instruments in the sector 
may have a certain number of specificities. Many challenges directly influence 
farmers´ production decisions and productivity. In response to the potential 
impact of these uncertain events agribusinesses apply diverse de-risking 
strategies in the circumstance of their production plans, the available portfolio 
of financial, physical and human capital, and the degree of aversion to risk 
(OECD, 2005). 

According to Just (2003) derisking is an entrepreneurial initiative which 
includes decisions on-farm, changes in portfolio structure, use of market 
instruments, government programs, and diversification to other source of 
income. Many general agricultural support policies have risk management 
implications and influence risk management decisions (ERGP, 2017). Because 
of the intricacy of these interactions governments need to make noteworthy 
efforts to accomplish coherence, particularly among different policies and 
between policies and market strategies (CBN 2012). Agricultural risk is 
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an interrelated system in which markets and government actions interact 
with risks and farmers’ strategies. Government programs may underpin 
the development of market strategies, but they may also crowd out market 
developments or on-farm strategies. The result of these interactions is the set 
of risk management strategies and tools that is available and used by farmers. 
The available strategies are not the simple addition of government programs, 
market instruments and on-farm decisions; they are mutually interdependent 
and constitute a unique system (Alizadeh, & Nomikos, 2005).

A major thrust is that farmers should be empowered to take responsibility 
for risk management, and policy actions should enable correlations among 
farming risks to be exploited. A variety of instruments should be available to 
the farmer so that he can choose the instrument that best fits his needs. The 
system should facilitate the production and sharing of information. Policies 
should be targeted to specific objectives, whether specific market failures or 
equity concerns, and they should be efficient and minimally distorting. Trade-
offs is likely to emerge between different objectives and guidelines and they 
need specific analysis in the context of the corresponding risk management 
system.

It is often said that agriculture production is a risky business, that is, it is 
subject to risk. This means that due to complexities of physical and economic 
systems, the outcomes of farmers’ actions and production decisions are 
uncertain, and many possible outcomes are usually associated with a single 
action or production plan. The uncertainty concerning outcomes that involve 
some adversity or loss that negatively affects individual well-being is normally 
associated with the idea of risk. Moreover, Moschini and Hennessy (2001) make 
the distinction between risk, that implies knowledge of numerical, objective 
probabilities, and uncertainty, that implies that the outcome is uncertain and 
the probabilities are not known. This distinction is not very operative since 
the probabilities are very rarely known and there is widespread acceptance 
of probabilities as subjective beliefs (Just 2003; Moschini & Hennessy 2001). 
However, Just (2003) highlights more useful distinction between uncertainty 
as imperfect knowledge and risk as exposure to uncertain unfavourable 
economic consequences. In practice both concepts are very much related 
and are used interchangeably, one with more emphasis on probabilities 
as the description of the environment, and the other with more emphasis 
on the potential negative impact on welfare. There is no risk without some 
uncertainty and most uncertainties typically imply some risk. A significant 
part of the literature on risk management is associated with social protection 
against poverty, particularly in developing countries (Dercon, 2005; World 
Bank, 2000). In this context the term vulnerability is often used to define the 
likelihood that a risk will result in a significant decline in well-being, that is, 
resilience or lack of resilience against a given adversity. Vulnerability does not 
depend only on the characteristics of the risk, but also on the household’s asset 
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endowment and availability of insurance mechanisms

Eco-Friendly Practices and Agribusiness Sustainability
The issue of Sustainable Agriculture was first addressed by the United States 
Congress in 1990 “Farm Bill” [Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade 
Act of 1990 (FACTA). According to Pretty (2008), under that law, “the term 
sustainable agriculture denotes an integrated system of plant and animal 
production practices having a site-specific application that, over the long 
term: firstly, sustainable agriculture satisfy human food and fiber needs; 
Enhance environmental quality and the natural resource base upon which the 
agricultural economy depends; Make the most efficient use of nonrenewable 
resources and on-farm resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural 
biological cycles and controls; Sustain the economic viability of farm 
operations; lastly, sustainable agriculture enhance the quality of life for 
farmers and society as a whole.

Pretty (2008) further asserts that the goal of sustainable agriculture 
is to meet country’s food needs in the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs. Basically, sustainable 
agriculture seeks to integrate three main objectives: a healthy environment, 
economic profitability, and social and economic equity. Stakeholders 
involved in the Agribusiness; farmers, food processors, distributors, 
retailers, consumers, and waste managers play vital role in ensuring a 
sustainable agricultural system. Developed economies have adopted the 
sense of urgency and direction pointed to by the sustainable agriculture 
concept (Gliessman, 2005). As a result, sustainability has become an integral 
component of many government, commercial, and non-profit agriculture 
research efforts, and it is beginning to be woven into agricultural policy in 
developing countries. Although, increasing numbers of farmers and ranchers 
have embarked on their own paths to sustainability, incorporating integrated 
and innovative approaches into their own enterprises.

Pretty (1995); McNeely and Scherr (2003) and Gliessman (2005) submit 
that different expressions have come to be used to imply greater sustainability 
in agricultural systems. These include biodynamic, community based, 
ecoagriculture, ecological, environmentally sensitive, extensive, farm fresh, 
free range, low input, organic, permaculture, sustainable healthy farming 
and wise use. Although, there is continuing and strong debate about whether 
agricultural systems using some of these terms can qualify as sustainable 
(Balfour 1943; Lampkin & Padel 1994). Systems high in sustainability can be 
taken as efficiency (Gliessman 2004, 2005; Scherr & McNeely 2008; Kesavan 
& Swaminathan 2008). The key principles for Agricultural sustainability are 
to; 
i. integrate biological and ecological processes such as nutrient cycling, 

nitrogen fixation, soil regeneration, competition, predation and parasitism 
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into food production processes, 
ii. minimize the use of those non-renewable inputs that cause harm to the 

environment or to the health of farmers and consumers, 
iii. make productive use of the knowledge and skills of farmers, thus improving 

their self-reliance and substituting human capital for costly external 
inputs, and 

iv. make productive use of people’s collective capacities to work together to 
solve common agricultural and natural resource problems, such as for 
pest, watershed, irrigation, forest and credit management. 

The idea of agricultural sustainability, though, does not mean ruling out 
any technologies or practices on ideological grounds. If a technology works 
to improve productivity for farmers and does not cause undue harm to the 
environment, then it is likely to have some sustainability benefits. Agricultural 
systems emphasizing these principles also tend to be multifunctional within 
landscapes and economies (Dobbs & Pretty, 2004). They jointly produce 
food and other goods for farmers and markets, but also contribute to a range 
of valued public goods, such as clean water, wildlife and habitats, carbon 
sequestration, flood protection, groundwater recharge, landscape amenity 
value and leisure/tourism. In this way, sustainability can be seen as both relative 
and case dependent and implies a balance between a range of agricultural 
and environmental goods and services. As a more sustainable agriculture 
seeks to make the best use of nature’s goods and services, technologies and 
practices must be locally adapted and fitted to place. These are most likely 
to emerge from new configurations of social capital, comprising relations 
of trust embodied in new social organizations, new horizontal and vertical 
partnerships between institutions, and human capital comprising leadership, 
ingenuity, management skills and capacity to innovate. Agricultural systems 
with high levels of social and human assets are more able to innovate in the 
face of uncertainty (Pretty, 2008). This suggests that there likely to be many 
pathways towards agricultural sustainability, and further implies that no 
single configuration of technologies, inputs and ecological management is 
more likely to be widely applicable than the other. 

Agricultural sustainability implies the need to fit these factors to the specific 
circumstances of different agricultural systems. A common, though erroneous, 
assumption about agricultural sustainability is that it implies a net reduction 
in input use, thus making such systems essentially extensive (they require 
more land to produce the same amount of food). Recent empirical evidence 
shows that successful agricultural sustainability initiatives and projects arise 
from shifts in the factors of agricultural production (e.g. from use of fertilizers 
to nitrogen-fixing legumes; from pesticides to emphasis on natural enemies; 
from ploughing to zero-tillage). A better concept than extensive is one that 
centres on intensification of resources, making better use of existing resources 
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(e.g. land, water, and biodiversity) and technologies (Conway & Pretty 1991). 
The critical question centres on the ‘type of intensification’. Intensification 
using natural, social and human capital assets, combined with the use of 
best available technologies and inputs (best genotypes and best ecological 
management) that minimize or eliminate harm to the environment, can be 
termed ‘sustainable intensification.

Theoretical review
Resource Based View 
In resource based view theory (RBV) propounded by Penrose (1959), in a work 
titled the theory of the growth of the firm, which visualized the firm as an 
administrative organization and a collection of physical and productive human 
resources. Both physical resources and human resources can provide the 
cluster a variety of usefulness. The same resources can be utilized in different 
ways, based on the ideas of the clusters and the strategies of applying them. 
In this sense, there is a strong linkage between the knowledge that people 
in the organization detains and the services obtained from the resources, so 
that clusters are really repositories of knowledge. Resource advantage theory 
emphasizes that firms are able to create and sustain high performance through 
the collection and integration of resources that are rare, valuable, inimitable, 
and organized (Barney, 1991; Sirmon, Hitt, Ireland & Gilbert, 2011).

The existence of capabilities and resource heterogeneity within a population 
of clusters is one of the principles of the RBV (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). The 
organizations are heterogeneous entities characterized by their particular and 
unique resource bases (Nelson & Winter, 1982 ; Barney, 1991). The RBV of 
the clusters presents an explanation for the heterogeneous competition based 
upon the premise that close competitors differ in an important and lasting way 
in their resources and capabilities (Helfat & Peteraf, 2003). This standpoint 
recognizes that the type, degree and nature of resources and capabilities are 
important determinants in their capacity to generate profit (Szulanski, 2003; 
Amit & Schoemaker, 1993). 

Empirical Evidences 
Boz-Semerci and Cimen (2017) in their study of environmental incentives for 
entrepreneurship in organization for economic cooperation and development 
countries, using Fuzzy clustering approach. The main objective of the study 
was to assess  effect of policies, educational and cultural orientations of 
countries on the environmental motives and nascent entrepreneurship rate 
in similar clusters. They observed that economic well-being and promotion 
of dynamics for new business startups requires supportive governmental 
programs, proper entrepreneurship education and predisposition of cultural 
and social norms which among other factors encourage  new businesses and 
develop entrepreneurial and innovative structures in economies. Boz and 
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Cimen (2017), further classified countries and examines the clusters according 
to their governmental supportive programs, educational incentives, cultural 
and social norms on entrepreneurship and the rate of new entries into self-
employment in the country. The fuzzy clustering method was useful to analyze 
the entrepreneurship key indicators data, which is obtained from the Global 
Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) study. Even though their analyses do not 
allow the identification of causal relationships, it provided a useful framework 
for comparisons among the countries and suggest incentive mechanisms for 
policy makers according to their clusters. Given the essence of entrepreneurial 
cluster and business performance, the findings of this study form an important 
foundation for further empirical studies.

Research conducted by Kuzmišinová and Kuzmišin (2015), examine the 
business environment with a view of statistically initiating clusters from 79 
Slovak regions. The finding revealed that creation of Business competitiveness 
is based on common knowledge, development of mutual relationship, 
prosperity, innovation and environment quality. The study further presented 
cluster as a tool for competitiveness of regions. Their findings were based on 
theoretical analysis and practical illustrations. Five clusters were created from 
79 regions of Slovakia based on four sub-indices in the environmental quality: 
Economic activity, legislation, technology and infrastructures, Education, and 
Human resources and the Strength, weakness, Opportunity and threat of the 
Environment of the five created Clusters.

Frank, Mashevskaya and Ermolina (2016) in their exploratory research on 
Innovational mechanism of implementation of cluster initiatives in Business, 
identified the challenges of developing countries in creating innovations 
organizational and managerial mechanism of clustering. Their research aimed 
at solving these problems and adapts it for the provision of sustainable regional 
development with a view of clustering. They concluded that realization of 
potential of cluster initiatives in enhancing Business competitiveness can be 
achieved by means of formation of the complex mechanism of management 
of regional common facilities centers. To achieve premium pricing from profit 
from clustering, innovational, organizational and managerial mechanism of 
achieving efficient cluster should be based on provision of regional infrastructure 
as a part of the complex mechanism of management of development. They 
also identify coordination of actions by regional authorities, competition and 
interaction of members of clusters and policy makers are aimed at increasing 
of efficiency and Business competitiveness.

Methodology
The study combined cross sectional survey and phenomenology, by analyzing 
empirical data without too much reliance on preconceived theories. 
Phenomenology was adopted to understand the essence and underlying 
structure of entrepreneurial initiatives through qualitative explorations 
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(Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2007). This approach leads the study to a 
cross sectional survey with the initial theoretical clues on the entrepreneurial 
initiative phenomenon, which the study used to structure the field work and 
the collection of case study based data. 

The study adopted the primary method of data collection. Banister, Bunn, 
Burman, and Daniels (2011) suggest that survey method has been the most 
common means in primary research by which researchers collect data. This 
method allows the investigation of the phenomena that cannot be directly 
observed by the researcher (Banister, et al., 2011;Sekaran & Bougie, 2010). 
In order to ensure validity of the data and better analytical reasons, was Focus 
Group Discussions (FGDs) were held in the selected States and the research 
subjects i.e. farmers and other categories of discussants facilitated primary 
data generation among the clusters. 

In practice, qualitative sampling requires a flexible, pragmatic approach. 
Consequently, Amugune (2014) suggests that sample size should be small 
to allow in-depth exploration and understanding of phenomena under 
investigation. The researcher actively selected the most productive sample to 
answer the research focus group discussions. 

In the selection of participants for the focus group, the study used expert 
sampling to select the participants for the FGD among the cluster members. 

Focus Group Discussions
Focus group discussion (FGD) obtained data from a randomly selected group 
of discussants. Its suitability to circumstances is adjudged essential towards 
understanding the psychological and behavioural characteristics of stakeholders 
was taken into cognizance. It allowed ascertainment of ambivalence related 
to entrepreneurial initiatives and the agribusiness cluster performance in 
line with the submission of (Ochieng, Wilson, Derrick, & Mukherjee, 2018). 
Participation in this FGD was restricted to task group of stakeholders whose 
opinions and ideas were considered germane. Participants, who are usually 
in groups of 3 to 10, were allowed to answer questions and responses to the 
questions others ask which stimulated discussions and comments. In line with 
established practice of FGDs as espoused by Yin (2006), the target groups 
of stakeholders were brought together to discuss the issues. Four thematic 
guidelines all tailored towards the study objectives were used. 

Structure of Focus Group Discussions
The setting constituted was a roundtable discussion which was personally co-
ordinate and moderated by the researcher who was helped by two research 
assistants. Recorders were used to record the voices of discussants and hand 
written notes were taken to authenticate the recordings. The time- range for 
each session was between forty minutes and two hours. Light refreshments 
were provided to create and sustain a relaxed atmosphere and elicit frank 
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discussions. The researcher gave assurances that recorded voice data were 
meant strictly for the purpose of the research work and were to be handled with 
utmost confidentiality. To further strengthen the assurance of confidentiality 
of opinions expressed, names of participants were not requested for. However, 
the category or status of participants was identified to verify that appropriate 
stakeholders were selected to participate. 

Table 1. Summary of identified Discussants

Group A Group B Group C TOTAL

4 4 4 12
Source: Researcher’s Field Survey, 2019

However, in qualitative research, validity is thought of as judgmental and 
requires some kind of assurance that the instrument being used had resulted 
in accurate conclusions. In the study, copies the interview guide were sent 
to the respondents before the focus group discussions so that they prepared 
themselves beforehand. 

Data Analysis and Discussion of findings  
Eco-friendly Practices 
Based on the FGD discussions, derisking initiatives (Insurance policy and 
risk sharing) and cultural orientation value system and Norms and attitude) 
emerged in (Figure 4.1) and explained thematically as findings of how eco- 
friendly practices can be achieved through entrepreneurial initiatives.

Figure 4.1: Thematic representations on Agribusiness 
Sustainability
Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019)

Taking a lead from the work of Pretty (2008) which states that the goal 
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of sustainable agriculture is to meet country’s food needs in the present 
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs. The FGD revealed that resuscitating our cultural orientation and 
derisking our agribusinesses form important initiatives that ensure eco 
friendly practices. 

Derisking 
That the agribusiness clusters derive derisking initiatives from agribusiness 
insurance policy and risk sharing. This initiative is used in lessen the risk factors 
associated with agribusinesses among clusters and farmers alike. Although 
agribusiness insurance is mandatory when famers are assessing loans, it is not 
usually applicable ordinarily. Responding to how entrepreneurial initiatives 
can aid agribusiness sustainability, various participants in different groups 
pat1FGD2, pat3FGD2, pat3FGD3 and pat4FGD2 affirmed this. For instance, 
participant pat1FGD2 uphold thus:  “Most of Nigerian graduates are 
encouraged to be self employed or but they have not been really exposed to 
Agribusiness. Although, the activities of the Fulani cattle rearers  are enough 
to scare people away from taking risk in farming”

Corroborating the above submission, informant pat3FGD2 buttressed in 
his words:

….. the activities of cattle headers and pests like monkeys; it takes 
investors who can afford to bear the risk. So basically risk taking 
minded individuals can help to make our produces to be competitive 
when farming is seen as a business and not mere cultivation of land or 
rearing of animals.  (pat3FGD2)

In a related development, informant pat3FGD3 supports the above 
position thus:

… Animal invasion of farms, animals such as grasshoppers, monkeys, 
birds often invade farm lands and put the business at loss ( pat3FGD3).

Thus, the submissions of the participants here revealed that the activities 
of Fulani and animal invasion of farmland requires measures such as security 
and insurance policies.
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Cultural Orientation

Figure 3: Thematic responses of Participants on Norms and 
attitude
Source: Author’s Field Survey (2019)

In the words of pat2FGD2 “agribusiness sustainability can be achieved if we 
go back to the bases culturally we are farmers some are fisher men some are 
artisans and that is why the popular song ‘Ise Agbe ni ise ile wa’. We must 
see ourselves as Africans, may be a little bit of teachings of agropreneurs who 
were successful should be thought at schools. The popular cocoa house was a 
product of agricultural entrepreneurship”

Similarly, pat2FGD1 affirmed that;

in Africa farming is seen as belonging to poor and uncivilized people 
especially after the discovery of oil. The major orientation required is 
changing the entrepreneurial mindset of people. (pat2FGD1)

Conclusion and recommendations
The study examined the relationship between entrepreneurial initiatives and 
agribusiness cluster performance in North central Nigeria. Development 
of entrepreneurial agricultural policies has been on the rise to increase the 
value of agricultural production and open up the sector for new ideas which 
is clear departure from what obtained in the past when oil prices were at their 
peak. Therefore, policy change requires the development of entrepreneurial 
and organizational competency in clusters. The study considered both the 
individual entrepreneurial initiatives and the regional initiatives towards 
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improving agribusiness cluster performance in north central Nigeria. The 
qualitative gave rise to variables which includes; entrepreneurial education, 
derisking initiatives, cultural orientation and internalization of agribusiness.

The respondents for the study were selected through expert sampling 
techniques from among the selected states in North central Nigeria. The study 
also utilized qualitative approach through the use of three focused group 
discussions which were purposively selected in the three selected states and 
was analyzed thematically using Nvivo (12). The outcome of the focus group 
discussions were transcribed verbatim and the analysis of the transcripts 
were carried out using Phenomenological data analysis. The results from the 
study produced robust relationships between entrepreneurial initiatives and 
agribusiness cluster performance. 

It was concluded that in achieving eco-friendly practices, the level of 
agricultural risk must be reduced. Also, the cultural orientation of the people 
must be ignited. Traditionally, in this part of the country, the use of chemical 
is alien to the people. The need for collaborative efforts and research was also 
emphasized in order to achieve eco-friendly practices. 

Also, the issues of security and   the activities of cattle/farmers crisis 
which had been a major issue on cluster sustainability. Agricultural insurance 
can play an important role in securing clusters and boasting efficiency of 
agribusiness. Agribusiness insurance should be mandatory for all forms of 
agribusinesses within the clustered farmers. Government should take the 
strategic lead for financial inclusion and insurance for clusters by ensuring 
that insurance is included in the regional agric policy as a broader strategy 
that creates capacities and incentives for risk management. Integration of 
agric insurance activities with microfinance, rural savings and cooperatives 
would greatly enhance eco friendly practices. Cluster activities are vital to the 
sustainability of agribusinesses; therefore, gaining a better understanding 
about the orientation of entrepreneurs may help guide better execution of 
entrepreneurship initiatives.

In a nutshell, the innovativeness, aggressiveness, technological orientation 
and the cultural frameworks must be considered to stimulate the development 
of the cluster. Also, provision of enabling environment, common facility 
centers and affiliation with research, financial and academic institutes and 
encouragement of farmers, via their personalities and capabilities, to kindle 
the development of innovative agribusiness.
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ABSTRACT

Premiums accruing from insurance companies’ longer-term (life insurance) 
business represents an important proportion of both the stock, and flow of 
long-term financial savings that influence the direction of investment into 
capital markets in the economy. This study is carried out to investigate 
the impact of insurance companies’ investment on capital market in 
Nigeria, using ordinary least square regression and correlation analysis. 
The secondary data for this study was sourced from insurance companies 
listed on the stock exchange market during the period of 2002 to 2015. 
The observation ofthe fourteenyears’ data was analyzed using the Eviews 
9 and descriptive statistics. The findings of the study revealed that three 
independent variables: the life insurance premiums and otherInsurance 
investments, have no significant effect on the Nigeria capital market within 
the period of study. Therefore, the study recommends that the government 
should implement more effective laws to ensure an increase in the investment 
volume of insurance companies and the deepening of insurance penetration 
through financial inclusion of insurance to contribute meaningfully to the 
capital market.

Key Words: Investment, Capital Market, Insurance. Premium. Financial 
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Introduction
The insurance and pension companies in both developed and developing 
economies in which Nigeria is not exempted have been identified as 
institutions that contributes immensely to the growth and efficiency of the 
capital market. On the same page Economic Survey of Indian Finance Ministry 
(2012) submitted that in the developed economies, huge amounts of stable, 
long-term funds were channeled into capital markets by pension funds and 
the insurance sector and these funds facilitated the emergence of very liquid 
stock markets in those economies.

The insurance institution as a financial instrument is essential for any 
economy, especially the developing countries because its effectiveness 
and development is a key to capital and investments growth. The positive 
effects of a sound and well-developed insurance institution are driven by its 
intermediation role in the economy, which enables the industry to mobilize 
funds through collection of both short and long term premium, acceleration 
of foreign investment and optimization of investment in the capital market. 
The Pensions Reform Act (PRA) of 2004 is the most recent legislation 
of the Federal Government of Nigeria which is aimed at reforming the 
pensions system in the country. This reform was initiated to influence crucial 
developments within the pension companies, basically to attract institutional 
investors who would play a positive role in the development of the financial 
market in Nigeria. The Acts aim to ensure guarantee of prompt payment of 
pensions and also increase the standard of living of retirees, and also, that 
a portion of pension funds are used to develop the economy of the nation, 
which will make a significant addition to the GDP of the country. Akeni (2008) 
stated that the new Pensions Reform Act (PRA) of 2004 is designed to be fully 
funded (by both the employee and employer), publicly and privately managed 
and based on individual accounts. Also, Victor Okoye and Eze (2013) in their 
study submitted that Pension Reform Act (PRA), 2004 is aimed at developing 
a system that is sustainable and had the capacity to achieve the ultimate goals 
of providing a stable, predictable and adequate source of retirement income 
for each worker in the country.

The capital market is a platform where the demand and supply for 
financial instruments to create and transform financial claims are realized. It 
is a unique institutional mechanism where its performance and effectiveness 
is the function of other financial institutions. According to Chepkoiwo (2011) a 
typical capital market comprise of the following institutions: Banks, insurance 
companies, Mutual funds, mortgage funds, finance companies and stock 
markets. The insurance industry as one of the key financial institutions in the 
economy plays a major role in the development of capital market in Nigeria. 
Evidently, the utmost concern of life insurance contract and pension scheme 
is to provide financial security respectively in term of income to the beneficiary 
after death of the breadwinner, and income to the principal and his or her 
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family after retirement.  Pension funds and insurance companies longer-term 
(life insurance) contract’s premium represent an important proportion of both 
the stock and flow of long-term financial savings that influence the direction of 
investment into capital markets in the economy.

The Nigerian Government has restructured and mobilized the financial 
sector in the country at several occasions, by implementing a number of 
legislative advancements in the past ten and fourteen years, in 2007 it was 
recapitalization of Nigeria insurance industry, also the pension law in the 
country was reviewed, and a new pension act was enacted in 2004. Insurance 
and pension companies are parts of the relevant financial institutions in 
Nigeria that encourage and mobilize savings and also channel the savings into 
productive investment in the capital market. 

The Nigeria capital market is expected to provide the much needed capital 
to cushion the unexpected shock in the economy.All financial institutions are 
expected to play a significant role in this regard. On this premise, this study 
stands to examine the contributions of the insurance companies ‘investments 
to the Nigeria capital market.

Research Questions
i. To what extent doesLife insurance premiumimpact capital market in 

Nigeria economy?
ii. Does insurancecompany’s investment affect capital market in Nigeria?
iii. Does pension fund has effect on capital market in Nigeria?

Literature Review
Insurance investment and capital market
Insurance is similar to banks and capital market as they serve the needs of 
business units and private household in financial intermediation, therefore, 
insurance is a very key part of financial sector. In developed market, the 
insurance sector accounts for a significant portion of the economy (Taiwo, 
2014). As institutional investors, insurance companies are very important 
participants in the financial market, especially in the capital market; they have 
a very important role as they contribute to the strengthening of competition 
in the financial market, stimulate financial innovation, strengthen corporate 
governance, contribute to increase market integrity, pressure for modernizing 
market infrastructure, encourage the development of regulations, which 
primarily stems from their long-term business horizon (Balaban, 2014). 

The insurance companies have large cash inflows and reserves (linked to 
the payment of premiums), which may be invested in less liquid instruments 
as bonds and equities; in this context, the development of insurance services 
plays a primordial role in the financial markets development through the risk 
management, the savings allocation and the market growth (Sawadogo and 
Guérineau, 2015). Capital markets may also be a driving force for the benefit of 
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the institutional investor’s development. Given that, the insurance companies 
have the responsibility to compensate those with long-term contract, especially 
with the liquidity needs, they are a natural complement for the capital markets 
development (Masci, Tejerina, and Webb, 2007).

Portfolio managers in insurance companies are required to in the asset 
management of reserves, ensuring return on investment that provides at 
least to preserve the real value of invested assets. Such rates therefore should 
be at least equal to the average interest rate on the capital market (Balaban, 
2014). Insurance companies would have effectively and with minimal risk 
to invest resources while maintaining the current liquidity, given that the 
primary function of ensuring the protection of the insured, safety should be 
the basic principle of investing and much more important than profitability; 
it is therefore a necessity to diversify the investment portfolio and thus ensure 
the realization of returns with an acceptable level of risk (Balaban, 2014). 

The size of funds held by the Insurance Industry in Nigeria represents a 
reasonable percentage of the country’s total invisible funds generated by the 
capital market (Oluoma, 2014). These investments in capital market serves 
as a shield for insurance against predictable underwriting losses which 
are more prominent than profits (Agwuegbo et al., 2010). As institutional 
investors, insurance companies are among the most important participants 
in the financial market, especially in the capital market, one of the important 
factors that determine the structure of investments of insurance companies 
in the world, certainly are the level of development of financial markets in 
a country; as the capital market is more developed, there are more high 
quality paper and as more investors to invest in it, be sure that such a 
market insurance companies provide many more opportunities for adequate 
investment(Balaban, 2014). The insurance sector in developed countries 
offers a whole bunch of specialized products, educated and experienced clients 
and insurance coverage is recognized as an important value, the potentiality 
of growth contribution is much higher than in developing countries where the 
insurance sector hardly reaches the same important and evolutionary stage. 
Balaban (2014) pointed out some important activities of insurance companies 
carried out in the financial markets, reflected in the following: 
i. Insurance provides financial stability and reduce uncertainty through 

indemnity all those who have suffered loss. In this way it reduces the 
effect of mass bankruptcies that could have catastrophic consequences on 
production, employment, state tax revenues, and the state of an economy 
in general. 

ii. Voluntary pension insurance as one of the most important types of 
insurance in terms of investments of these funds on financial markets 
provides security for future pensioners that their retirement based on their 
payments be paid out monthly is stable until the end of their lives.

iii. Growing of small amounts of money collected in the form of premiums, 
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insurance companies are able to finance large investment projects and 
thus positively affect the economic growth of the country.

iv. Insurance provides effective risk management and transforming evaluating 
risk. when investing, insurance companies thoroughly investigate the 
credit worthiness of the borrower, which allows other investors in the 
market to obtain information about the characteristics of other firms in 
the environment when making investment decisions.

v. Conducting international trade between partners who are not sufficiently 
familiar with is often conditioned by the existence of certain types of 
insurance. Thus ensuring encourages the development of international 
trade.

vi. Granting discounts in premiums, and preventive measures to protect 
against fire, injury at work, etc., insurance companies affect the prevention 
and reduction of losses of the insured or of society as a whole.

Pension fund and capital market
World Bank (2010) in their report submitted that, the long term aim 
of financial policy in Africa should be to strengthen the capital markets 
sufficiently to ensure that they become effective and efficient providers 
of finance for the necessary infrastructural and other essential long-term 
investment funding needs of the real economy. In Nigeria pension business 
has undergone series of reformation, and the last one experienced by the 
industry was 2014. Pension funds are subjected to regulatory requirement to 
allocate a large fraction of their funds domestically, and given the large size 
of their funds, they are expected to invest largely in the capital market, and 
diversify risk as much as possible within the economy. Therefore, relative to 
other institutional investors, pension funds are thought to be the ones which 
contribute the most to the development of domestic capital markets (Raddatz 
and Schmukler, 2008). The strength of the relationship between pension fund 
assets and capital markets development differs between countries and the 
level of financial development is pointed out as the likely cause (Enache, Miloş 
& Miloş, 2015). 

In any developed and developing economy growth sustainability of the 
financial sector is the function of considerable augmentation of the supply of 
long-term securities on offer through a sound capital markets. The growing 
presence of institutional investors in financial markets is one of the forces 
that influences the way in which market liquidity is provided and sustained 
(Dezelan, 2001). Given the increase of the private pension fund industry, 
the role of the pension funds in fostering the development of local capital 
markets becomes more important, contributing to the economic growth and 
financing of the real economy (Enache et al, 2015). Blake (2003) asserted that 
the presence of a well-developed financial market is a feasibility precondition 
for the creation of a strong pension system. Blake (2003) observed that for 
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effective delivery of pension, financial instrument and investment strategies 
are more germane than the nature of either the financial markets (i.e. their 
depth, breadth, resilience and microstructure) or the financial institutions 
(fund managers and life assurers respectively). 

Theory of capital and investment 
Irving Fisher’s theory of capital and investment was introduced in his Nature 
of Capital and Income (1906) and Rate of Interest (1907), although it has 
its clearest and most famous exposition in his Theory of Interest (1930). 
Of concern is what he called his “second approximation to the theory of 
interest” (Fisher,1930), which sets the investment decision of the firm as an 
inter-temporal problem. In his theory, Fisher assumed (note carefully) that 
all capital was circulating capital. In other words, all capital is used up in 
the production process, thus a “stock” of capital K did not exist. Rather, all 
“capital” is, in fact, investment.

The second part of the separation theorem effectively claims that the 
firm’s financing needs are independent of the production decision. To see why 
more clearly, we can restate this in terms of the Neoclassical theory of “real” 
loanable funds set out by Fisher (1930). The demand for “loanable funds” 
equals desired investment plus desired borrowing of borrowers whereas the 
supply of “loanable funds” equals desired savings minus desired investment of 
savers. Note the condition that for total investment to be equal to total savings, 
then the demand for loanable funds must equal the supply for loanable funds 
and this is only possible if the rate of interest is appropriately defined. If the 
interest rate was such that the demand for loanable funds was not equal to the 
supply of it, then we would also not have investment equal to savings. Thus, 
in Fisher’s “real” theory of loanable funds, the rate of interest that equilibrates 
supply and demand for loanable funds will also equilibrate investment and 
savings.

2.2.7.2. Modern Theory of Financial Intermediation 
Merton and Bodie (1995) developed a theory called modern theory of financial 
intermediation which comprises traditional theory and the changes in financial 
environment. The modern theory of financial intermediation emphasizes six 
core functions of insurance to include: provision of means for clearing and 
settling payments to facilitate exchange of goods and services; provision of 
mechanism for pooling resources; resources allocation; risk management; 
provision of price information to help in coordinating decentralized decision 
making in various sectors of the economy and provision of means to tackle the 
problem of moral hazard, physical hazard and information asymmetry. For the 
purpose of this study, the enumerated functions by Merton and Bodie (1995) 
could be expressed as resources accumulation, resource allocation, managing 
various risks and facilitation of exchange. It is by realizing these functions that 
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the life and non life insurance companies contributes to economic growth.

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)
The CAPM was introduced by William Sharpe in the 1960s and is similar to 
the MPT. It is based on the construct that the return on shares (dividends 
plus capital gains) are generally higher but subject to more variation that 
return achieved on government securities. The minimum return that investors 
expect on a currency is based on the yield on government securities. Under 
this theory, a market risk premium is explained as “the excess return over 
the risk-free rate demanded by investors to hold a highly diversified portfolio 
of assets”. If an individual share has the same risk profile as the market as a 
whole, the required return on that share is exactly the same as the market 
portfolio return. If pension fund managers follow the CAPM formula, they are 
more likely to receive higher return on their investments.

Research Methodology
The population of the study constitutes all the insurance and pension 
companies quoted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange, because the study has to 
do with the contribution of both the insurance and pension companies to the 
Nigeria capital market. The population of the study was all the listed insurance 
and pension companies on the Nigeria Stock Exchange for the period 2000-
2017. The Central bank of Nigeria provided economic growth figures for the 
same period. There are 58 listed insurance companies on the Nigeria stock 
exchange market.

Measuring Instrument
The measuring instrument used for quantitative analysis of the secondary data 
sourced for this study, were sourced mainly from different series of secondary 
sources, which includes Nigeria Stock Exchange commission, Nigeria Stock 
Exchange Annual Report and Account (various issues), and Central Bank of 
Nigeria Statistical Bulletin.

Model specification
For this study multiple linear regression analysis is to be employed, and the 
model for this analysis is: 

Y = a0 + b1x1 + b2x2 + b3x3 + . . . . . . . . + bnxn

Where a0 and b1 are the model parameters. The basic assumption here is that 
effect of each independent (explanatory) variable is not dependent on the 
other independent variables, but their combine effects is sum of independent 
effects on the control variable.
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Presentation of Data
The tables were used to analyze the data while regression analysis technique 
was used to test the hypotheses formulated for this study. Critical assessments 
of how life insurance premium, pension fund, and inflation have really affected 
the capitalization of Nigeria capital market are presented. The first section 
of this analysis provides summary statistics of the variables. The second 
section checked the correlation and multiple linear regression assumptions 
in respect of the study variables. While the third section analyses the effect of 
the explanatory variables (LLIP, INF, & LTIV) onMCAP of the Capital Market 
in Nigeria. In order to ensure thorough comprehension of this work, the 
various data collected for this study were analyzed sequentially to the stated 
hypothesis.

Descriptive Statistic
Descriptive statistics test was conducted in this study using E-view software 
version 9, in order to give the audience more understanding about the 
study variables that are being analyzed. This is because it deals with the 
presentation of numerical facts, or data, in either tables or graphs form, and 
with the methodology of analyzing the data. Descriptive statistics is derived 
from statistical analysis before another test performed using multiple linear 
regression analysis (Djoko, Eni, and Sri, 2009). Therefore, descriptive analysis 
was used to produce mean, range of scores (Minimum & Maximum), standard 
deviation, skewness and kurtosis for each variable of the study.

Table 1.Descriptive Analysis for the study

MCAP3 INF2 LLIP3 LTIV3

 Mean  5.31E+11  6.26E+11  2.72E+10  2.28E+11

 Median  3.66E+11  5.52E+11  1.44E+10  2.73E+11

 Maximum  2.38E+12  2.38E+12  8.04E+10  5.06E+11

 Minimum  1.35E+10  2.85E+10  26927790  2.52E+10

 Std. Dev.  6.27E+11  6.42E+11  2.56E+10  1.65E+11

 Skewness  1.906628  1.508543  0.901351  0.036567

 Kurtosis  6.454741  4.956040  2.587476  1.537245

 Jarque-Bera  15.44442  7.541860  1.994946  1.251251

 Probability  0.000443  0.023031  0.368810  0.534927

 Sum  7.44E+12  8.76E+12  3.81E+11  3.19E+12

 Sum Sq. Dev.  5.10E+24  5.36E+24  8.52E+21  3.56E+23

 Observations  14  14  14  14
Source: Reseacher 2019
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Table 1 indicates that on the average, during the period of the study the MCAP 
is about N531, and the maximum and minimum values of MCAP were 2.38 and 
1.35 respectively. This indicates that the most profitable capital market earned 
2.38% of net income from one hundred naira of stock investment. WhileINF, 
LLIP, and LTIV have a mean of N626, N272, and N228respectively,Life 
insurance total investment (LTIV) has the lowest standard deviation of 1.65 
signifying its high contribution to the performance of the capital market in 
terms of economic growth. Followed by life insurance premium (LLIP) with 
2.56, and finally inflation rate (INF) has the highest standard deviation of 6.42 
which indicates that it contributes the lowest to the capital market.
 
Correlation Analysis
This research work used correlation analysis to ascertain the relationship 
between the dependent variable (MCAP) andset of independent variables 
(LLIP, INF, and LTIV). Correlation analysis performed in this study was to 
show relationships among the variables selected for the study, which enables 
for the determination of the independent variables on the dependent variable. 
Correlation measures the degree of relationship between two or among many 
variables. Correlation coefficient, (r) is the statistic which measures the 
relationship between the ranges of -1 to +1. A correlation of +1 means direct 
perfect relationship, while -1 means perfect indirect relationship and 0 means 
no relationship between correlated variables, i.e dependent and independent 
variables.This was carried out with the use of E-view 9.

Table 2

Covariance Analysis: Ordinary

Date: 08/21/19   Time: 10:22

Sample: 3 16

Included observations: 14

Balanced sample (listwise missing value deletion)

Covariance

Correlation

Probability

Observations CAP3 LLIP3 LTIV3 INF2 

CAP3 3.65E+23

1.000000

----- 

14
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LLIP3 7.41E+21 6.09E+20

0.497748 1.000000

0.0701 ----- 

14 14

LTIV3 6.41E+22 3.47E+21 2.54E+22

0.665861 0.882601 1.000000

0.0093 0.0000 ----- 

14 14 14

INF2 1.34E+23 7.33E+21 7.21E+22 3.83E+23

0.357933 0.479781 0.730729 1.000000

0.2089 0.0825 0.0030 ----- 

14 14 14 14

i. Correlation test in table 2. above shows that market capitalization has a 
weak and positive correlation with life insurance companies’ premium in 
Nigeria with the value of (r=0.497748, p=0.0701, obsv=14) this indicates 
that there is no significant relationship between market capitalization and 
life insurance companies’ premium in Nigeria since the P-value is greater 
than 5% (p≤0.0) level of significant. 

ii. Again, the correlation analysis in table 2. above shows that market 
capitalization has positive correlation with life insurance total investment 
(LTIV) in Nigeria with the value of (r=-0.665861, p=0.0093, obsv=14) this 
reveals that there is significant relationship between market capitalization 
has positive correlation with life insurance total investment (LTIV) in 
Nigeria since the P-value is les thans 5% (p≤0.05) level of significant. 

iii. Finally, the Pearson (ordinary) correlation analysis in table 2. above 
further reveals that very weak and positive relationship exists between 
inflation rate and market capitalization of capital market with the value of 
(r=-0.357933, p=0.2089, obsv=14) this means that although there is weak 
and positive correlation between capitalization and inflation rate, there is 
no significant correlation between the two variables, since the P-value is 
greater than 5% (p≤0.0) level of significant.

Multiple Regression Analysis 
The multiple linear regression models are an extension of a simple linear 
regression model that incorporates two or more explanatory (independent) 
variables in a prediction equation for a response to (dependent) variable. It 
has been noted in research that since Cohen‘s 1968 seminal article, multiple 
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regression analysis has become increasingly popular in both basic and applied 
research journals (Hoyt, Leierer, & Millington, 2006). Therefore, multiple 
regression examines the relationship between a single outcome measure 
and several predictor or independent variables (Jaccard, Guilamo-Ramos, 
Johansson, & Bouris, 2006). In this study multiple regression analysis was 
conducted via the use of E-views 9, and examines the relationship between 
the dependent variables (CAP) and independent variables (LLIP, LTIV, INF). 
The decision rule for regression is that if the p value is less than the alpha (α) 
value at 5% (0.05) level of significance we reject the null hypothesis (H0) and 
if otherwise we do not. Therefore, the regression model involves the following 
variables:

: LMCAP = a0 + LLIPβ1 +  INFβ2  +  LTIVβ3 + μ……………………………….(1)

Where:
LCAP= logged of Capitalization of Nigeria capital market
INF= inflation rate in Nigeria 
LTIV= logged of Total Investment of insurance companies in Nigeria 
LLIP= logged of life insurance premium in Nigeria 

Normality Test
Multiple regressions assume that variables have normal distributions 
(Osborne and Waters, 2002). The examination of the normal distribution 
of the data of the study is one of the fundamental requirements for linear 
regression analysis between the study variables (Khalifa and Zurina, 2013). 
Normality tests are used to determine whether a data set is well-modeled by 
a normal distribution or not, or to compute how likely an underlying random 
variable is to be normally distributed (Gujarati, 2009). Generally, sample 
data sets are often skewed to the right for various reasons, and if we cannot 
normalize the data we should not compare means (more on normalizing data 
sets later). In other words, in order to be consistent we need to formally test 
our assumptions of normality.
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Series: Residuals
Sample 3 16
Observations 14

Mean      -5.67e-05
Median  -1.30e+10
Maximum  1.18e+12
Minimum -5.73e+11
Std. Dev.   4.00e+11
Skewness   1.653338
Kurtosis   6.631662

Jarque-Bera  14.07179
Probability  0.000880

Normality Test

Based on the results shown below, the p-values (0.000880) is less than 
0.5%, and is insignificant for the model, therefore, researcher reject the null 
hypothesis, which says the residual value is normally distributed. Therefore, 
there is normality problem in the data used for this study. The data need to 
be used this way, to avoid bias. 

Heteroscedasticity Test
Heteroscedasticity test aims to test whether the regression has difference in 
variance from the residue between observations (Djoko, et al, 2009). This is 
because in a linear regression model, we assume the error term has a normal 
distribution with mean zero and variance of , which is called homoscedasticity 
(Paskah, 2007). But when the error term does not have constant variance, 
we call it heteroscedasticity. The Heteroscedasticity can occur if there are 
subpopulation differences or other interaction effects
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Table 3

Heteroscedasticity Test: Breusch-Pagan-Godfrey

F-statistic 2.804293     Prob. F(3,10) 0.0944

Obs*R-squared 6.396626     Prob. Chi-Square(3) 0.0938

Scaled explained SS 9.189702     Prob. Chi-Square(3) 0.0269

Test Equation:

Dependent Variable: RESID^2

Method: Least Squares

Date: 08/20/19   Time: 13:11

Sample: 2002-2015

Included observations: 14

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

C -5.86E+22 1.48E+23 -0.397025 0.6997

INF2 -4.85E+11 2.27E+11 -2.133385 0.0587

LLIP3 -2.12E+13 8.27E+12 -2.560200 0.0284

LTIV3 4.77E+12 1.65E+12 2.899605 0.0158

R-squared 0.456902     Mean dependent var 1.49E+23

Adjusted R-squared 0.293972     S.D. dependent var 3.66E+23

S.E. of regression 3.08E+23     Akaike info criterion 111.2407

Sum squared resid 9.48E+47     Schwarz criterion 111.4233

Log likelihood -774.6852     Hannan-Quinn criter. 111.2238

F-statistic 2.804293     Durbin-Watson stat 2.206410

Prob(F-statistic) 0.094417

 
Following the benchmark probability level of 0.05, we observed that the 
probability values of the F-stat of white Heteroscedasticity are greater than 
0.05 critical values (i.e. Prob of F-stat 0.05 critical value). Implying that the 
variances of the error terms are Homoscedasticity in nature that is the means 
and variance of the series are not the same over period and this is in agreement 
with the basic OLS assumption of Homoscedasticity. This revealed that the 
model is significant and the variables are well distributed, we therefore fail 
to reject H0 that there is no heteroscedasticity. Since the probability of the 
F-statistics of Ramsey reset test is 0.094417 > the P-value  0.5 critical value, 
we failed to accept the alternative hypothesis H0, which states that the model is 
well specified and stable for prediction and confirm that the model is not good 
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and normal for prediction.

Serial Correlation Test 

Table 4

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test:

F-statistic 2.037632     Prob. F(2,8) 0.1927

Obs*R-squared 4.724840     Prob. Chi-Square(2) 0.0942

Test Equation:

Dependent Variable: RESID

Method: Least Squares

Date: 08/20/19   Time: 13:13

Sample: 2002-2015

Included observations: 14

Presample missing value lagged residuals set to zero.

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

C 2.25E+10 2.00E+11 0.112769 0.9130

INF2 -0.237315 0.343288 -0.691302 0.5089

LLIP3 -7.418805 11.82140 -0.627574 0.5478

LTIV3 1.408733 2.364373 0.595817 0.5678

RESID(-1) -0.278285 0.320684 -0.867787 0.4108

RESID(-2) -0.610300 0.309496 -1.971914 0.0841

R-squared 0.337489     Mean dependent var -5.67E-05

Adjusted R-squared -0.076581     S.D. dependent var 4.00E+11

S.E. of regression 4.15E+11     Akaike info criterion 56.64005

Sum squared resid 1.38E+24     Schwarz criterion 56.91393

Log likelihood -390.4804     Hannan-Quinn criter. 56.61470

F-statistic 0.815053     Durbin-Watson stat 2.269180

Prob(F-statistic) 0.570909

 
Having seen the Breusch-Godfrey first order serial correlation test result, it 
revealed that the probability value of the F-statistic of LM test is 0.1927 > 0.05 
critical value, we failed to reject H that the series are not serially correlated 
and the model is significant. This assertion is in line with the OLS assumption 
of serial correlation.
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Analysis Result between MCAP and Explanatory Variables

Table 5

Dependent Variable: LMCAP3

Method: Least Squares

Date: 08/20/19   Time: 13:04

Sample (adjusted): 2002-2015

Included observations: 14 after adjustments

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

C -1.34E+11 2.19E+11 -0.612867 0.5536

INF2 -0.557680 0.336707 -1.656274 0.1287

LLIP3 -20.41486 12.26581 -1.664371 0.1270

LTIV3 6.893585 2.439996 2.825244 0.0180

R-squared 0.591918     Mean dependent var 5.31E+11

Adjusted R-squared 0.469493     S.D. dependent var 6.27E+11

S.E. of regression 4.56E+11     Akaike info criterion 56.76605

Sum squared resid 2.08E+24     Schwarz criterion 56.94864

Log likelihood -393.3624     Hannan-Quinn criter. 56.74915

F-statistic 4.834960     Durbin-Watson stat 2.226369

Prob(F-statistic) 0.024865

The relative statistics INF, LLIP, LTIV, Ordinary Least Squares model of 
Inflation rate (INF) is not statistically significant to the Market Capitalization 
(LMCAP), as the estimated value of β1 is -0.557680. This shows that there is a 
decrease relationship between Inflation rate (INF) and Market Capitalization 
(LMCAP). That is, a relative change in β2 that is Inflation rate (INF) will 
result in about -0.558 decrease in Market Capitalization (LMCAP) which is 
negative relationship. The estimated value of β2 is -20.41486. This shows that 
an inverse relationship between Life insurance premium (LLIP) and Market 
Capitalization (LMCAP). That is, a relative change in Life insurance premium 
(LLIP) will result in about -20.41decreases in Market Capitalization (LMCAP), 
this could be as result of many assured not paying their premium as at when 
due, as it is agreed during the formation of the life insurance contract, and this 
will invariably reflected in the amount of premium that will be available to be 
invested into the capital market by the life insurance companies.And finally, 
the estimate of R2 is 6.893585. This implies correspondent relationship among 
Total insurance investment (LTIV) and Market Capitalization (LMCAP). 
However, a relative change in Total insurance investment (LTIV) will account 
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for 6.89% increase in Nigeria Market Capitalization (LMCAP).
Investigating the overall significance of the model, the R-square is 0.591918, 

implying that the coefficient of determination (R2) is statistically significant at 
59.2% which adjudge the model as accurate and highly fitted. The adjusted 
R-square (ADJR2) indicates that about 0.469493 or 46.9 % variation in the 
endogenous variable can be explained by the exogenous variables while 53.1% 
is accounted for error and other economic policies and structural change over 
time. 

Summary of Findings
Insurance companies in Nigeria remain one of the important components of 
financial services in Nigeria. Their role in enhancing economic development 
and stimulating economic growth cannot be over emphasized. Since insurance 
sector has links to sectors such as industrial, transportation, agriculture, 
mining, petroleum and trade both locally and internationally, its relevance to 
general human activities has continued to grow for all ages as all categories 
of risks increase. Therefore, this study specified an empirical framework to 
investigate the analysis of insurance investment on capital market in Nigeria. 
This study used secondary data during the period 2002-2015 and the sample 
of 14 years. Descriptive statistics, regression analysis, and correlation analysis 
were performed to describe how insurance investment has really impacted 
capital market in Nigeria. Hence, the summaries of findings for this study are 
as follow:
i. The results of the descriptive analysis of the study show that there is a total 

variation in the mean of dependent variables market capitalization and the 
set of independent variables (inflation, total insurance investment, and life 
insurance premium).

ii. The results of the regression analysis of the models show that the total 
variations in the dependent variable (LMCAP) are being explained by the 
set of independent variables (INF, LLIP, & LTIV).

iii. The regression line of the models shows that set of independent variables 
(Inflation, Total Insurance Investment, and Life Insurance Premium) has 
significant impact on the dependent variable (LMCAP).

iv. The regression line of the models shows negative relationship between 
Inflation and Life Insurance Premiumand dependent variable (LMCAP)

v. The regression line of the models shows positive relationship between 
Total Insurance Investment and dependent variable (LMCAP)

vi. The study has been able to find out and established by the correlation 
analysis that there is positive relationship between dependent variables 
(LMCAP) and the set of independent variables(INF, LLIP, & LTIV) selected 
for the study.
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Discussion of Findings
To test for the significance of the individual parameter, we check if the 
probability value of t-stat for the coefficient of the regression parameters (  ) 
is less than the 0.05 at 5% critical value, we accept alternative hypothesis ( ) 
and conclude that they are statistically significant to the Endogenous variable 
(LMCAP) otherwise is not significant. Based on these arguments, INF, LLIP, 
& LTIV are not statistically significant to the market capitalization (LMCAP). 
The result also confirm that the model has no presence of first order serial auto 
correlation as the DW-test statistic (2.23) as shown in regression table, fall 
within the interval of rule of thumb 2.0 to 4.0 based on the concept of DWHat 
statistics. The value of F-statistics is 4.834960 and the probability associated 
with it is (0.024865) which is less than 0.05 at 5% level of significance. This 
means that there exists statistical significance between independent variables 
(INF, LLIP, & LTIV) and market capitalization (LMCAP).

The hypotheses to be tested for the analysis of this study are as follow:

Hypothesis 1
Life insurance premium has no significant impact on the capital market in 
Nigeria.
Table 5 above shows that the t-stat valuebetween life insurance premium 
(LLIP) and market capitalization (MCAP) is greater than 0.5% level of 
significant absolutely, therefore, we failed to accept alternative hypothesis 
(H1), and conclude that there is no significant relationship between the life 
insurance premium and market capitalization in Nigeria within the period 
when this study is carried out.

Hypothesis 2
Insurance investment has no significant effect on the capital market in 
Nigeria.
Table 5 above shows that the t-stat value between insurance investment 
(LTIV) and (MCAP) is greater than 0.5% level of significant absolutely, 
therefore, we failed to accept alternative hypothesis (H2), and conclude that 
Insurance investment has no significant effect on the capital market in Nigeria 
as at the period when this research is carried out.

Implication of Findings for Economic Growth
The implication of the explanatory variables is to tell their real effect on capital 
market in Nigeria. The inflation positively related to MCAP but not significantly 
affecting each other, this implying that inflation rate in the economy would 
have negative impact on the capital market performance. This is so as it will 
affect the purchasing ability of individual and institutions.

 Secondly, life insurance premium is positively related to MCAP but 
not significant to each other. The implication of this is that there has low 
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investment of life insurance premium in the capital market, this could be as a 
result of non-payment of premium properly by the insuring public that could 
have propel their investing ability, and will in turn affect the contribution of 
the capital market into the GPD of the country. Also other total insurance 
investment is positively related to MCAP, and they are significant to each other. 
This implies that an increase in total insurance investment (LTIV)will boost 
the performance of Nigeria capital market compared to other independent 
variables considered for this study. 

Conclusions 
From the regression analysis the study has provided evidence on the three 
independent variables; inflation rate, total Insurance investment, and life 
insurance premium in explaining and predicting performance of capital 
market in Nigeria. The study concluded that the three variables have not 
demonstrated a significant role in influencing the capital market performance 
in Nigeria within the period captured for the study. The study documents a 
non-significant relationship between the independent variables (INF, LTIV, 
& LLIP) and dependent variable (MCAP). This study concludes that insurance 
companies in Nigeria should be encouraged to invest more of their funds into 
the capital market, as this will invariably influence the contribution of the 
market to the economic growth.This is so important because high volume of 
transaction is an important factor in determining the magnitude of trading 
of shares in the capital market and it goes a long way in improving the 
performance of the market and as well increases the efficiency of the market 
which invariably improves the economic growth of the country.

Recommendations
Based on the findings of the study and the conclusions made, the following 
recommendations were made:
a) To increase the performance of Nigeria capital market, the government 

should implement more effective laws to ensure an increase in the 
investment volume of insurance companies and other financial institution 
in the capital market.

b) Since market capitalization depends on the number of outstanding shares 
and the stock price, insurance companies and other financial institutions 
should ensure an increase in the number of issued shares to boost the 
contribution of the capital market to the economy.

c) To encourage new issues, the stakeholders should increase the minimum 
equity capital requirements for companies other than banks, insurance 
companies and other financial institutions.  

d) Government and stakeholders should encourage merger and consolidation, 
discriminatory income tax in favour of public quoted companies and 
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aggressive enlightenment program to increase awareness of the benefits of 
investing in the stock market and seeking quotation at the stock exchange 
market. 

e) More foreign investors should be encouraged to participate in the market, 
maintaining state of the art technology like automated trading and 
settlement practices, electronic fund clearance.

f) The government should invest more and develop the nation’s infrastructure 
in order to create an enabling environment for financial businesses to 
grow and for productivity and efficiency to thrive which will bust economic 
activities.
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ABSTRACT

The paper examined the relevance of marketing in stimulating a sustainable 
micro-pension scheme in Nigeria. The objective is to unravel how marketing 
can be applied by the Pension Fund Administrators (PFAs) to achieve the 
regulator’s plan to extend pension coverage to the informal sector of the 
economy. Being a desk research, the author did a review of extant literature 
on conceptual, theoretical and empirical studies to establish the relevance of 
marketing in achieving success in micro pension business. From marketing 
point of view the paper discussed among others the ways in which the informal 
sector workers can be accommodated in the pension scheme; the roles, 
benefits as well as the challenges are also discussed. The paper concluded 
that marketing is relevance in achieving a sustainable micro-pension 
business, and hence, recommended among others that the government need 
to come to the aid of this class of people; that the operators should  invest 
in information and telecommunication technology (ICT), marketing and 
partner with telecommunication firms so as to develop and provide special 
services to the people in order to  enhance perfect micro pension scheme 
among the informal sector workers in the country.
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1. Introduction
Among the various forms of saving platforms available pension plan remains 
the safest and structured saving plan to take care of the contributor especially 
at old age when he retires (Olanipekun & Iwelumo, 2017). Hence as one of the 
social protection instruments the pension scheme aims at poverty alleviation 
and promote economic security for the retiring man to meet and satisfy his 
basic needs now and in the future. The retiree is assisted and empowered to 
live a meaning life after an active working life.

The importance of pension plan to workers as a necessary step towards 
achieving a sustainable life in retirement has been aired in several fora among 
professionals, academia and businessmen. Engaging oneself in a pension 
contribution brings one to a frugal living habit, and enables him to save better 
and build capacity for retirement benefits.

The contributory pension scheme (CPS) is globally practiced and is a 
complete pragmatic shift from the old moribund Defined Benefit Scheme 
(DBS) operated until June 2004 in Nigeria. The scheme aims, among others 
that retirement benefits are paid as and when due, to alleviate poverty among 
the old people through provision of income payments on retirement so as to 
make consumption flows smooth, reduce dependency on family and relations 
for financial supports after retirement and so on. The Pension Reform Act 
(PRA) 2004 was amended in 2014. Specifically section 2(3) of the pension 
reform act, 2014 extended coverage of the contributory pension scheme to 
the self- employed persons (otherwise called the informal sector) with the 
objective to avail the contributor access to regular stream of retirement income 
at old age and improve living standard of the elderly from the informal sector.

The informal sector workers constitute a larger percentage of the working 
population in the country. However, the sector is yet to be covered by any 
structured pension arrangement in Nigeria as observed in many other 
countries, despite the fact that the people in the sector represents over 70% of 
Nigeria’s total working population and contribute significantly to the nation’s 
economy growth and development (Diamond PFC, 2018).

The informal sector workers, artisans and self-employed estimated to be 
over 59 million of the total workforce in Nigeria (Diamond PFC, 2015) need 
to be drawn into the CPS using the micro pension platform. Saving generally 
is not new to the people in the informal sector. It is recognized that this set of 
people do engage in some form of savings patterns and for different purposes 
which are basically short and medium terms plans, but hardly save for long 
term (retirement). While some have realized the need to start saving for 
retirement or for the rainy day, the process of realizing this is still not clear 
to them. Most people understand that they need to save but just cannot do 
it month after month or periodically, without a break. The people by their 
nature and characteristics need to be encouraged and  trained  to move from  
spendthrift to frugal living habit by developing for them an organized savings 
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system (pension) that is secured, protected, grown and profit oriented.
 This will be available to them at that important period in their life when 

they will have something to fall back on when they retire. If this is not done 
now the people could become not only a problem for themselves and their 
families, but to the nation as a whole. No amount is too small to be saved. ‘If 
you cannot save one Naira, you cannot save billion. Whatever you have, learn 
to put down a part of it for tomorrow, by learning to say no to the things we did 
not need’ (Anohu- Amazu, 2016  in Diamond, PFC,2016)

 The micro-pension plan has been successfully implemented in some 
countries such as India, Kenya, China, Ghana, Indonesia, Vietnam, Jamaica, 
Australia, Spain and Greece (Diamond PFC, (2016);Kabita, (2014); Asaminew, 
(2010); Kwena &Turner, (2013) and Olanipekun & Iwelumo (2017)). These 
countries designed, managed and operated micro-pension scheme for their 
people and these people never regretted doing so because many benefits were 
derived by the contributors and the nations at large. The scheme enables the 
informal sector people to come under the umbrella of a secured and protected 
pension scheme currently enjoyed by the organized labour. This important 
sector has been segmented into three broad categories: - the low income 
earners; high income earners and SMEs with appropriate pension products 
targeted at each segment according to the country’s pension commission 
(PenCom)( Diamond PFC, 2016).

Despite the success so far recorded concerning the CPS among the workers 
in the formal sector, extending pension coverage to the informal sector 
workers, artisans and self- employed has remained a big task. Therefore, to 
achieve the pension industry 5- year strategic objective to expand the coverage 
of the CPS to 20 million contributors by 2019 according to PenCom all efforts 
must be on deck to extend coverage to the informal sector. This paper aims to 
contribute on how this feat can be achieved through appropriate application 
of marketing strategies. That is, to add on how the pension scheme can be 
extended to the informal sector workers such that all concerned can benefit.

This study is organized as follows: Section one is the introduction while 
section two undertakes a review of conceptual, theoretical as well as empirical 
studies. Section three is the conclusion, followed by recommendations. 

2.  Review of relevant literature
2.1 Theoretical Framework
This study is based on the adoption and diffusion theory. Diffusion of 
innovation is a theory that seeks to explain how over time, why and at what 
rate new ideas, product and technology spread (diffuses) through a specific 
population or social system. It was developed and popularized by Everett 
Rogers in his first published book in 1995. The end result of this diffusion is 
that people, as part of a social system, adopt a new idea, behavior or product. 
When the diffusion of innovation theory is applied to marketing and business, 
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adoption often refers to the purchasing of a new product.
Rogers argued that diffusion is the process by which an innovation is 

communicated overtime among the participants in a social system. The four 
main elements in the diffusion of new ideas are innovation, communication 
channel, time and the social system; and the 8 adoption process being the 
stages a prospect takes in learning about a product and its eventual purchase 
are: unawareness, awareness, arousal of interest, inspection/evaluation, 
desire/trial, conviction, purchase action and confirmation/reinforcement.

The key to adoption is that the person must perceive the idea, behavior or 
product as new or innovative. It is through this that diffusion is possible. The 
five categories of adopters according to Rogers are innovators, early adopters, 
early majority, late majority and laggards. The innovators are the first set of 
people who are ready to take the risk by first trying and buying the product. 
The early adopters function as role models, being the next to try and accept the 
new product. This set of people enjoys the leadership, prestige and respect that 
such early purchase brings. The early majority are the first of the mass market 
(targets) to buy the new product. They exercise great caution, convinced of 
the benefits and are deliberate in their choice of the new product. The late 
majority are risk aversive, cautious and skeptical and would not buy until the 
large majority has done so. They are of low economic and social status. The 
laggards are the last to buy the new product, slow to change and seldom take 
risks. At this stage the product is at its maturity stage of its life cycle.

This theory is apt for this study. Savings may not be new to the informal 
sector workers but the idea of pension scheme which is targeted toward 
retirement/ old age is alien to them. To embrace this type of new product, the 
informal sector must be carried along to the ultimate purchase / patronage 
of the pension product through the adoption stages from unawareness, 
awareness, arousal of interest, inspection/ evaluation, desire/ trial, conviction, 
patronage and reinforcement. Cooperative societies may be considered as 
change agents which can be used to create awareness about the micro pension 
products among the members in order to ensure that the categories of adopters 
identified eventually adopt and accept the micro pension scheme as a new 
product. The pension regulatory body (PenCom) and operators (PFAs) are 
already witnessing positive changes, hence, enrolment for the micro-pension 
scheme by the informal sector workers in the country.

2.2 Conceptual review on micro pension, informal sector and 
marketing
Pension is a periodic payment made to a workman after retirement or 
applicable circumstance prescribed by the agreement (Nwachukwu, 2014). 
It represents saving for payment of employee’s retirement benefits (Mules, 
1996). Asaminew (2010) said it is a retirement income, paid for by investments 
built up during one’s working life. According to Williams(1997) in Dogon-daji 
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and Mukhtar (2012), it is the totality of planned procedures and legal process 
of security and setting aside of funds to meet the social obligation of care 
which employers owe their employees on retirement or death. It is essentially 
an income security program which provides benefits to beneficiaries who may 
be retirees, pensioners or the destitute. The benefits of a pension may be flat 
or defined (Dagauda & Oyadiran, 2013).

The purpose of pension system is to assist household to achieve the 
allocations of resources in life through a life cycle (Modigliani & Muralidhar 
(2004) in Adzawla, Baanni & Wontumi, 2015). This means that after the 
people have retired from active working life, a fixed amount of money can 
be regularly paid to the retirees to empower them live a meaningful life and 
support themselves rather than relying on children, relatives and family.

Micro pension therefore can be said to be a financial programme for the 
provision of pension services to self -employed persons and informal sector 
workers. For Kwena and Turner(2013) micro pension is a voluntary, defined 
contribution, individual account plan for the informal sector. Micro-pension 
is basically a long-term voluntary savings plan that accumulates over a long 
period in order to yield returns at a later date. Savings are managed and 
invested for returns. The accumulated fund could be withdrawn in retirement 
by way of lump-sum payment, annuity or combination of both.

The scheme seeks to give a chance to the poor and low income working class 
to live a comfortable life at the end of formal work life, by building retirement 
income for them. Old age poverty is not limited to workers in the organized 
sector, because no matter how long a self- employed person decides to work, 
age will eventually retires him (Diamond PFC, 2018). 

It is a pension arrangement that support small, regular and sustainable 
savings by low income earners so as to provide them with a regular stream of 
pension for old age (Diamond PFC, 2016). It is a long term voluntary financial 
plan for the provision of pension coverage to the self -employed, persons 
working for organizations with less than three employees and the informal 
sector workers.

Individuals can have retirement plan for themselves especially the self- 
employed and others in the informal sector. Pension plans according to 
Barrientos (2002) perform 3 main functions and these are consumption 
smoothing, insurance and redistribution. However, performance of these 
functions is dependent on the policy priority of the pension designer which 
in turn is reflected by the measure in social priorities, values, norms and 
judgment. 

Informal sector according to Olanipekun and Iwelumo (20170 is described 
by International Labour Organisation (ILO)(1993)as ‘very small-scale units 
producing and distributing goods and services, and consisting largely of 
independent, self-employed in urban and rural areas of developing countries, 
some of which also employ family labour and / or few hired workers or 
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apprentices; which operate with very little capital or none at all; which utilize 
a low level of technology and skill; which therefore operate at a low level of 
productivity; and which generally provides very low and irregular income and 
highly unstable employment to those who work in it’.

The workers in this sector do not formally retire like their counterparts 
in the formal sector. Olanipekun and Iwelumo (2017) classified the informal 
sector into three subgroups: semi-formal, organized informal and unorganized 
informal sector. People in the informal sector who are eligible to participate 
in the contributory pension scheme (CPS) under micro pension platform can 
be found in all trades and professions in all industries.  They  include the 
self- employed :the photographers, motor cyclists, repairers and mechanics, 
taxi, bus and truck drivers, food vendors, hawkers, technicians, tailors and 
fashion designers, barbers and hair stylists, vulcanizers, all those employed by 
other informal subgroups as well as the formal sector, members of organized 
cooperatives and or unions including sole proprietors. Those in the sector 
have the following as part of the idiosyncrasies: low and irregular incomes 
earned by workers except those on fixed salaries, highly mobile and flexible 
jobs, absence of formal structures, lack of permanent work address in many 
cases, many are generally uneducated and will need sustained educational 
campaigns to understand the concept of pension; reasons and significance of 
it (Diamond PFC, 2018; Olanipekun & Iwelumo, 2017).

The success attained in Kenya on micro pension scheme is always a 
reference to which any country can learn. Micro pension due to the features 
of the participants is not without its challenges. In a study in Kenya on the 
subject ‘critical success factors for a sustainable micro pension scheme in 
Kenya’ in 2012  as reported by Diamond PFC (2016) some of the challenges to 
the implementation of a micro pension scheme include limitation in income, 
inaccessibility of retirement benefits in the short term, lack of knowledge  and 
ignorance on the operations of pension scheme, difficulty in claiming benefits 
at retirement, lack of involvement in its management, income irregularity, 
lack of trust in formal systems, low rates of returns, failure of employers to 
remit contributions, wrong perception about the scheme. In the same report 
the critical success factors to a sustainable micro pension was drawn to include 
increasing enrolment to lower administrative costs, maintaining an effective 
accounting system that tracks contributions and payments by members, 
maintaining an effective risk management system, transparent management, 
continuous adaptations and innovations, commitment in serving the low end 
market, financial literacy among the  clients, waiving transaction costs for 
clients, customizing micro pension products for the clients, co-contribution 
by the government, developing unique regulation for the scheme, location of 
branches near the clients, geographical diversification, centralized payments 
system and personnel to deal with the products and clients.

Notwithstanding the challenges in the implementation of the micro-pension 
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scheme, it has some merits. Some of the benefits that the self- employed, 
artisans and workers in the informal sector stand to gain in the scheme aside 
from providing income during old age and inculcating saving habit to meet 
future demand, it will afford the contributors the opportunity to access other 
government programmes (Diamond PFC,2015). Furthermore, participants 
can use part of their contributions as equity for residential mortgages and 
support their businesses, it increases older people’s access to services such as 
health care and reduce their dependency on the younger generation, and can 
therefore play an important role in breaking intergenerational poverty cycles 
and thus increase the life expectancy of the elderly generation (Adzawla, et. 
al. 2015)

Marketing is about need identification, provision and for mutual satisfaction. 
It actually starts before the actual production (Alasiri, 2015). Marketing is all 
involving and is often a skill that nearly everyone in the organization who has 
contacts with the customers should have (Alasiri, 2015), hence, marketing 
should be highly integrated into many aspects of the organization (Zeitheml, 
Bitner & Gremier, 2013).Marketing is all encompassing and goes beyond and 
applied to only tangibles and intangibles to include things of values/ objects 
such as people, events, organisations, ideas, etc (Kotler, 2001)

2.3 Empirical review
This section examined a number of empirical studies on the subject of micro-
pension.

In a study by Accenture (2011), titled ‘Consumer-driven innovation survey 
on readiness to act on pension’ the organization studied more than 8000 
consumers in 15 countries and found out that 82% of the respondents were 
worried about their post retirement finances, 57% believed their standard of 
living would drop when they stop working, 93% (mostly Indians, Russians, 
Mexicans, Americans) realized they were reliant, to a greater or lesser degree, 
on their personal savings. Only 15% (Brazilians, Chinese, and Britons) believed 
they were on their own when it comes to financing their retirement. However, 
according to the study, the overwhelming majority of the sample surveyed 
appreciated the problem and were prepared to address it without delay. The 
organization concluded that the conventional wisdom explaining the relatively 
low penetration of retirement products is that consumers were lackadaisical 
when it comes to providing for their old age. The conclusion in this study 
aligned with the findings by Clark and Quinn(2010) that workers in the formal 
sector preferred the defined benefit scheme(DBS) to the contributory pension 
scheme (CPS); some of the reasons they found out included guaranteed 
retirement benefits (gratuity and pension); noncontributory plan and increase 
benefits as general salary get upward review.

In another study by Collins-Sowah, Kuwornu and Tsegal (2013) titled 
‘Willingness to participate in micro-pension scheme: Evidence from the 
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informal sector in Ghana’ the authors used hypothetical exploratory research 
and applied a binary logit regression model for four informal groups 
(Beauticians, Drivers, Vegetable farmers and Woodworkers) in Ghana, and 
found a high (87.75%) degree willingness of the group to participate in a micro-
pension scheme. The researchers found out that socio-economic variables 
such as age, year of schooling, marital status, household size, and health and 
other income sources, assets investment and taxes / levies were important in 
explaining the decision of an urban informal worker to participate in micro-
pension scheme. The authors’ findings agreed with Alasiri (2018) where he 
discovered that among the cooperators studied, age, education and gender 
have roles to play in deciding willingness to participate in micro pension 
scheme in Nigeria.

Njuguna (2012) studied on critical success factors for a sustainable micro-
pension scheme at the United States international university, Nairobi in 
Kenya. Using respondents that comprised 1083 informal sector participants, 
20 savings and credit cooperative societies and 30 micro-finance institutions, 
the study revealed lot of challenges, requirements and critical success 
factors to an effective micro-pension business. He reported that the ideal 
micro-pension scheme should embrace honesty among the players in the 
scheme, contribution of small, consistent and frequent amount, timely and 
bottleneck-free payment of benefits, communication network and access to 
information and RSA, ability to port, withdrawal and government support and 
contributions.

He further reported the success factors to include customizing the micro 
products for the customers, transparent management, continuous adaptation 
and innovation, waiving transaction costs for customers, support from 
government, establishment of branches near the contributors, centralized 
payment system, trained and articulated resources personnel to handle the 
products and relate with the players in a marketing way.

The report concluded and recommended the need for the operators to 
embark on product diversification, market extension, market penetration; 
creating awareness on the successes of the scheme and educating the sector 
group on the needs and benefits of participating in the scheme through 
television, brochures and other platforms.

From above it can be deduced that micro-pension part of the CPS has lot 
of positive impact on all facets of human endeavours and socio-economic 
characteristics which revolved round the functions of pension; - consumption 
smoothing, insurance and redistribution. The findings from empirical studies 
have policy implications for the development and design of micro-pension 
for the informal sector workers, artisans and self-employed in Nigeria and 
developing countries in the world.
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2.4 Relevance of Marketing in stimulating a successful micro 
pension scheme
The challenges facing implementation of micro-pension scheme to be 
workable, successful and sustainable require marketing approach. However, 
while putting this approach in place the regulatory body and operators 
must give consideration to the following issues: the entering age to join the 
scheme; minimum contribution, time gap or period at which participants 
must make contributions; methods and frequency at which withdrawal can 
be made from the RSA per period; loan facility allowable, additional voluntary 
contribution(AVC); insurance / social protection; tax free accumulated fund; 
investment options to ensure good returns, etc. (Alasiri, 2017; Diamond PFC, 
2018).

Each pension fund administrator (PFA) in the industry is expected to fashion 
out means and methods to adopt in achieving its numerous objectives while 
satisfying its customers in the most ethical ways and minimum expenditure 
of resources(Alasiri,2013). For pension to grow in penetration rate and 
contribute to the economic development of the country requires embarking on 
image building, trust and gain confidence of the public generally. According 
to Kamara (2012) the operators in service businesses, pension inclusive, must 
honour the contract and attend to clients’ complaint promptly.

 The industry regulator and administrators need to work in the following 
areas in order to achieve greatly (Alasiri, 2017, Diamond PFC, 2018 & 
Ogbechie, 2004)

3. Market research and analysis
There is the need for pension organisations to do thorough and regular market 
research in order to determine factors that shape or influence the behaviours 
of the artisans, self-employed and workers in the informal sector. It must 
investigate on the participants in the market, their wants / needs, income 
level and sources, buying/ saving habits, process and decision making unit 
and process. The pension operators must master market pioneering and 
the processes of creating new markets that do not exist. Market pioneering 
involves translating a novel idea into a powerful value propositions, creating 
market beachhead and scaling through adjacent marketing (Ogbechie, 2004)

4. Market segmentation and services
The operator should be able to segment its market and ensure that it satisfies 
it by providing the right and quality services as required by each segment. 
In this case there must be consistency (standardization) in the quality and 
performance of services rendered to the segmented market with expectation 
of similar benefits and satisfaction. However the operator must find areas 
to differentiate its products, to add value, establish brand loyalty and gain 
competitive advantage especially through value added service delivery (Alasiri 
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& Cole, 2010). 

5. Product planning and development
A pension fund administrator (PFA) must conduct investigation through total 
marketing research to determine the clients’ needs / wants and provide the 
service-products to meet their satisfaction. According to Ogbechie (2004) a 
new role of marketing in an organization will include being market focused, 
gaining customer insight and achieving brand leadership by building and 
selling products to customers who probably do not know they have a need and 
hence want the products. This requires creating awareness, targeting effective 
consultative and educational selling. The best way to sell a product to someone 
who does not know he has a need for it is to attach the product to something 
the person already buys and offer it at little additional cost. The classification 
of informal sector by PenCom into three broad categories:- the low income 
earners; high income earners and SMEs can be adopted with each category 
targeted with appropriate pension products and sensitization programmes 
that meet their peculiarities.

1. Product distribution and accessibility.
Micro-pension products are directed to the self-employed, artisans and 
informal sector workers who are widely dispersed with generally low and 
irregular incomes. To reach these people the operators must put in place 
strong institutional structure to facilitate fund administration and make use 
of technological platform that would enhance customer services:- contributors 
registration, fund collection, pay benefits and financial advisory services to the 
people.

The operators must design an efficient distribution channel such that 
contributors do not suffer or travel long distance before they get a firm’s 
services. The channel should be broadened considerably and increase the 
territorial scope of the market served using both direct and indirect distribution 
channels methods. Other channels such as agency networking, retail outlets, 
mobile telephony, electronic channel, financial institution channel must be 
fully explored and developed (Diamond PFC, 2018).

The commission must work with other relevant regulators and service 
providers including the targeted workers with a view of creating the conducive 
environment. Special mobile phone application to provide pension services to 
the self-employed and informal sector workers must be developed and utilized.

2. Promotion and awareness creation
The operators must devise methods to increase awareness, education, 
orientation and knowledge of pension in general through many channels: 
public awareness campaign, seminars, fora etc. Communication is essential. 
All the promotional mix elements are applicable but the use of advertising 
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and personal selling (agents and aggressive marketers) should be emphasized 
(Alasiri, 2014). By the nature of pension product as an intangible deed, 
the promotion campaign should emphasized more on the benefits that can 
be gained from buying the products. The customers know what they want 
and would like to be treated as individual. This is compelling marketers to 
customize and differentiate their products through the knowledge they 
add. Marketers must learn to treat each contributor as unique through the 
relationships they provide.

3. Customer satisfaction and retention
The PenCom and PFAs marketing effort should be towards satisfying the 
contributors always at a profit. This can be achieved by providing improved 
and better qualitative service products. Thus while looking for new customers’ 
efforts should be made on retaining the existing ones. The operators must 
have good customer relationship management (CRM) which is built around a 
robust customer information system.

The operators should see marketing as a demand-side marketing that is 
organized by customer segments and where focus is on customer lifetime value. 
There should be concerted effort on customer service with focus on customer 
retention and growth. The satisfaction and retention rate must be measured 
regularly and form part of marketing scorecard. According to Ogbechie (2004) 
marketing tends to ‘under promise and over deliver.’

Conclusion
The country possesses the right indices and fundamentals for a strong and 
thriving micro-pension scheme if it is built on trust and supported with laws 
not subject to the whims and caprices of successive governments. If other 
countries can do it Nigeria can. With special study and commitment along with 
continued education on savings for retirement, good government supports, 
better administration and optimal investment returns on contributions, the 
future of micro-pension in the country can be guaranteed.

Recommendations
From the forgoing the following are hereby recommended for the 
implementation of a sustainable micro-pension scheme in the country.
1. Due to the peculiarities of the people involved it is recommended that 

the start off of the scheme should be with a selected few among the self-
employed, artisans, professionals, trade-business and unions in selected 
regions in the country, to serve as litmus-test and make PenCom perfect 
the scheme before extending to all informal sector and Nigeria as a whole. 
The CBN used this method when the cashless policy was introduced in the 
country. Few should be selected from the semi-formal sector (micro, small 
and medium enterprises); organized informal sector (e.g., cooperatives 
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and workers unions) and unorganized informal sector (e.g., vulcanizers, 
photographers).

2. The telecom industry and organizations should be encouraged to develop 
and provide specialized services to enhance perfect micro-pension 
administrations, contributions and transactions by the informal sector 
groups and workers.

3. More need to be invested and trained on information technology (IT), 
telecomm facilities and more outlets with licensed agents including 
accredited retailed outlets should be opened to enable the contributors do 
the transactions with ease.  

4. Government can help the very low income groups who hitherto face 
challenges of meeting basic needs of life(food, clothing, accommodation). 
Contribution for old age for this group is difficult, hence, the government 
should give a support in their contributions.
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ABSTRACT

Project execution tasks are usually confronted with some human capital 
problems in planning, evaluations and control in the construction industry. 
Consequently, this study has examined those Human Capital influencing 
factors on project execution (construction) in Ondo State, Southwest-
Nigeria. Questionnaire was administered on some professionals classified as 
consultants, contractors and clients in the study area. A survey approach 
was used and a purposive sampling method was adopted for the study. The 
socio-economic characteristics of the respondents and some factors having 
influence on project execution were analyzed using some statistical tools 
such as frequency distribution, percentages, bar charts, and the relative 
importance index (RII). Two research hypotheses were formulated and 
tested to support the study using the Chi-Square (X2) method at 5% level 
of significance. The study revealed that there is a significant relationship 
between project execution polices and successful engineering projects 
performance. The study also found out that improved administrative and 
economic skills of project managers would translate into a better project 
performance in the construction industry in the State.

Keywords: Construction Projects, Human Capital, Ranking, Influencing 
Factors and Execution
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Introduction
The industrial and economic development of any nation can truly be achieved 
through government investment in some of her strategic and productive 
sectors of the economy. Nagarajan, (2015) reports that the main reason for 
Government investment in the productive sectors is to fulfill government 
objectives to improve the economic status of its citizens and their well-being. 
This can be achieved by creating adequate infrastructural facilities that are 
expected to increase and sustain their financial and socio-economic standing. 
Sharma &Vashit (2010) cited in (Diuqwu, et al 2015) equally corroborate this 
by stating that infrastructure is the driving force of industrial development 
while Sarka, (2009) shares the view that functional infrastructure enhances 
industrial productivity of a country. Agagu (2005) affirms that Ondo State has 
been an agrarian state from its creation in 1976 and the state is also blessed 
with human and mineral resources. Consequently, the leaders in the state 
embarked on industrial development, which led to the establishment of some 
agro-allied industries, construction firms and mineral processing plants in the 
state. These industrial development initiatives in the state served as a vessel 
of social integration and rapid transformation which involved the citizens, 
professionals and the government. This is typically aiming at building a 
stronger social and economically developed Ondo State. Amusan (2014) 
posits that the construction industry in Nigeria had been the major source of 
employment for about 70% of the labour force in the country was employed 
by the construction industry. The investment desire from both private and 
public sectors of the economy are driven and guided by government policies 
with regards to the state economic and infrastructural development plans. 
In the early 1980’s the contributions from the construction industry to our 
national gross domestic product (GDP) in Nigeria was up to 7% (NCP, 1989). 
Unfortunately, the contribution of the construction project in Nigeria eroded 
to 1% of the GDP by the year 2002, as reported by the African Development 
Bank / Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (AFDB/
DECD,2004) due to poor performance, with low demand and productivity 
over the years (olomolaiye,1987,Anekwe,1995,Okuwoga,1998; Adeyemi, 
Oladapo and Akindele,2005). 

Statement of the problem
 The agro-allied industries, mineral processing plants and road construction 
companies established in Ondo State in the 1980’s by the leaders in Ondo 
State, created employment opportunities, enhanced the socio-economic well-
being of the people, which also promoted literacy, industrial development and 
growth are now in a state of decay. This study therefore examined the impact 
of human capital influencing factors on the present developmental projects in 
the construction sectors of the economy in the State.
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Review of Literature
Construction project is an everlasting activity across the globe and its 
profitability fluctuates like any other business according to the law of demand 
and supply. Chitkara, (2006). whenever there is a demand or need for a 
project, an Engineer or Architect (a consultant) is employed to prepare the 
project drawings and design, the project that will satisfy the needs of the 
client (Davou,2005;Gana&Olorunfemi, 2015).The import of this is that the 
construction project plays an important and significant role in our national 
development.  Mogbo (2004) cited in (Olateju, 2015) submits that the 
construction industry is being used to control the economies of nations and it 
has a strong link with politics, economics, sociology and the legal framework. 
In fact, project classification can also evolve as a result of the expansion in 
human knowledge, science and engineering. Nagarajan (2015) reports 
that the following are the important project classifications; new projects, 
expansion, balancing, renovation, replacement, diversification, backward 
integration and forward integration. Project Construction is considered an 
industry that involves complex and dynamic processes. The project consists 
of successful coordination of multiple discrete business entities such as 
professionals, tradesmen, manufacturers, trade unions, investors, specialists, 
trade contractors, and others (Keane &Caletka2008). However, Philip,(1968) 
and Ward,(1979) presented construction project as a high-value, time bound, 
special construction mission with predetermined performance objectives. 
Therefore, the issue of project construction must be taken very seriously by 
the clients, contractors and the consultants. Many authors and researchers 
shared similar views of inadequate project formulations in Nigeria as the 
major cause of project failure. Similarly, Gittinger, (1982) opines that projects 
are the cutting edge of development in many parts of the world, unfortunately, 
the capacity to prepare and analyze project before selection is lacking in many 
developing countries. The inability to have sound project formulation is linked 
to the problem of human capital which in turn has negative consequences on 
project execution. The human capital is defined as a stock of productive skills, 
experience, knowledge, exposure, talent, etc possessed by the workforce in any 
organization. (Godwin, 2014)

Akarakiri, (2007) cited in (Olateju, 2015) defines project as any scheme or 
part of a scheme for investing resource(s) which can reasonably be analyzed 
and evaluated as an independent unit. According to Iyoha, (2003), projects 
have massive effects on our nation’s economy. They have positive roles to play 
in national development. Also, explaining the two main levels of planning 
associated with construction projects given by (Harris and McCaffer,2005)  as 
the strategic and the operational planning. The strategic includes the high level 
selection of overall project objectives which includes; the scope of the project, 
procurement routes, time scale and financial options while the operational 
planning involves establishing a method statement for each activity. The 
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concept of planning in project involves deciding in advance what is to be 
done, how and what order to follow so as to achieve the desired objectives 
(Chitkara, 2006).  Project planning is a function of human capital and an 
important project management process in any organization. Supporting this, 
Mee-Edoiye (2006) affirms that planning and control are the key issues in the 
management of large projects. A few models and techniques such as Critical 
path Method, (CPM), Project Evaluation and Review Technique,(PERT)
and the Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT) though very 
expensive, are currently in use at different stages of project development. 
However, in construction project it was reported that the missing and delayed 
information access constitute about 50-80% of the problems in projects 
(Howell and Bellard, 1979; Thamaset et al, 1997). It was revealed that when 
data are collected accurately and comprehensively on a construction site and 
transferred on time to a site office, this is very vital for correct assessment of 
job conditions that are used in management tasks, which aid project planning 
and cost control (Garza and Howitt, 1998; Navon and Goldschmidth, 1999). 

Enshassi et al(2009); Mamman and Omozokpia (2004) stated that the 
construction industry is complex in nature because it involves large number 
of project stakeholders as consultants, clients and contractors, stakeholders, 
shareholders and regulators to achieve a successful completion of a project 
as cited in Oyewale and Babalola (2016).Gana & Olorunfemi.(2015) identified 
the following as some of the problems confronting the construction industry 
in Abuja (FCT), Kwara and Niger States of Nigeria; Lack of skilled labour, 
inexperienced indigenous project managers, inefficient management of 
human and material resources and the unethical practices among the key 
project operators.PMI, (2013) defines project management as the application 
of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities in order to 
meet project requirements. However, the human capital is seen to be the 
most important and useful components for organizations in competition 
areas, and to support the organization effectively, management information 
system managers must manage their human resources effectively (Chen et al 
2005). Contributing to teamwork in the workplace (Sears and Clough, 1991) 
suggest that construction managers must possess three essential attributes; (i) 
have practical experience, (ii) familiar with various tools and techniques for 
planning, scheduling and controlling construction operations and (iii) have 
personality and insight that will enable the attainment of teamwork with other 
people under very strained and trying circumstances. In addition, Hartog, 
(1999) presents human capital as a factor of production just like other capitals 
needed in the production process. Arindam and Pradip (2005) support the 
above submissions and said that human capital is required to make best use 
of other physical and economical capitals during the production process. 
Therefore, human capital is very important to the construction industry in 
Nigeria.
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Methodology
Research Design
The study adopted a survey approach in obtaining all relevant cross- sectional 
data required, through the administration of a well-structured questionnaire.

Population of the study
The population comprises of all the professionals in the construction industry 
in Ondo state. The available population was from the list of registered 
construction companies with the State ministry of works Akure, Ondo State. 
The professionals are classified as the clients, consultants and contractors.

Sample of the study
The sample for the study consist of all the professional experts from the six 
construction companies which include clients, consultants and contractors 
working on different road projects in the state.  

Sampling Technique
The sample is purposively selected. Six road projects were selected, two from 
each of the three senatorial districts of the state, one of them is on-going while 
the other one is already completed, which means that three roads projects 
were already completed and three on-going in the state.

Research Instrument
The research instrument utilized was a questionnaire. The respondents were 
asked to indicate their level of agreement and disagreement to some commonly 
accepted project management activities placed on five points Likert rating 
scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being strongly agree while 1 is strongly disagree.

Data collection method
The study commenced with the construction of a well-structured questionnaire 
for the collection of appropriate primary data, and a total number of 120 copies 
questionnaire were administered and 104 copies were completed and returned 
for the study. This represents a response rate of 86.7%. The secondary data 
sources included; relevant academic journals, textbooks and proceedings of 
conferences.

Objective of the study
The main objective of this study is to examine the human capital influencing 
factors affecting project construction activities in Ondo State Southwest-
Nigeria. The specific objectives are;
(1)to discuss the execution policy and planning for engineering projects
(2)to identify the socio-economic characteristics of the project managers in 
the study area.
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Research Questions
Towards achieving the objective of this study, the following research questions 
were asked.
1. Could engineering projects execution policies and planning be significantly 
related to its overall performance? Could the economic, financial and 
environmental factors have any significant impact on the successful execution 
of engineering project in the study area? 

The above research questions were addressed. Consequently, two 
hypotheses were formulated to support the study and were tested at 5% level 
of significance.
H

o1; project execution policies and planning are not significantly related to 
the overall project performance in Ondo State.
H

O2; the economic and environmental factors will not have significant impact 
on successful execution of engineering projects in Ondo State.

Data Analysis Method
Relative Importance Index
The data generated was analyzed using the following statistical tools; (RII) 
relative importance index, Chi-square method, percentages, bar chart, 
frequency distribution and the mean method. The perception of the clients, 
consultants and contractors working in Ondo State was determined using the 
relative importance index (RII) on the contribution of each of the performance 
key factors They were examined and the ranking of the attributes in terms of 
their criticality, as perceived by the respondents, using of Relative Importance 
Index (RII). The index was cited in Babalola and Oyewale (2016) as equation 1.

RII =               …….    (0 ≤ RII ≤ 1)   …….Equation 1

Chi-Square Method
The choice of chi-square was taken because the research topic consists of one 
dependent variable and one independent variable. 
The chi square test can be obtained using the formula:

X2   =                                ……Equation 2

Where,

X2= calculated Chi-square value, O = observed value, E = expected value, k = 
number of categories, or possible outcome

Decision Rule:
If the p-value ≤ 0.05 level of significance, hence there is a significant 
relationship, Ho will be rejected and Ha will be accepted. If the p-value ≥ 
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0.05 level of significance, hence there is no significant relationship. Ho will be 
accepted while Ha will be rejected

Results and Discussion
The issue focused in this study was to examine the human capital influencing 
factors on engineering project execution (construction) in Ondo State, South-
western Nigeria.

Engineering Project Management Policies for Project Construction
Given that appropriate project management policy decisions are very crucial to 
project construction activities, Figure 2 shows that internal monitoring team 
from  the parents’ organization/client during the construction period dominates 
policy decisions with (95.2%) It is followed by 88.5% of the respondents, as 
agreed that timely execution of projects within the approved cost estimates 
would give quality job performance. Then 87.5% of the respondents asserted 
that junior workers decision counts if management would improve in its 
job performance while 86.5% hold for the general perception that project 
execution policies determine the overall project performance. These project 
management policy decisions are very important for appropriate decision 
making to ensure organizational supports and cooperation, timeliness of 
delivery, quality and project precision in the study area.

Figure 1: Distribution of Project Management Policy Decisions
Source: Field data, 2016
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Project Management Planning decision for Project Execution 
(construction)
Figure 3 presents various project management planning decision options for 
successful project construction, the study reveals that improved administrative 
and economic skills of project managers would translate into a better 
performance, dominates organizational planning decisions with (99.1%). 
Further distribution shows that project document availability is considered 
next as a major planning decision in construction by 89.4% of the respondents 
while time overrun (76%) and project cost review (74%) are both classed 
least of organizational planning decisions for project execution. It becomes 
clear therefore that improvements in project managers’ skills through in-
service training and organizational transparency by making project document 
availability to all stakeholders would ensure successful management planning 
decisions towards effective project policy, planning development and 
implementation in the study area.

Figure 2. Distribution of Project Management Planning Decisions
Source: Field data, 2016

Relative Importance Index on Factors Influencing Projects 
Execution Processes in Ondo State
In the first group, success factor that is aiding effective project execution, the 
relative importance index (RII) of environmental impact assessment (EIA) 
conducted on projects, presence of youth restiveness in the project area and 
government interference on project recorded were 0.7269, 0.7096 and 0.6884 
in that order, and therefore were ranked in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd in position. 
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As indicated in the second group of key project success factor, the relative 
importance index (RII)of 0.8134 that project timely completion is assured, RII 
of 0.8000 for always matching project quality parameters in the BEME /(Bill 
of Quantity) and RII of 0.7980 for not always adhering to project technical 
parameters by project in that order were ranked in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd in position. 
In terms of performance factor in project construction, communication flow 
across the team members, timely construction and commissioning of project 
and inducting resources/materials following due process of government 
were ranked in 1st, 2nd, 3rd  in position with RII of 0.7923, 0.7884 and 0.7461 
respectively.

As indicated in the group of socio- economic characteristics of project 
managers, the joint relative importance index (RII) of 0.7673 for being a good 
negotiator and an analyst in that order were both ranked in the 1st position 
and RII of 0.7500 for being a decision maker was ranked in the 3rd position. 
Approval granted for the project jointly shared index with project definition 
given by the parent organization (RII=0.6903) were ranked in the 1st, 2nd and 
3rd position in that order.

On the basis of the success factor for establishing structural relationship 
among people, division of project work into component activities jointly 
shared index with establishing structural relationship to secure proper project 
coordination were both ranked 1st in position with RII of 0.7019 while the 
design job structures for the staff was ranked 3rd in position with RII of 0.6903 
in that order.

    It therefore can be obtained from this study that three factors under key 
project element success factors namely; project timely completion is assured, 
always matching project quality parameters in the bill of quantity and always 
adhering to project technical parameters by project have the highest relative 
importance index. This study therefore revealed that most of the factors 
influencing engineering projects execution processes on the study area are the 
key elementary project factors.

Table 1: Relative Importance Index on Factors Influencing Projects 
Execution Processes

FACTORS      RII RELATIVE 
RANK

Factor that Aid Effective Project Execution

The feasibility studies have impact on the project directly. 0.5865 5th

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) conducted on the 
project.

0.7269 1st

There was/is community involvement in the project execution. 0.6057 4th

Presence of youth restiveness in the project area. 0.7096 2nd
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Government interference on the project was recorded. 0.6884 3rd

Key Project Element Success Factor

Project timely completion is assured. 0.8134 1st

Project completion is within cost targets. 0.5442 4th

Always matching project quality parameters in the bill of 
quantity

0.8000 2nd

Adherence to project technical parameters by project is not 
always.

0.7980 3rd

Performance Factor in Project Construction

Carryout planning and controlling effectively in project 
execution

0.7442 4th

Inducting resources/materials following due process of 
government.

0.7461 3rd

Ensure timely construction and commissioning of projects. 0.7884 2nd

Final handling over to the client as schedule. 0.6942 5th

Communication flow across the team members 0.7923 1st

Socio- Economic Characteristics of Project Managers

Has administrative competence (Administrator) 0.7192 10th

Has high Financial management skill 0.7250 9th

Has economic management skill 0.7384 7th

Conflict resolution expert 0.7615 3rd

Motivator 0.7442 5th

Good communicator 0.7423 6th

Good Negotiator 0.7673 1st

Analyst 0.7673 1st

Decision maker 0.7500 4th

Computer literacy 0.7269 8th

Success Factor for Establishing Structural 
Relationship among People

Divide project work into component activities. 0.7019    1st

Design job structures for the staff. 0.6903     3rd

Define the performance targets and responsibility for the 
workers.

0.6750     6th

Allocate the available resources equitably.  0.6884     4th

Delegate authority that commensurate with the workers 
responsibility

 0.6846     5th

Establishing structural relationship to secure proper project 
coordination

 0.7019     1st
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Hypothesis Testing                  
Hypothesis one
H01: that project execution policies and planning are not significantly related 
to the overall project performance in Ondo State. 

As shown on Table 2, the X2 Statistic Goodness of Fit of 55.538 was 
obtained at Degree of freedom (Df) of 1 with a P<0.05 level of significance. 
Therefore, the Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. Project execution policies have 
significance influence on the project performance in Ondo State. The result of 
the hypothesis tested revealed that there is a significant relationship between 
project construction policies, and project performance in Ondo State.

Table 2: Chi-Square test measuring the Goodness of Fit that project 
execution policies are not significantly related to overall project 
performance in Ondo State.

Item N Df (V) X2-Statistic P-value Significance

Yes 90

No 14 1 55.538 0.000 Significant

P<0.05 104     

Hypothesis Two
H02: that economic and environmental factor will not have significant impact 
on successful execution of engineering projects in Ondo State. 

As shown on Table 3, the X2 Statistic Goodness of Fit of 61.538 was obtained 
at Degree of freedom (Df) of 1 with a P<0.05 level of significance. Therefore, 
the Null hypothesis (H0) is rejected. Economic and environmental factors have 
significance impact on successful execution of engineering projects in Ondo 
State. The result of the hypothesis tested revealed that there is a significant 
relationship between economic and environmental variables and successful 
project implementation.
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Table 3: Chi-Square test measuring the Goodness of Fit that 
economic and environmental factors will not have significant 
impact on successful execution of engineering projects in Ondo 
State.

Item N Df (V) X2-Statistic P-value Significance

Yes 92

No 12 1 61.538 0.000 Significant

P<0.05 104     

Conclusion and Recommendations
The empirical results support the fact that the core project element factors 
such as; timely project completion assurances, always matching project quality 
parameters in the Bill of Engineering Measurement and Evaluation (BEME) 
and always adhering to project technical parameters by the project managers 
are the most important determining factors responsible for public project 
execution (construction) in the area. Also revealed that corporate managerial, 
management skills and experiences as an arm of human capital development 
and the core engineering project element factors would jointly determine 
successful engineering project  execution in Ondo State. Corporate managers 
must ensure adequate investment in their workers through training and 
education on multiple and specialized project managerial skills and decision 
making tools based on verifiable statistical inferences for planning purposes 
and a required step towards efficient human capital delivery in an organization. 
Project organizations must ensure meeting up with the assurances of timely 
project delivery as scheduled in the project document. Corporate organizations 
and the government should ensure that environmental impact assessment of 
new projects, are carried out before embarking on the construction of such 
project.
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ABSTRACT

This study undertakes a survey to establish Nigerian journalists’ perceptions 
and attitudes to the problem of fake news and its potential for destructive and 
divisive effects on the country’s political stability. A structured questionnaire 
was used to elicit information from 400 Journalists. Findings shows that 
fake news have become part of the global news network. Journalists in 
Benue state are much aware of this syndrome but are not insulated from it. 
The motives of money, political interest, desire to be popular and the rush to 
breaking news underscores the spread of fake news among journalists. The 
paper concludes that fake news can creep into the main line media (radio, 
television, newspapers and magazines) when the journalists are driven by 
the desire to stay ahead of others – make headlines and front pages, gather 
and submit stories to fulfil all righteous without close examination of the 
sources of such information and verification. When journalists allow politics, 
money and popularity drive their trade of serving public interest fake news 
will definitely dominate the air waves and news pages with colossal effect on 
political stability.

Key words: Fake news, media, political instability, Journalism, Journalists.
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Introduction
The stability of democratic societies seems vulnerable to fake news. The situation 
calls to question the perception and attitude of journalists who are essential 
support players in democratic societies towards this social phenomenon. Fake 
news has become a defining characteristic of modern life, and is so pervasive 
and it has sadly, become the currency of politicians, reporters, corporate 
executives, and other power-brokers (Keyes, 2004). Journalists in particular, 
are not just bystanders watching an evolving avalanche of disinformation and 
misinformation but they find themselves in its pathway too (UNESCO, 2018).

Fake news is increasingly dominating the media content both mainline, 
online and social media (Agbese, 2017). The scenario seems likely to detract 
from the credibility which many place on popular news media (Ugwuanyi, 
2017) and distort political stability of the country. It is a social phenomenon 
linked to misinformation and manipulation, and that has been facilitated by 
the rise of the Internet and online social media in recent years. Fake news 
is now viewed as one of the greatest threats to democracy, journalism, and 
freedom of expression. It has weakened public trust in governments and its 
potential impact on the contentious “Brexit” referendum and the equally 
divisive 2016 U.S. presidential election (Glasser, 2016).

Globally, public trust in the media has been in freefall. This ‘implosion 
of trust’ (Edelman 2017) has been observed in part in the migration of 
audiences from traditional news media (newspapers, TV and radio) to online 
and alternative news sources such as blogs, Twitter and Facebook. Ugwuanyi 
(2017) notes that the prevalence of fake news in Nigeria is high and most 
Nigerians see reports on popular online news platforms as credible. 

However, fake news is not a new phenomenon. For The Economist (2018), 
it is as old as the newspaper industry. The first occurrence of fake news was 
reported in the 16th century. There was the ‘Yellow Journalism’ with its overtly 
concocted and sensational stories several decades ago (Ujah, 2018). But 
recently, it has surged back onto our radar screens, in the wake of the digital 
transformation of news from offline to online distribution and the rise of 
social media as a news distribution channel (Martens, Aguiar, Gomez-Herrera 
and Mueller-Langer, 2018). In this digital age, it is hardly surprising that 
people easily put their messages – in text, audio or video – online and for the 
whole world to see. In their exploitation of the communication opportunities 
provided by the Internet, disinformation and fake news have become part of 
the global news network. 

In Nigeria, fake news according to Centre for Information Technology and 
Development (CITAD, 2018), is freely disseminated in both print and broadcast 
and widely spread in the social media. Since the turn of this century, the 
volume, frequency and acerbity of fake news has continued to grow, creating 
tension and diverting national attention from issues of common interest to 
divisive voices that is ready to tear the fabrics of the country (CITAD 2018). 
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Nigerian cyber space becomes the most favourable medium for spreading 
rumour and negative mobilization leading the country into more and more 
fractious politics.

The free flow of fake news in our society today is appalling. The basic danger 
in fake news is that it makes people doubt almost every news or information 
and this can be very destabilising to any society (Ujah, 2018). More worrisome 
is the fact that several news media were derided as fake for making the 
mistake of publishing unverified rumours and their editorial process exposed 
for low-level checks failure (Ojei, 2018).Falsehood is proliferating rapidly 
with countless photographs, opinions, and hours of footage published. While 
readers are overwhelmed by the flood of information, the older markers of 
veracity (respected publications, official sources) have not kept up, nor has 
there been a commensurate growth in the ability to counter false or fake news 
(Vasu, Ang, Anne-Teo, Jayakumar, Faizal & Ahuja, 2018). However, research 
attention towards examining the perception and attitudes of journalists 
towards fake news has not received much attention in the literature. There 
is therefore the need to examine the perception and attitudes of journalists 
towards this fake news.

Statement of the Problem
The role of the media in society is anchored on the principles of truth and 
accuracy, independence, fairness and impartiality. They manage through 
enterprise, wit, energy and intelligence to move close to the truth of the 
event and to shape their understanding into language and a form that can be 
understood by all (Ciboh, Iyorkyaa&Torwel, 2018). Thus, getting the facts right 
is the prime principle of journalism through which public trust is earned and 
public interest served. But today, fake news is a global epidemic and a threat 
to global peace and security, and a threat to democracy. It is a phenomenon 
capable of undermining confidence in the media and putting the society in 
trouble (Mohammed, 2018). This is contrary to the social responsibility of 
the media in setting high standards of professionalism, truth, accuracy and 
objectivity as well as avoiding the dissemination of materials that might lead 
to crime, violence or civil disorder.

From time immemorial, especially from the 20th century, news has always 
been a commodity vulnerable to manipulation in various guises: forgeries, 
manufactured facts strange to real facts, outright and cooked up falsehood 
dressed up as truth, etc (Agbese, 2017). Such forms of media practice were 
labelled as yellow or junk journalism. Today, falsehood is proliferating rapidly 
with countless photographs, opinions, and hours of footage published. While 
readers are overwhelmed by the flood of information, the older markers of 
veracity (respected publications, official sources) have not kept up, nor has 
there been a commensurate growth in the ability to counter false or fake news 
(Vasu, Ang, Anne-Teo, Jayakumar, Faizal & Ahuja, 2018). The situation is 
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compounded by the modern information gathering and disseminating system 
in this digital age. 

Getting rid of fake news from the media particularly the main stream 
media of radio, television, newspapers and magazines is a task editors and 
reporters need to take seriously. Mainstream journalists need to identify and 
prevent fake news from getting into their publications. What would save a 
news medium from being used as a purveyor of fake news is a strict regime 
of fact checking by editors and reporters (Agbese, 2017). Inexamining fake 
news and political stability, there is need to focus on the content creators - the 
journalists - rather than news consumers. A focus on journalists’ perception 
and attitude al lows the determination of the media industry challenges and 
remedies to the spread of fake news that causes political instability. That is, 
how journalists perceive fake news, what is their attitude to it and what is the 
impact of fake news on political stability in Nigeria.

Against this backdrop, this study undertakes a national survey to 
examineNigerian journalists’ perceptions and attitudes to the problem 
of fake news and of its potential for destructive and divisive effects on the 
country’s political stability.It seeks to establish the perceptions and attitudes 
of journalists about the growing phenomenon of fake news; and the evolving 
innovative interventions by journalists thatwould address the complex 
challenges of fake news.

Objectives of the study
The study is guided by the following objectives
(i) To determine the level of awareness and involvement of Journalists in 

fake the spread of fake news.
(ii) To identify the various forms of fake news prevalent among news media 

in Nigeria.
(iii) To find out the drives for fake news among journalists in Nigeria.
(iv) To establish the threats fake news poses to political stability in Nigeria.
(v) To identify possible remedies to the fake news challenge in Nigeria.

Scope of the study
Although the outlook of the study is national, it is delimited to registered 
journalists in Benue state, Nigeria. This delimitation however does not pose 
any threat to the findings of the study because all the key media institutions 
(both print and electronic) in Nigeria are represented in Benue state through 
establishment of offices and correspondents. Thus, the control of journalists 
through ownership, editorial policy and industry trade association (Nigerian 
Union of Journalists) ethical code is central and applicable to all across the 
states. Again, the scope does not indicate local or ethnic dimension since the 
journalists (especially correspondents) cut across ethnic and regional divide of 
the country.  The industry tools and values are same in the country. Also, the 
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conditions and issues for the spread of fake news and its political implications 
are same across states of the federation. 

Conceptual Clarification
Defining fake news is fraught with difficulties. The phrase is inherently 
vulnerable to being politicised and deployed as a weapon against the news 
industry, as a way of undermining reporting that people in power do not like 
(Wardle &Derakhshan, 2018). Reuters (2017) classifies the definitions of fake 
news into 
i. News that is made up or ‘invented’ to make money or discredit others; 
ii. News that has a basis in fact, but is ‘spun’ to suit a particular agenda; and
iii. News that people donot feel comfortable about or donot agree with 

Similarly, the European Union High Level Expert Group (2018) defines 
fake news as disinformation that includes all forms of false, inaccurate, or 
misleading information designed, presented and promoted to intentionally 
cause public harm or for profit. The addition “for profit” includes commercial 
click-bait but the report explicitly excludes hate speech and satire. According 
to Alcott & Gentzkow (2017) fake news is intentionally and verifiably wrong 
or false news produced for the purpose of earning money and/or promoting 
ideologies.

The study however, considers fake news as either an unintentionally 
incorrect, such as a newspaper printing an erroneous fact and subsequently 
issuing a correction or an intentionally incorrect information. Thus, all forms 
of false, inaccurate, or misleading information are designed, presented and 
promoted to intentionally cause public harm as fake news. 

Literature Review
Fake news is entails either an unintentionally incorrect, such as a newspaper 
printing an erroneous fact and subsequently issuing a correction or an 
intentionally incorrect information. Fake news is nothing new. According to 
Kaminska (2017) it began since at least the Roman times when Antony met 
Cleopatra. Octavian waged a propaganda campaign against Antony that was 
designed to smear his reputation. This took the form of “short, sharp slogans 
written upon coins in the style of archaic Tweets. These slogans painted Antony 
as a womaniser and a drunk, implying he had become Cleopatra’s puppet, 
having been corrupted by his affair with her. Octavian became Augustus, 
the first Roman Emperor and “fake news had allowed Octavian to hack the 
republican system once and for all (Ireton &Posetti, 2018, p. 1)

The invention of the Gutenberg printing press in 1493 dramatically 
amplified the dissemination of disinformation and misinformation, and it 
ultimately delivered the first-large scale news hoax – ‘The Great Moon Hoax’ 
of 18355. The New York Sun published six articles about the discovery of 
life on the moon, complete with illustrations of humanoid bat-creatures 
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and bearded blue unicorns. Conflicts, regime change, and catastrophes then 
became markers for the dissemination of disinformation (Thornton, 2000).

From the 20th century, especially with the advent of radio and television, 
to the arrival of the internet in the late 20th century, followed by social media 
in the 21st century, dramatically multiplied the risks of misinformation, 
disinformation, propaganda and hoaxes. Similarly, Agbese (2018) says news 
has always been a commodity vulnerable to manipulation in various guises: 
forgeries, manufactured facts strange to real facts, outright and cooked up 
falsehood dressed up as truth, etc. In the 20th century yellow journalism was 
the curse of the news media. In the eighties we had a virulent new form of 
yellow journalism in Nigeria. We called it junk journalism. 

But while the historical impact of fake news have been well documented, 
Wardle and Derakhshan (2017) argue that contemporary social technology 
has escalated the information pollution at a global scale with a complex web 
of motivations for creating, disseminating and consuming these ‘polluted’ 
messages; a myriad of content types and techniques for amplifying content; 
innumerable platforms hosting and reproducing this content; and breakneck 
speeds of communication between trusted peers.

 However, the direct and indirect impacts of information pollution are 
difficult to quantify. Since the results of the ‘Brexit’ vote in the UK, Donald 
Trump’s victory in the US and Kenya’s recent decision to nullify its national 
election result, there has been much discussion of how fake news is influencing 
democracies. More concerning, however, are the long-term implications of dis-
information campaigns designed specifically to sow mistrust and confusion 
and to sharpen existing sociocultural divisions using nationalistic, ethnic, 
racial and religious tensions (Wardle &Derakhshan, 2017, p. 4).

The problem of fake news according to Tambini (2017, p.19) is not in fact a 
single problem. It is several symptoms of the ongoing transformation of news 
and journalism and wider political and social changes. These require action, 
but not actions that are controlled by governments, because governments may 
succumb to the temptation to create media systems that suit their political 
interests. Fake news travels faster and further on social media sites. A narrow 
definition would be limited to verifiably false information. Fact-checking 
can expose false news items and identify the sources of these articles. Most 
empirical social science research on fake news follows this narrow definition 
because it requires an identifiable and well-defined set of false news articles 
and sources to measure the reach and impact of false news (Alcott & Gentzkow, 
2017; Fletcher et al, 2018). 

Fake news is threatening the very foundation of our national unity. 
According to Mohammed (2018), in Nigeria today, the hate being spewed 
on radio stations across the country is so alarming and detrimental to the 
unity and well - being of our country . Fake news is capable of destabilizing 
the system, inciting people to violence and weakening the people’s confidence 
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in their government. The Minister of information cited a German newspaper 
description of this phenomenon  that “for a society in which people are 
informed mainly through the media – and form their political opinions 
through it – this process is threatened when lies spread through the media . 
When it is no longer clear what is false and what is correct, people lose their 
confidence in the state ’’.

The Eagle Online (2018) reported that The British Broadcasting Corporation 
also raised concerns over what it called the “fake news’’ phenomenon and 
the possible impacts on the 2019 general elections in Nigeria. The news 
organization observed that there were instances when people faked the stories 
of BBC and other credible media organizations, and that the phenomenon 
had constituted a huge challenge globally, particularly in Africa and Nigeria, 
because of people’s trust and belief in the social media. It therefore, advocated 
for increased standard of education and media literacy as a panacea for 
stemming the spread of fake news.

The BBC also observed that after the violence in Plateau state communities 
in 2018 that left more than 200 people dead in the country, fake pictures were 
circulated on social media which users falsely claim depict inter-communal 
violence inflamed tensions in Nigeria.A gruesome image of a woman facing 
down in a pool of blood with a gaping shoulder wound was purported to be 
from the attacks. It had hundreds of retweets on Twitter, but it first appeared 
on the internet in 2011 in a story about domestic violence in Nigeria. Another 
image appeared to show half a dozen people that were killed in the attacks. But 
on closer inspection, the picture was not taken in Nigeria, and was actually the 
scene of a 2015 traffic accident in the Dominican Republic (BBC, 2018).

 Since it is likely that more fake news stories will surface about the crisis, 
particularly in the run-up to next year’s presidential election, The BBC (2018) 
provided five ways ofstopping the spread of misinformation:
i. Check the source: Fake social media accounts often try to appear as if 

they are from legitimate news sites, so check that every account you share 
information from is genuine. Verified accounts on Facebook, Twitter and 
Instagram have a blue tick.

ii. Look at multiple sources: Although this isn’t foolproof, it’s nonetheless 
worth checking multiple reputable new sources when trying to verify 
if what you’re seeing is real. Ask yourself: Are trusted news outlets also 
reporting this information?

iii. Verification tools: There are dozens of tools online that can help determine 
the authenticity of a picture or a video. Google, Bing and Tin Eye all offer 
a reverse image search, which can tell you where images have been used 
before. Video verification is trickier, but tools like InVid allow you to select 
video from Facebook and YouTube to see if or where these videos have 
been used before.

iv. Check metadata: If you have an original video or picture, you can check 
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the metadata which will give you a wealth of information, including where 
and when the image or video was taken plus the device make and model. 
Unfortunately, when images and videos are uploaded to social media 
platforms their metadata is stripped out.

v. Think before you post: It sounds obvious, but be careful not to add to 
the problem of fake news. Before you post, ask yourself if you’re sure the 
information you’re about to post is real
Regarding the wide range of implications of fake news on political stability, 

and the responses of media organisations to fake news, most would agree that 
besides media organisations, journalists have an ethical obligation to serve 
the public interest by safe guarding political stability and make apositive 
contribution towards stemming the tide of fake news in the society. It is worth 
exploring the perception and attitude of journalists towards this growing 
phenomenon and establishing the industry-based actor strategies in curbing 
fake news.

Theoretical Framework
This study is anchored on the Social Responsibility Theory of the mass media. 
The theory owes its origin to the Hutchins 1947 commission on freedom of 
the press (McQuail, 2005). But the first formal theory of social responsibility 
of the press was developed by Siebert,Peterson and Schramm (1956).One 
pivotal assumption of the theory is an emphasis on the media’s responsibility 
to use its powerful position toensure appropriate delivery of information to 
audiences. It explains how media should ideally operate in a given system of 
social values and posits that the media must be free of government control 
but in exchange, must serve the public by maintaining the stability of the 
society (Baran, 2012). Accepting and fulfilling certain obligations to society, 
meeting these obligations by setting high standards of professionalism, truth, 
accuracy and objectivity as well as avoid disseminating materials that might 
lead to crime, violence or civil disorder are some of the core assumptions of 
the theory. 

The concept of fake news, albeit inexplicitly, underscores the principles 
of socialresponsibility. This highlights the crucial role of the media in 
shapingpolitical stability by safe guarding the state against falsehood. It 
holds that political instability is predicated on misinformation or fake news. 
Therefore, if guided by these core assumptions or principles of the social 
responsibility theory, journalists are expected to disseminating information 
that would not engender political instability in the country.

More specifically, social responsibilityentails the necessity for the journalist 
to keep political stability as a top priority.Thus, social responsibilityin the 
context of booming fake news necessitates a survey of journalists’ perception 
and attitude about social responsibility in the context of fake news. it highlights 
the participation of journalists in facilitating political instability and by 
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extension establish what policy measures they see as appropriate in stemming 
the growing tide of fake news in the society.

Methodology
This study employs survey to study perceptions and attitudes of Nigerian 
journalists about the growing phenomenon of fake news and its divisive 
effects on the country’s socio-economic and political stability. A structured 
questionnaire was used to elicit information from the respondents. The 
population of the study is 453 registered journalists in Benue state (NUJ, 
2018). This comprises journalists in the print and electronic media, ministry 
of information and correspondents. These correspondents are form online 
media, wire services, radio, television, newspapers and magazines. 

Since the population size was manageable, there was no need to determine 
a sample size especially for a survey of perception and attitude of journalists 
towards the fake news phenomenon which seeks to employ the questionnaire 
as instrument for data collection. Accordingly, a questionnaire was constructed 
and administered through the Nigerian Union of Journalist (NUJ) Benue State 
Council office. The copies of the questionnaire were distributed according to 
the appropriate size of each chapel of the Benue State council of the NUJ. 
However, not all the copies of the questionnaire were filled and returned but 
about 90% return rate (400 copies of the questionnaire) was achieved.The 
400 copies of the questionnaire administered were all retrieved and the result 
presented and discussed as follows. 

Results and Discussion
To begin to discuss fake news and political instability in Nigeria from the 
perception and attitudes of journalists, we first established the level of 
awareness and involvement of journalists in the spread of fake news.

Fig. 1: Levels of awareness and involvement in fake news

Source: Field Survey, 2018
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It is clear that journalist’s level of awareness and involvement in fake news 
is on the crescendo. Be it intentional or unintentional, those in the craft of 
news production are much aware that fake news exists. The journalists are 
also involved in its production and propagation. Although mostly considered 
as a social media phenomenon (Silverman, 2016), journalists working in mass 
media channels like radio, television, newspapers and magazines are also 
involved in fake news. Ideally, this ought not to be because the practitioners 
are trained professionals. Journalistic training nourishes self-regulation and 
eschews threat to national security. It is only in social media that the digital 
revolution has turned every of its user a journalist. About two-thirds of the 
respondents said their level of awareness and involvement with fake news was 
very high even as about one-fifth said their awareness of fake news was high.

Fig 2: Forms of fake news Committed

Source: Field survey, 2018.

Figure 2 displays the various forms of fake news prevalent in the media 
today. It shows that fake news comes in form of political speeches, scoops, 
unverifiable stories, sensationalism and false information. Scoops constitute 
about one-fifth of the forms. These are gathered from social media posts or 
tweets and from classified information. Over one-quarter of the forms of fake 
news is sensational news. This form of fake news is triggered by the need 
to boost patronage and attract advertising revenue to a media house. When 
driven by such motive, truth and accuracy will be sacrificed.

A large chunk of fake news also stems from the use of unverified sources. 
Attribution is a quality of news, but in such circumstances, the kind of 
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sources relied upon are not authentic or authoritative enough to command 
believability. It is mischievous when a journalist cites a source that does not 
exist just to create an impression that it is coming from an authentic source. 
Again, fake news also emanates from reporting political speech hook-line and 
sinker. Political speeches need critical assessment and verification to go as 
news. They are normally opinion pieces full of bias and propaganda to win 
the audience. In fact, opinions are presented as facts or truth. Figure 2 also 
shows a form of fake news that is outright false information but used to draw 
attention. Social media platforms abound with this kind of fake news.

Fig. 3: Sources of fake news

Source: Field survey, 2018

Fake news comes from diverse sources. Fig.3 shows that 30% of the respondents 
said fake news comes from social media platforms or online communities. This 
includes Facebook posts, tweets, sharing, uploading, podcasting, etc. One-
quarter of fake news come from news sources and the internet. This calls for 
caution in the kind of news sources journalists should rely on. Also, not every 
material on the internet is factual or true. Some search engines and web pages 
could mislead a journalist in judging what is right and palatable for political 
stability. 

Meanwhile, one-fifth of the respondents believed that fake news could 
originate from rumours. When rumours are making the rounds, there is need 
to cross check such information, interview many sources so as to establish the 
truth before broadcast or publishing.
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Table 1: Motives for fake news

Response Frequency Percentage

To stay ahead of others 40 10

Pressure to publish 45 11.2

Politics 21 5.2

Money 15 3.8

To enhance popularity 66 16.5

All of the above 213 53.3

Total 400 100
Source: Filed survey

Table 1 shows the various motives for journalists’ involvement in fake news. 
The drive to stay ahead of other news media in breaking news is one of the 
motives 10% of the respondents identified. Others 11.2% said the pressure to 
publish or meet deadlines paves way for fake news. The desire to be on the 
news stand on time or to fill blank spaces sometimes hinders journalists from 
investigating or confirming breaking stories. Politics and money are other 
motives for reign of fake news in the media. The value of a platform depends 
on the number of users it has (Rohn, 2013). Therefore, satisfying political 
interests and monetary gratification are part of the drive for fake news. 

Of all the drives, the desire to achieve popularity is top priority for 
journalists (16.5%). However, over half of the respondents (53.3%) said all the 
mentioned drives do occasion fake news in the media. 

Table 2: Challenges of fake news

Statement Strongly 
agree

Agree Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Total

It affects journalists reputation 132 (33) 268 (67) 0 0 400

It affects the credibility of news 
medium

211(52.8) 189 (47.2) 0 0 400

It disorganises society 211(52.8) 189 (47.2) 0 0 400
Source: Field survey, 2018

From Table 2, respondents showed that level of agreement on some challenges 
of fake news syndrome. On all the three challenges, no respondent disagreed. 
One-third of the respondents strongly agreed that fake news do affect the 
reputation of journalists while two-thirds agree. Over half of the respondents 
(52.8%) strongly agreed that the credibility of the news medium is usually at 
stake with fake news and it causes instability in the society. from the views of 
the respondents, fake news syndrome can damage the credibility or reputation 
of the media and practitioners. Bennett (2017) observes that the numbers 
of citizens who have stopped following news produced by conventional 
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journalism organizations is growing. It also causes instability amongst news 
consumers as well.

Table 3: Remedies for fake news

Statement Strongly 
agree

Agree Strongly 
disagree

Disagree Total

Educating news consumers on 
how to distinguish fake news

235 (58.8) 165 (41.2) 0 0 400

The main line media should 
adapt digital technologies for 
effective distribution of news

211(52.8) 189 (47.2) 0 0 400

Journalists should produce 
trustworthy, high-quality 
information

241(60.3) 159 (39.7) 0 0 400

Source: Field survey, 2018

Respondents unanimously agreed in Table 3 on some curative or preventive 
measures for fake news. On the whole, over half of the respondents’ level 
of agreement on the three measures is very strong. They agreed that news 
consumersshould be educated on how to distinguish credible sources 
and stories from their counterparts. The main line media such as radio, 
television, newspapers and magazines should adapt digital technologies in 
news production and distribution. The presence of these mainline media on 
the cyber space or social media platforms will reduce the spread of fake news 
since news consumers will have available alternative platforms to confirm 
news stories.This will minimize the spread of fake news and promote the 
dissemination of trustworthy, high-quality information. 

On the other hand, journalists should be guided by social responsibility 
in producing trustworthy, high-quality information. They should uphold the 
norms of journalistic practice and protect them from erosion. 

Conclusion
True journalism is guided by standards of professionalism, truth, accuracy 
and objectivity. It avoids disseminating materials that might lead to crime, 
violence or civil disorder. Fake news is an aberration to the true standards of 
journalism. Journalists in Benue state are much aware of this syndrome but 
are not insulated from it. The motives of money, political interest, desire to be 
popular and the rush to breaking news underscores the spread of fake news 
among journalists.

Today, digitalmedia has escalated fake news at a global scale with a complex 
web of motivations for creating, disseminating and consuming news; a myriad 
of content types and techniques for amplifying content as well as innumerable 
platforms hosting and reproducing fake news. the only bastion of hope is the 
main line media forms like radio, television, newspapers and magazines whose 
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key operations (Journalists) are trained people and the practice is guided by 
strong ethical guidelines of ensuring socially responsibility. With the main 
line media, fake news can creep in only when the journalists are driven by the 
desire to stay ahead of others – make headlines and front pages, gather and 
submit stories to fulfil all righteous without close examination of the sources 
of such information and verification.

When journalists allow politics, money and popularity drive their trade of 
serving public interest, fake news will definitely dominate the air waves and 
news pages with colossal effect on political stability. The main line media are 
sources from which the public confirms the authenticity of news. but when the 
trust is lost, peacebuilding will be gone and chaos will be the order of the day. 

Although hard to stamp out, fake news can be minimised when news 
consumers are educated on how to identify it and available mainline media 
online platforms that can be used to verify news information. Journalists 
on the other hand, should be guided by social responsibility in producing 
trustworthy, high-quality information. They should uphold the norms of 
journalistic practice and protect them from erosion. 
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ABSTRACT

Cost information and cost management have become an essential fact 
for businesses that want to be more successful in the risen heat of the 
competition of today’s economic climate. The rapid developments in the 
modern production environment and the short product life cycle, showed 
inadequacy of traditional and management accounting methods. Hence, this 
study investigated the impact of target costing technique on the performance 
of quoted food and beverages manufacturing companies in Nigeria. The 
study adopted descriptive research design method. The population for the 
study comprises of all quoted food and beverages manufacturing companies 
on the Nigerian stock exchange as a 31st December 2018. Five quoted food 
and beverages companies were selected based on personal judgmental 
qualitative factors. 100copies of structured questionnaire were administered 
on the respondents while 87 were completed and returned. The data were 
analyzed using Spearman Rho Correlation and Kendall’s W. Test with 
the aid of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The findings 
revealed among others that there was significant relationship between 
speed of operation and the long term stability as well as productivity and 
cost reduction of food and beverages manufacturing companies in Nigeria 
with (p-value of 0.000<0.05). The study concluded that food and beverage 
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companies can rely on speed of operation in determining the long term 
stability of the companies and productivity can also lead to cost reduction. 
It was recommended that managers should be effective in implementing 
target costing and product costs to the actual business situations in order to 
be more profitable.

Keywords: Target costing, Speed of operation, Long term stability, Cost 
Reduction.

Background Information to the Study
Traditional costing techniques do not provide detailed information to 
managers; they can lead to erroneous decision making by ignoring the fact 
that complex products consume more resources than simply structured 
products. In recent years, companies have drastically reduced their reliance 
on traditional costing technique by developing activity-based and target cost 
management systems. Traditional costing technique of assigning costs can be 
very inaccurate because there is no actual relationship between the cost pool 
and the cost driver (Nitin&Dalgobind, 2013).Nowadays, global competition 
forced manufacturing services and organizations to become more flexible, 
integrated and highly automated in order to increase their productivity at 
reduced costs. But it is impossible to sustain competitiveness without an 
accurate cost calculation mechanism (Ozbayrak, Akgün&Türker, 2004).
Target costing plays a crucial role in managing costs because once a product is 
designed; most of its costs are committed (Copper &Slagmulder, 2011).

The objective of the target cost is to identify the production cost of a proposed 
product so that when sold is generates the desired profit margin (Cooper, 
1995). Target costing is an important tool for sustaining manufacturers overall 
effort to remain cost competitive while meeting standards and specialization 
demanded by customers (Ellram, 2006). Target costing uses price information 
on the market to determine product cost (Zeng&Ada, 2010).

The decision making process under target costing approach involve a cross 
functional team in which employees from various departments ( production, 
engineering, research and development, marketing and accounting) are given 
the responsibility of determining acceptable market price and corresponding 
return in sales as well as feasibility cost in which a given items may be produce. 
In order to reduce costs (as one objective of target costing), team members 
of organizations focus on eliminating non-value cost process, improving 
product design and modifying process method. Target costing(TC) is one 
alternative management technique which can help companies strengthen 
their competitiveness in meeting today’ business challenges (Al-Suboo& 
Suleiman,2000).Intense global competition and ongoing technology changes 
have increased the level of difficulty for companies to acquire and maintain 
their competitive advantages (Ax,Greeve&Nilsson,2008). The intense 
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economic rivalry among firms in the industry has negatively affected all aspect 
of the business –individuals firms sales volume, industrial market share 
and bottom line (Ghafeeret, Abdul-Rahman&Mazahrih, 2014).This scenario 
has raised a major question of whether or not there is any tool within the 
management accounting discipline that can be employed to moderate the key 
parameters influencing competition variables. These variables include the cost 
of production, pricing policy, quality of goods and customers satisfaction and 
efficient economic product delivery service. In order to deal with these issues, 
government adopted some economic policies in favor of local manufacturing 
firms such as increased tariff on imported goods and the outright import 
prohibition were necessary. Sometimes tax holiday is used as a means of 
encouraging local firms (Imeokparia&Adebisi, 2014).

The rapid developments in the modern production environment, such 
as increased local and international competition, the speed of technological 
progress, the diversity of customers need, and the short product life cycle, 
showed inadequate traditional and management accounting methods to cope 
with these developments, therefore they imposed new dimensions to the 
concept of cost, the content of the measurement accuracy and cost comparisons 
methods. These factors have led to the emergence of target costing method 
as one of the tools of cost management.The dilemma for manufactures 
is to match the lower prices of the global competition and still offer the 
highest quality products that customers demand. Some manufacturers find 
it difficult to practice target costing in this competitive market. However, 
some manufacturing firms practicing target costing can hardly justify their 
competitive advantage in manufacturing industry. Based on the foregoing, 
therefore, the study was designed to determine the impact and usage of target 
costing on the performance of food and beverage manufacturing companies 
in Nigeria.

The research problem is the inability of many of the companies in the 
modern production environment particularly manufacturing to reduce 
costs and therefore some research problems can be formulated; how is the 
implementation of target costing organization and which department of the 
company are involved in the use of target costing, does the application of 
target costing strengthen firm’s competitiveness. It is on this background that 
this current study intends to examine the impact of target costing techniques 
on the performance of quoted food and beverages manufacturing companies 
with special reference to Nestle Nig. Plc., Flour mills Nigeria Plc., Dangote 
Flour plc. Honeywell Nigeria Plc. and Cadbury plc. 

The general objective of this study was to evaluate the impact of target 
costing technique on the performance of quoted food and beverages 
manufacturing companies in Nigeria. The research was also guided by the 
two specific objectives which include: to examine the significant relationship 
between speed of operation as a target costing technique and that of the long 
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term stability; productivity and cost reductionof quoted food and beverages 
manufacturing companies.

Research Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses have been developed based on the theoretical 
evaluation of the subject matter of the topic under study:
Ho1: There is no significant relationship between speed of operation and the 
long term stability of quoted food and beverages manufacturing companies.
Ho2: There is no significant relationship between productivity and cost 
reduction of quoted food and beverages manufacturing companies.

Literature Review
The study is supported by pricing strategy theory,the theory of constraints and 
the contingency theory. The pricing strategy theory describes the relationship 
between product cost and profit under competitive environment while the 
theory of constraints was developed by Goldratt (1990). The primary focus of 
the TOC is managing bottleneck activities that restrict the firm’s performance 
and the contingency theory to management accounting is based on the premise 
that there is no universally appropriate management accounting systems that 
applies equally well to all firms in all circumstances (Adeniji, 2014). This 
suggests that the particular features of an appropriate accounting system will 
depend upon the specific circumstances in which firms must find it. The study 
also reviewed some related literatures.

Feil, Keun, Hyo and Yook, (2014) studied the historical development of 
target costing in Japan The authors stated that target costing originated in 
Japan in the 1960’s. Since 1980’s, when target costing was widely recognized 
as a major factor for superior competitive position of Japanese companies, 
extensive efforts have been made to convey target costing to west Africa. In 
a related study conducted by Helms, Ettkin, Baxer and Gordon, (2005); they 
concluded that some of the benefits of implementing target costing within a 
supply chain include the following: the most appropriate product development 
and process technologies, minimizing the complexities of product lines, 
eliminating cost over runs, limiting design problems and deliver the lower 
priced, highest valued product to customers. Target costing is not just a cost 
reduction technique or control framework but part of a profit management 
system including value analysis and value engineering.

According to Bricui,&Capusneanu, (2013) they looked into the pros and 
cons for the implementation of target costing method in Nigeria manufacturing 
firms. The critical factors of implementation, he demonstrated that there is 
possibility for gaining in implementing target costing method in manufacturing 
industries. The benefit of target costing are as follows; It improves the 
understanding of a product cost ,thus allowing early identification of problems 
that may occur in the cost reduction process, staff from all department is 
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involved in cost analysis thus encouraging responsibility for cost management.
Impokparta and Adebisi, (2011) explored the extent of target costing 

system adoption and implementation by manufacturing firms in Nigeria 
and the impact on their performance. It was noted that the level of adoption 
and application of target costing was low in the region (Olabisi&Dafe, 2011). 
Other researchers who studies target costing outside Nigerian environment 
were also considered in order to have a robust atmosphere for discussion 
and conclusion. Murat, Kadir and Mehmet, (2009) examined the application 
level of target costing among the Turkish manufacturing enterprises. Findings 
indicated that the companies applying target costing had extensive market 
analysis and excellent marketing information system. It was concluded that 
target costing had significant relationship with competition advantage as it 
allows for a balance competition strategy.

Briciu and Capusneamu, (2013).Studied the pros and cons for the 
implementation of target costing method in roman’s household appliances 
manufacturing entities. The critical success factor was analyzed and the 
result shows that there is possibility of adopting and implementing target 
costing method in the manufacturing sector in Romania due to its long term 
benefits. Hussein and Suliamon (2014) studied the adoption of target costing 
in Malaysia, the findings show that it is required to enable organization deal 
with challenges and problem of today’s competitive environment where many 
companies are continuously seeking to produce high quality and functional 
products based on customer’s expectation gleaned from market research. In 
another related study; Henk and Gustar, (2013) investigated the extent to 
which Swedish manufacturing companies use target costing. Through random 
sampling, 250 companies were selected and contacted by telephone and were 
asked if they would participate in a survey located on a web site. The result 
from the survey shows the insignificant proportion of Swedish manufacturing 
firms. Their study indicated that firstly, lack of knowledge about target costing 
was responsible for many companies not adoption the practice. The study 
concluded that there was a significant relationship between target costing and 
competition.

Hussein and Suliamon, (2014) evaluated the adoption of target costing 
approach in manufacturing companies in Jordan the result indicated that 
manufacturing companies in Jordan applies the requirement of target 
costing for obvious advantages some of which are: cost reduction, customer’s 
satisfaction, quality control, efficient pricing decisions and the application 
of team work approach. However, they saw some limitations which were 
costly information gathering, data analysis, and lack of management support. 
TC method requires a functional integration between all business activities 
such as design, engineering, research and development, marketing, and 
accounting department. This technique also requires excellent plan through a 
comprehensive strategic framework that align between price, cost and quality 
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(Kato, 1993; Cooper &Slagmulder, 1997). 
According to Sweeny and Mays(1997), activity based management (ABM) 

also is considered a vital helpful method for target; ABM concept focuses 
on efficient service pricing policies that result to an increase in organization 
profitability through effective management of resources that can be allocated 
for the benefit of customers. When this method was applied in companion 
with ABC Tennessee bank in USA witnessed an increase in profitability by 
$11 million for the year 1994 (Sweeny & Mays, 1997). Efforts to sustain the 
current customers and attracting new customers based on desired service 
price requires from organizations to meet the expected service standards from 
customers; hence, organizations are demanded to establish a comprehensive 
inter-organizational cost management system aimed to provide services with 
high quality at suitable prices (Ellram, 20006). This system should include 
cost tables, total quality management and value engineering (Cooper, 1995; 
Kato, 1993). Baharudin  andJusoh, (2015) concluded a research on target 
cost management as Japanese companies’ competition tool. The purpose of 
the paper was to explore how the TCM was being practiced and the major 
factors influencing the method. The study findings show that although the 
fundamental concept is similar, there are differences in details processes due 
to adaptations with the contextual constrains. The specific gaps identified 
from the previous studies reviewed indicated that some of the sub variable 
supporting target costing and competition were not studies while others were 
poorly examined. To the best of this researcher’s knowledge, no study has 
been carried out on the impact of target costing on the performance of food 
and beverage manufacturing companies in Nigeria. Therefore, this study is 
conducted to bridge the gap and contribute to knowledge.

Methodology
This study employed a descriptive survey research design method to find out 
the impact of target costing technique on the performance of quoted food and 
beverages manufacturing companies in Nigeria. The population of the study 
covers all food and beverages manufacturing companies in Nigeria quoted on 
the Nigerian stock exchange as at 31st December 2018. However, the study 
adopted judgmental and convenience sampling to select the following 5 food 
and beverages manufacturing companies which are: Nestle Nig. Plc., Flour 
Mills Nigeria Plc., Dangote flour Plc. Honeywell Nigeria Plc. and Cadbury Plc. 
The selected companies are within the acceptable criteria and definition of 
the application of target costing. The study adopted primary source of data 
collection. The copies of the questionnaire were addressed and administered 
among the Chief Executive Officers, Managing Directors, Financial 
Accountants, Management Accountants, Marketing Managers, Production 
Managers, and Supervisors of the sample selected. 
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Reliability and Validity Test
The reliability of the instrument was assured through a pilot study conducted 
by the researchers. Questionnaire was being administered. The validity of the 
instrument was done by experts in the field of management accounting. Content 
validity was also conducted.According to Cronbach’sAlpha framework, if alpha 
coefficients were above 0.80, the reliability of instrument is considered high, 
and if they were above 0.75, the reliability is accepted, while if they were below 
0.60, then the internal inconsistency is considered weak. Cronbach’s Alpha 
results were between 0.993 and 0.995. These results are considered high; that 
means the internal consistency is strong and the study instrument is valid.
Spearman Rho Correlation and Kendall’s W Test were used for data analysis 
with the aid of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).

Results and Discussion
The data collection for this study is done basically through the use of 
questionnaire. The researcher samples a total number of one- hundred (100) 
respondents. However, a total number of 87 copies of questionnaire were 
collected and duly completed. This means that the researcher works on a 
response rate of 87%. Survey results of this study were analyzed using SPSS 
20.  

Table 1: Relationship Between Sped of Operation and Long Term Stability 

SOP LTS

Spearman's rho SOP Correlation Coefficient 1.000 0.899

Sig. (2-tailed) . 0.000

LTS Correlation Coefficient 0.899 1.000

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.000 .

SOP = Speed of Operation; LTS = Long Term Stability

Source: Extracted from SPSS, Version 20

Table 1 presented above is considered suitable to treat the research assumption 
stated above as formulated earlier in this research work. Following the 
assumption of the first hypothesis, the spearman rho correlation table 
revealed that speed of operation has a strong positive relationship with the 
long term stability of the company with a Spearman Rho correlation of 0.899. 
The researcher therefore rejects the null hypotheses and concludes that the 
speed of operation has a significant relationship with the long term stability 
of the company.
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Table 2: Correlations

Productivity Cost Reduction

Spearman's rho Productivity Correlation 
Coefficient

1.000 0.780

Sig. (2-tailed) . 0.003

Cost 
Reduction

Correlation 
Coefficient

0.780 1.000

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.003 .

Source: Extracted from SPSS, Version 20

The table 2 presented above is considered suitable to treat the research 
assumption stated above as formulated earlier in research work. Following 
the assumption of the second hypothesis, the spearman rho correlation 
table revealed that there exists significant relationship between productivity 
and cost reduction of the quoted food and beverages companies (R = 0.780, 
P-value< 0.05).

Table 3: Kendall's W Test

Mean Rank

Speed of operation 2.07

Long Term Stability 2.52

Productivity 2.66

Cost Reduction 2.76

Kendall’s W = 0.086;  Chi-square = 22.468; P-value = 0.000
Source: Extracted from SPSS, Version 20

In table 3 above, the Kendall’s W coefficient of 0.086 showed that there is 
a highly significant degree of concordance between speed of operation, 
long term stability, cost reduction and productivity of the quoted food and 
beverages manufacturing companies since the P-value (0.000) < α=0.05 
significance value. Hence, we can specifically conclude that target costing 
technique has impacted positively on the performance of Quoted Nigerian 
Food and Beverages Companies.

Conclusion 
The findings of the study did not contradict opinions of the prior researchers, 
having filled the missing gap in the literature; this study is an effort to reveal 
the insight dynamics for the determination of target costing with reference 
to selected food and beverage manufacturing companies in Nigeria. In the 
light of prior studies, key explanatory variables were identified to know their 
relationships and impact. The outcome of this research work has empirically 
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proved that target costing has a significant impact on the performance of 
food and beverage manufacturing companies in Nigeria. From the findings, 
it was revealed that target costing (TC) represented by speed of operation 
(SOP) has a strong positive correlation with the long term stability which is 
used to measure performance with speed of operation with a Spearman Rho 
correlation of 0.899. Therefore, quoted food and beverage manufacturing 
companies can rely on speed of operation in predicting the long term stability 
(performance) of their companies.

In addition, the findings showed that productivity as a target costing 
technique has a strong positive relationship with cost reduction of quoted food 
and beverage manufacturing companies with  (R = 0.780, P-value< 0.05). It 
therefore means that quoted food and beverage manufacturing companies can 
rely on productivity in predicting the cost reduction of the company while the 
Kendall’s W coefficient of 0.086 showed that there is a highly significant degree 
of concordance among speed of operation, long term stability, cost reduction 
and productivity since the P-value (0.000) < α=0.05 significance value.

Recommendations
This study examined the usage and impact of target costing technique on 
the performance of quoted food and beverage manufacturing companies in 
Nigeria. Based on the study, the following recommendations are made: 

First, it has been revealed that target costing (TC) is far better than the 
traditional system in virtually all quarters, measures should be devised to 
ensure its general acceptability as well as applicability by all the manufacturing 
companies as well as their employees. This, if done would add value to the 
accounting information and subsequently the reliability of the stakeholders on 
accounting information would be confirmed the more.

Second, manufacturing companies in Nigeria should adopt accounting 
practices on Target Costing System since it costs products realistically and 
properly and makes such products stand a chance for global competitiveness. 

Third, managers and executives of firms should apply Target costing 
technique to product costs and actual business situation. Managers should 
effectively utilize the resources and capability of the firms in order to utilize 
target costing effectively to gain competitive advantages achieve higher level 
of firm’s value and be more productive.

Forth, emphases should be laid on new identified accounting fields, the 
like of  TC,ABC, JIT, ABA, Green Accounting, Forensic Accounting etc. in 
schools of higher learning. They should be taken as area of specialization so 
that students would perfect in them. This will actually reduce the problems of 
assimilation of new invented issues as well as its applicability outside the fold 
of schools.

In conclusion, it is necessary for decision makers to get the benefit of the 
application of target costing to achieve less cost and more profits supporting 
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the company’s continuity.
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ABSTRACT

In the employment field, work pressure, anxiety, employee’s stress, 
agitation, depression or irritability all are related to the various factors of 
emotional intelligence. All these emotional intelligence (EI) symptoms could 
harm employee’s performance. It can direct either a higher or lower level of 
morale, which will ultimately impact employee’s performance in a positive 
or negative way. The study attempts to investigate the relationship between 
emotional intelligence and employees’ performance of employees of Federal 
Polytechnic, Ilaro to determine whether there is an impact of EI on one’s 
performance. The descriptive survey research design was adopted for this 
study.  The population is made up of eight hundred and thirty-nine (839) 
employees of Federal Polytechnic, Ilaro Ogun state and a sample size of 273 
respondents was determined using Taro Yameni’s sample size determination 
formula. Stratified random sampling with respondents ranging from senior 
and junior level of the organization was used. Simple linear regression 
and the correlation coefficient were used to test the research hypotheses. 
The result showed significant and positive relationship between emotional 
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intelligence and employees’ performance. Similarly, self-management and 
conscientiousness show significant relationship with employees’ performance 
but there was no significant relationship between self-awareness and 
employees’ performance. It is therefore concluded that the institution 
encourages an enabling environment for stable emotional intelligence that 
can positively impacted its employees’ performance. The study therefore 
recommends that emotional intelligence practices should be emphasized as 
doing so brings about effectiveness in employees’ performance.

Keywords: Emotional Intelligence, Self-Awareness, Self-Management, 
Conscientiousness, Employee Performance, Task Performance.

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary society is ever changing with the globalization of issues. For 
instance, robots are taking the place of man in production lines, technologies 
are changing the face businesses, and communication innovations are making 
the world smaller while trade barriers are being eased. Similarly, new concepts 
are entering organisational discourse that keeps the workforce in continual 
dynamics. Every aspect of business and organisation is knowledge driven. 
Thus, concepts like K-workers, K-economicare demanding that the employee 
be better prepared, open and flexible in managing daily responsibilities. 

Several issues revolve around the non-functionality of an employee in an 
organisation. Such issues include; exposure to stress, not being creative, less 
motivated in their careers among others causes the organization to decrease 
in the productivity. To overcome all of these requires mental, emotional, 
and physical strength (Alias, 2005).Studies in human resource management 
while keeping with contemporary developmental organisational strides have 
developed concepts and models to understand the employees with the aim 
of improving their productivity (Ghali, Habeeb & Hamzah; Okpara & Agwu, 
2015). This study focuses on one of such notions namely emotional intelligence 
with specific interest in public institutions.

Mayer and Salovey (1997) define emotional intelligence as a four-level 
set ofabilities which involves the ability to perceive accurately,appraise, and 
express emotion; the ability to access and/or generate feelings whenthey 
facilitate thought; the ability to understand emotions and emotional 
knowledge;and the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and 
intellectual growth. Giorgi(2013) also defines EI as “the ability to monitor 
one’s own and others’feelings and emotions, to discriminate among them 
and to use this information to guideone’s thinking and actions”. Emotional 
intelligence (EI) is an indispensable factor liable for determining triumph in 
life just as psychological health plays an essential part in shaping the contact 
between employees in their working environment. EI involves a combination 
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of competences which allows a person to be aware of, to understand and to be 
in control of their own emotions, to recognize and understand the emotions 
of others, and to use this knowledge to foster their success and the success of 
others MTD Training (2010). 

This in essence takes the ability to effectively function in an organisation 
beyond individual intelligence, expertise or ability to carry out assigned 
responsibilities effectively to understanding the feelings of others within the 
organisation. This is believed to engender a sense of mutuality, cooperation 
and a high sense of team spirit in the work place. According to Deshwal (2015) 
it is widely accepted that soft skills greatly affect how people feel and respond 
to others. Ifthey feel appreciated and valued they are engaged and motivated 
to achieve organizationalgoals. 

Giorgi (2013) cites two models of the debate on EI namely mental abilities 
and mixed mental abilities. Mental ability models focus on individuals’ abilities 
to process affective information.Thus, EI is part of set of cognitive abilities for 
the processing of emotionalinterpretation and regulating emotion adaptively. 
Mixed models define EI as a diverse construct, including aspects of personality 
aswell as the ability to perceive, assimilate, understand and manage emotions. 
Thesemodels refer to EI as emotional “competence”, which includes emotional, 
personal and social abilities fundamental for effectively facing environmental 
requests. Mixed models further include related motivational factors and 
affectivedispositions. In this perspective, the componentsof EI focus on self-
awareness, personal motivation, the capacity to establishadequate empathy 
and the managing of social relations (Giorgi, 2013).

Employee performance is seen as a result of the actions set to achieve a 
goal based on specific standards. This may include actions or behavior of all 
non-observable mental processing (e.g., problem solving, decision-making, 
program planning, reasoning) (Bailey & Robert, 2003).Liao, Lu, Huangand 
Chiang(2012), describe job performance as the standard for advancements, 
redundancy, rewards, punishments, reviews and salary changes. It also 
satisfies the needs for employees to realize themselves. Similarly, employee 
performance indicates the effectiveness of employee’s specific actions that 
contribute to attain organizational goals. It is defined as the way to perform the 
job tasks according to the prescribed job description.Performance is the art to 
complete the task within the defined boundaries (Iqbal, Ijaz,Latif&Mushtaq, 
2015). 

According to Inuwa (2016) employee job performance has always been a 
major challenge in organizational management and adopting effective ways 
to motivate employees to achieve and deliver higher job performance as well 
as increase the organizational competitiveness is the main objective of every 
business organisation. Inuwacites further that organisational effectiveness 
and efficiency depends on how effective and efficient the employees in the 
organization are. Employer’s ability to comprehend employee’s satisfaction 
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as it relates to schedules and daily responsibilities will impact greatly on 
employee productivity and performance.

1.1 Statement of problem
There is an increasing need for quality service institutions in knowledge-driven 
competitive market. Educational institutions are aiming for international 
best practiced so as not to be left in the past. To get the most from these 
institutions, its employees need to be optimal in performance. Elevated 
standards, increasingly high performance, speed and quality pressure result 
in drudgery, absenteeism and employees’ burnout Hauptfleisch&Uys (2006). 
This in turn can be linked to job fit or lack of it. Research results have shown 
that job performance is positively related to emotional intelligence especially 
to the self- management construct (Nel& De Villiers, 2004). Problems such as 
turnover, absenteeism and burnout may be reduced by selecting individuals 
with higher emotional intelligence to fulfil roles or by developing the emotional 
intelligence of current employees especially leaders (Nel& De Villiers, 2004).

Leaders who possess emotional intelligence can easily guide own 
behaviours and thinking processes to achieve results (Caruso, Mayer &Salovey, 
2002). Emotional intelligence is essentially crucial for leaders because it 
helps them to motivate the team and achieve company’s objectives through 
superior performance of the team. It develops throughout one’s life and can 
be increased through training (Coetzee et al., 2006). It is therefore in the best 
interest of any company to measure current levels of EI amongst their staff, not 
only to plan for future selection but to pinpoint the most suitable employees 
for succession planning and to spot those who need to develop their overall 
emotional intelligence to improve their performance.

However, there is a paucity of research on emotional intelligence and 
workplace outcomes. Recent findings suggest that emotionally intelligent 
persons are better performers than their counterparts (Law, Song, & Wong, 
2004; Van Rooy&Viswesvaran, 2004), but most of these assertions are based 
on self-report measures of emotional intelligence. Moreover, past research has 
focused on a limited set of criteria, and little is known about how emotional 
intelligence is related to outcomes such as salary and affect at work (Hassan, 
Akhtar & Yimaz, 2018; Iqbal et al, 2015). Numerous authors have theorized 
that emotional intelligence contributes to people’s capacity to work effectively 
in teams and manage work stress (Imran, 2016; Deshwal, 2015; Iqbal et al., 
2015; Giorgi, 2013). Yet, empirical research has lagged behind both media 
hype and academic interest, and many critics have lamented the lack of solid 
empirical evidence showing that emotional intelligence is related to positive 
workplace outcomes (Matthews, Zeidner, & Roberts, 2002) as cited in (Lopes, 
Grewal, Kadis, Gall and Salovey 2006). These studies have majorly been 
conducted among private organizations, but the global changing world has 
necessitated its relevance and effect on performance in the public organization.
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It is against this backdrop that this paper sets out to fill the gap related to 
emotional intelligence and employee performance in an organization using 
Federal Polytechnic, Ilaro as a study.

1.2 Objectives of the study
The general objective of this study is to identify the effects of emotional 
intelligence on employees’ performance. The following are the specific 
objectives of this study:
i. To determine the relationship between emotional intelligence and 

employees’ performance.
ii. To assess the effect of self-awareness on employees’ performance.
iii. To determine effect of conscientiousness on employees’ performance
iv. To ascertain effect of self-management on employees’ performance.

This study will covers some aspects of emotional intelligence which 
includes self-awareness, self-management and conscientiousness. Similarly, 
the study focus on how these constructs of emotional intelligence affect the 
performance of employee in an organization using members of academic and 
non-teaching staff of Federal Polytechnic, Ilaro as a study.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Conceptual Framework/Review
Concept of Emotional Intelligence
Emotional intelligence involves a combination of capabilities which allows a 
person to be aware of, to understand and to be in control of their own emotions, 
to recognize and understand the emotions of others, and to use this knowledge 
to foster their success and the success of others. In their assessment, Mayer 
and Salovey (1997) define emotional intelligence as a four-level set of abilities 
which involves the ability to perceive accurately, appraise, and express 
emotion; the ability to access and/or generate feelings when they facilitate 
thought; the ability to understand emotions and emotional knowledge; and 
the ability to regulate emotions to promote emotional and intellectual growth. 
The idea here is that the other is thought of while thinking of the self. Such 
mutuality is believed to engender better productivity.

In contemporary society, the yardstick to measure the efficiency of a person 
has evolved and filtered into more refined format giving EI prominence. 
During the past decade, management researchers claim that emotional 
intelligence has an influence on performance and productivity. High emotional 
intelligence also affects all aspects of management (Gunu&Oladepo, 2014). 
The concept of EI has been found to be an important predictor of various 
enviable organizational outcomes, such as job performance, job satisfaction, 
organizational citizenship behaviour, and organizational commitment. 
Emotional intelligence involves managing feelings so that they are expressed 
appropriately, therefore enabling people to work together towards common 
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goals in a constructive and transparent environment (Gunu&Oladepo, 2014). 

Self-awareness
Self-awareness deals with the knowledge of one’s self. It advocates that man 
should understand himself. Socrates said, ‘man know thyself,’ but as simple 
as this sound it has been a difficult task for man. This is why man is seen as 
the most complicated being on earth. However, self-awareness helps man to 
understand himself. The questions arising from this are: what is awareness? 
What is self?  How can man understand himself? The Oxford English 
Dictionary defines awareness as knowledge or perception of a situation or fact. 
Typically, we might become aware of things, by perceiving the world around 
us. What then does it mean for a human to be self-aware? For Hume, the “self” 
is not a defined physical entity, but instead describes the bundle of experiences 
or perceptions unique to an individual (Abayomi, 1999). 

Self-management
Self-Management is the organizational philosophy represented by individuals 
freely and autonomously performing the traditional functions of management 
(planning, organizing, coordinating, staffing, directing, controlling) without 
mechanistic hierarchy or arbitrary, unilateral command authority over 
others (Kirkpatrick, 2010). Self-management is also said to mean guidance, 
managing and controlling self-behaviors and actions in growing process 
and self and social development (Ashgari, 2012). In other words, the focus 
of self-management is the individual and his/her ability to effectively control 
situations that are required for the achievement of set out objectives without 
thorough supervision.The self is the focus of self-management. Kirkpatrick 
(2010) asserts that the philosophy of Self-Management makes the idea of 
reliance on another, higher manager for recognition and encouragement 
obsolete and removes all structural barriers to full employee engagement. Self-
Management goes well beyond traditional empowerment programs, where 
employees are given designated slices of power while a manager above them 
retains the ultimate power of discipline or termination. Self-Management 
provides people all the power they need from the first day of work to accomplish 
their mission—and no one has the authority to unilaterally fire them. 

Conscientiousness  
Conscientiousness is defined as the propensity to follow socially prescribed 
norms for impulse control, to be goal directed, to plan, and to be able to delay 
gratification and to follow norms and rules. Conscientiousness encompasses 
numerous 21st century skills including grit, defined as perseverance and 
passion for long-term goals, self-regulation, defined as the ability to set 
and achieve one’s goals; and self-direction, defined as the ability to work 
independently while managing goals and time. Historically, many viewed 
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traits such as conscientiousness as fixed aspects of personality, but recent 
research demonstrates that personality traits can change in response to 
coordinated interventions and experiences and that behaviors can be trained 
(Best & Dunlap, 2016).

Employees’ performance
Elton mayo and his associates conducted a study at the Western electric 
Hawthorne plant. In so doing, they discovered that worker productivity was 
affected by managerial decisions, the social interactions of workers, and the 
physical environment (Caillier, 2010). These factors justify the view that 
employee performance indicates the effectiveness of employee’s specific 
actions that contribute to attain organizational goals. It is defined as the way to 
perform the job tasks according to the prescribed job description. Performance 
is the art to complete the task within the defined boundaries (Iqbal, et al, 2015).
Employee performance is a result of the actions set to achieve a goal based on 
specific standards. This may include actions or behavior of all non-observable 
mental processing (e.g., problem solving, decision-making, program planning, 
reasoning) (Bailey and Robert, 2003). 

2.2Theoretical Review
Neoclassical Management Theory
This theory is a new approach to organizational management. Hitherto, the 
focus of organizational management has been on production and attainment 
of other organizational goals. The belief is that by driving workers through 
different means to produce more there is a greater possibility that the 
organization will succeed. According to Ferdous (2016) the studies made by the 
classical scholars of organization concentrated their devotion upon the laying 
down of the organizational ideologies and upon the official features of the 
organization. The organization scholar mostly examines into the philosophies 
and recommends the clarifications to be taken into concern by the heads such 
as the instructions confirming an effective management.

Elton Mayo is noted as the forerunner in the neoclassical school with 
his study which he started in 1924 at Hawthorne works, of the Western 
Electric Company in Chicago. He did several experimentations and accepted 
diverse approaches to investigate the affiliation of the style of leadership, 
working condition and other organizational issues with employee output. 
Mayo recognized different motivating issues which contain appreciation, 
association, sense of belongingness and different societal facets connected to 
the workplace (Ferdous, 2017). Mayo and others in their initial experiment 
came to the conclusion that some factors other than light were responsible 
for increased productivity. From a follow up interview of employees, they 
realized that people were not leaving their feelings, attitudes, and emotions at 
home and employees were not at work simply for economic benefit. But other 
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dimensions also affected their performance (Sridhar, 2009).

Goleman’s Emotional Intelligence Theory of Performance
Relationship management provides inspiration, potential to influence, and the 
ability to help leaders grow in managing conflict, and emotional competency. 
In 1995, Goleman identified four EI concepts that are related to relationship 
management: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and 
relationship management (Goleman, Boyatzis, & McKee, 2002). In 1998 
Goleman created an EI-based theory of performance containing a set 
of guidelines for effectiveness and competencies for individual worker 
development. He claims EI is the capability to understand and control our 
emotions and feelings, and that this capability helps create effective, persuasive 
leaders. 

In developing his theory, Goleman created five EI domains, which include 
self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, social skills, and empathy. 
The five domains include twenty-five competencies and consist of personal 
competence and social competence. Self-awareness is the ability to recognize 
and understand our moods and emotions and the effect of these emotions 
on others. Self-management is the ability to control emotions and reactions 
of oneself. Social skills are the ability to maintain good relationships and 
build a network. Motivation is the ability to face challenges and be optimistic 
(Goleman, 1998). Empathy was introduced into English from the Greek word 
empatheia, feeling into, a term used initially by theoreticians of aesthetics to 
describe the ability to perceive the subjective experience of another person 
(Goleman, 1995).

2.3 Empirical Review
Ghali, Habeeb and Hamzah (2018) researched on self-management and its 
relation to organizational excellence. The study focuses on the employee self-
management practices toexplain its role in organizational excellence. Self-
management of employees makes them more dedicated, vigorous and engaged 
them intheir work. The results of the study explain that self-management of 
employees contributes in organizational success in a positive way.Findings 
of the study contribute existing literature on this missing link between self-
management and organizational excellence.

Hassan, Akhtar and Yilmaz (2018) conducted an investigation into 
the impact of conscientiousness as personality trait on both job and 
organizational performance. In the study,questionnaires were administered 
on 612microfinance staff fromvarious parts of Pakistan. The original version 
of InternationalPersonality Item Pool inventory was modified and used to 
measure theConscientiousness trait and for Job Performance measurement. 
The hypotheses were tested andchecked by regression analysis. The study 
results endorsed thatConscientiousness has strong association with and also a 
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validpredictor of employee Job Performance. The study findings alsorecognized 
that there is stronger link between Conscientiousness andContextual 
Performance with then with Conscientiousness to TaskPerformance. 
Overall,job performance was strongly linked toConscientiousness.

Okpara and Agwu (2015) investigated self-awareness and organizational 
performance in the Nigerian Banking sector.  The study was a survey and 
the sample for the study consisted of two hundred and ten bank managers in 
South-South area of Nigeria. Data were collected mainly in the cities where 
we have high concentration of the banks through interview and questionnaire 
instrument found to be reliable with cronbach Alpha values of 0.7 and above. 
Four hypotheses were formulated and tested using the spearman rank 
correlation coefficient with the aid of statistical package for social science. The 
results of the analysis at .05 level of significance showed that self-awareness 
is positively related to net profit and return on investment, but no strong 
relationship was found between self-awareness and market share. Based on 
the results, it was concluded that self-awareness positively influences net profit 
and return on investment. It was therefore recommended that organizations 
should train their managers/employees to acquire the competencies associated 
with self-awareness.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research design
The study adopted a descriptive survey research design withthe aim of 
understanding what is in a specific situation with an identified population. 
The two major types of descriptive research design are; longitudinal design 
which studies a population over a period of time and cross sectional design 
which studies the individuals attitude or belief at one point in time. This study 
adopted the cross sectional survey method which aims to gain an insight into 
the relationship between emotional intelligence level and staff’s performance 
in Federal Polytechnic, Ilaro.

3.2 Populationof study
Study population is a subset of individuals taken from the general population 
of people who share a common binding characteristic or traits such as age, 
sex, gender among others. The population of this study comprises all the 
management, senior and junior staff of the institution amounting to 839 
employees. This comprises all staff of the five academic schools which include; 
the School of Engineering, School of Environmental Studies, School of 
Pure and Applied Science, School of Information Technology and School of 
Management Studies. Other non-teaching departments are: Bursary, Registry, 
Library, Works and Services, Medical and Rectory. 
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Table 1: Distribution of Employees of Federal Polytechnic, Ilaro

S/NO DEPARTMENT NO OF STAFF

1 School of Engineering 103

2 School of Environmental 68

3 School of Pure and Applied Science 119

4 School of Information Technology 33

5 School of Management Studies 101

6 Non-Teaching Department 415

TOTAL 839
Source: Registry department, Fed. Poly Ilaro (2018)

3.3 Sample size determination 
The sample size for this research work was determined using Yamane (1967) 
formula for sample size determination. 

The simplified formula is;  n =   __  N_____  
                       1+N(e)2

Where: n = Sample size
  N= Population of the study
  e = Precision estimate 

Confidence level is the precision estimate. The precision estimate used is 
0.05. Thus,   
 n    = _____839_       __
       1 + 839(0.05)2

 n    = _____839_       __
    1 + 839(0.0025)

 n    = ____839_______   
       1 + 2.0725

 n    =               839_       __
        3.0725
 
 n     =        273.067
 n     =        273

Based on the result, the sample size for this research work is 273 respondents. 
The next phase was to ensure that the sample represents the appropriate 
departments regardless of their population size. Therefore, the study adopted 
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the stratified proportional allocation formula by Bowley (1926) to distribute 
the sample into different strata for the basis of data collection. The Bowley 
(1926) proportional allocation formula is given below and table 2 presents the 
proportional allocation calculations according to each department.
The formula is; 

nh =        n x Nh
     N
Where: 
nh = Number of units allocated to each stratum
n = Total sample size
Nh = Number of items in each stratum in the population
N = Total population

Table 2: Proportional allocation of the sample size

S/NO DEPARTMENT NO OF STAFF Sample Size TOTAL

1 School of Engineering 103 273*103/839 34

2 School of Environmental 68 273*68/839 22

3 School of Pure and Applied Science 119 273*119/839 39

4 School of Information Technology 33 273*33/839 10

5 School of Management Studies 101 273*101/839 33

6 Non-Teaching Department 415 273*415/839 135

TOTAL 839 273
Source: Survey (2018)

The respondents of this study were drawn randomly using the probability 
sampling method for data collection with the required number of sample 
size from each department as a guide. The items of the questionnaire were 
scored using a three-point scale of agree, disagree and not sure.The reliability 
coefficient of this study questionnaire is 0.841 using Cronbach’s alpha with the 
aid of SPSS. The study adopted both primary and secondary sources for data 
are collection. Hypotheses were tested through Pearson Correlation because it 
explains the relationship between variables under parametric test under the 
limits of 0.5 level of significance.

4. DATA PRESENTATION
This section represents the demographic profile and characteristics of the 
respondents in the institution using frequencies and percentages. These 
socio-demographic characteristics included their gender, age, marital status, 
educational qualification, employment status and length of service. 
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Table 3: Socio-Demographic Information of the respondents

Characteristics Frequency Percent

Female
Male
Total

98
175
273

35.9
64.1
100.0

Age
Below 30 years
30-39 years
40-49 years
50 years and above
Total

22
68
113
70
273

8.1
24.9
41.4
25.6
100.0

Marital Status
Single
Married
Divorced
Widowed
Total

35
211
16
11
273

12.8
77.3
5.9
4.0
100.0

Educational Qualification
O/Level Certificate
OND/ Technical/NCE
Bachelor’s Degree
Master’s Degree
Others
Total

21
33
87
101
31
273

7.7
12.1
31.9
36.9
11.4
100.0

Employment Status
Senior level
Junior level
Total

177
96
100

64.8
35.2
100.0

Work Experience
Less than 5 years
5-9 years
10-14
15-19
20 years and above
Total 

47
61
46
93
26
100

17.2
22.3
16.8
34.2
9.5
100.0

Source: Field survey, 2018
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RESPONDENTS’ VIEWS ON CONSCIENTIOUSNESS ON 
EMPLOYEES’ PERFORMANCE

Table 4:  Respondents Views on Conscientiousness

Statement 
Conscientiousness

Agree Disagree Not Sure

F
re

q
u

en
cy

 

P
er

ce
n

t 

F
re

q
u

en
cy

 

P
er

ce
n

t

F
re

q
u

en
cy

 

P
er

ce
n

t

I assist colleagues when their workload increases 226 82.8 41 15.0 6 2.2

I take initiative to orient new employees to the 
department even when it is not part of my work 
schedule 

268 98.2 - - 5 1.8

I make innovative suggestions to improve the 
overall quality of the department.

264 96.7 - - 9 3.3

I volunteer to do things not formerly required by 
my job

226 82.8 40 14.7 7 2.6

Source: Survey, 2018

RESPONDENTS’ VIEWS ONSELF-MANAGEMENT ON TASK 
PERFORMANCE

Table 5:  Respondents’ Views on Self-Management

Statement on 
Self Management

Agree Disagree Not Sure
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I realize the links between my emotions, my 
duties and my organization.

227 83.2 41 15.0 5 1.8

I understands that my feelings affect my 
performance

228 83.5 38 13.9 7 2.6

I am decisive and able to make decisions despite 
uncertainties and pressure

229 83.9 39 14.3 5 1.8

I take reasonable risks driven at achieving 
results when necessary

232 85 37 13.6 4 1.5

Source: Survey, 2018
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4.1Test of Hypotheses
The test of hypotheses seeks to further examine the relationship and influence 
that exist between the variables stated in the hypotheses. The researcher used 
the correlation and regression analysis for the inferential statistics. Hypothesis 
one and four were tested using correlation, while hypothesis two and three 
were tested using regression analysis. 

Hypothesis One 
Ho

1
:  Emotional intelligence has no significant effect on employees’ 

performance.

Table 6:  Model Summary Table

Statistics R R Squared Adjusted R Squared F-value P-value

Value 0.207 0.043 0.036 6.067 0.003
Source: Author’s computation

To test this hypothesis, the model for the hypothesis is: EMP = 14.025 – 
0.108EMI + 0.103PC.  Table 6 above is the model summary of the analysis.  The 
correlation coefficient (R=0.207) shows a weak positive relationship between 
joint effects of emotional intelligence, perceptions on conscientiousness and 
employees’ performance.  The R-squared value of 0.043 indicates that about 
4.3% variation in employees’ performance is attributed to the joint effect of 
emotional intelligence and perceptions on conscientiousness.  The adjusted 
R-square is 0.036 with F-value of 6.067 having standard deviation of 0.69244 
and p-value of 0.003.  The p-value shows that the model is significant because 
the p-value is less than the level of significance of 0.05 (that is, 0.003<0.05).  

This result suggests that the model is sufficient in relating emotional 
intelligence and employees’ performance. It suggests that a unit increase in 
emotional intelligence cause 10.8% unit decrease in employees’ performance 
of the federal polytechnic Ilaro staff.  The test is significant with p-value less 
than the significance value of 0.05 (Table 7).  Hence, the alternative hypothesis 
is accepted and it can be concluded that emotional intelligence has significant 
effect on employees’ performance.

Table 7:  Individual Contribution of the variables

Model β Standard 
Error

T p-value Comment

Constant 14.025 0.729 19.239 0.000 Significant

Emotional Intelligence -0.108 0.040 -2.691 0.008 Significant

Conscientiousness  0.103 0.056  1.821 0.070 Significant
Source: Author’s computation
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Where, EMI represents emotional intelligence, PC represents perceptions 
conscientiousness, EMP represents employees’ performance, PSM represents 
perceptions of self-management, PTP represents perceptions of task 
performance and PSA represents perceptions of self-awareness. From table 7 
above, the beta values for emotional intelligence are -0.108 and perception on 
conscientiousness is -0.103. The standard error for emotional intelligence is 
0.040 and that for perception on conscientiousness is 0.056.  The t-test values 
for the emotional intelligence and perception on conscientiousness are -2.691 
and -1.821 respectively.  The p-value for emotional intelligence and perception 
on conscientiousness are 0.008 and 0.070.  This shows that only emotional 
intelligence is significant on employees’ performance.

Hypothesis Two
H

02
:There is no significant relationship between emotional 

intelligence and employees’ performance.

Table 8:Relationship between Emotional Intelligence, Employee 
Performance and Self Awareness

Variable R p-value (2tailed) Number of 
Respondent

Comment

Emotional Intelligence – 
Employee Performance

-0.177 .003 273 Significant

Self Awareness – 
Employee Performance

-.011 .852 273 Not Significant

Source: Author’s computation

The result in table 8 shows that there exists weak negative relationship between 
emotional intelligence and employees’ performance (R= - 0.177), in addition 
the test is significant with the p-value less than the significance value of 0.05. 
The stated alternative hypothesis is then accepted that there is significant 
relationship between emotional intelligence and employees’ performance, 
though the relationship is very weak.

Hypothesis Three
H

03:
There is no significant relationship between self-awareness 

and employees’ performance. 

The hypothesis was tested using correlation coefficient. The result in table 
8 above shows that there exists weak negative relationship between self-
awareness and employees’ performance (R= - 0.11), however the test is not 
significant with the p-value greater than the significance value of 0.05.  The 
result concludes by accepting the null hypothesis that there is no significant 
relationship between self-awareness and employees’ performance.
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Hypothesis Four
H

04
:There is no significant relationship between conscientiousness 

and employees’ performance.

From model 1, it shows that a unit increase in conscientiousness will cause 
10.3% unit increase in employees’ performance of the Federal Polytechnic 
Ilaro staff, provided emotional intelligence remains constant.  The test is not 
significant with p-value greater than the significance value of 0.05 (Table 
9).  Hence, the null hypothesis is accepted and it is concluded that there is a 
significant effect of conscientiousness on employees’ performance.

Hypothesis Five
H

05
:There is no significant relationship between self-

management and task performance.

Table 9: Relationship between PSM and PTP

Variable R p-value (2tailed) Number of Respondent Comment

Self Management – 
Task Performance

.311 .000 273 Significant

Source: Author’s computation

The result in Table 9 indicates that there exists weak positive relationship 
between self-management and task performance (R= 0.311), also the test 
is significant with p-value less than the significance value of 0.05.  Hence 
the result concludes by accepting the alternative hypothesis that there is 
significant relationship between self-management and task performance. 
Thus, a continuous increase in the employees’ self management will help to 
improve the performance of tasks assigned to them.

5. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
To this end, five objectives and hypotheses were developed. The findings of the 
study provided response as summarised below:

Majority of the employees’ of FPI agree that emotional intelligence has 
significant effect on their performance. This result is equally indicated by the 
hypothesis. This result is based on two components of emotional intelligence 
which were tested. These are self-management and self-awareness.There 
is significant relationship between emotional intelligence and employees’ 
performance. The recognition of the emotional intelligence of the employees’ 
by the management played an important role in improving their job 
performance. 

There is no significant relationship between self-awareness and employees’ 
performance. This implies that self-awareness does not have an effect on 
employees’ performance they defer to the management and believe that the 
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wellbeing of employees is a priority of the organization. 
Majority of the employees indicate that there is a significant effect of 

conscientiousness on their performance. They take extra efforts to get 
things done even if sometimes it doesn’t fall within the purview of their job 
description. 

Majority of the respondents agreed that there exists links between their 
emotions, their duties and the organization and they were aware that their 
feelings affect their performance.This indicates a significant relationship 
between self-management and task performance. This ensures that they meet 
all job requirements and exceed them at times. To this end, a continuous 
increase in the employees’ self-management helps to improve the performance 
of tasks assigned to them.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the findings, the study concluded that components of emotional 
intelligence which include self-management and self-awareness have 
significant effects on the performance of employees. Also, the researcher 
concluded that the management of FPI has a high level of recognition and 
shows sensitivity to the emotional intelligence of the employees. They also 
understand the perspective of employees thereby giving the employees a 
sense of belonging. This in turn improves the performance of the employees 
who are willing to go beyond basic limits to achieve goals. In other words, the 
management’s attitude encourages the employees.

The conclusion on the second objective is that there is significant 
relationship between emotional intelligence and employees’ performance. 
The attitude of the supervisors in evaluating employees’ and the allowance of 
personal development by the management makes employees’ perform better 
at their task. This finding is similar to Joseph & Newman (2010) findings that 
emotional intelligence is the best known predictor of employees’ performance. 
Similarly, Jothimurugan&Pandi (2016) also found that emotional intelligence 
is significantly correlated to employees’ performance. The study thus concludes 
that emotional intelligence plays a vital role in the performance of employees.’

The third objective assessed the effect of self-awareness on employees’ 
performance. The study concludes that there is no significant relationship 
between being self-aware and performance of the employee. Although being 
self-aware makes employees’ come up with new ideas when their emotions 
are positive, it wasn’t enough to have a significant effect on their performance.
This is also in agreement with Margaretha and Saragih, (2008) study who 
believed that high level self-awareness is not a predictor of performance.

The fourth objective determined the effect of conscientiousness on 
employees’ performance. The conclusion here is that there is a high sense of 
industriousness in the carrying out of task by employees. This makes them 
take extra risks to get the job done and even orientate new employees’ on the 
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job even though it does not fall within their job description. Theemployees 
equally make innovative suggestions to improve the overall quality of the 
department. This finding aligns with Liptak, (2005) study that showed that 
there is significant relationship between conscientiousness and employees’ 
performance as conscientious people tend to be efficient and organised in their 
performance.The study thus concludes that conscientiousness has positive 
effect on performance.

The fifth objective ascertained effect of self-management on task 
performance. The study concludes that there is significant relationship 
between self-management and task performance. The positive response 
that there is a link between their emotions, their duties and the organization 
coupled with their decisiveness and ability  to make decisions despite 
uncertainties and pressure leads to the conclusion that self-management 
is essential in task performance. The demonstration of expertise in all job-
related tasks also makes the researcher conclude that all these qualities of self-
management enhance task performance.This result concurs with Sempane et 
al., (2002) study which found that people view and evaluate their performance 
through certain valuable factors which includes being able to manage one’ self 
efficiently. Therefore, people feel satisfied with their jobs if there is a match 
between these personal factors and expectations and what the job offers in 
reality (Aziri, 2011).

7. RECOMMENDATIONS
Emotional intelligence brings out the best out of employees which in turn puts 
the organization at a competitive advantage because task performance will be at 
its optimum. This study recommends that organizations should take emotional 
intelligence related issues as important parts of organizational management. 
It is thus recommended that the Federal Polytechnic Ilaro and other public 
institutions should take the emotional intelligence aspects of their employees 
serious so as to improve their efficiency. The role of educational institutions in 
the development of the society cannot be overemphasized and more students 
are willing to attend public institutions. When public institutions pay proper 
attention to the emotional intelligence aspect of their employees, it will result 
in higher performance from them. 
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ABSTRACT

Cohesion and coherence are necessary requirements for the realisation of 
appropriate meaning and communicative effectiveness in texts. Several 
linguistic studies on political discourse have employed sociolinguistic, 
pragmatic and stylistic tools to investigate mainly political speeches and not 
debates. Moreover, from the extensive literature reviewed, little attention 
has been paid to the examination of cohesion in political debates. Therefore, 
this study examined the use of grammaticalcohesion in the 2016 first 
American presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. The 
cohesive tools of reference, ellipsis, conjunction, used in the debates were 
considered with respect to their frequency andcommunicative effectiveness.
The study adopted mixed-method research design, 8 questions and responses 
were purposively selected from 12 questions and responses of the 2016 
firstpresidential debate. The choice of 8 questions and answers was to avoid 
analytical overkill, ensure equity in topics treated and achieve unbiased 
conclusion of cohesive usage. The study applied theoretical framework of 
Halliday and Hasan`s Cohesion in English (1984) to investigate cohesive 
tools. Simple percentage was used to account for the frequency of the tools 
and their implications. Findings revealed the preponderant use of reference, 
followed by conjunction and ellipsis. The grammatical cohesive devices that 
were mainly used in the selected debate were reference,conjunction, ellipsis. 
The reference 81.3%, conjunction 14.6%, ellipsis was 4.1%, and substitution 
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was 0%. The total number of grammatical cohesive devices used by Donald 
Trump was 27 (56.2%) while that of Hillary was 21 (43.8%). Both of them 
have reference cohesive type as the highest. The study concluded that the 
selected presidential debate has a plethora of cohesive devices to enhance the 
coherence of the arguments in order to achieve a high level of communicative 
efficacy. The study recommended that political leaders and debate organisers 
should involve linguists in future political debates.

Keywords: Grammatical cohesion, Communicative efficacy, Debate, 
Reference

Introduction
Language is an essential quality of human beings used as a mutually acceptable 
and recognizable means to convey information as well as express attitudes 
and reactions. Humans have survived because they could clearly communicate 
and understand each other.  With language, human beings express ideas and 
desires and organize their thoughts. Thus, it plays a major role in the survival 
of man as logically and reasonably as possible.  This implies that for effective 
communication, every utterance made has to be meaningful in relation to the 
rest of the individual sentences in that same utterance.

The aspect of linguistic study that focuses on the meaning of sentences 
or sentence units in relation to the rest of the other sentences or the rest of 
a text is cohesion. Every language has an acceptable grammar with which 
it operates, because grammar constitutes the acceptable rules of using a 
language. An important factor in the grammar of any language is cohesion 
which refers to the ‘supra-sentential connections’ beyond the sentence 
connections through syntactic devices (Syal and Jindal, 2010:133). Therefore, 
it is not enough to obey the syntactic rules of combining words or morphemes 
to form meaningful sentences, but to link the sentences together in a logical 
manner that will make the meaning of one sentence depend on the elements 
of another sentence within a text to form a meaningful unit referred to as a 
text. Consequently, cohesion can be considered as an aspect of grammar that 
relates with the different units of a text as semantic.

The concept of cohesion is sometimes confused with coherence, but they 
are two different phenomena in discourse studies. While cohesion refers to 
how texts are held together lexically and grammatically, coherence on the other 
hand refers to the kind of unity of ideas that arise from the connectedness of 
the text based on the use of cohesive tools (Osisanwo 2000, p. 28).  In other 
words, the unity of a text (coherence) can be achieved through the use of 
cohesive devices to render a text a unified meaningful entity. For a text to be 
coherent, it needs linguistic ties that hold amongst sentences either across or 
within, through the use of cohesive tools. According to Castro (2004):

Cohesion explains how meaning is constructed based on the semantic 
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relations that are motivated between and among the lexical and grammatical 
items in a text (Halliday and Hassan, 1976). Cohesion distinguishes texts from 
non- texts and enables  readers or listeners to establish relevance between 
what was said, is being said, and will be said, through the appropriate use 
of the necessary lexical and  grammatical cohesive devices. Cohesion occurs 
when the semantic interpretation of some linguistic element in the discourse 
depends on another (p. 4).

 For Halliday and Hasan (1976) “cohesion is the foundation upon which 
the edifice of coherence is built and is an essential feature of a text if it is 
judged to be coherent”(p. 4). Language usage in political debates constitutes a 
crucial aspect of political practices in which success or failure of any political 
office holder does not only depend on how good or bad his policies, political 
ideologies and programmes are. Rather, it equally, to a large extent, depends 
on his ability to manipulate the resources of language at his disposal to 
carry the people along with the government programmes and the process of 
governance.

Cohesion is a linguistic process through which sentences are linked 
together to make a text. It refers to the various connections or links between 
the linguistic structures in a text. As a result, it serves as a means of interpreting 
the structure of a language use, and helps to evaluate the integration of a text 
(Idowu, 2016, p. 31). Idowu (2016) likens cohesion to a building as is made of 
blocks or bricks, so are texts formed with sentences. According to her, these 
sentences are connected to form texts through various strategies which in the 
case of a building may be nails, screws or adhesives, but for texts, the binding 
agents referred to as cohesive devices may not be as visible. The cohesive 
strategies include all the linguistic methods by which sentences are connected 
to one another (p. 32) to form a single meaningful unit of discourse.

As a ‘supra-sentential’ form of connection, cohesion is required to make 
a text meaningful, especially in view of the variety of ideas and intentions 
expressed in different forms of public discourse such as lectures, sermons, 
political campaigns or speeches, and debates. Of all these forms of public 
discourse, while they all can be read from prepared texts verbatim or 
combined with spontaneous delivery, only the political debates involve solely 
spontaneous delivery in the answering of questions by debate moderators. As 
a result, an investigation of the use of cohesive devices to aid the achievement 
of supra- sentential connection that is capable of making a debate session, 
a semantically grammatical unit is necessary.Typically, a political discourse 
addresses varied issues ranging from social, economic, educational, health, 
media, judicial to religion. This unique nature of the political discourse 
requires that such texts produced, must involve some processes that employ 
the use of linguistic connectives such as the tools of cohesion for the linking 
together of sentences expressing a wide range of ideas into a meaning single 
unit.
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Statement of the Problem
 In order to achieve a high level of communicative efficacy in any linguistic 
event or text it is paramount to have mutual understanding and cooperation 
between the debaters on one hand and the interviewers on the other hand. 
Cohesion and coherence are necessary requirements for the realisation of 
semantic unity in texts of varied themes and concerns in order to achieve 
communicative effectiveness. In view of the multidimensional nature of the 
political discourse especially in political debates which demands responses to 
different issues on various aspects of a nation’s life and political aspirants’ 
manifestos, thus, the political aspirants are faced with the challenge of unifying 
their thoughts and discussions on varied issues raised by the moderators 
and electorate. Consequently, there is a need to investigate the utilization of 
cohesive devices to ensure coherence or semantic unity of the different ideas 
in the responses to the numerous wide range of concerns of the debate. This is 
particularly important to enhance the communicative efficacy of the cohesive 
tools as supra sentential connectors. This study therefore focuses on the use of 
grammatical cohesive devices in the 2016 first American presidential debate of 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton.

Types of Grammatical Cohesion
Grammatical cohesion can also be referred to as syntactic or structural 
connective devices. This is because they are made up of structural items such 
as auxiliaries, prepositions, pronouns, demonstratives, determiners, and 
articles. In function, they are reflected as reference, substitution, ellipsis, and 
conjunction.

Reference
Reference is a grammatical cohesive device in a text that can only be interpreted 
with reference either to some other parts of the text or to the world experienced 
by the sender and the receiver of the text.

Substitution
Halliday and Hasan (1984) defined substitution in simplest terms as “the 
replacement of one item by another. It is a relation between linguistic items, 
such as words or phrases and a relation on the lexico-grammatical level, the 
level of grammar and vocabulary, or linguistic form” (p. 88). The principle 
distinguishing reference from substitution is reasonably clear.  Substitution 
is a relation between linguistic items, such as words or phrases; whereas 
reference is a relation between meanings. In terms of the linguistic system, 
reference is a relation on the semantic level. It is a relation within the text. 
A substitute is a sort of counter which is used in place of the repetition of a 
particular item. For example, in
(1) Her phone case is weak. I have a stronger one.
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(2) You already know? Everybody does.
‘One’ and ‘does’ are both substitutes: ‘one’ substitutes for phone case, and 

‘does’ for know. It is possible to replace‘one’ by phone case and ‘does’ by know. 
Thus, as a general rule, the substituted item must have the same structure 
for it substitutes. Since substitution is a grammatical relation, a relation in 
the wording rather than in the meaning, the different types of substitution 
are defined grammatically rather than semantically. The criterion is the 
grammatical function of the substitute items; they may function as a noun, 
as a verb or as a clause. To these, correspond the three types of substitution: 
nominal, verbal and clausal.

Types of Substitution
Nominal Substitution
The substitute one/ ones always functions as Head of a nominal group, and 
can substitute only for an item which is itself Head of a nominal group. The 
two nominal groups need not have the same function in the clause; either 
may have any function that is open to a nominal group. The substitute may 
differ from the presupposed item in number. “Same” can be used as a nominal 
substitute when it is typically accompanied by “the”. It is not like “one”, which 
presupposes only the noun head, “the same” presupposes an entire nominal 
group including any modifying elements, except such are explicitly repudiated. 
For example,
John: I have two sheets of paper for the class test
Daniel: I have the same

Ellipsis
Similar to substitution, ellipsis, is the omission of words, groups or clauses 
(referred to by Halliday and Hasan as ‘substitution by zero’). This means 
sentences, clauses, whose structure presupposes an antecedent, which fills 
in the gap of missing information. We are referring specifically to sentences, 
clauses whose structure is such as to presuppose some preceding item, which 
then serves as the source of the missing information. An elliptical item is one 
which as it were leaves specific structural slots to be filled from elsewhere. For 
example,

Daniel ate a plate of rice and Deborah a plate of beans. 
The structure of the second clause is Subject and Complement. The structure 

normally appears only in clauses in which at least one element, the Predicator, 
is presupposed, to be supplied from the preceding clause. There is no possible 
alternative interpretation here; the second clause can be interpreted only as 
‘’Deborah ate a plate of beans. If the linguistic item has been mentioned earlier 
before it is omitted, we have an anaphoric type of ellipsis. That is, the omitted 
item is referring backward to its referent earlier mentioned.
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Conjunction
Simanjoran. (2010) says the following about conjunctions:

Conjunction is rather different in nature from the other cohesive 
relations. Conjunctive elements are cohesive not in themselves but 
indirectly, by virtue of their specific meanings; they are not primarily 
devices for reaching out into the preceding (or following) text, but 
they express certain meanings which presuppose the presence of other 
components in the discourse (p. 16).
With conjunction, we move into a different type of semantic relation, one 

which is no longer any kind of a search instruction, but a specification of the way 
in which what is to follow is systematically connected to what has gone before. 
Conjunction is the term used to describe the cohesive tie between clauses or 
sections of text in such a way as to demonstrate a meaningful relationship 
between them. It is also possible to perceive this process as the linking of 
ideas, events or other phenomena. This linking or joining is achieved by the 
use of conjunctive adjuncts, which are sometimes called cohesive conjunctives 
(for example, then, for this reason, on the other hand).These are words or 
expressions that have two textual functions: they indicate conjunction 
and at the same time usually indicate the type of relationship that operates 
between the elements being joined. Halliday andHasan, (1976, p. 238) handle 
conjunctive adjuncts under four main headings: addictive, adversative, causal 
and temporal.

Objective of the Study
The main objective of this study is to examine the use of grammatical cohesion 
in the 2016 first American presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary 
Clinton. The specific objectives of the study are to:
1. identify grammatical cohesive devices that are employed in the 2016 first 

American presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton;
2. discover the dominant type of cohesive devices in the 2016 first American 

presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton and
3. compare the  grammatical cohesive devices used by Donald Trump and 

Hillary Clinton in the 2016 first American presidential debate.
 
Research Questions
1. What are the grammatical cohesive devices that are employed in the 2016 

first American presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton?
2 What are the dominant grammatical cohesive devices in the 2016 first 

American presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton?
3  How do the grammatical cohesive devices used by Donald Trump and 

Hillary Clinton in the 2016 firstAmerican presidential debatediffer?

Methodology
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The study adopted the secondary method of data collection in gathering 
the 2016 first presidential debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton in 
the United States. The transcripts of the 2016 first Presidential Debate of 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton were downloaded and printed on line. In 
addition, the video of the debate was played and listened to several times by 
the researcher to confirm some missing information.

Sample Size Determination
The total populations were the responses of Donald Trump and Hillary 
Clinton to twelve (12) questions out of which responses to eight (8) questions 
were selected.  The choice of 8 questions and answers from the debate was to 
avoid analytical overkill, ensure equity in topics treated and achieve unbiased 
conclusion of cohesive usage

Method of Data Analysis
This study focused on the 2016 first presidential debate of Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton. It  analysed grammatical cohesion in the debate that held 
in 2016, before the presidential election in the United States. Halliday and 
Hassan`s model of cohesion was used to identify grammaticalcohesive devices 
of reference, substitution, ellipsis andconjunction.

Data Analysis
References in the 2016 first American Presidential Debate of 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
References dominate the wealth of cohesive tools employed by Donald Trump 
and Hillary Clinton in the debate to empower and amplify the comprehension 
level(s) of the hearers. Though occasionally used as appositives when utilized 
personally or demonstratively, the utilization of references in the debates can be 
estimated as at about 80 % compared to the use of conjunctions, substitutions 
and ellipses. References are language tools that enable a listener/ reader 
to identify people, places or things. When the referents are not specifically 
labeled, they can be identified through deictic or pointing expressions such 
as ‘you’, ‘he’, ‘she’, ‘I (person deixis), ‘here’, ‘there’ (place deixis), ‘this’, ‘that’, 
‘today’ (time deixis). According to Yule (2002), these various forms of deictic 
expression can be categorized as personal references when pointing to a 
person and demonstrative or comparative, when pointing to places, things or 
people to show different relationships amongst the referents (p.130).

Personal References in the 2016 first American Presidential 
Debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
The large use of the personal reference cohesive tie in its various dimensions 
to achieve interactive and integrative purposes in the debate is indispensable. 
It constitutes about 90% of the total use of references in the responses of 
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Donald Trump and Hilary Clinton in the debate. The personal pronouns are 
used to reflect the different interpersonal relationships that exist between 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton (the two aspirants) and the audience in 
the debate. The personal references especially the plural forms such as ‘we’ 
are also necessary for uniting the highly heterogeneous audience in terms of 
their backgrounds, social and financial status and challenges. For example in 
Excerpt A1, the different roles of the reference ties in achieving cohesion can 
be explicated. The reference ‘our’ in ‘our jobs are fleeing the country’ shows 
particular commitment to win the heart of electorate. The third person plural 
pronoun ’they’ refers back to ‘our jobs’, ‘our country’. The use of ‘you’ to refer 
to the audience is peculiar to debates and quite significant to the accuracy 
of the target audience. The use of ‘you’ is specifically personal and can be 
adopted for efficacy in communication. It is more cohesive when the reference 
is endophoric, than when it is exophoric. 

In many other forms of pubic speech the speaker may use ‘you’ occasionally, 
to the audience in an attempt to personalize any part of the discourse. Or else, 
the more distant personal pronouns such as ‘someone’, ‘one’ and ‘somebody’ 
or, the third person singular pronouns (‘he’ or ‘she’) are used most often. The 
nine instances of the first person plural pronoun ’we’ refer to Donald Trump 
and the audience in the quoted utterances. The inclusion of such utterances 
generally gives credence to the topic being discussed as well as level of cordiality 
between Donald Trump and the audience. Another type of personal reference 
which is not only integrative but also cohesive is the first person plural pronoun 
‘us’ (in the objective form) and, our (in the possessive form). The use of 
possessive pronoun ‘our’ (four instances) and the first person plural pronoun 
‘us’ (in the objective form) is an attempt by the speaker to identifying with the 
audience with regard to their achievement and challenges. In addition, the 
use of the first person pronouns (‘I‘and ‘we’), generally produce more forceful 
active sentences than the passive forms which are less communicative.  The 
use of   the following references ‘we’, I’, ‘you’, ‘my’  contributes to the textual 
unity of the text ‘We’ in  (In excerptA2) in ‘We are going to do it by having the 
wealthy pay their fares and close the corporate loop-holes’; ‘ I’. ‘you’, ‘my’ (in 
excerpt A3) ‘My tax cut is the biggest since Ronald Reagan, I am going to cut 
regulation, you are going to regulate business out of existence, my obligation 
right now is to do well for myself, my family, my employees  for my company’.

The various instances of personal reference relations have bridged the 
social distance and formality that is common to the more formal public 
discourses thereby empowering the speaker to convince the audience on the 
plans he has for them if elected.  The use of personal references ‘mine’, you, 
our, she and her in the debate creates textual unity and its understanding.
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Demonstrative References in the 2016 first American Presidential 
Debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
The political debate employs demonstrative references to reflect the physical 
contexts, which in turn interpret the implications of the demonstratives by 
summarizing points enumerated earlier in the excerpt through substitution 
and generalization. Consequently, majority of the demonstrative references 
used in the Excerpts A7 and A8 are endophoric. ‘These’ as a demonstrative 
reference is used anaphorically to refer to companies that are leaving America 
for other countries to do their business. Also, ‘that’ as a demonstrative reference 
refers to the special interests of the politicians who own the companies and 
want them to leave the United States for other countries. The demonstrative 
reference ‘this’ refers to Russia as a suspect country who hacked into the 
Websites of America to steal information from them. ‘That’ in except A8 refers 
anaphorically to ‘basic ability’ that is needed for a person who wants to be the 
American president while ‘this’ refers to the 2016 general election.  

In excerpt A1, Hillary Clinton used demonstrate references ‘ that’ when she 
was responding to the question on how to create jobs’ that means jobs, we need 
jobs in infrastructure, I want to see more companies do profit- sharing.’ She 
used the person pronoun ‘I’ to show her commitment to the audience the use of 
‘that’ create texture for the text. Also ,  in excerpt A4,  the use of demonstrative 
reference by Donald Trump ’ this country’ was effective because he was trying 
to convince the audience about the kind of  quality of president the America 
needed. In addition  ”this’ is used  in Excerpt A7 by Hillary Clinton when she 
expressed her concern about the hackers into United State websites’ The most 
recent and troubling of these has been Russia, there is no doubt that Russia 
has used cyber attacks against all kinds of organizations in our country, and 
I am deeply concerned about this’. ‘This’ is also used by Donald Trump ’this 
is a great land, we are going to make great deal, we are going to have strong 
border’. The use of the demonstrative references creates texture for the text 
and reflects communicative efficacy of the speakers.

And once you say you`re going to have tax them coming in, and our 
politicians never do this, because they have special interests and 
the special interests want thesecompanies to leave, because in 
may cases, they own the companies.We have to stop them from 
leaving and that`s a big factor. (Excerpt A7 by Donald Trump)

The most recent and troubling of these has been Russia there`s no 
doubt now that Russia has used cyber attacks against all kinds of 
organizations in our country, and I am deeply concerned about this. 
(Excerpt A7 by Hillary Clinton)
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Donald Trump:I want to help all ourallies, but weare losing billions 
and billions of dollars, we cannot be the policemen of theworld. We cannot 
protect countries all over the world when they`re not paying us what 
we need. And she doesn`t have that, because she`s got no business ability. 
And sadly, doesn`t have that. All of the things she`s talking about could have 
taken care of during the last 10 years, let`s say while she had great power and 
if she ever wins this race, they won`t be taken care. (Excerpt A8)

Conjunctions in the 2016 first American Presidential Debate of 
Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
The use of the different forms of conjunctions to meaningfully link ideas 
together and show different semantic relationships between them is 
consequential to the creation of texture in political debate texts. We have the use 
of coordinating and subordinating conjunctions in the political debates either 
as a binder or linker. The use of enumerative conjunct ‘first’ at the beginning of 
Except A2 contributes to the texture of the text because the speaker is making 
an attempt to a list of what should be done to retain companies that are leaving 
the United States. The first thing is to prevent the companies from leaving 
America. The use of ‘And’ at the beginning of the third sentence is another 
step to be taken, so the use of coordinating conjunction ‘and’ is highly effective 
for textual unity. In addition, ‘But’  as a contrast coordinating conjunction 
gives the next step, that is, if a company insisting on leaving the United States 
for other countries and produces goods and exports them to America, such a 
company will be taxed. Furthermore, the coordinating conjunction ‘And’ at the 
beginning of sentence five also contributes to the texture of the text because 
after the first three steps, companies will no more leave America.  The use of 
subordinating conjunction ‘because in the penultimate sentence of Excerpt A2 
also contributes to textual unity and understanding of the utterances of the 
speaker. Politicians will never take those steps enumerated because in most 
cases they are the owner of such companies.  

Also, the use of the three enumerative conjuncts ‘first, ‘second’ and ‘third’ 
in Excerpt A2 contributes to the texture of the text and its comprehension. 
The three enumerative conjuncts give the audience three possible reasons 
of Donald Trump for withholding his tax returns. The use of coordinating 
conjunction ‘ but’ in the debate to show contrast is highly effective and aided 
textual unity ‘We need a Supreme Court that is going to uphold the second 
amendments, but the second amendment which is under siege’. He believes in 
appointing judges that will uphold the second amendment, but his opponent 
is not in favour of the second amendment. The use of coordinating conjunction 
‘and’ in the debate creates texture for the text and helps its comprehension 
‘They can do the attack and make it a sneak attack and after the attack is made 
inform the American public that we have knocked out the leaders, we have 
a tremendous success’.  Two ideas are coordinated in the utterance above, a 
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sneaky attack on Mosul plus making the success of the attack public to the 
Americans.

Donald trump: The First thing you do is don’t let the jobs leave. 
The companies are leaving. And what you do is you say, fine, you 
want to go to Mexico or some other country, good luck. We wish you a 
lot of luck. But if you think you`re going to make your air-conditioners 
or carries or your cookies or whatever you make and bring them into 
our country without tax system you `re wrong. And once you say 
you`re going to have tax them coming in, and our politicians never do 
this, because they have special interests and the special interests 
want thesecompanies to leave, because in may cases, they own the 
companies.We have to stop them from leaving and that`s a big 
factor. (Excerpt A2)

Hillary Clinton:So you `re got to ask yourself, why won`t he release 
his tax returns? First, may be he is not as rich as he says he is. Second, 
maybe he`s not as charitable as he claims to be. Third, we don`t know 
all of his business dealings, but we`ve being told through investigative 
reporting that he owes $650 million to Wall Street and foreign banks. 
So if he`s paid zero, that  means zerofor troops, zero for 
vat, zero for school or health. But I think the question is, were he 
ever to get near the White House, what would be those conflicts?. 
Who does he owe money to? Well, he owes the answers to that, and he 
should provide them. (Excerpt A4)

Ellipsis in the 2016 first American Presidential Debate of Donald 
Trump and Hillary Clinton
Ellipses are cohesive tools that function similarly as substitutes. As syntactic 
devices that occur in identical structural environments, ellipses can be nominal, 
verbal and clausal. In the various instances of the three forms of ellipses, the 
cohesive tool of omission is similarly useful for avoiding boring repetitions 
of nominal, clausal and verbal items in an utterance. In the debate, there is 
the use of ellipsis ’I would not ( ^)’, the  full clause will be ‘I would not use a 
personal e- mail account. Both the verbal element ‘use’ and the complement 
of the clause ‘a personal e- mail account’ are elliptical items.  The use of the 
ellipsis contributes to the texture of the text and aids its comprehension.
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Table 1: Statistical Representation of Grammatical Cohesive 
Devices in the 2016 American first presidential debate of Donald 
Trump and Hillary Clinton  
Speaker Reference  Ellipsis Conjunction Substitution Total %

Donald 
Trump

22 2 3 - 27 56. 2

Hillary 
Clinton

17 - 4 - 21 43.8

Source: Researcher’s Computation (2019)

FIGURE 1: Findings on the analysis of grammatical cohesive devices in the 

2016 American First Presidential Debate of Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton 

Findings on the analysis of grammatical cohesive devices in the 
2016American first presidential debate of Donald Trump and 
Hillary Clinton
The total number of grammatical cohesive devices used by Donald was 27 
(56.2%) while that of Hillary Clinton was 21 (43.8%). Both of them have 
reference cohesive type as the highest; Donald Trump has 22 (84.5%) while 
Hillary Clinton has 17 (80.9%). The reference cohesive type is followed by 
conjunction; Donald Trump has 3 (11.1%) while Hillary Clinton has 4 (19.0%); 
for ellipsis Donald Trump has 2 (7.4%) while Hillary Clinton has none. The 
implication is that both Donald Trump and Hillary spoke from first person 
perspective. Findings revealed the preponderant use of reference, followed by 
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conjunction, while the lowest was ellipsis.

Conclusion
The study concluded that the selected presidential debate manifested a plethora 
of grammatical cohesive devices to enhance the coherence of the arguments in 
order to achieve a high level of communicative efficiency.Reference dominated 
grammatical cohesive devices used in the debate.

Recommendations
Considering a plethora of both grammatical and lexical cohesive devices used 
by Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton in the 2016 American first presidential 
debate to enhance the coherence of their arguments in order to achieve a high 
level of communicative efficacy, the study recommended that political leaders 
and debate organisers should involve linguists in future political debates. 
Those engaging in political debates should be properly tutored or educated 
to focus on questions that are being asked so as to provide answers to them 
accordingly.
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ABSTRACT

Conversation is the sum total of the interactions between interlocutors within 
any specific discourse floor. Whether a speaker`s choice of words is polite or 
not, all utterances made in a conversation perform one action or another. 
When a conversation is not appropriately coded, it may express unintended 
meanings which can give rise to misinterpretation and misunderstanding. 
Therefore, this study investigated speech acts of porter- student conversations 
in selected South - west Nigerian universities. Using the purposive random 
sampling technique, data for this study were collected from two universities, 
one private and one public. The data comprised ten recorded porter-student 
conversations from each university giving rise to twenty conversations, in 
addition to the interviews of sixty students and sixteen porters. The study 
adopted Searle`s model of speech act. The analyses revealed that the 
conversations employed more of the expressive, representative and directive 
speech acts, than the commissive and no declarative.  A comparison of the 
speech acts showed that the private university manifested a high percentage 
of representatives with 48.9% and directives 34%, while the public university 
manifested 27.3% of representatives and 52.7% of expressives. The study 
concluded that porters- students` conversations exhibit a high level of 
expressive, directive and representative speech acts. Porters and students 
in the public university had the highest number of expressive speech act. 
It is therefore recommended that there should be periodic trainings in 
communication skills for both public and private universities` porters and 
students.
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Introduction
The sum total of the interactions between interlocutors within any specific 
discourse floor is referred to as a conversation. Many scholars have attempted 
to define this concept. According to Osisanwo (2008:24) a conversation occurs 
when at least two people are talking. For it to be a conversation, each person 
must talk one after the other. There must be a string of at least two turns. Even 
if the second person does not talk, he must show evidence of having heard the 
utterance by carrying out an action such as nodding with the head, gaping or 
starring at the person in disbelief or winking in response or silence.

Utterances that are intended to be understood non literally are a common 
feature of everyday language use. Although some canonical forms of non literal 
usage are so salient that they have names (irony, metaphor, hyperbole etc.), more 
mundane examples of non literal usage pervade everyday talk. When we say 
that we understand what others say, we are implicitly claiming to comprehend 
what they intend for us to understand. Given the flexible relationship between 
the literal and intended meaning of an utterance, it is remarkable how well we 
understand each other. Occasionally, misunderstandings do occur (e.g. when 
an addressee interprets an ironic statement literally), but for the most part, we 
understand non literally intended utterances correctly, usually without being 
consciously aware of the other possible meanings that such an utterance could 
have had in different contexts.

Despite the facility with which this is accomplished, the process by which 
a listener constructs the intention of an utterance is exceedingly complex and 
a matter of some contention among Psycholinguists. In large part, the process 
depends upon the existence of knowledge that is shared between speaker and 
addressee or common ground as it is often called. The most elemental kind of 
common ground which communication relies on is knowledge of the language 
they are speaking. Addressees cannot derive the intended meaning from 
messages if those meanings reside outside the realm of shared knowledge. 
Moreover, since what is common ground for a given speaker will vary as a 
function of the addressee (that is it will vary from addressee to addressee), 
the speaker is obliged to generate only those utterances which he believes the 
addressee is capable of understanding.

Speech Acts
When a speaker speaks, an action is performed. Language is not only used in 
saying things, but also in performing actions (Austin, 1962).  Thus, according 
to the speech act theory that was postulated by Austin (1962) which claims 
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that engaging in speech acts means performing some acts. This implies that 
the utterances people make or the things they say are equivalent to actions. 
For instance, when someone says “I name this child Julius” or “I declare you 
husband and wife” a new social and psychological reality is created. Simply 
put, speech acts are the language functions performed by our utterances. 
Austin distinguishes between two major classes of speech acts. These are 
the constatives and the performatives. According to him, a constative is an 
utterance that is traditionally known to have truth or falsity e.g. “my house 
is more beautiful than yours” could either be true or false. In uttering a 
performative, on the other hand, a definite language function is performed, 
because a performative cannot be subjected to true/ false value. Thus, in the 
utterance “I promise you a book”, a speech act of promise has been performed. 
If a mother says to her son “ I will buy you a gift if you come first in your class” 
a speech act  of promise has  taken place.

Three concepts are very significant in an attempt to understand the speech 
act theory. These are locution, illocution and perlocution. Locution is the act of 
making an utterance of a certain grammatical order while illocution act is the 
force (i.e. function) of that utterance. Perlocution is the effect of that utterance 
on the hearer(s). Austin`s posthumous work “How to Do Things with words” 
(1962) had an enormous impact on linguistic philosophy, and thereby on 
linguistics, especially in its pragmatic variant. Austin`s thinking ( which in 
the course of time came to be known as the speech act theory) was further 
developed and codified by the American philosopher John R. Searle, who 
had studied under Austin in the fifties, and subsequently became the main 
proponent and defender of the former`s ideas.

In his 1979 article “A classification of illocutionary acts”, Searle states 
the following: “ The primary purpose of this paper is to develop a reasoned 
classification of illocutionary acts into certain categories or types”(p. 27). In 
saying this, Searle takes an exception to Austin`s original classification (into 
verdictive, expositive, exercitive, behabitive and commissive acts; 1962:109f). 
Among other things, Searle criticizes Austin for operating with overlapping 
criteria, 

for having incompatible elements within his categories, for including 
elements in his category, and so on. But mainly, Searle is unhappy about the 
fact that Austin apparently does not pay attention to the difference between 
speech acts and speech acts verbs; the existence or non existence of the latter 
cannot (and should not) be a criterion for the existence or non–existence of a 
particular speech act ( Mey 2001: 117).

Searle`s Classification of Illocutionary Acts                                    
Inspired by Austin, Searle (1969) proposed a five- way classification of 
illocutionary acts. These acts include: (1) representatives: these acts constitute 
assertions carrying true or false values e.g. , statements ; (2)  directives: in 
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these speech acts there is effort on the part of the speaker to get the hearer to 
do something e.g. request, advice; (3) commissives: speech acts of this kind 
create an obligation on the part of the speaker, that is, they commit the speaker 
to do something e.g. promises ;(4) expressives: these speech acts express an 
attitude or an inner state of the speaker which says nothing about the world 
e.g. apologies, congratulations, compliments ; and (5) declarations: speech 
acts in which declarative statements are successfully performed and to which 
psychological state is expressed e.g. an excommunication. This classification 
should not be taken as categorical, but rather, should be understood in 
terms of continuum, especially in cases where a particular speech act may be 
interpreted as the result of the interface of two types of illocutionary acts. 

This study is aimed at investigating how interlocutors (porters and 
students) employ speech acts in their utterances for effective communication 
conversations or utterances. The studywill explore the range at what speech acts 
are deployed in porter-student conversations and how these have contributed 
to meaning negotiations.It sets out, to investigate the forms and effects of 
speech acts strategy that are deployed in porters–students` conversations in 
an institutionalized context such as the halls of residence.

Objective of the Study
The main objective of this study is to discover the speech act types that are used 
in porter- student conversations in selected South- west Nigerian universities. 
The specific objectives are to:
1.  discover the speech act types in porter- student conversations in selected 

Nigerian universities;
2.  discover the meaning of these speech acts in interpreting porter- student  

conversations in selected Nigerian universities;
3.  determine the frequency of various speech acts in the porter- student 

conversationsin selected Nigerian universities and 
4.  determine the effects of speech acts on the porter- student conversationsin 

selected Nigerian universities

ResearchQuestions
1. What speech act types are used in porter- student`s conversationsin 

selected Nigerian universities?
2. How can meaning be enhanced by the various speech act types in porter- 

student conversations in selected Nigerian universities?
3. What is the frequency of the speech acts found in porter-student 

conversationsin selected Nigerian universities? 
4. What are the effects of the use of speech acts in porter - student 

conversationsin selected Nigerian universities?
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Methodology 
The data for this study were collected through random sampling and 
instrumentation. The data were collected in halls of residence of Joseph Ayo 
Babalola University, IkejiArakeji, Osun State, (JABU) and Federal University 
of Technology Akure, (FUTA) Ondo State, Nigeria. Joseph Ayo Babalola 
University is a private university owned by the Christ Apostolic Church while 
Federal University of Technology is a public University. Joseph Ayo Babalola 
University commenced operation in 2006 with two halls of residence, one for 
females and one for males. At the beginning of 2014/ 2015 academic session, 
the halls have increased to eight due to increase in students` enrolment. Four 
halls are for males and four for females. The female halls have a total capacity 
of four hundred and ninety three (493) students while the male halls have a 
total capacity of four hundred and sixty two (462) students. At the Federal 
University of Technology, Akure , (FUTA) there are five halls, three for males 
and two for females.  The female halls in FUTA have a total capacity of four 
hundred and sixteen (416) students while the male halls have six hundred and 
twenty four (624) students` capacity. The total number of porters in the halls 
in FUTA is thirty (30) while that of JABU is thirty two (32).  In FUTA there are 
three shifts with two porters per shift, while in JABU there are two shifts with 
two porters per shift.

Population
The population of the students in the halls of residence in JABU is 955 which 
is made up of 493 females and 462 males, while that of FUTA is 1040 and is 
made up of 416 females and 624 males. The total number of porters in the 
halls of residence in JABU is 32 out which 16 are females and 16 are males, 
while that of FUTA is 30 out of which 12 are females and 18 are males. In all, 
we have the total population of 1995 students and 62 porters in both JABU 
and FUTA halls of residence.

Sample size and sampling Technique
The purposive random sampling technique was used for the collection of data. 
In JABU two female and two male halls (50%) were randomly selected out of 
eight halls for the study, while in FUTA one female and two male halls (60%) 
were selected out of five halls.  Four porters were interviewed in the female 
halls and four porters (25%) in the male halls in JABU while three porters in 
the female halls and five porters (26%) in the male halls were interviewed in 
FUTA.  The total number of porters interviewed was sixteen (16) 26%. Fifteen 
female and fifteen male students were interviewed in JABU, while twelve 
female and eighteen male students were interviewed in FUTA. In all, sixty 
students (3%) were interviewed and these were restricted to the students that 
were resident in halls on campus.   
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3.4  Research Instrument
Different research instruments were used. There were interviews (oral 
interview), observation of the porters and students during interactions, and 
tape- recording of porters and students’ conversations. The recordings of 
the conversations were done first before the interviews with the porters and 
students.
 
Method of Data Analysis
The analysis of the conversations is purely qualitative. A total number of sixty 
conversations between students and porters were recorded. However, twenty 
conversations were used for speech acts` analysis. Ten conversations from 
each of the two universities in the data were further broken into male and 
female halls, that is, five halls each. The types of speech act found were based 
on the frequency of their occurrence. Searle`s model of speech act theory was 
adopted.

Speech Act Analysis of Porter-Student Conversations
The following abbreviations or codes are used for the collection and analysis 
of  data:
FSPR- Female Student Private University
MSPR- Male Student Private University 
FPPR- Female Porter Private University
MPPR- Male Porter Private University
FSPB- Female Student Public University
MSPB- Male Student Public University
FPPB- Female Porter Public University
MPPB – Male Porter Public University

Conversation 1
FPPR: Please close the door oo
FS1PR: Ok, ma
FS2PR: Mummy, I have taken it oo. Mummy, I have taken it oo .

The conversation is between two female students and a female porter. The 
porter used directive speech act, student1 and students 2 used expressive and 
representatives speech act types respectively.   “Please, close the door’’ is a 
directive act.  The two female students` utterances “Okay ma”, and “Mummy, 
I have taken it oo. Mummy, I have taken itoo’’ are expressive acts. The use of 
“okay ma” and “mummy” by the students reflects some level of respect. It is 
common in Nigerian cultures to refer to a female who is older as mummy even 
if she is not the biological mother of the speaker. It also shows the intimacy 
or closeness between the interlocutors. Also, the use of “ oo “ at the end of the 
sentence is common to many Nigerian English users during interactions.
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Conversation 2
FP1PR: What happens?
FSPR: (silence)
FP2PR: Can`t you respond?
FSPR: I am looking for a job
FP1PR: You are seeking for a job?
FSPR: I came for my result
FP1PR: But come, do you come for your result or I don`t understand, are you 
staying long?
FSPR: I am not staying… do you know what happens, I am not staying for long
FP1PR: Eh, I am listening
FSPR:  I would have gone out, but I am tired, I can`t go
FP1PR: When are you going? 
FSPR: Tomorrow
FP2PR: Which block are you staying?
FSPR: I am staying with my younger sister
FP1PR: If you are staying, whatever you want to do, go and collect a note from
Students` Affairs` Office. Don`t let me remind you tomorrow
FP2PR: Which room did she say she is?
FP1PR: Whatever room, this is where she will pass tomorrow.

Conversation 2 involves a female student and two female porters. The 
female student who is a graduate of the school came to collect her result and 
she needed to pass a night in the hostel. The  speech act `s type  identified in 
the porters` utterances is  directives- “Please come ...”, “ … go and collect a 
note from the Students` Affairs Office” while the  representative occurred five 
times in the student utterances. The representative acts are: “ I am looking for 
a job,’’ I came for my result”, I am not staying long”, “Tomorrow”, I am staying 
with my younger sister”. The student uses many representative acts because 
she needs to convince the porters so that they can allow her sleep overnight 
in the hostel. The porters want to be sure of the status and personality of the 
students that come to the hostel.  

Conversation 3
FPPR: Where are you coming from?
FSPR: I went to…
FPPR: That your skirt, you better look for a pin to hold it
FSPR: Thank you ma.

In conversation 3, a female student and a female porter are involved.  
Expressive and representative acts are identified in the student`s utterances, 
while the porter makes use of directive  act .  The representative act is “I went 
to…”, while the expressive act is “Thank you ma”. The directive act is” That your 
skirt, you better look for a pin to hold it. The porters are expected to correct the 
students if they put on dresses that are not acceptable to the university. That is 
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why the porter in this conversation gave a directive to the student  to look for 
a pin to hold her skirt and  she appreciated it. 

Conversation 4
FSPR: Please key o. we want to enter
FPPR:  Regular student?
FSPR: No, conversion
FPPR:  Then why are you around on Wednesday?
FSPR: We have lectures
FPPR: You will have to pay three hundred naira
FSPR:  For what? When did that start?
FPPR: Ah, that is the normal thing. If you come before Thursday, you will have 
to pay three hundred naira
FSPR: To which account or whom?
FPPR: To the Bursary
FSPR: (Beckons to other Porter) Madam, please give us the key. It is late 
already.
FPPR: If we allow you in for the night you will write down your names and pay 
the money the tomorrow
FSPR: (Silence).

Conversation 4 involves a female conversion student and two female 
porters. Conversion students are admitted into the first degree programmes 
and they attend lectures from Thursday to Saturday. They are mostly working 
class group of people who need a degree for the upward mobility in their places 
of work.

Representative speech act type occurs three times and directives one 
time in the student`s utterances while the porter `s utterances manifest one 
representative and one directive. The representative acts are: “conversion”, 
“we have lectures”, please key o, we want to enter” “regular school”. The 
directives act are: “ please madam, give us the key”, if we allow you in, this 
night, you will write down your names and pay the money tomorrow”. The 
conversion student is supposed to be on campus from Thursday but if for one 
thing or the other she is around before Thursday she has to pay the sum of 
three hundred naira per night.  If the student arrives late, porter can allow her 
to stay in the hostel and pay to the Bursary the next morning. Therefore, the 
student is allowed after writing her names.

Conversation 5
FSPR: Good afternoon ma. Please I want to register for accommodation
FPPR: Conversion or regular?
FSPR: Conversion
FPPR: Have you paid?
FSPR: Yes
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FPPR: How much did you pay?
FSPR: One hundred thousand naira
FPPR: Where is the evidence of payment?
FPRS: (Brings out the receipt) why did you relocate us from our former hostel 
to this place that is smelling  I left some of my things, more importantly my 
laboratory coat 
there. It is unfair. How do we get those things back?
FPPR: (Apologizes) You can go to the Dean of Students` Affairs` office to 
claim whatever
property you left there.
FSPR: This is the evidence of payment I have made
FPPR: Do you have your passport photograph here?
FSPR: (Tries to bring out her documents) Yes.

 Conversation 5 involves a female conversion student and a female porter. 
There are occurrences of six representative acts in the student`s utterances 
and one directive in the porter`s utterances. The representative acts are: “I 
want to register for accommodation”, “conversion”, “one hundred thousand 
naira”, “yes”, “I left my things…”. The directive act is “where is the evidence of 
payment?”.  A conversion student can be allowed to register for accommodation 
after she must have paid a certain percentage of the school fee for which she 
must provide the evidence of payment. The student is surprised that the 
conversion students have been moved to another hostel and she is wondering 
how to get her belongings that are in the former hostel.

Conversation 6
MSPR: I have a professor test. Okay, go and eat the I. D. card
MP1PR: Eh, eh, we will eat it oo
MSPR: We have a test today and you are disturbing us
MP1PR: You will go to the gate today, unless you shave
MP2PR: Please let them go, but tomorrow we will not allow you
MP1PR: No, Mr. you are not going anywhere. Are we the onesyou are asking 
whether we want  to eat the I. D. card? Are we the one you are talking to like 
that?  Look here, as old as I am you are telling me I want to eat your I. D. card. 
That is too indecent of you, a whole undergraduate for that matter. In fact, 
what do you mean?
MSPR: That is not what I said.
MP1PR: It is not true, that is a lie

In conversation 6, a male student and two male porters are involved. The 
student `s utterances have two representative act and one directive while that 
of the porter one have one directives.  The representative acts are: “I have a 
professor test”,” we have a professor test” while directive acts are: “go and eat 
the I.D. card”, “you will go to the gate today unless you shave”.Students are 
expected to put on their identity card on campus. In addition, males are to have 
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a clean shave always. The student in conversation six is very rude and impolite 
by telling the porter to “eat the identity card” because he is told to have a clean 
shave. If the porter is not old enough to be the father of the student, at least 
he should be considered as an elder brother. Students are supposed to give 
respect to the university staff irrespective of the status without exception. The 
student should have obeyed a simple instruction “go and shave

Conversation 7
MPPR: Wait, Mr. Man
MSPR: Good morning sir
MPPR: You cannot go out with this your beards (collects the student I. D. card)
MSPR: I am going to the salon to shave, give me my I. D. card
MPPR: Go and shave first and come back for your I.D. card
MSPR: Compliance officers will demand for my I.D. card when they meet me
MPPR: Tell them it is with me.

Conversation 7 involves a male student and a male porter. Two 
representatives and one directive acts are present in the student utterances 
while that of the porter manifest four directives. The directive acts are: “wait, 
Mr. man”,  “you cannot go with your beard”,” tell them it is with me”, you cannot 
go out with your beard”, go and shave first and come back”. The representative 
acts are: “I am going to the salon to shave”, compliance officers will demand 
for my I.D. card”. Male students are aware that they must have a clean shave, 
the rules and regulations are clear about it. Some of them will deliberately 
leave their beards unkempt and this action may lead to confrontations between 
them and the porters.

Conversation 8
MPPR: Just get back
MSPR: Don`t push me now
MPPR: I didn`t push you, just get back, follow my instruction

Conversation 8 involves a male student and a male porter. The student 
utterance manifests one directive while that of the porter manifest two 
directives. The directive acts are: “just get back”,” don’t push me” “…follow my 
instruction”. The student in the conversation is not dress compliant, he is told 
to go back and dress properly before is allowed to leave the hostel.

 
Conversation 9
MPPR: Good morning, Titus
MSPR: Good morning, sir
MPPR: Are you going out with the bathroom slippers?
MSPR: I want to get a bucket of water
MPPR: With these your books, and no bucket, I don`t believe you
MSPR: I am collecting a bucket from my friend
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MPPR: Go and drop your books.
In conversation 9, a male student and a male porter are involved. The 

student` utterances contain two representative and one expressive act 
while that of the porter have one expressive and one directive act. The two 
representative acts are: “ I want to get a bucket of water”, I am collecting a 
bucket from my friend”. The two expressive acts are: “good morning Titus”, 
“good morning sir”. The directive act is” go and drop your books”. The 
expressive acts suggest probably both speakers are very close and familiar 
with each other. By mentioning the student first name 

“Titus”, the porter is familiar with the student and may be a sign of 
cordiality between them. Putting on of bathroom slippers is restricted to the 
hostel, hence the student is told to drop his books if he is sure he is going for 
a bucket of water.

Conversation 10
MSPR: Good morning sir, I want to drop this key for my room mates
MPRP: Drop it at the appropriate place
MSPR: Thank you sir.

Conversation 10 has a male student and a male porter. The student 
utterances have two expressive acts and that of the porter`s has one 
representative. The representative act is “drop it at the appropriate place” 
while the expressive acts are: “good morning sir, I want to drop this key for 
my room mates”, “ thank you sir”. The student uses expressive acts probably 
because he needs the porter`s favour while the porter uses a representative 
act because of the background knowledge both speakers have as regards the 
appropriate place to put the key.

Conversation 11 
MSPB: Well done sir. Good afternoon sir (comes for room allocation)
MPPB: (Collects the receipt from the student) Since on 19th you are just 
coming
MSPB: I travelled back home
MPPB: You are to stay in room forty.

In conversation 11, a male student and a male porter are involved.  The 
student utterances have one representative and one expressive, while that of 
the porter contain one directive.  The representative is “I travelled back home” 
while the expressive is “well done sir”.  The directive is “you are to stay in room 
forty”.  The representative act is used to give the reason why the student has 
not been around while the expressive act is used to reflect some level of respect 
the speaker has for the hearer.

Conversation 12
MPPB: Where are you going?
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MSPB: To photocopy documents
MPPB: Go straight
MSPB: Are they there?
MPPB: Yes.

Conversation 12 has a male student and a male porter. The student`s 
utterances manifest two representative acts while that of the porter contain 
one directive. The representative acts are: “to photocopy documents,” “are 
they there?”.  The directive act is “Go straight”.  In this male hall, there is a 
business centre where students can type and photocopy their documents. The 
porter directed the student to the approved place because she is a female and 
not allowed to go into male hall at a particular period of the day.

Conversation 13
MSPB: Good afternoon sir
MPPB: Hello, Lawrence
MSPB: Please sir, always demand for the receipt of hall dues before giving 
them the key to their rooms.
MPPB: Are you teaching me my job?
MSPB: No sir, we just need your assistance
MPPB: Okay, no problem.

Conversation 13 involves a male student and a male porter. The student` 
utterances have two expressive and one directive acts while that of the porter 
manifest two expressive acts. The expressive acts are: “no sir, we just need 
your help,” “okay, no problem”, “good afternoon sir”. The directive is” please 
sir, always demand for their receipt of the hall dues before giving them the key 
to their rooms”. The expressive acts reflect close relationship and cordiality 
between the speakers. The student is the President in this particular hall and 
he wants all the students to pay their annual dues and that is why he solicits 
for assistance of the porter. The use of “sir” in the student`s utterances is an 
indication that he respects his hearer.

Conversation 14 
MSPB: Good afternoon sir
MPPB: How are you?
MSPB: Fine, thank you.
MPPB: How is your health?
MSPB: I am getting better.  I went to the Health Centre in the morning.
MPPB: Did you see a doctor
MSPB: I have been attended to by the doctor
MPPB: You need rest
MSPB: Yes, I do.

Conversation 14 involves a male student and a male porter. There are two 
expressive and two representative acts in the student`s utterances while that 
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of the porter have four expressive acts. The expressive acts are: “you need rest,” 
“fine, thank you”,” how is your health?’’, “how are you”, “Good afternoon sir”, 
“did you see the doctor?”. The representative acts are: “I have been attended to 
by the doctor”, “I went to the health centre in the morning”. The conversation 
indicates that both speakers are friendly and are interested in the affairs of 
each other. The porter and the student`s relationship is like that of a father 
and a son, a father is always interested in the affairs of his son. The porter goes 
further in counseling the student to have some rest.

Conversation 15
MPPB: What can I do for you?
MSPB: The net on our window has spoilt
MPPB: Write your complaint in that book
MSPB: I wrote the same thing last week
MPPB: It is not our faults.  We have forwarded your complaint to the Students` 
Affairs Office
MSPB: Let me write it again.

Conversation 15 involves a male student a male porter. Two representative 
acts are present in the student`s utterances while that of the porter have two 
expressive and one directive acts. The representative acts are: “the net on our 
window has spoilt”, “ I wrote it last week”. The expressive acts are: what can 
I do for you”, it is not our faults. We have forwarded your complaint to the 
students` affairs` office”. The directive act is “write your complaint in that 
book”. The net in the student room is spoilt and needed a replacement. There 
is always a  complaint book in the porter lodge where students write their 
complaints which will be forwarded to the Students Affairs Office. The porter 
uses expressive acts to show that he cares about the student`s welfare.

Conversation 16
FPPB: Let me see your receipt
FSPB: (Gives the receipt to the Porter) I paid two weeks ago
FPPB: Have you paid your Union dues?
FSPB: Yes, I have
FPPB: Any evidence?
FSPB: Here is the receipt that I was given
FPPB: You are allocated to room sixty seven
FSPB: Thank you ma.

Conversation 16 has a female student and a female porter.  The student`s 
utterances manifest three representatives and one expressive, that of the porter 
have three directives. The representative act are: “ I paid last week”, “this is 
the receipt that I was given”, yes, I have”. The directive acts are: “have you 
paid”, “any evidence”, “you are allocated to room sixty seven”.  The expressive 
is “thank you ma”. The expressive act “thank you ma” indicates some respect 
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for the porter. She probably sees the porter as a mother or at least as an elder 
sister who deserves respect. 

Conversation 17
FSPB: Good morning ma
FPPB:  Morning. How are you?
FPBS:  I am fine. Thanks, ma
FPPB: Deborah, always remember to drop your key for your room mates 
whenever you are going out. Your room mates complained yesterday when 
they could not get the key to the room.
FSPB: Okay ma

Conversation 17 involves a female student and a female porter. The 
student`s utterances contain three expressive acts, while that of the porter 
have one expressive and one directives.  The expressive acts are: “good 
morning ma”, “morning. How are you?’’,” I am fine”,” okay ma” while directive 
is “… drop your key for your room mates…”. The expressive acts, especially 
that of the student means that she has good home training. The use of “ma” in 
all her utterances reflects good behaviour and inter- personal relation

Conversation 18
FS1PB: Yemi, how are you?
FS2PB: I am fine. Thanks.
FPPB: Are you staying in this hall?
FS1PB: No, I came to greet my friend, Tola in room sixty three.
FPPB: Okay, you are free to see your friend.

In conversation 18, two female students and a female porter are involved. 
The students` utterances contain two expressive acts and one representative 
while that of the porter have one expressive.  The expressive acts are: “Yemi, 
how are you?”, “I am fine, thanks” “okay, you are free to see your friend” while 
the representative is “are you staying in this hall”. By calling the student first 
name, the porter`s action means that she is familiar with Yemi and she knows 
the hall she stays. The speakers exhibit harmonious relationship.

Conversation 19
FPPB:    You, come here. Have you dropped the key for your room mates? 
Yesterday, they
complained, you went with the key
FSPB: It was a mistake. I forgot to drop the key.
FPPB: Don`t forget to drop the key today
FPBS: I am dropping it right now.
FPPB: Okay.

Conversation 19 has a female student and a female porter. One expressive 
and one representative  acts are present in the student`s utterances, that of the 
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porter`s have two directive acts.
 The representative act is “I am dropping it right now” while the expressive 

is “it was a mistake, I forgot to drop the key”. The directive acts are: “you come 
here, have you dropped the key for your room mates”, don`t forget to drop the 
key today”. The representative act “it was a mistake, I forgot to drop the key” 
is a form apology. It was a mistake on her part not to have dropped the key for 
her room mates. 

Conversation 20 
FSPB: Good morning ma
FPPB: Morning!
FSPB: Please, when will Mummy Adebayo (Mrs. Adebayo) be around?
FSPB: She is on afternoon duty
FSPB: I will come and see her by 3.00pm today.

Conversation 20 involves a female student and a female porter. Two 
expressive and one commissive acts are present in the student`s utterances 
while that of the porter contain one expressive and one representative. The 
expressive acts are: “good morning ma”, “morning”, “please, when will 
mummy Adebayo (Mrs. Adebayo) be around”,. The representative act is “she 
is on afternoon duty while the commissive is “I will come and see her by 3.00 
pm today. The student referring to Mrs. Adebayo as Mummy Adebayo shows 
level of familiarity and cordiality. In Nigerian setting, young people can call a 
female adult mummy without being the biological mother.

Results and Discussion of Findings of the Speech Act Analysis of 
Porter- student Conversations in Selected South- west Nigerian 
Universities

Table 1: Result of the Speech Acts Analysis
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Representatives 16 6 1 - 7 6 1 1 38 37.3

Expressives 2 5 - 1 12 5 3 9 37 36,3

Commissives - - - - 1 - - - 1 0.9

Directives 1 1 5 9 - 1 6 3 26 25.5

Declarations - - - - - - - - 0

Total 19 12 6 10 20 12 10 13 102 100

Source: Researcher’s Study 2015
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The result of the speech act analysis in Table 1 shows a total number of102, the 
representatives has 37.3%, expressive 36.3%, commissives 0.9%, directives 
25.5% and declaractions 0%. The implication is that porters- students` 
conversations have more of speech acts that describe situations through 
assertions and claims- representatives. This is followed by expressives acts

that expressan inner states of the speaker e.g. greetings, compliments 
while directives acts follow the expressive acts in terms of percentage. The 
commissives has the least while declarations none. This means that students 
and porters `conversations hardly contain speech acts which get the hearer to 
get something done e.g. vowing, promising, pledging- commissives, and acts 
that cause changes in institutionalized e.g. naming of something or somebody, 
declaring a male and a female adults husband and wife, and sentencing a 
criminal into jail. 

Table 2: Result of Speech Acts Analysis of Students- Porters` 
Conversations in the PrivateUniversity

FSPR MSPR FPPR MPPR TOTAL %

Representatives 16 6 1 - 23 48.9

Expressives 2 5 - 1 8 17.0

Commissives - - - - 0 0

Directives 1 1 5 9 16 34.0

Declarations - - - - - 0

Total 19 12 6 10 47 100
Source: Researcher’s Study 2015

Figure 1: Result of Speech Act Analysis of Students- Porters` Conversations in 
the Private University
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The result in Table 2 shows that the representatives has 48.9% , expressives 
17.0%, commissives 0%, directives 34% and declaration 0%. This is 
shown in Figure 1. The implication of this is that students and porters` 
conversations contain highest percentage of speech acts that describe 
situation though assertions and claims- representatives e.g. “I want to register 
for accommodation”, I left my things…”. This is followed by acts that make 
the hearer to do something e.g. “please, close the door”, go and collect a note 
from the Students` Affair Office”. The expressives act is the least among the 
three act types in the private university e.g. “thank you ma”, “Good morning 
sir”. There are no commissives and declarations acts at all probably because 
porters and students do not want to get themselves committed to one promise 
or the other. 

Table 3: Result of Speech Act in Students- Porters ` Conversation 
in the Public University

FSPB MSPB FPPB MPPB TOTAL %

Representatives 7 6 1 1 I5 27.3

Expressives 12 5 3 9 29 52.7

Commissive 1 - - - 1 1.8

Directives - 1 6 3 10 18.2

Declaration - - - - 0 0

Total 20 12 10 13 55 100

Figure2: Result of Speech Act in Students- Porters Conversation in the Public 

University
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The result in Table 3 shows that the representatives act has 27.3%, expressives 
52.7%, commissives 1.8%, directives 18.2% and declarations 0%. This is shown 
in Figure 2. The implication of this is that students and porters `conversations 
in the public university have highest percentage of expressive acts, that is, 
acts that express an attitude or inner state of the speaker e.g. “Well done sir”, 
“Good afternoon sir”, “Hello, Lawrence”, “How is your health”, “Did you see a 
doctor”. The expressives act is followed by the representatives 27.3% that is, 
acts that describe situations through assertions and claims e.g. “To photocopy 
documents”, “The net on our window has spoilt”, I paid last week”, “Here is 
the receipt I was given”, I came to see my friend, Tola in room sixty three”. 
The representaives act is followed by directives 18.2% that is, acts in which 
there is an effort on the part of the speaker to get the hearer to do something 
e.g.”Go straight”, “Please sir, always demand for their receipt of the hall dues 
before giving them the key to their room”, Write your complain in that book”, 
“Any evidence”, Drop your key for your room mates”. The commissive act is 
1.8% while declaration is 0%. The implication is that students and porters in 
the public university do not like to commit themselves in one promise or the 
other.

Conclusion
The porters- students` conversations exhibit a high level of expressive, 
directive and representative speech acts. Porters and students in the public 
university have highest number of expressive speech act.

Recommendations
There should be periodical trainings in communications skills to porters who 
are to man hall of residence in the tertiary institutions for relative harmonious 
atmosphere in the halls. The trainers should concentrates on the aspect of the 
language the porters are likely to use in the course of discharging their duties. 
Students should be taught ways of making request, asking and answering 
questions politely so that they would understand that in saying something, 
they are performing some actions.
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ABSTRACT

This study is set out to analyze the effects of financial management differential 
on credit acquisition in Union bank Plc. The objectives of the study are 
to find out the challenges associated with fund accessibility in financial 
institution by small scale enterprises, to examine the differences in financial 
planning capabilities of small scale enterprise owners and the influence of 
financial planning capabilities on credit acquisition and growth of small and 
medium scale enterprises. Simple random sampling technique was used to 
select 86 respondents using structured questionnaire. The instrument was 
validated to ascertain the internal consistency using Cronbach’s Alpha. 
Data analysis was done with frequency distribution table, percentages and 
mean values of five point Likert scale and Chi Square was used to test the 
difference in financial management of loan seekers in the bank. The result 
revealed Cronbach’s Alpha test of 0.845. It was also found that challenges 
like difficult documentation, undue delay and collateral requirements do 
affect loan acquisition negatively with the mean values of 3.67, 3.67 and 
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3.49 respectively. The research revealed that loan seekers do not make use 
of computer set in carrying out their business activities with the mean value 
of 2.81. There is no strong assertion in the physical growth of the enterprise, 
number of staff and increase in enterprise profit. Chi Square test revealed 
that there is a significant difference in the financial planning of enterprise 
owners that obtained loan and those that could not. The study therefore 
concludes that difference in the financial management of enterprise owners 
in the study area might be the reason why some enterprise owners were not 
able to access the loan from the bank. Commercial bank should create avenue 
where some of their staff will be available to help some of their customers 
seeking financial assistance with little or no education.

Key Words: Financial Management, Credit Acquisition, Small and Medium 
Scale Enterprises.

Introduction:
Finance is an essential part and major concern in any business activity be 
it large scale or small scale. For any business to meet up with its goals and 
objectives in this competitive world, its finances must be accorded with 
special attention. That is why business finances can be regarded as lifeblood 
of all businesses. According to Khan and Jain (2013), “Finance is the art and 
science of managing money”. Financial Management According to Oxford 
dictionary, the word ‘finance’ connotes ‘management of money’. Webster’s 
Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary defines finance as “the Science on study 
of the management of funds” and the management of fund as the system 
that includes the circulation of money, the granting of credit, the making of 
investments, and the provision of banking facilities.

One of the major goals in enterprise creation is profit maximization among 
other objectives like growth, innovation, good productivity, public image, 
higher market share, good employee relationship and retention, customer’s 
satisfaction and so on. In order to achieve these goals, the enterprise must be 
able to sustain its operations through continued existence by at least breaking 
even and better still making profit. The antidote of enterprise sustainability 
depends on many internal and external factors. Among the internal factors 
are good financial management, efficient resource utilization, motivated 
employees, good organization structure, strong financial base, efficient 
distribution network, prompt information management, the list is almost 
endless. The external factors were associated with government regulations 
which include: environmental factors, political, economic, social, legal, 
technological and cultural factors. If an enterprise is going to do well in this 
competitive economic environment, some of these above listed managerial 
activities must be actively put into use.
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In Nigeria, different types of people are involved in running a new enterprise 
or creating new enterprise; for example the educated, illiterates, school drop-
outs artisans, quacks and so on. This is as a result of harsh prevailing economic 
situation and everybody in the country who are business minded are trying to 
make ends meet by establishing small scale businesses and the workers are 
not left out because additional source of income are deployed to augment 
their monthly salary. These diverse people are with different entrepreneurship 
education and skills. No wonder while some businesses thrive well even 
amidst economic meltdown and others are running bankrupt while some are 
managing to survive.

Limited access to finance is cited in much of the literature reviewed as a 
significant constraint to the growth and performance of businesses in Nigeria. 
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) experience financial constraints due to 
high interest rates, complex application procedures, inability to meet collateral 
requirements, insufficient financial records, poor information dissemination, 
illiteracy among others. While the financing gap is a problem throughout the 
developing world, countries in Africa are often less financially developed than 
countries in other regions (Fowowe, 2017; Quartey, Turkson, Abor and Ma, 
2017).

Small and Medium Enterprises are in most cases controlled by an individual 
characterized by small capital outlay. Finance is therefore a fundamental 
problem in increasing the scale of business for such firms and the need for 
external source of finance is therefore a necessity. However, larger firms often 
have better access to external finance rather than smaller ones, which are 
more likely to be run by females (Aterido, Beck and Iacovone 2013).

Statement of the problem
Small scale enterprises are usually owned by individual especially low income 
earners. Resources used in the course of managing these enterprises are 
usually gotten from little savings, family assistance, friends, contribution, 
cooperative societies and some financial institutions like the commercial 
banks. The resources put into use are always small and inadequate to satisfy 
the expansion and growth objectives of the enterprise owner. In order to 
get the required financial assistance to meet the growth objectives of these 
enterprises, formal financial institution is the last resort. The surprising issue 
here is that in most cases, these small scale enterprises are unable to access 
the large funds available for their growth objectives from these financial 
institutions while some are able to take the advantage of the fund to grow their 
business. This study therefore attempts to find out among those that applied 
for financial assistance in financial institution whether financial management 
differential affect the loan acquisition or not and eventually their growth.
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Research questions
i. Why is it difficult for some small scale enterprises to access fund in formal 

financial institution while others are getting the fund?
ii. What are the differences in financial planning capabilities of small scale 

enterprise owners?
iii. What is the influence of financial planning capabilities on credit acquisition 

of small scale enterprises?

Research objectives
i. To find out the challenges associated with fund accessibility in financial 

institution by small scale enterprises.
ii. To examine the differences in financial planning capabilities of small scale 

enterprises owners. 
iii. To examine the influence of financial planning capabilities on credit 

acquisition of Small Scale Enterprises.

Statement of Hypothesis
Ho: There is no significant difference in financial planning capabilities of Small 
Scale Enterprises.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
This study will provide an insight on best ways to manage financial challenges 
of small scale enterprises using the customers of Union Bank Plc, Ondo State. 
The study will bring to focus the advantage of good record keeping and proper 
plan for future development of enterprises. The use of entrepreneurial skills 
in business management as it relates to financial management will also be 
revealed in the course of this study. 

The study will further enhance the entrepreneurs and enterprise owner’s 
performance and resource management due to better ways of managing their 
enterprises. In doing so, it is intended that the economy will benefit since the 
growth of enterprises will improve economic indices that will translate to 
overall growth and development within the economy.

Finally, government, business owners, researchers and students would be 
more enlightened on the need for effective financial management in the midst 
of competitive economic activities for enterprise sustainability.

SCOPE OT THE STUDY
This study examined the financial management differences among enterprise 
owners who seek financial assistance from Union Bank Plc., the reason why 
some were successful in getting financial assistance and others were not 
successful. The researcher restricted his investigation to factors that relate to 
financial management as well as challenges of accessing financial assistance 
from formal financial institutions with a particular interest in Union Bank Plc, 
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as one of the small scale business friendly bank in Ondo State.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Conceptual Review:
Omar Farooq (2016), refers business finance to money and credit employed 
in business. Finance is the basic of business. It is required to purchase 
assets, goods, raw materials and for the flow of economic activities. Financial 
management focuses on ratios, equities and debt. It is useful for portfolio 
management, distribution of dividend, capital raising, hedging and loosing 
after fluctuations in foreign currency and product cycles. Nobanee & Abraham 
(2015). ‘Financial management is the area of business management devoted 
to a judicious use of capital and a careful selection of sources of capital in 
order to enable a business firm to move in the direction of reaching its goals.” 
– Bradlery (1969).

Financial management may be defined as that area or set of administrative 
function in an organization which relate with arrangement of cash and 
credit so that organization may have the means to carry out its objective as 
satisfactorily as possible.” - Howard & Opton. Financial management is one 
of the important parts of overall management, which is directly related with 
various functional departments like personnel, marketing and production. 

IMPORTANCE OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Finance is the lifeblood of business organization. Each and every business 
concern must maintain adequate amount of finance for their smooth running 
of the business concern and also maintain the business carefully to achieve 
the goal of the business concern. Some of the importance of the financial 
management is as follows:
Financial Planning: Financial management helps to determine the financial 
requirement of the business concern. It is an important part of the business 
concern, which helps in promotion of an enterprise.
Acquisition of Funds: Financial management helps in determining the 
required finance to the business concern. Acquiring needed funds play a major 
part of the financial management, which involve possible source of finance at 
minimum cost.
Proper Use of Funds: Proper use and allocation of funds leads to 
improvement in the operational efficiency of the business concern. When the 
finance manager uses the funds properly, he can reduce the cost of capital and 
increase the value of the firm.
Financial Decision: Financial management helps to take sound financial 
decision in the business concern. Financial decision will affect the entire 
business operation, because there is a direct relationship with various 
department functions, such as marketing, production, personnel, etc.
Improve Profitability: Profitability of the enterprise purely depends on the 
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effectiveness and proper utilization of funds by the business concern. Financial 
management helps to improve the profitability position of the enterprise with 
the help of strong financial control devices such as budgetary control, ratio 
analysis and cost volume profit analysis.
Increase the Value of the Firm: Financial management helps in achieving 
maximum profit and higher profitability leads to maximize the wealth of the 
investors as well as the nation.
Promoting Savings: Savings are possible only when the business concern 
earns higher profitability and maximizing wealth. Effective financial 
management helps to promoting and mobilizing individual and corporate 
savings.

RECORD KEEPING IN FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
According to Ademola, Samuel and Ifedolapo (2012), opined that record 
keeping is essential to business management. Record keeping involves 
identification, classification, storage and protection, receipt and transmission, 
retention and disposal of records for preparation of financial statements. He 
also included that in record keeping, policies, systems, procedures, operations 
and personnel are required to administer the records. Record keeping 
plays a key role in management of knowledge necessary for good business 
performance. Modern organizations are concerned with the capture, use and 
storage of knowledge.

Laughlin and Gray, (1999) pointed out the following as the most important 
reasons to set up a good record management: 
i) to control the creation and growth of records 
ii) to reduce operating costs improve efficiency and productivity 
iii) to assimilate new records management technologies and 
iv) to ensure regulatory compliance. 

Records may include a list of organizational assets and liabilities. These 
help the enterprise to evaluate their performance in a particular period of 
time usually at the end of a financial period. Proper record keeping provides 
evidence of how the transaction was handled and substantiates the steps that 
were taken in order to comply with business standards. Record keeping is the 
foundation on which a compliance program should be built upon measures 
should be put in place to capture the documentation and events that take 
place throughout a transaction commencing from delivery and payment. Reed 
(2010).

According to Ikechukwu (1993), keeping records is crucial for the 
successful performance of a business. A comprehensive record keeping system 
makes it possible for entrepreneurs to develop accurate and timely financial 
reports that show the progress and current condition of the business. With the 
financial report generated from a good recordkeeping system, performance 
during one period of time (month, quarter or year) with another period can 
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be compared.

DEBT MANAGEMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF SMALL SCALE 
ENTERPRISES
Small scale enterprises just like other organizations need capital to run their 
operations. As earlier mentioned, the use of capital through credit systems has 
become imperative for the growth of small scale enterprises. The management 
of this credit will determine to a greater extent the success of the enterprise. 
Tantum (2003) advances that debt is the amount of taxes incurred during a 
tax period which are payable to some type of governmental jurisdiction. Aspen 
Law and Business (2004) defines debt as the amount owed to a person or 
organization for funds borrowed. For the purposes of this study, debt is defined 
as any amount due to any authority for which payment has not been effected. 
Debt take many forms and can be represented by a bond, loan note, mortgage 
as well as other repayment terms and, when necessary, interest requirements. 
These different forms are indications of the intent to pay back the amount 
owed at an agreed date as is set forth in the repayment terms. Wallitsch (2007) 
argues that debt management is any approach or strategy that is adopted by 
an individual or business organization to manage its debt. This definition 
includes debt settlement, bankruptcy, debt consolidation, personal loans as 
well as other techniques that assist businesses to service outstanding debts. 

Root (2009) contends that, debt management is an act of trying to get 
one’s debt under control and become responsible for repaying associated 
obligations. It can therefore be inferred that debt management is a conscious 
measure taken by a debtor or agents hired on their behalf to reduce the debt 
burden or strategize to eliminate the debt through acceptable payment terms. 

Cecchetti, Mohanty & Zampolli (2011) observes that a reasonable debt 
level improves welfare and enhances growth but high level debts can lead to a 
decline in growth of a firm. 

Reinhart, Carmen, Kenneth & Rogoff (2009) reinforces this assertion by 
arguing that debt impacts positively to the growth of a firm only when it is 
within certain levels. He opines that a firm becomes vulnerable to financial 
crisis when the ratio goes beyond certain levels. Stern Stewart and Company 
shares a similar view that high level of debt increases the probability of a firm 
facing financial distress. Therefore Cecchetti et al. (2011) contends that over 
borrowing by a firm can cause bankruptcy and financial ruin. Accumulating 
high levels of debt by a small scale enterprise will constrain its ability to 
undertake project that are likely to be profitable. This is because it would not 
be able to attract new debt from financial institutions.

A study by Yuan and Kazuyuki (2012) using a sample of Chinese listed 
companies showed that total debt ratio had a negative impact on fixed 
investment. This implies that high proportion of debt in the capital structure 
of a firm can harm investment using internal funds. This is because a firm 
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with a high debt ratio can potentially channel most of its income towards debt 
servicing thereby forgoing investment through internal funds. Therefore the 
risk of a small scale enterprise increases when more debt is employed in its 
capital structure. It will become increasingly difficult to attract more debt for 
investment purposes as creditors will charge high interest rates to compensate 
for the high business risk. Yuan and Kazuyuki (2012) therefore argued that 
creditors will be reluctant to lend more funds to a highly indebted firm which 
resulting in underinvestment. As such, firm operations can be affected if 
insufficient investment is undertaken. A study by Ahmad, Abdullah & Roslan 
(2012) in Malaysia which sought to investigate how capital structure impacts 
on a firm’s performance by analyzing the relationship between return on assets 
(ROA), return on equity (ROE) and short-term debt and total debt established 
that short-term debt and long-term debt had significant relationship with 
ROA. It was also established that ROE had significant relationship with short-
term debt, long-term debt and total debt. A similar study by Ebaid (2009) 
partially agreed with the findings of Ahmad et al. (2012).

In the study Ebaid sought to establish the relationship between debt 
level and financial performance of companies listed on the Egyptian Stock 
Exchange. The study used return on assets, return on equity and gross profit 
margin as dependent variables. It also used short-term debt, long-term debt 
and total debt as independent variables. The study found that the relationship 
between short-term debt and total debt on return on assets (ROA) is negative. 
It therefore concluded that there was no significant relationship between long-
term debt financing and ROA. 

DEFINITION OF SMALL SCALE BUSINESS
The meaning of small-scale businesses varies from country to country, 
enterprise to enterprise as well as financial institution to another. Many 
attempts have been made by different authors to define small-scale business 
in terms of employments, asset and value or money sales volume, though the 
definition has proven unsatisfactory in some respect.

If, however, the number of employees is used as a yard stick, the definition 
would tend to ignore the fact that some firms are purely capital intensive and 
therefore need few employees; their sales turnover and profit may be relatively 
high or the need for a large number of employees may not really be called for 
and such firms may still have fantastic year billings.

The committee for Economic Development (CED) in the United States 
considered a business to be a small-scale when at least two of the following 
characteristics prevail.
a) The business operation is local (though a market is not to be local).
b) Size within the enterprises is relatively small (that is, the business is small 

when compared with the biggest unit)
c) Individual owners or a small group furnishes capital.
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From the above features we can summarize by saying that a small business 
is one that is managed and controlled by its owners, highly personalized, 
largely local in its area of operation, it is relatively small in size within the 
enterprises and largely dependent on internal sources for capital to finance its 
growth. Most of these features give rise to most of the problems faced by small 
business and their needs in Nigeria.

The Central Bank of Nigeria in February 1991, came up with a definition 
of small-scale enterprises, it states that for the lending purpose of merchant 
banks, a small-scale enterprises is one with a labour size of 11-100 workers 
or a total cost of not more than N50 million including working capital but 
excluding the cost of land, while commercial Banks on their own view, states 
that a small-scale enterprise is one with an annual turnover not exceeding 
N500, 000.

According to Obiaguzor (2001), small-scale enterprises is defined as an 
establishment whose annual turnover should not exceed N500,000 and also 
a dominant form of business enterprises in any economy whether developed 
or developing. He also opined that small-scale enterprises play an important 
role in the economic development of most countries of the world. The Nigeria 
Industrial Development Bank classified small-scale enterprises with cost 
(investment and working capital) not exceeding N750, 000.

THEORETICAL REVIEW
According to Brigham (1995), modern capital structure theory began in 1958, 
when Modigliani and Miller’s (1958) seminal article on capital structure was 
published. Since then, many researchers have attempted to explain how firms 
choose their capital structure. How firms choose the total debt and total equity. 
The capital structure theory and Myers Pecking Order Theory (1984) will be 
used in this study. According to Myers (2004), the Pecking Order Theory 
(POT) suggests that there is no well-defined optimal capital structure; instead 
the debt ratio is the result of hierarchical financing over time. The foundation 
of POT is that firms have no defined debt-to-value ratio. Management has 
a preference to choose internal financing before external financing. When a 
firm is forced to use external financing sources, managers select the least risky 
and demanding source first. When it is necessary to issue external sources, 
debt issuance is preferred to new equity. In an attempt to explain small firm 
financing behavior, other scholars have relied on agency theory. Agency 
theory holds that investors who have equity or debt in a firm require costs to 
monitor the investment of their funds by management or the small business 
owner (agency costs). This view suggests that financing is based on the owner-
manager being able to assess these agency costs for each type of financing, 
and then select the lowest cost method of financing the firm’s activities. One 
weakness of this explanation is that no one has yet been able to measure 
agency costs, even in large firms (Myers, 2004). 
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EMPIRICAL REVIEW
Empirical study revealed that small companies frequently suffer from a 
particular financial problem of lack of a capital base. Small businesses are 
usually managed by their owners and available capital is limited to access to 
equity markets, and in the early stages of their existence owners find it difficult 
in building up revenue reserves if the owner-managers are to survive. (Kilonzo 
& Ouma, 2015).

Thevaruban (2009) examined small scale industries and its financial 
problems in Sri Lanka. He underscored that SMEs of small scale industries 
in Sri Lanka finds it extremely difficult to get outside credit because the cash 
inflow and savings of the SMEs in the small scale sector is significantly low, 
Ganesan, (1982). Hence, bank and non-bank financial institutions do not 
emphasize much on credit lending for the development of the SMEs in the 
small scale sector in Sri Lanka. Pettit and Singer (1985) study underscored that 
financing is the most difficult problems of the SMEs in USA. External finance 
is more expensive than internal finance (Datta, James, Dyneh & Alankrita, 
2010). Due to lack of access to external finance (private placements and initial 
public offerings of varying sizes), SMEs rely on bank loans as compared to 
their larger counterparts (Bracker, Keats & Pearson, 2006). Ssendaula (2002) 
lists factors that have discouraged banks from lending to SMEs. Among 
them are poorly compiled records and accounts; low levels of technical and 
management skills; outdated technologies; lack of professionalism and 
networking; lack of collateral; lack of market outlets due to poor quality 
and non-standardized products; poor linkages and limited knowledge of 
business opportunities. In addition, most businesses, such as those dealing in 
foodstuffs, have been affected by lack of proper storage facilities. This has been 
a major limitation on business success because most agricultural products 
require preservation and have an inelastic demand meaning that even if their 
prices are lowered, quantity demanded can increase in that same proportion 
to clear the market of surpluses. Accounting Information Systems, D’Amboise 
and Gasse (1980) studied the utilization of formal management techniques in 
25 small shoe manufacturers and 26 small plastic manufacturers in Quebec, 
Canada and found that 88 percent of the businesses used a cost accounting 
system. Regarding accounting standards, DeThomas and Fredenberger 
(1985), in a survey of over 360 small enterprises in Georgia, found that the 
standard of financial record keeping wasvery high. In addition to cheque 
and deposit receipts, around 92 percent of respondents had some form of 
record keeping. Regarding the use of financial information, DeThomas and 
Fredenberger (1985) study indicated that 96 percent of the respondents had 
financial statements prepared, the responsibility for evaluating and using the 
information was within the business itself and only four percent relied on an 
outside accountant services.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Mugenda (2008) defines conceptual framework as a concise description of 
the phenomenon under study accompanied by a graphical or visual depiction 
of the major variables of the study. According to Young (2009), conceptual 
framework is a diagrammatical representation that shows the relationship 
between dependent variable and independent variables. In the study, the 
conceptual framework will look at effects of different financial management 
capability among small scale enterprises Ondo State and its effect on credit 
accessibility and business growth and sustainability.

Challenges associated with fund   Credit accessibility&
Accessibility             Effects Growth of SMEs
Differences in financial planning     
Capabilities of SMEs

Source: - Researcher’s Computation, 2019

METHODOLOGY
Data for this paper were derived from primary through well-structured 
questionnaire. This study employed a survey research design. Union Bank Plc 
in Ondo State was used in this study. The population of this study includes the 
customers of Union Bank PLC inOndo State.Sample size of 86 persons was 
selected out of the customers of the bank seeking for loan assistance using the 
simple random sampling technique.

A five-point Likert Scale was used to measure subjective perception of 
two dimensions that identifies the presence or otherwise of each activity 
with 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Moderately Agree, 4= Agree, 5= 
Strongly Agree. The data were analyzed using frequency distribution tables 
for the descriptive data while the measure of central tendency i.e. mean were 
employed for the data capturing all the variables. Chi square method was used 
to capture the effects of differential financial management on credit acquisition 
and growth of SMEs in Ondo State. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 4.1: Reliability Test

Cronbach’s Alpha No. of items

0.845 86
Source: Field Survey, 2018

From the table 4.1 above, the Cronbach’s Alpha result of 0.845 was obtained 
meaning that the data used for the analysis is reliable since the value is greater 
than 0.7.
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Table 4.2: Age of respondents

Age (years) Frequency Percentage (%)

15 – 30 40 46.5

31 – 45 32 37.2

46 – 60 8 9.3

61 and above 6 7.0

Total 86 100
Source: Field Survey, 2018

From the table 4.2 above, 46.5% of the respondents in the study area were 
between 15 years and 30 years old, 37.2% of the respondents are between 31 – 
45 years old, 9.3% of them are between 46 – 60 years old and 7.0% are 61 years 
and above. This result revealed that 83.7% of the respondents are between 
15 – 45 years old showing that most of the enterprise owners seeking financial 
assistance are young adults of the society.

Table 4.3: Years of experience

Years of experience Frequency Percentage (%)

Below 1 year 28 32.6

1 – 5 years 44 51.2

6 – 10 years 10 11.6

Above 10 years 4 4.6

Total 86 100
Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.3 above, 32.6% of the respondents started their businesses in less 
than 1 year, 51.2% of the respondents had between 1 to 5 years of experience, 
11.6% of the respondents had experience between 6 to 10 years and 4.6% of the 
respondents had above 10 years of experience in their various businesses. The 
result shows that majority of the respondents are young entrepreneurs who 
actually needed assistance in increasing the scale of their enterprises. Only 
4.6% of the respondents had above 10 years of experience.

Table 4.4: Types of business ownership

Business ownership Frequency Percentage (%)

Sole proprietorship 56 65.1

Partnership 24 27.9

Limited / Public liability company 6 7

Total 86 100
Source: Field Survey, 2018
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From table 4.4 above, 65.1% of the respondents were sole proprietors, 27.9% 
of the respondents are involved in partnership type of business while only 7% 
of the respondents are involved in limited or public liability company. This 
result shows that most of the business owners in the study area individually 
owned their business where decision making in terms of financial assistance is 
faster as compared to the other forms of business ownership.

Table 4.5: Loan accessibility
Frequency Percentage (%)

Yes 58 67.4

No 28 32.6

Total 86 100
Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.5 above, 67.4% of the respondents were able to access the 
financial assistance from Union Bank Plc in Ondo State while 32.6% of the 
respondents were unable to access the loan in the study area. This brings to 
the focus that substantial number of applicant was unable to access the loan, 
the reason why this study was conducted.

Table 4.6: Challenges associated with fund accessibility in 
financial institutions by SMEs

Mean        N        Std. Dev

I find it easy to obtain credit facility in my bank. 3.56          86        1.578

The bank staff is willing to assist me in the documentation 
that will lead to their granting loan that I applied for.

4.09          86        1.065

The documentation required for granting loan in my bank are 
easy to complete in a short time.

3.67          86        1.342

Conditions to be met for loan acquisition are easy to come by. 3.42          86        1.296

There is undue delay in granting loan in my bank. 3.67          86        1.190

Collaterals are always required for granting loan for SMEs in 
my bank

4.26          86        1.177

You must belong to cooperative society before you can access 
loan in my bank.

3.49          86        1.369

Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.6 above, the respondents in the study area did not strongly agree 
nor agree but moderately agreed with the fact that it is very easy to obtain 
credit facility from the bank with the mean value of 3.56. This implied that 
there are some challenges they encountered in the cause of processing the 
loan. The respondents also agreed that bank officials were willing to assist 
in documentation that will lead to granting loan they applied for with the 
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mean value of 4.09. They moderately agreed with the fact that documentation 
required for granting loan in their bank were easy to complete in a short time 
with the mean value of 3.67. The condition for loan acquisition like collateral is 
moderately agreed with by the respondents with the mean of 3.42. This implies 
that not all the eligible applicants can access the loan due to the problem of 
collateral provision. The respondents also moderately agreed that there is 
undue delay in granting loan in their bank with the mean value of 3.67. The 
respondents agreed that collateral is required in granting loan with the mean 
value of 4.26 while they moderately agreed that applicant must belong to 
cooperative society before granting loan to them with the mean value of 3.49. 
This implied that cooperative membership may not stop anyone from getting 
loan from the bank. In summary, the respondents in the study area agreed 
that some challenges mentioned above do affect loan acquisition negatively 
like difficult documentation, undue delay and collateral requirement with the 
mean values of 3.67, 3.67 and 3.49 respectively.

Table 4.7: Differences in the financial planning capabilities of 
SMEs

Mean        N        Std. Dev

My business have financial records 4.26          86        1.002

I record my daily sales on the records 4.02          86        0.998

I record all goods purchased on the records 4.28          86        1.076

I record average sales on every day on my records 3.70          86        1.124

Only important and expensive items in my shop have records 3.21          86        1.390

I have the records of all my daily transactions of my business 
in the records

3.98          86        0.886

I do write down transportation expenses of the goods 
purchased

3.88          86        0.981 

I have the records of some goods consumed in the shop and 
the amount

3.72          86        1.008

I do write down goods that I give out to my friends and family 3.14          86        1.302

I have records of all credit sales in my shop 3.74          86        1.177

I keep my profit and excess sales in bank occasionally 3.88          86        0.981

My business have separate accounting department 3.35          86        1.213

I have computer system and software for my accounting 
analysis

2.81          86        1.500

Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.7 above, the respondents agreed that their businesses have 
financial records, record their daily sales, have records of all goods purchased 
with the mean values of 4.26, 4.02 and 4.28 respectively. The respondents 
agreed moderately that they record average sales on a daily basis on their 
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record with the mean value of 3.7. This result showed that not all sales were 
recorded due the frequency of sales some times. They do not strongly agree 
that only expensive items in their shops have records with the mean value 
of 3.21. They do not also strongly agree that they write down transportation 
expenses of the goods purchased with the mean value of 3.88. They moderately 
agree with the fact that they have records of goods consumed in the shop and 
the amount, write down the amount of goods given out as gift to friends and 
family and have records of all credit sales with the mean values of 3.72, 3.14 
and 3.74 respectively. These records which should form part of the profit of the 
business will not be properly accounted for.

The respondents in the study area moderately agree that profit and excess 
sales were kept in bank account occasionally and that they have separate 
business account for their business with the mean values of 3.88 and 3.35 
respectively. Separate business account will only put the enterprise in a better 
financial position which is mostly advised.

Lastly, the respondents in the study area disagreed with the fact that they 
use computer system and software in accounting analysis of their business 
with the mean value of 2.81. The best and easiest way of computing accounting 
records is with the use of computer which is not in use as it was found out from 
this research.

Table 4.8: Growth indices

Mean        N        Std. Dev

There is physical growth in terms of fixed assets of my 
enterprises.

3.79          86        1.521

There is increase in the total worth of my enterprise. 4.05          86        0.872

There is increase in the number of staff of my enterprise. 3.35          86        1.098

There is increase in the total profit of my enterprise in the last 
two years.

3.37          86        1.092

Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.8 above, the respondents in the study area moderately agreed 
that there is physical growth in terms of assets of the enterprise with the mean 
value of 3.79 but agreed that there is increase in the total worth of the enterprise 
with the mean value of 4.05. They moderately agreed that there is increase in 
the number of staff of the enterprise and total profit of the enterprise in the 
last two years with the mean values of 3.35 and 3.37 respectively. In summary, 
there is no strong assertion in the physical growth of the enterprise, number 
of staff and increase in profit of the enterprise in the study area. This might be 
unconnected with the challenges encountered in accessing loan facilities in the 
bank as this study revealed in the previous discussion.
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Table 4.9: Chi-Square Test (Test of hypothesis)

Value Df Asyp.Sig. 
(2-sided)

Pearson Chi-Square

Likelihood Ratio

Linear-by-Linear Association

No. of Valid Cases

18.559a

23.943

.143

86

40

40

1

.551

.245

.705

a. 85 cells (100%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is .33.
Source: Field Survey, 2018

From table 4.9 above, the Chi-Square calculated is 18.559 while the table value 
is χ2

(4,.05) = 9.488. Since the Chi-Square calculated is greater than table value, 
the null hypothesis is rejected meaning that there is significant difference 
between financial plans of enterprise owners that obtained the loan in Union 
Bank and those that could not.

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Cronbach’s Alpha test result of 0.845 shows that data used in the analysis 
is reliable. It was found that challenges like difficult documentation, undue 
delay and collateral requirements do affect loan acquisition negatively with 
the mean values of 3.67, 3.67 and 3.49 respectively. The research revealed that 
respondents in the study area do not make use of computer set in analyzing 
accounting variables in their business with the mean value of 2.81. There is no 
strong assertion in the physical growth of the enterprise, number of staff and 
increase in enterprise profit. Chi-Square test revealed that there is a significant 
difference in the financial planning of enterprise owners that obtained the 
loan and those that could not.

It is therefore concluded that the difference in the financial management of 
enterprise owners in the study area might be the reason while some enterprise 
owners were not able to access the loan from the commercial bank. This may 
also affect their business negatively for those business well planned for will 
have higher performance and sustainability. The best way of facing financial 
challenges is through proper planning. Any business without proper plans will 
find it difficult to get assistance from financial institution. 

Based on the findings above, the researcher hereby recommends that 
commercial banks should create avenue where some of their staff will be 
available to help their customers seeking for financial assistance with little or 
no education. If business should grow and be sustained, young entrepreneurs 
must be encouraged and assisted financially. More attention should be 
given to small scale businesses so the sustainability of their business will be 
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guaranteed. Business owners are advised to keep a separate business account 
and records for their business for effective monitoring. The use of computer 
set, accounting software and its training should be practiced by entrepreneurs 
in the study area.
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ABSTRACT

This study examined the nexus between service quality and competitive 
advantage in the use of Automated Teller Machines in Nigerian banks in 
Lagos State, Nigeria. The study made use of descriptive survey research 
design. The population of the study was 258,699 ATM subscribers in Lagos 
State. The sample size was determined using Cochran’s formula to arrive 
at 931. A multi-stage sampling method was used. The instrument used was 
structured questionnaire. The questionnaire was validated and administered 
with 82.9 percent response rate. The Cronbach alpha for service quality 
and competitive advantage were 0.98 and 0.919 respectively. Findings 
revealed that service quality had positive effect on competitive advantage 
(service quality: r =0.339; R2 = 0.115; p < 0.05).The study concluded that 
service quality of banks had a significant impact on competitive advantage 
of Automated Teller Machines service in deposit money banks in Lagos 
state. The study recommends that the deposit money banks should provide 
effective service quality due to growing customers demand for total quality 
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management in terms of service delivery from their chosen banks to have a 
competitive advantage over others.

Key Words: Service quality, Competitive advantage, Automated Teller 
Machines (ATMs), Deposit money banks

1.0 Introduction
Global competition in the financial services industry has informed 
the managements of corporate organizationsof the need to enhance 
customersatisfactionand the imperative to reflect on other means of ensuring 
effective financial services and customer-care management. For instance, 
banking institutions in Bangladesh do provide the first-rate services to 
their customers; wherein ATM is one of the highly demanding cutting-edge 
technologies and banking services being deplored by the established banks 
in providing essential banking services (Islam, 2014). Similarly, the financial 
services industry in Nigeria has been undergoing monumental transformation 
in information and communication technology; which include the advent of 
Automated Teller Machine (ATM) with the intention of decongesting banking 
halls (Adeniran&Junaidu, 2014). The contention in Nigerian financial services 
industry is becoming highly intensive due to the formulation of new regulations 
and introduction of new codes of corporate governance in the banking sector 
(Onigbinde, 2019). In this contemporary regime of fairer trade in goods 
and services, vast majority of the banks’ customers are fast becoming more 
demanding, as they require high-quality, cost-friendly and quick customer 
service delivery (Yakubu&Najim, 2014). 

It is against the backdrop of the assertion in the preceding paragraph that 
Kasum,Abdulraheem and Olaniyi (2006) states that contemporary customers 
want value-added services from their preferred banks. To fulfill higher 
marketplace necessities in terms of speed, accuracy and efficiency of services, 
many banks have adopted an interactive, digital and automated banking 
system for their clients via the introduction of Automated Teller Machines 
(ATMs) (Yakubu&Najim, 2014). Typically, banks try to increase a diverse 
distribution method to promote the variety of their offerings; presenting 
clients many methods through which they could enjoy the bank offerings. The 
principal reasons that brought about the usage of many distribution channels 
in the banking system include the monumental changes that took place in 
the banking sector due to emergent competition, and pressure from ranging 
customers’ possibilities among others (Bryman& Bell, 2011). As a result, the 
banks then resorted to shifting competition from price, and now the emphasis 
is on product/service differentiation by distribution channels used (Mobarek, 
2007). It is essential that financial services institutions enhance customer 
satisfaction via quality servicedelivery that emanated from the adoption of 
ATMs (Yakubu&Najim, 2014). 
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High levels of competition within the banking system coupled with 
the prevailing competitive forces have necessitated the need for banks to 
enforce systematic adjustment in addressing the gap in digital technology 
(Hall, 1992). Curan and King (2008) states that despite the fact that ATMs 
offerexceptionally treasured financial services to banks’ clients; at times, the 
usage of ATMs may be unnecessarily traumatic to the end-users. Therefore, the 
difficulties encountered in the process of using ATMs include: the loss of man-
hour experienced by other customers whilst customer(s) ahead on the ATM 
terminals’ queue encounter problems with the machines. Otherdifficulties 
have to do with the placement of ATM in vicinity vis-a-vis the location of the 
sun which inhibits proper viewing of the screen; as well as wrong insertion of 
ATM card by new customers who aren’t acquainted with the usage of ATMsand 
application of additional key strokes to getting desired amount(s) of money 
among others (Yakubu&Najim, 2014). 

A distinguished revelation whilst making comparison on the work velocity of 
ATMs from Nigeria’s banks to those from the United Kingdom is that the former 
dispense at the velocity of five notes to one of the later. Low speed, insufficient 
availability of the machines and poor quality of Naira notes cause recurrent 
damages to the ATMs in Nigeria (Okere, 2014). However, the competitive 
nature of the Nigeria’s banking operations is becoming extra intense; perhaps 
as a result of the creation of structured banking as well as customers’ exposure 
to understanding their rights and privileges. Subsequently, customers have 
become ever more dissatisfied in terms of quality service delivery from their 
chosen banks (Kasum, Abdulraheem&Olaniyi, 2006). This is the fundamental 
framework that has informed the concept behind the study.

2.0 Review of Relevant Literature
2.1 Theoretical Underpinnings
This study is anchored on marketing resources theory which states that 
resources are the assets managed and controlled by the firm with the 
assumption that the firm serve as inputs to organizational capabilities and 
thus have earning potential(Grant, 1991; Miller &Shamsie, 1996). As such, 
resources offer the “raw materials” for firms’ businesses and marketing 
strategies (Black&Boal, 1994; Peteraf, 1993). The limitation of this theory is 
that not all organizations have assets and resources which can be treasured, 
valued, inimitable and non-substitutability (Parasuraman, Zeithaml& Berry, 
1990).

From the marketing perspective, marketing resources may therefore 
be described as assets available to the marketers and otherstakeholders 
within the organization in which service quality is inclusive; and that when 
transferred by the firm’s marketing capabilities canprovide/create treasured 
outputs like competitive advantage (Bryman& Bell, 2011). A number of specific 
resource typologies were proposed within the strategic control literature; 
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integrating these resources that are inclusive conceptualization of firm 
resources should include: tacit knowledge; physical, human, organizational, 
financial, reputational, relational, informational and legal (Grant, 1996; 
Mahoney, 1995; Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Roos& Von-Krogh, 1992; Barney, 
1991; Chatterjee&Wenerfelt, 1991; Coyne, 1986; Wernerfelt, 1984).

From the preceding paragraph, the roles of marketing resources, such 
as reputational, relational and informational resources become essentially 
imperative for the firm’s corporate survival, going concern and the overall 
corporate sustainability.

2.2 Conceptual Review
Concepts of Service Quality
The strategies required by the contemporary corporate organizations to do 
extremely well in modern-day competitive environments are popularity of 
the significance of client-orientated ideals and total quality management 
(Onigbinde, 2013). It is against this backdrop that Tazreen (2012) states 
that execution of exceptional quality service delivery within the servicer 
industry is particularly more difficult and complicated owing to the truth 
that servicequality cannot be defined without bias and prejudice. Moreover, 
service industry by way of nature has fewer controls on problems that have 
an impact on quality delivery. Consequently, service quality is a perception 
that has produced huge interest and discussion within the research writing 
due to the intricacies in defining and measuring the concept of service quality 
(Wisniewki, 2001). There must be a want for offerings in order for a producer’s 
merchandise to get to the purchasers. The offerings depend on the form of 
product and it varies in exclusive businesses. 

Service may be defined in numerous ways depending on the perception of 
the authors. Kotler and Keller (2009) refers toservice as every insubstantial 
proceed or feat that a party offers to others resulting in the ownership 
of something. Service has a number of apparent features which makes it 
exceptional (Ross, 1999). These variations are portrayed as “intangibility”, 
“inseparability”, “heterogeneity”, “perishability” (Hoffman & Bateson, 1997). 
On the other hand,service also can be defined as an indescribable offer by a 
party to another in replacement for cash for satisfaction (Jobber, 2001). In 
his own perspective, Shiu, Hair, Bush and Ortinau (2009) states that quality 
is among the numerous components that customers/clients search for in a 
product, which service delivery turns out to be one. Kotler and Armstrong 
(2006) describequality as the entirety of attributes and traits of products or 
services that tolerate on its capacity to assure declared or indirect wants. It is 
apparently obvious that quality is as well connected to the worth of a product, 
which could suggest contentment or displeasure on the part of the consumer 
(Parasuraman, Zeithaml& Berry, 1990). 

Tazreen (2012) remarks that service-oriented organizations cover a broad 
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collection of outstanding businesses involving a very complex multiplicity 
of enterprise practices and a huge scale interface with variety of customers. 
Service Quality(SERVQUAL) model appears to be simplest in certain service 
segments. Zeithaml and Bitner (1990) gave their definition of service quality 
within the management and marketing literatures as the degree to which 
customers’ discernments of service meet or exceed their anticipations. 
Subsequently, service quality means the mode in which customers are supplied 
in an organized platform which could probably be accurate or negative (Agbor, 
2011). Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1988) refer toservice quality as the 
discrepancies between consumer expectations and perceptions of service. They 
further argued that assessingservice quality as the disparity between perceived 
and expected services is a suitable mode and could make the management to 
discover openings to what they offer as services. 

SERVQUAL, as adapted from the field of marketing, is popular instrument 
for measuring IS service quality (Pitt, Watson &Kavan, 1995). Measuring 
service quality had on several occasions been a challenge to service provider 
due to the insubstantial and most prominently the indivisible and diverse 
nature of service (Jobber, 2001). As such, services are greater of the equal 
kind to performances when compared with tangible goods (Tazreen, 2012). 
SERVQUAL determines discernments of service across five (5) dimensions 
namely: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. For 
the purpose of this study, service quality can therefore be described as the 
dissimilarity between customer anticipations of service and recognized 
service. The five components that made up SERVQUAL (tangibles, reliability, 
responsiveness, assurance, and empathy) are depicted in Table 1.0 below.

Table 1.0: Dimensions of Service Quality

Dimensions Factors

Tangibles Physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel.

Reliability Ability to perform the promised service dependably and accurately.

Responsiveness Willingness to help customers and provide prompt service.

Assurance Knowledge and courtesy of employees and their ability to inspire trust 
and confidence.

Empathy Caring and individualized attention that the firm provides to its 
customers.

Source: Tazreen (2012).

Concepts of Competitive Advantage
Competitiveness of a firm is its core competence to perform its general and 
specific functions/goals (Bryman& Bell, 2011). These goals are anticipated to 
be articulated in a variety of terms depending on the prevailing circumstance 
(Barney, 2002). Within a macroeconomic viewpoint, a competitive firm creates 
and maintains a degree of performance that contributes to the indicators 
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of economic growth such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employment 
opportunities, and wealth creation(Hussein, 2016). A competitive firm needs 
to existin the marketplace to gain market share, generate income via sales 
revenue from entrepreneurial initiative. However, many subjective conditions 
include improved standing with customers, suppliers, and competitors, 
as well asquality service delivery (Barney, 2002). Competitive advantage is 
a strategic business idea that describes factors that permit contemporary 
organizations to outperform its competitors (Mantymaa, 2013). These 
attributes may include access to natural resources or cheaper source of energy 
supply, dynamic skilled workforce, geographic advantage, and imposed entry 
difficulties among others. Porter (1985) defined the two types of competitive 
advantage a firm can accomplish relative to its competitors as lesser cost or 
product differentiation. 

The competitive advantage obtains from quality service delivery, however 
allows a firm to outperform its competitors via superior market positioning 
and adequate quality inputs (Bryman& Bell, 2011). Porter (1985) is of the 
opinionthat strategic management concerns should be on developing and 
keeping competitive advantage. A firm has a competitive advantage when it has 
the innate capacity to outsmart its competitors while contending for customer 
patronage (Buffan, 2000; Christensen, 2001; De Wit & Meyer, 1999). In a 
similar vein, Barney (2002) describes that a firm experiences a competitive 
similarity whilst its business operation generates financial worth applied in a 
number of composite organizations involving in the same business endeavour. 
The term “competitive advantage” implies the capabilities executed in the 
course of attributes and inputs to perform at superior height than others 
inside the same line of business (Christensen, 2001; Porter, 1980). Meanwhile, 
Barney (2002) discusses four tactics to measure the firm’s competitiveness 
as: firm’s survival, stakeholder approach, simple accounting measures, and 
adjusted accounting measures. 

Feurer and Chaharbaghi (1994) further measure competitiveness 
quantitatively by metrics such as profitability index, capital accumulation and 
cash flow in terms of liquidity position. Soliman (1998) adds cost effectiveness, 
value addition, quality delivery, flexibility and innovation as factors formulating 
such a competitive position. Passemard and Calantone (2000) stresses that 
effectively implemented strategies will enhance a superior performance of the 
firm throughfacilitating the firm with competitive advantage to outperform 
both contemporary and prospective competitors. An advantage that a firm has 
over its competitors allows it to attain  higher rate of turnover or improved 
profit margins and/or retains market shares than its competitors (Mantymaa, 
2013). This can be inferred in terms of firm’s cost structure, product offerings, 
distribution network and customer support services. Competitive advantage 
offers a firm an edge over its competitors and a capacity to generate greater 
value for the firm and its stakeholders. The more sustainable the competitive 
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advantage, the more complex it is for competitors to neutralize the advantage 
(Bryman& Bell, 2011).

Empirical Review
Sangeetha (2012) conducted a study on the“development of a service quality 
scale for multiple technology interfaces in commercial banking”. The objective 
of the study was to develop a service quality scale by identifying the dimensions 
affecting the service quality across different technology interfaces in retail 
banking. The study examined the literature concerning the various technology 
interfaces and aims to propose a conceptual model vis-a-vis dimensions that 
affect the perceptions of service quality delivery of the technology interfaces 
used in banks. The study also sought to establish the psychometric properties 
of the scale thus arrived. The literature review revealed that the models 
currently available to measure the service quality of the technology interfaces 
are limited in their focus, encompassing one digital channel-internet-and few 
others analyzing the ATM and mobile banking channels. 

However, there is gap with regard to the study of other technology 
interfaces like call centres and queue systems used in branches (Okere, 
2014). In this study, an attempt was made to explorethe influence of various 
technology interfaces, such as ATMs, internet banking, mobile banking, etc., 
on banks’ service quality delivery, such as call center services and queue 
systems in the branches among others, which the customers/clients use 
in mixture and thereby to develop a scale to measure technology interface 
service quality (TISQ). In a study conducted byOkechi and Kepeghom (2013), 
on the evaluation of customers’ use of electronic banking systems in Nigeria. 
The study found that amongst all e-banking systems, ATM has the highest 
level of patronage. The percentage of respondents who claimed to always use 
various forms of e-banking systems is as follows: ATMs (22.7%), PoS (6.4%), 
internet banking (7.3%), mobile banking (10.5%), and mobile money (8.7%), 
and master card (11.0%), and web merchants (5.5%). 

Correlation evaluation of the hypothesized variables indicates the following: 
system quality and continuance intention (β= .421,p= .000),information 
quality and continuance intention (β= .437,p= .000), service quality and 
customers’ satisfaction (β= -0.097,p= 150). Most bank customers were not 
satisfied with ATM service quality in terms of how banks handle their customer 
complaints, functionality of the ATM and lengthy queues in using the ATM. 
Bank customers need to be well informed on how to use all varieties of 
e-banking services for their financial transactions. Tijani and Ilugbemi (2015) 
in their studyentitled “electronic payment channels in the Nigerian banking 
sector and their impacts on national development” found that Electronic 
Payment Channels (EPC) have impacted the Nigerian financial system and 
consequently contributing undoubtedly to the national improvement. They 
recommended that the contemporary financial services providers Nigeria 
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need to mount other e-payment products for the entrenchment of the regime 
of fairer trade in goods and services in Nigeria. However, the Central Bank of 
Nigeria (CBN) needsto embark on intensive campaign for mass adoption of 
e-payment products especially at the grassroots level amongst others.

Parvin (2013) in his studyentitled “mobile banking in Bangladesh: 
Prediction of future”. In his study, the picture of existing operation of mobile 
banking services as well as the future of this was depicted using a descriptive 
study that adopted both primary and secondary data. The result showed that 
vast majority the banks that are trying to adopt mobile banking to enhance 
customer satisfaction are more result-oriented than their competitors. All 
the operators of mobile phone in Bangladesh have started to be involved at 
a greater extent in this regard. However, from the customer perspective, the 
study has proven that customers/clients are more satisfied with the very few 
offerings that the brand new banking gadget is providing and consequently the 
future of the banking system will be brighter on daily basis. 

Moreover, Parvin (2013) further remarks that his study will contribute 
immensely to the banks of Bangladesh for better service delivery and make 
customers more concernto avail mobile banking services. Outstanding 
customer service and the quality of customer experience are the resounding 
factors across all age groups that responsible for the reason why customers 
choose to stay with a bank. Service trends and innovations in other industries 
that engage in retailing, Information Technology (IT), Fast Moving Customer 
Goods (FMCG) continue to raise customers’ expectations of service quality. 
Many of the banks are rising up to this challenge, evidenced in the number of 
service improvement initiatives rolled out by using banks. However, for these 
initiatives to record lasting successes, they need to be part of the financial 
institution’s ongoing journey of transformation. Of the four-in-ten customers 
who have multiple relationships, fewer customers (7% in 2014 compared to 
10% in 2013) expressed the willingness to change their banking relationships. 
Over half of folks who will switch banks will achieve this because of service 
quality issues. Importantly, it was discovered a large number of loyal banking 
population (i.e., 55 per cent of customers will wholeheartedly endorse their 
banks to others. 

Interestingly, loyalty trends did not vary when viewed by the length of the 
banking relationship. However, as expected, satisfied customers were more 
likely to recommend their banks to others (KPMG, 2014). Alimin, Raduan, 
Haslinda and Jegak (2010) of their studyentitled “the relationship between 
organizational competitive advantage and performance moderated by the age 
and size of firms”. They concluded that, this study delivers significant and 
valuable information to firms specifically with regards to strategic management 
directed toward performance and attracting a competitive advantage. This 
study was conducted using structured questionnaire to obtain responses from 
the manufacturers. A two-way ANOVA indicates thatonly the age of firm is a 
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significant moderator in the relationship between competitive advantage and 
performance, and that this relationship is stronger for older firms. 

The size of the firms does not significantly moderate the correlation 
between competitive advantage and performance (Hussein, 2016). Despite 
the non-significant moderating effect of firms’ size, this study offers empirical 
support for the Resource-Based View (RBV) of Malaysian manufacturers 
regarding the issue of competitive advantage.Berdine, Parrish, Cassill and 
Oxenham (2008) in their studyentitled “measuring the competitive advantage 
of the US textile and apparel industry”. The research technique used was a 
concurrent triangulation method which entails collecting both quantitative 
and qualitative data simultaneously. Furthermore, field-based interviews were 
conducted with 20 executives from 13 corporate organizations. The interview 
questions were basically classified based on competitive advantage variables, 
specifically focusing on innovation, marketing, and sourcing criteria variables. 
Key findings of this study include evidence that US textile manufacturers 
drive the majority of the innovation in the supply chain to both suppliers and 
customers/clients. 

In addition, the three competitive strategies that differentiate the 
products of US corporations from other regions of the world are research 
and development, marketing, and customer service (Passemard&Calantone, 
2000). Several earlier studies suggest that there are positive correlations 
between service quality and sustaining competitive advantage (Gilaninia, 
Taleghani&Talemi, 2013; Hussein, 2016; Warraich, Warraich&Asif, 2013). 
In a study conductedbyMantymaa (2013), it was found that managers 
are misguided on several occasions when trying to enhance competitive 
advantage by concentrating on IT-solutions. The study indicates that activities 
in the financial services’ sector are highly people-centric, in which the cordial 
relationships are entrenched amongpeople. Organizations need to discover 
new approaches to enhance and impact their customers’ emotions due to 
the fact this is the area which gives back the lost bargaining power by raising 
their switching costs. There is also no room for service errors for it is the main 
reason why corporate organizations are losing customers, followed by core 
product failure and loss of trust.

In a study undertaken by KPMG in 2014, it was discovered that of the four 
out of ten clientele who have several relationships, less clientele (7 per cent 
in 2014 compared to 10 per cent in 2013) expressed readiness to alter their 
banking dealings. Over 50 per cent of clients who will shift their loyalty to other 
banks do so due to service quality issues. On the whole, 55 per centbanking 
population are loyal to their banks, which in turn provide the banks in question 
a competitive advantage as a result of service quality. The question now is that 
“is service quality now not accounting for the remaining 45 per cent who are 
not loyal to their banks”. This has brought about the hypothesis that states that 
“service quality has no significant impact oncompetitive advantage amongst 
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deposit money banks in Lagos State.

3.0 Methodology
The survey research design of the descriptive type was adopted as the study 
guide. A descriptive survey studyis used when an investigator seeks to have a 
look at several variables at an instance or perhaps at one-time simplest (Cozby, 
2003). The researchers considered the descriptive survey research design 
appropriate on account that all the variables of the study have been examined 
at an instance. It is concerned with the use of structured questionnaire to elicit 
appropriate responses from the respondents (Asika, 2004). The independent 
variable of the studywas service quality, while the dependent variable was 
competitive advantage. The primary populace for this study consisted of the 
people who are not categorized as ‘minor’in the legal parlance (i.e. ages of 18 and 
above) and who are resident in Lagos State, Nigeria. The theoretical population 
of the study is given as 6, 160,991 (National Population Commission, 2010). It 
is expected that at this age, a person has a right to have a bank account and is 
equally eligible to use ATM devices. The secondary population consisted of all 
ATM users in Lagos State which was given as 258, 699. Nigerian Inter-Bank 
Settlement System [NIBSS] (2015) submitted that out of 6, 160, 991 populace 
in Lagos State, Nigeria, simple 90.2 per cent are banked adults. However, 
70.4 per cent of them owned credit/debit cards, whilst 57.5 per cent of this 
population hasBank Verification Number (BVN) and it is only11.5 per cent of 
the lots that used their debit/credit cards on daily basis, this resulted in the 
working population given as 258,699. 

Specifically, high density urban centres of Ikeja, Lagos Island, Eti-Osa, 
Surulere, Apapa, Osodi/Isolo and Mushin as identified by NIBSS (2015) were 
used as the area of the study. Lagos Statewas selected due to the fact it is by 
far the most densely populated state in Nigeria with population of over 21 
million people(National Population Commission, 2010).  Presently, it has a 
populationgrowth rate of 8 per cent per annum which makes it adjudged via 
its aggregate population as the third largest mega city in the world as projected 
by United Nations in 2015. Moreover, it is Nigeria’s financial, commercial and 
production hub, harboring more than 60 per cent of the Nigeria’s aggregate 
production and overseas investments; more than 65 per cent of the country’s 
business transactions and more than200 financial institutions in addition to 
the NigerianStock Exchange (NSE). Conclusively, more than 40 per cent of the 
total remunerations being paid in the country are done in Lagos State (Lagos 
State Government, 2014). With dynamic population strength, different ethnic 
groups that form the nation are present in cosmopolitan Lagos State (National 
Population Commission, 2010). 

The population of the study was 258,699 ATM subscribers in Lagos 
State. The sample size was determined using Cochran’s formula to arrive at 
931. A multi-stage sampling method was used.Convenience sampling as a 
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non-probability sampling techniquewas used in selecting the respondents 
for the study. This technique was adopted not only because it makes 
respondents easy to recruit, however it also guaranteed their expedient 
accessibility (Yakubu&Najim, 2014). In addition, the technique is often used 
at the initial stages of the study, since it permits an extraordinary amount of 
respondents to be interviewed within a limited time frame (Bryman& Bell, 
2011; Shiu, Hair, Bush &Ortinau, 2009). The research instrument used was 
structured questionnaire tagged “Service Quality and Competitive Advantage 
Questionnaire” (SQCAQ).The questionnaire consisted of two sections 
(Sections A and B). Section A contains construct items on demographic profile 
of the respondents in terms of age, genderstatus, income level, and academic 
qualification among others. Demographic variables are normally nonspecific 
constructs in most research works, so this section basically sought the bio-data 
of the respondents in an effort to classify the respondents via demographic 
structure. Section B, on the other hand, consists of construct items that are 
significant to generate useful facts for the study, (i.e. it measured the service 
quality and its impact on competitive advantagevia the use of ATMs in deposit 
money banks in Lagos State, Nigeria). 

The research instrument is a six (6) point Likert-type scale for responses 
to specific items as thus; Strongly Agreed (6), Agreed (5), Partially Agreed (4), 
Partially Disagreed (3), Disagreed (2) and Strongly Disagreed (1). For both 
the dependent and independent variables, a total of (12) construct items were 
drawn for the respondents. In order to ensure the validation and reliability of 
the instrument, ninety three (93) copies of the questionnaire had been pre-
tested among the ATM card users in Babcock University Community. However, 
these groups of respondents did not form part of the final respondents used 
for the study. The Cronbach-alpha method was used to decide reliability co-
efficient of the major constructs; and the co-efficient values of 0.98 and 0.919 
were obtained for service quality and competitive advantage respectively. The 
KMO values for service quality and competitive advantage have been 0.883 
and 0.632 respectively while the Bartlett’s value for both was0.000. 

The administration of the questionnaire was done by the researchers 
and two (2) research assistants who divided themselves into various ATM 
terminals within high density urbancentres, which spread across seven(7)
local government areas in Lagos State, Nigeria. Out of the 931 copies of the 
questionnaire allotted to the respondents; 772 copies of questionnaire were 
retrieved, representing 82.8 per cent response rate. Descriptive statistics were 
used to analyze the demographic constructs, while the postulatedhypothesis 
was tested using simple regression analysis at 0.05 level of significance. Data 
analysis was carried out with the aid of Statistical package for Social Sciences 
(SPSS)–Version 22. 
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4.0 Analysis and Interpretation of Results
Table 2.0: Descriptive Analysis on Service Quality
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My bank maintains all the 
necessary equipment (on-
line banking, ATM service, 
electronic cashing, internet 
banking, credit card etc.)

139 565 50 17 0 1 772

18.0% 73.2% 6.5% 2.2% 0.0% 0.1% 100.0%

My bank employees are 
neat in appearance.

210 385 176 1 0 0 772

27.2% 49.9% 22.8% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Services are delivered 
promptly by the banks.

112 430 226 2 1 1 772

14.5% 55.7% 29.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 100.0%

I feel safe in all my 
transactions with the bank.

101 490 161 18 1 1 772

13.1% 63.5% 20.9% 2.3% 0.1% 0.1% 100.0%

My bank operates a regular 
and effective complaint 
handling process.

127 437 191 16 0 1 772

16.5% 56.6% 24.7% 2.1% 0.0% 0.1% 100.0%

The branch employees are 
continuously courteous 
with me.

109 382 235 45 1 0 772

14.1% 49.5% 30.4% 5.8% 0.1% 0.0% 100.0%

All the employees have 
strong knowledge to 
answer my enquiries 
about offerings and their 
operations.

89 372 293 18 0 0 772

11.5% 48.2% 38.0% 2.3% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%

Source: Researchers’ Field Survey Report (2017)

Table 2.0 above shows the descriptive analysis of respondents’ responses 
as regards Service Quality. By combining responses under strongly agree, 
agree and partially agree, 754(97.6%) of the respondents agreed that their 
bank maintains all the necessary equipment such as on-line banking, ATM 
service, electronic cashing, internet banking, credit card etc.  771(99.8%) of 
the respondents accepted that their bank employees are neat in appearance, 
768(99.5%) agreed that services are delivered promptly by the banks. 
752(97.4%) respondents accepted that they feel safe in all their transactions 
with the bank. 755(97.8%) respondents agree that their bank operates a 
regular and effective complaint handling process. 726(94%) respondents 
accepted that branch employees are continuously courteous with them. And 
lastly, 754(97.7%) agreed that all the employees have strong knowledge to 
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answer their enquiries about offerings and their operations.

Table 3.0: Descriptive Analysis on Competitive Advantage
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My bank 
continuously 
produces 
competitive ATM 
products.

34 542 147 45 1 3 772

4.4% 70.2% 19.0% 5.8% 0.1% 0.4% 100.0%

My bank’s ATM 
gives adequate 
operational 
information.

53 310 374 32 3 0 772

6.9% 40.2% 48.4% 4.1% 0.4% 0.0% 100.0%

The quality 
of ATM in my 
bank captures 
customers’ 
attraction.

53 249 389 63 0 18 772

6.9% 32.3% 50.4% 8.2% 0.0% 2.3% 100.0%

Hands-on 
workers are 
always available 
to solve problems 
relating to the 
ATM.

69 313 326 63 1 0 772

8.9% 40.5% 42.2% 8.2% 0.1% 0.0% 100.0%

Service flexibility 
in ATMs 
operations is 
one of my bank 
competitive 
advantages.

65 359 299 46 1 2 772

8.4% 46.5% 38.7% 6.0% 0.1% 0.3% 100.0%

Source: Researchers’ Field Survey Report (2017)

Table 3.0 above shows the descriptive analysis of respondents’ responses 
as Competitive Advantage. By combining responses under strongly agree, 
agree and partially agree, 723(93.7%) of the respondents agreed that their 
bank continuously produces competitive ATM products. 737(95.5%) of 
the respondents accepted that their bank ATM gives adequate operational 
information, 691(89.5%) agreed that the quality of ATM in their bank captures 
customers’ attraction. 708(91.7%) respondents accepted that hands-on 
workers are always available to solve problems relating to the ATM. And lastly, 
723(93.7%) agreed that service flexibility in ATMs operations is one of their 
bank competitive advantages.
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Table 4.0: The Goodness-of-fit (Model Summary) of Service 
Quality and Competitive Advantage among Banks in Lagos State

Model Summary

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate

1 .339a .115 .113 2.48399

a. Predictors: (Constant), Service Quality
Source: Researchers’ Field Survey Report (2017)

Table 5.0: The Overall Significance

ANOVAa

Model Sum of 
Squares

Df Mean 
Square

F Sig.

1 Regression 615.109 1 615.109 99.690 .000b

Residual 4751.071 770 6.170

Total 5366.180 771

a. Dependent Variable: Competitive Advantage

b. Predictors: (Constant), Service Quality
Source: Researchers’ Field Survey Report (2017)

Table 6.0:Regression Coefficients
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B Std. 
Error

Beta Lower 
Bound

Upper 
Bound

1 (Constant) 12.540 1.009 12.423 .000 10.558 14.522

Service 
Quality

.295 .029 .339 9.984 .000 .237 .352

a. Dependent Variable: Competitive Advantage
Source:Researchers’ Field Survey Report (2017)

The result presented in Table 6 displays that service quality had a positive 
impact on competitive advantage and this effect was statistically significant 
at p= .000 [R = .339, p <.05]. This indicates that service quality and 
competitive advantage move in positive direction, that is, as service quality 
increases, competitive advantage also increases.  The model R2 (coefficient of 
determination) was 0.115 indicates that service quality explained 11.5% of the 
variance observed in competitive advantage among the banks in Lagos State. 
In Table 5, the F statistic = 99.690 was significant at p<0.05 which established 
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that the model was significant in explaining the impact of service quality on 
competitive advantage among banks in Lagos State. This finding is supported 
by a positive and significant unstandardized B coefficient in Table 6 that 
service quality is [B = 0.295, t = 9.984, p<0.05]. Therefore, the null hypothesis 
which states there is no significant impact of service quality on competitive 
advantage among banks in Lagos state is hereby rejected. 

The regression model used to explain the variation in competitive advantage 
due to the impact of service quality of deposit money  banks in Lagos State can 
be stated as follows: 

CA = 12.540+ 0.295SQ + ε ………………………………............… (eqn 1)

Where:
CA = Competitive Advantage
SC = Service Quality
ε = Error term

5.0 Discussion of Findings
The regression equation 1 above indicates that the parameter estimates 
complied with a priori expectation which explains that service quality will 
increase competitive advantage of banks in Lagos State. The constant is 
12.540 implies that if service quality is zero, competitive advantage would 
be 12.540. The coefficient of service quality was 0.295 indicates that a 
1-unit increase in service quality was associated with a 0.295 units increase 
in competitive advantage of banks. This implies that an increase in service 
quality will consequently increase competitive advantage of banks in Lagos 
State. The result of hypothesis demonstrates that service quality of banks had 
a significant impact on competitive advantage of the banks in Lagos State. 
Sangeetha (2012) conducted a study on “development of a service quality 
scale for multiple technology interfaces in commercial banking”. The objective 
of the paper changed into to increase a carrier exceptional scale with the aid 
of figuring out the size affecting the provider excellent across diverse era 
interfaces in retail banking. The paper examined the literature concerning the 
various era interfaces and targets to propose a conceptual version related to 
dimensions that have an effect on the perceptions of service satisfactory of the 
generation interfaces used in banks. The paper additionally sought to set up 
the psychometric homes of the size hence arrived. The literature evaluation 
revealed that the fashions currently to be had to measure the service 
satisfactory of the era interfaces are confined in their focus, encompassing on 
the whole one digital channel-internet-and few others analyzing the ATM and 
phone banking channels. 

However, there is gap with regard to other generation interfaces like call 
facilities and queue structures used in branches. on this have a look at, an 
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attempt became made to discover the influence of the diverse era interfaces 
on banks’ carrier satisfactory like ATM, smartphone banking, name middle 
services, queue systems inside the branches and so forth and so on which 
the clients use in mixture and thereby to expand a scale to degree technology 
interface service high-quality (TISQ). In a study conducted byOkechi and 
Kepeghom (2013) on a paper entitled “empirical evaluation of customers’ use 
of electronic banking systems in Nigeria”. They found out that amongst all 
e-banking systems, ATM has the best level of usage. The share of respondents 
who claimed to continually use the various varieties of e-banking structures is 
as follows: ATMs (22.7%), PoS (6.4%), net banking (7.3%), cellular banking 
(10.5%), mobile money (8.7%), master card (11.0%), and web merchants 
(5.5%). 

Correlation evaluation of the hypothesis variables suggests the following: 
system quality and continuance intention (β= .421,p= .000),information 
quality and continuance intention (β= .437,p= .000), service quality and 
customers’ satisfaction (β= -0.097,p= 150). Most bank clients have been now 
not happy with ATM service quality in terms of ways banks cope with their 
customer complaints, functionality of the ATM and lengthy queues in the 
use of the ATM. Financial institution customers ought to be well informed 
on a way to use all varieties of e-banking structures for his or her monetary 
transactions. Tijani and Ilugbemi (2015) in their paper entitled “electronic 
payment channels in the Nigeria banking sector and its impacts on national 
development”  revealed that Electronic Payment Channels (EPC) have impacted 
at the financial system and consequently contributing undoubtedly to national 
improvement. They encouraged that the crucial financial institution of Nigeria 
ought to mount different e-charge products for the promotion of alternate and 
trade in Nigeria. 

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has to embark on intensive marketing 
campaign for complete adoption of e-payment products especially on the 
grassroots level amongst others. Parvin (2013) in his paper entitled “mobile 
banking in Bangladesh: Prediction of future”. On this paper, the photograph 
of existing operation of cellular banking carrier as well as the future of this 
has been depicted the usage of a descriptive study that has used both number 
one and secondary facts. The end result showed that the majority the banks 
are trying to adopt cellular banking to make their customers satisfied and be 
advance in their world wherein the commonplace services are account starting, 
account balance question, fund transfer and PIN related provider. All the 
operators of cell cellphone in Bangladesh have commenced to be concerned 
at a more extent regard. And from the perspective of the clients the observe 
has inferred they’re satisfied with the very few offerings that the brand new 
banking gadget is giving and consequently the destiny of banking commercial 
enterprise could be brighter daily. 

He opined that: this paper will contribute plenty to the banks of 
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Bangladesh for better service giving and make customers extra situation to 
avail cell banking carrier. Great customer service and the high-quality of 
purchaser experience are the resounding factors across all age corporations 
for why customers select to live with a bank. Provider traits and innovations 
that engage in industries such as retailing, Information Technology (IT), Fast 
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) continues to raise customers’ expectations 
of service pleasant. Majority of the banks are rising as much as this task, 
evidenced within the range of carrier improvement initiatives rolled out by 
using banks. But, for these initiatives to record lasting successes, they need to 
be a part of the financial institution’s ongoing journey of transformation. Of 
the four-in-ten customers who’ve multiple relationships, fewer customers (7 
per cent in 2014 compared to 10 per cent in 2013) expressed the willingness 
to change their banking relationships. Over half of folks who will switch banks 
will achieve this because of service quality problems. Overall, we discovered a 
largely unswerving banking populace –55 per cent of customers will ‘certainly’ 
endorse their banks to others. 

Curiously, loyalty developments did no longer vary when regarded via 
the length of the banking dating. But, as predicted, happy customers have 
been more likely to recommend their banks (KPMG, 2014). Alimin, Raduan, 
Haslinda and Jegak (2010) of their paper entitled “The Relationship between 
Organizational Competitive Advantage and Performance Moderated by 
the age and size of firms”. They submitted that, this paper delivers precious 
facts to corporations mainly in regards to strategic management directed 
closer to overall performance and attracting anaggressive benefit. This study 
was performed amongst 127 producers listed within the 2008 Federation of 
Malaysian producers listing. A cross-sectional study was performed with the 
use of a structured questionnaire to attain responses from the manufacturers. A 
two-way ANOVA indicates that handiest the age of corporations is a significant 
moderator in the relationship between aggressive gain and performance, and 
that this relationship is stronger for older firms. 

The scale of the firms does not substantially moderate the connection 
between aggressive benefit and performance. Despite the non-sizable 
moderating effect of firm size, this take a look at offers empirical help for the 
useful Resource-Based View (RBV) of Malaysian manufacturers regarding 
the complexity of competitive advantage.Berdine, Parrish, Cassill and 
Oxenham (2008) in their study titled “Measuring the competitive advantage 
of the US textile and apparel industry”. The research technique used turned 
into a concurrent triangulation method which entails amassing quantitative 
and qualitative data simultaneously. Typical, subject-based interviews were 
conducted with 20 executives from 13 agencies. The interview questions 
were classified primarily based on competitive advantage variables, specially 
focusing on innovation, marketing, and sourcing criteria variables. Key 
findings of this study include evidence that US textile organizations pressure 
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the majority of the innovation inside the deliver chain to each suppliers and 
clients. 

In addition, the three competitive techniques that differentiate the 
products of US corporations from other regions of the world are research and 
development, marketing, and customer service. Several earlier researches 
suggest that there are high-quality relationships between service quality 
and sustaining competitive advantage (Gilaninia, Taleghani&Talemi, 2013; 
Hussein, 2016; Warraich, Warraich&Asif, 2013). In a study done byMantymaa 
(2013), it was found out that managers are inaccurate when seeking to enhance 
competitive gain by concentrating on IT-solutions. The study indicates that 
commercial enterprise in finance area could be very people-centric, in which 
the relationships are shaped between people. Organizations need to discover 
new approaches to thrill and impact their customers’ emotions due to the fact 
this is the region, which gives lower back the lost bargaining power by raising 
their switching charges. There is additionally no room for service errors for it 
is the main cause why groups are dropping customers, followed with the aid of 
center product failure and loss of trust.

In a study carried out by KPMG in 2014, it was discovered that of the four 
out of ten customers who have several relationships, less customers (7 per 
cent in 2014 compared to 10 per cent in 2013) expressed readiness to alter 
their banking dealings. Greater than half of clients who will alternate banks 
do so due to provider satisfactory issues. On the whole, 55 per cent banking 
population are loyal to their banks, which in turn provide the banks in query 
a competitive gain as a result of service quality. The question now is that “is 
service quality now not liable for the remaining 45% who are unfaithful to 
their banks”. This has brought about this hypothesis that states that service 
quality has no significant impact on competitive advantage amongst deposit 
money banks in Lagos State.

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendations
The study tries to evaluate empirically, the effect of service quality on 
competitive advantage of ATMs in deposit money banks in Lagos state, 
Nigeria. The null hypothesis: Ho: there is no significant impact of service 
quality on competitiveadvantage. The result presented in table 4.0 shows that 
service quality had a positive relationship with competitive advantage and this 
relationshipwas statistically significant at p= .000 [R = .339, p <.05]. From 
the results, service quality accounted for 33.9% of the competitive advantage, 
while the remaining66.1 per cent may be because of the impact of extraneous 
variables. Consequently, the prediction of competitive advantage by means of 
the predictor variable was not due to chance. This shows that service quality 
and competitive advantagehave direct relationship, that is, as service quality 
increases, competitive advantage also will increase.  The model R2 (coefficient 
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of determination) was 0.115 suggests that service quality defined 11.5 per cent 
of the variance found in competitive advantageamong the deposit money 
banks in Lagos State.

This study supported the existing research works that service quality has 
positive effect on competitive advantage. Customers are becoming ever more 
demanding of overall great management in terms of service delivery from 
their selected banks, it is consequently vital for banks to provide effective and 
efficient service quality to have a competitive advantage both in their area and 
different sectors.
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ABSTRACT

It has been observed that many developing countries, including Nigeria, 
have recently realized the important roles of small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) in national development; and in view of this, government has 
expressed interest in SME development. This expressed interest has not 
been matched with concrete actions in some of these countries. Descriptive 
survey research design was used in the study. The population of the study 
was made up of individuals who are involved in entrepreneurial activities 
in Ijebu Imushin Town, Ijebu East LGA of Ogun State. A sample size of 384 
respondents was drawn for the study, out of which a total of 200 copies of the 
questionnaire representing 52.08 per cent of the sample were returned and 
used in the data analysis. Extant literature was also reviewed in the study 
to set out the role and significance of the SMEs in national development, 
while their chronic developmental problems were identified. Statistical 
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to run Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient test on the hypotheses of the study. The study found that a positive 
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relationship exist between SMEs operations and economic development. The 
study concluded that small scale businesses are very important to economic 
development because they facilitated the mobilization and utilisation of local 
resources in the production process and encourage partnership that promote 
economic development. Therefore, it was recommended that government 
should encourage entrepreneurship in small scale business by creating an 
enabling business environment for business operations. Also, unemployed 
persons and youths should be availed with relevant training to acquire the 
necessary skills and provided with micro-credit facilities to make them self-
employed

Keywords: Economic development, entrepreneur, entrepreneurship, SMEs     

1. Introduction
The role of small business enterprise as a catalyst for economic growth and 
development has been well documented in the economic literature and 
recognized in most countries. For example, in many of the newly industrialized 
nations(Islam, Ghani, Mahyudin,&Manickam, 2017), more than 70 percent 
of all industrial and economic enterprises are Small and Medium-scale 
Enterprises (SMEs) and account for majority of the labor force.

As one of the developing countries in the globe, a great percentage of 
entrepreneurs in Nigeria lack the capacity to embark on large scale business. 
Following the adoption of the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), as an 
economic reform program in 1986, there has been a decisive change of emphasis 
from the capital intensive large scale industrial projects to increased attention 
on revamping the Nigeria economy by encouraging the establishment of small 
scale business. According to Lawal, Kio, Sulaimon, and Adebayo (2006), at 
least two of the following four characteristics must be present in a business 
for it to be seen as a small scale business: usually the managers are also the 
owners, ownership is heldby an individual or small group who also provide 
the business capital, it operates mainly locally as its area of business coverage, 
the size of the business is small in comparison to big businesses in its sector.

Entrepreneurship in small-scale business as a major engine of growth and 
development, despite the promise of ensuring sustainable development, so 
much vagueness in the nature of entrepreneurship’s continue to affects its role 
(Hall, Daneke,& Lenox, 2010). In Nigeria, the sub-sector is encumbered with 
numerous problems one of which is inadequate funding.Hence, Lawal(1993) 
acknowledged the funding challenge encountered by small businesses when 
he stated that whatever the objective or stage of a business, every busy upholds 
the philosophy of growth, survival and adaptation to the funding problems. 
The peculiar situation of small scale industries inherently suggests a weak 
structure and constraints in respect of access to capital markets. Moreso, 
small-scale industries suffer discrimination in the distribution of credits in 
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the conventional loan markets. 
The general objective is to examine the impact of small-scale business 

on the economic development in Ijebu-Imushin, Ogun State. The specific 
objectives are to appraise the impact of small scale business on the economic 
development in the study area, and to appraise the impact of government 
intervention on the small scale business in the study area.While the following 
research questions guided the study, do small-scale businesses contribute to 
the development of small-scale business in the study area economy? and to 
what extent does government promote small scale businesses? Based on the 
research questions, the following hypotheses are suggested:
H01: There is no significant relationship between Small-scale business and 
contribution to economic development.
H02: There is no significant relationship between Government intervention 
into small scale business and economic development in Ijebu-ImushinOgun 
State.

A number of studies have been conducted on SMEs and the benefits to 
individuals, communities, and the society, but to the best of the researcher’s 
knowledge, none of these studies have emphasized the importance of 
understanding the link between SMEs and economic development. This 
present study attempts to address this gap. Following this introduction, the 
rest of the paper is structured as follows, in section two related literature is 
reviewed, in section three the methodology is presented in section for the 
results and discussion is presented, while section five presents the conclusion 
and recommendations.

2. Review of literature
2.1 Historical background of small business enterprises 
In Nigeria, the history of small business enterprise has been linked to 
entrepreneurship development. Small Business Entrepreneurship was 
developed mostly in agricultural production of foods. The system was initially 
designed for the immediate consumption of products of the agriculture by 
farmers. However, goods that were harvested made the then farmers realized 
the need for selling the excesses. Hence, farmers started selling them at the 
road sides to earn money. This practice gave rise to wealthy farmers going into 
farmers to buy and sell farm produce. 

Another stage of small business development in Nigeria was in retailing 
and wholesaling. This stage was prompted by the advent of missionaries who 
brought Christianity and education to Nigeria. At this stage, wealthy farmers 
started exchanging their products for items such as textiles, household 
wares, sample machines etc. Today, the situation has change as the force of 
globalization has increased the scope of SMEs as there has been a tremendous 
expansion of the areas of SME engagement with remarkable inroads into the 
manufacturing and services industry (Bakar, Islam, & Lee, 2015;Lawalet al., 
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2006; Zaki& Rashid, 2016). 

2.2 Concepts relevant to the study of small business
Small business has been defined in different ways by different organizations, 
authors and agencies (Bouazza, Ardjouman, &Abada, 2015). In Japan, a small-
scale industry is defined according to the type of industry. For small medium 
industry in manufacturing, it is defined as those with “100 million Japanese 
Yen (JP¥) as paid up capital and 300 employees, while small scale business in 
wholesale trade will have JP¥ 30 million paid up capital and 100 employees 
(Lawal, et al., 2006).In Nigeria, the definition of small-scale business also 
varies from time to time and from one institution to another. For example, 
the Central Bank of Nigeria 1996 Monetary Policy Guidelines, defined small 
scale enterprise, as enterprises on whose total cost, excluding cost of land 
but including working capital, does not exceed 10 million naira(Lawal, et al., 
2006).Third National development Plan (1975-1980) as cited in Muritala, 
Awolaja and Bako (2012, p.19) defined small business as “a manufacturing or 
service organization whose employee is not more than 10”. Small and Medium 
Enterprises Development Agency of Nigeria, SMEDAN (2005) defined 
SMEs by providing a definitional distinction between small scale businesses 
and medium scale businesses: small scale businesses are those with ten to 
forty-nine people with an annual turnover of five to forty-nine million naira 
while medium scale businesses are those that have fifty to one hundred and 
ninety-nine employees withan annual turnover of fifty to four hundred and 
ninety-nine million naira.ObafemiAwolowo University, Ile-Ife, the Centre for 
Industrial Research and Development, CIRD (1987) as cited in Muritalaet al., 
(2012) defined small scale enterprise with the total investment capital not 
exceeding N50,000 and employing not more than 50 full time workers. 

According to the International Labour Organisation, ILO (2005) as cited 
in Obasan, Shobayo, and Amaghionyeodiwe (2016), more than 50 definitions 
of SMEs have been identified in the literature which has emanated from 75 
countries based on their peculiarity in terms of their stage of industrialization.
This implies that SME as a concept is contextually defined based on the 
prevailing socio economic conditions in a given country. In summary, a small 
business may be defined qualitatively and quantitatively as the one that has 
the following characteristics: Independently owned, independently managed, 
highly personalized, largely local in its operation, financed mainly from 
internal sources. 

2.3 Entrepreneur and entrepreneurship 
The concepts entrepreneur and entrepreneurship have both been defined 
variously in the literature by a number of scholars, academics, and practitioner 
from various fields of human endeavor since the concepts cut across all 
disciplines. Both concepts have come to global prominence having a plurality 
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of definitionsamong scholars who have proposedseveral (Zaki&Rashid, 
2016).in 1985, Peter Drucker, a foremost scholar, define an entrepreneur as 
the only one who always searches for change, responds to it and exploits it 
as an opportunity. Glueck (1980) as cited in Lawal, et al. (2006) defined an 
entrepreneur as “an individual who creates a new firm and continues to manage 
it until it is successful. Idam (2014, p.3) defined entrepreneurship as the “act 
of identifying and exploiting opportunities, through innovative process, under 
condition of uncertainty, to either create new business, or reorganize existing 
one capable of generating employment for others and value for stakeholders.” 
In his theory of creative destruction, Joseph Schumpeter (1911) proposed 
that the only function, which makes up entrepreneurship, is originality, the 
ability to bring new things to life, otherwise known as innovation (Hussain, 
Afzal, Asif, Ahmad, & Bilal, 2011).Upholding the notion of entrepreneurship 
as innovation which was espoused by Schumpeter, Bakar, et al. (2015) stated 
that companies that are entrepreneurial inclined outlook are very strategic 
to the U.S economy because they contributed in two important ways to the 
national economy. First of all, they provide the innovation that lead to change 
in technology and also growth in productivity due to the level of competition 
they provide in the market. 

The history of entrepreneurship in Nigeria is as old as the existence of the 
country itself. Being an agrarian country, businesses though on a very small 
scale, have been established mostly in the areas of agricultural production of 
basic food items. Though the initial concept of agricultural production then 
was for immediate consumption. However, good harvest soon made farmers 
realize the need to sell some. Hence, it was a common occurrence, to see some 
farm harvests being sold by the roadside to earn some money. This often gave 
rise to wealthy farmers going into farms to buy and sell farm produce. However, 
Parrish (2010) as cited in (Hall, et al., 2010, p.444) explored what led people 
to entrepreneurship by clarifying the difference between opportunity-driven 
and sustainability-driven entrepreneurs “Opportunity-driven entrepreneurs’ 
primary motivation is to build a profitable venture. Sustainability is viewed 
as a market opportunity and serves as a means to achieving profit objectives. 
Sustainability-driven entrepreneurs’ primary motivation is to contribute to 
sustainability, whereas a viable, profitable enterprise is a means to that end.” 
As could be seen in Nigeria, most entrepreneurs venture into SMEs operation 
due to necessity.

2.4 Roles of small scale business in Nigeria and other countries 
A country that is desirous of rapid industrialization and economic prosperity 
cannot afford to relegate the development of its SME sector to the 
background. This is upheld by increasingly interest and attention to SMEs as 
being important for bringing about economic transformation and achieving 
sustainability in the production of goods and rendering of services (Hall, 
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et al., 2010). Thus, at this juncture, it would prove to be very costly for any 
nation to relegate its SME sector. It is necessary to highlight the economic 
significance of SMEs to the economy of Nigeria and other nations (both 
developed and developing). In the Nigerian context, a dynamic SME sub-
sector can contribute to industrial growth and development in the following 
ways: Transformation and widespread diffusion of indigenous technology 
and entrepreneurship;enabling adaptive technology and skill acquisition i.e 
encouraging phenomenal upgrading in skills, machinery, equipment and 
management practices; production of intermediate products for uses by large-
scale industries, and final consumption of goods by the economy as a whole.

In Nigeria for example, SMEs are involved in such enterprises as textiles, 
food processing, woodworks, leather products, soap and detergent, all of which 
require simple technology and in which the raw materials are readily available 
in abundance for the promotion of even development and improvement in 
income distribution, industrial diversification and dispersal of businesses in 
both urban and rural areas.

Advantages of SMEs
Some of the advantages of SMEs as identified in the literature include the 
following (lawalet al., 2006).
1. The very nature of small enterprise is dynamic. It helps in quick decision 

making and adaptability to changes. 
2. Because of small size, effective integration of production and market can 

be easily achieved. 
3. Communication vertical and lateral is fast and distinct. 
4. Constant attention to quality is plausible to cater for the needs and 

requirements of customers. 
5. Small enterprises engaged in joint ventures and strategic alliances both 

in national and industrial levels and may reach global market as their 
business expands. 

Disadvantages ofSMEs
1. Finance and credits: The capital base of small enterprise is very weak and 

profit earned is often not enough for replacement. To meet the financial 
needs, availability of institutional credit must be given prime priority/
importance. It is also necessary to liberalize the rules & regulations of 
banking. 

2. Marketing problems: all over the world, small enterprise faces marketing 
problems most of the small enterprises do suffer from competitive 
disadvantages vis-à-vis large industries because of shortage of capital and 
financial resources. These enterprises do not have adequate staying power 
and are often forced to sell their products at very low or ridiculous prices. 

3. Inventory problems: Over-stocking or buying slow-moving goods can be 
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very costly for a small-scale business. 
4. Lack of employees satisfaction: Even, where small-scale businesses are 

fortunate to employ qualified manpower, the general working conditions 
are very poor. The autocratic leadership style of some entrepreneurs 
contributes to the business failure. 

5. Lack of access to technology: One of the main problems affecting the 
success of small scale industries is how to do things i.e. how to design, 
produce and distribute goods and services. Small-scale industries are 
characterized by obsolete services and technology due to poor financial 
status and inadequacy of the extension services. 

2.5 Survival strategies for small scale business 
Business success and failure are two sides of the same coin, for this reason, 
careful attention should be given to business activities as a business will succeed 
if it is properly managed and it operated in appropriate enabling environment. 
Successful management of small-scale business will require the following: 
Careful analysis of the markets; proper planning and effective launching of 
the business; proper financial and accounting practices prevent fraudulent 
activities; thoughtful selection of goods; choosing a strategic location;effective 
credit control system; the government may increase loan-able funds granted 
to small-scale industry; development of entrepreneurship culture by means 
of awareness; assisting the small-scale industrialists in creation of markets 
for their goods and services; and provision of physical infrastructures and 
expansions of the existing ones to provide more efficient services. 

2.6 Government initiatives towards the growth of SMEs in Nigeria 
Some programmes of successive Nigerian governments to support 
entrepreneurship and the growth of home grown SMEs are captured in table 
2.6 below:

Table: 2.6

S/N Programme and year of introduction Area of Focus

1 Directorate of food, Road and Rural 
Infrastructure (DFRRI) (1986).

Feeder roads, rural water supply and 
rural

2 Better Life Programme (BLP) (1987) Training, Financing and Guidance  

3 Peoples’ Bank of Nigeria (1989) Encouraging saving and credit facilities

4 Family Support Programme (1994) Health care delivery, child welfares, 
youth development etc.

5 Family Economic Advancement 
Programme (FEAP) 1997

Credit facilities to support the 
establishment of cottage industries

6 Small and Medium Enterprises 
Development Agency of Nigeria 
(SMEDAN) 2003

Self-employment creation with 
supports
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7 National Economic Empowerment and 
Development Strategy (NEEDS)

Human and Economic empowerment 
programme

8 Youth Enterprise with Innovation in 
Nigeria (YOUWIN) 2013

One time equity grant between 1 
million and 10 million naira

9 Anchor Borrowers’ Programme (ABP) 
2015

Provision of loans to farmers at a 
cheaper rate

Source: Authors Compilation

2.7 Impact of small scale business on economic development 
SMEs dominate the private sector landscape in market driven economies. Small 
scale business typically account for 45% or more of all private companies, and 
they are a major source of economic growth, Job creation, innovation, exports, 
and provision of basic goods and services including inputs used by large-scale 
companies. However, despite their large numbers, small-scale business in 
most developing countries, including Nigeria perform dismally with little or 
no impact of the national economy. For instance, small business contribute 
over 50% of GDP in USA compared to about 20% in Brazil and even less in 
some developing countries. 

Lawalet al. (2006) maintained that small business in Nigeria also 
contributed in the following areas; rural transformation, promotion 
of indigenous technology, utilization of local resources, dispersion of 
economic activities, mobilization of savings, revenue generation, and 
contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP). SMEs it also contribute 
to economic development in the following area: economic efficiency(By 
permitting the tapping of idle resources such as labour, capital and raw 
materials); capital formation(Human and materials, by making a significant 
contribution towards the creation of wealth and manpower development 
in the economy);development of entrepreneurs and managers(It serves 
as an incubator for entrepreneur and future managers of industry);capital 
saving (They contribute towards generation of investible funds in the form 
of savings); employment opportunities (It provides employment for no small 
percentage of the working population in any economic);geographical spread 
of development (Due to their nature, many small scale business are spread 
across the country).

In Nigeria, small business investment opportunities are available for 
exploitation in the following areas: Agricultural and agro-allied industry; 
leather industry; paper production; textile and associated industry; metal 
and engineering;wood and wood work among others (Lawal, et al., 2006), 
including the telecommunication sector which has opened up a lot of 
commercial opportunities in the recent times.

Conclusively, we have seen from extant literature that the SME sector as an 
engine of economic progress and prosperity has great prospect for economic 
development of any nation. 
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3. Methodology
Descriptive survey research design was used in the study. The population of 
the study was made up of individuals who are involved in entrepreneurial 
activities in IjebuImushin Town, Ijebu East LGA of Ogun state. A sample size 
of 384 respondents was determined through the formula for computing the 
sample size of an unknown population, Z2(P)(1-P)/C2. While random sampling 
technique was used to select the participants in the study and the research 
instrument,a closed ended 5-point Likert style questionnairewas administered 
personally in Ijebu-Imushin in Ijebu East LGA, Ogun State.A total of 200 
copies of the questionnaire representing 52.08 per cent of the sample of the 
study were returned and suitable for the data analysis. Statistical Package for 
Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to run Pearson’s correlation coefficient test 
on the hypotheses that were raised in the study.

4. Results and discussion
H01: There is no significant relationship between Small-scale business and 
contribution to economic development.

Small Scale 
Business 

Economic 
Development 

Small Scale Business  Pearson Correlation 1.000 .390*

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 

 N 200 200 

Economic Development Pearson Correlation .390* 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .000 

N 200 200 

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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H02: There is no significant relationship between Government intervention 
into small scale business and economic development in Ijebu-Imushin,Ogun 
State.

Government 
intervention in 
Small Scale 
Business 

Economic 
Development 

Government Intervention 
in Small Scale Businesses 

Pearson Correlation 1.000 .162*

Sig. (2-tailed) .011 

 N 200 200 

Economic Development Pearson Correlation .162* 1.000 

Sig. (2-tailed) .011 

N 200 200 

Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

For hypothesis one, the Pearson correlation coefficient is 0.390, this indicated 
that the correlation between small scale business and economic development 
is statistically significant since the level of significance is lower than 0.05 thus, 
we reject the null hypothesis. This means that the higher the level of small 
scale business activities the higher the impact on the economy.  For the test of 
hypothesis two, Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.162 between government 
intervention and economic development in IjebuImushin is statistically 
significant at 0.11. Thus, we reject the null hypothesis.Therefore, from our 
results we conclude that both variables have positive relationship with each 
other. The findings obtained from the Pearson correlation test conducted on 
the suggested hypotheses of the study affirms that a relationship exist between 
small scale business activities and economic development in IjebuImushin, 
Ijebu East LGA of Ogun state. 

5. Conclusion and recommendations
From the findings of this study which revealed a positive relationship between 
small scale business activities and entrepreneurship, we conclude that small 
scale businesses are very important to economic development because they 
facilitated the mobilization and utilisation of local resources in the production 
process and encourage partnerships that promote economic development., 
but in Nigeria, small scale businesses conduct their activities under a number 
of constraints such as lack of finance, lack of technical know-how, lack of 
managerial ability, and inadequate linkage with the organized business sector 
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which continue to weaken their operations and ability to contribute massively 
to the growth of the Nigerian economy. Therefore it is recommended the 
government should encourage entrepreneurship in small scale business by 
creating an enabling business environment for business operations. Also, 
unemployed persons and youths should be availed with relevant training to 
acquire the necessary skills and provided with micro-credit facilities to make 
them self-employed. The following strategies are recommended:
• Procurement, supply and distribution of materials 
• Creation of favorable market conditions. 
• Set up some relevant institutions and organizations to foster SMEs 

development. 
• Government should formulate such financial policies that would encourage 

the banks as well as insurance companies to form ventures that are dedicated 
to SMEs growth through financial guidance and effective funding and fund 
management.
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ABSTRACT

Despite the evidences that human resource development has received 
a great deal of attention, not only from the researchers but also from the 
business world as a result of its usefulness, nevertheless, the results found 
in the literature are contradictory. This study therefore, examined the effect 
of human resource development on the performance of an organization 
with specific focus on banking sector in Lagos State, Nigeria. Structured 
questionnaire was used to collect data from 250 respondents out of more than 
12, 300 permanent staff of First Bank Plc through random sampling method. 
Multiple regression analysis was used to analyze the data collected in order 
to examine the effect of independent variable, human resource development 
activities (on-the-job training, formal education, participation in seminars, 
conferences and workshops, participation in trade fairs and exhibitions) 
on dependent variable, organizational performance (profitability). The 
result of the study showed that human resource development activities have 
positive effect on organizational performance. Based on this, it is concluded 
that the predictor variables namely (on-the-job training, formal education, 
participation in seminars, conferences and workshops, participation in trade 
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fairs and exhibitions) are jointly 53.3 percent variance of organizational 
performance. In line with this conclusion, the study therefore, recommends 
that management should encourage its employees to improve on their 
career through training, seminars, workshops, conferences, trade fairs 
and exhibitions in Nigeria and beyond. The organizational management 
should also ensure that human resource development is given high priority 
with better investment in order to ensure good profitability from the 
organizational operations.

Key Words: Human Resources, performance, training, development

Introduction
In view of organizational growth in the knowledge based economy, human 
resource development practices become very germane. In organizations today, 
either small, medium or big, human resource development remains a salient 
aspect of research interest considering the fact that the development of human 
resources leads to better opportunities to achieve efficiency in organizational 
operations. Well developed human resources serve as an important vehicle in 
achieving the objectives of the organizations and a better hedge to understand 
this turbulent economy in the world, market, competitors, macro policies as 
well as other related areas.

Gyang (2011) opines that the global attention has nowadays, been focused 
on the importance of human resource development as a way out of the 
problems related with economic growth of nations. In fact, the researcher 
claims that the growth of tangible capital stock of a country depends to a 
reasonable level, on human resource development. The researcher further 
affirms that without better investment in the development of human resources 
regarding the increase in knowledge, skills and the capabilities of people in 
a nation, the chance of economic growth of that nation might be slow and 
infinitesimal. Today, it can be deduced from the foregoing that human 
resource development has therefore been recognized as one of the crucial 
factors determining economic growth.

The study by Muktar (2005) reveals that human resource is the most 
important component of an organization as the study further shows that men 
and women who are working in an organization are the human resources. 
Their uniqueness stems from the fact that these men and women constitute 
the active agents that combine other productive resources of the organization 
in order to achieve its goals. For organization to achieve its set goals, it must, 
as a matter of fact, have competent employees who can carry out the assigned 
tasks. Consequently, organization must engage in continuous human resource 
development as its activity which is concerned with improving the performance 
of employees in the organization. 
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Statement of Problem
Despite the evidence that human resource development has received a 
great deal of attention, not only from the researchers but also from the 
business world as a result of its usefulness, nevertheless, the results found 
in the literature are contradictory. However, general consensus establishes 
that there exists a relationship between investment in human resource 
development and organizational performance. Furthermore, some studies 
have provided evidences of positive and sizeable returns on human resource 
development investment while others have documented negative evidences. 
In this regard, studies such as Yusuf (2010) and Gberevbie (2012) focused on 
human resource development as a correlate of performance in an organization 
and particularly the study by Yusuf (2010) asserted that investment on human 
resource development has a significant positive impact on the book value 
per share while the study by Nzuve & Bundi (2012) found a very low positive 
correlation of 0.102 between turnover growth and investment on human 
resource development. Hence, this inconsistency in the existing empirical 
evidences makes this study useful from the perspective of Nigerian banking 
sector.

Research Objectives
The main objective of this study is to examine the effect of human resource 
development on the performance of an organization in the banking sector of 
Nigerian economy while the specific objectives are to:
i) evaluate the effect of on-the-job training on the performance of the First 

Bank Plc.
ii) examine the influence of formal education on the performance of the First 

Bank Plc.
iii) know the effect of participation in seminars, conferences and workshops 

on the performance of the First Bank Plc.
iv) examine the influence of participation in trade fairs and exhibitions on the 

performance of the First Bank Plc.

Research Questions
The following are the research questions for the study:
i) does on-the-job training have effect on the performance of the First Bank 

Plc?
ii) is there any influence of formal education on the performance of the First 

Bank Plc?
iii) does participation in seminars,  conferences and workshop have effect on 

performance of the First Bank Plc?
iv) does participation in trade fairs and exhibitions have influence on the 

performance of the First Bank Plc?
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Research Hypothesis
H01: There is no significant effect of human resource development on the 
performance of an 
organization.

Literature Review
Ebiringa & Okorafor (2010) opine that training is very germane to human 
resource development as the scholars described training as the vehicle that 
took organizations to their destination within a stipulated record time. 
As a matter of fact, the usefulness of human resource development to the 
growth of present day organizations cannot be overemphasized because for 
any organization to survive this competitive business world, it has to train 
its employees in line with its within and without operational environments. 
Training as Thaker (2008) asserts, is an organized procedure by which people 
learn knowledge and skills for a definite purpose while Zigon (2002) sees 
training as the process whereby an individual behavior is modified to conform 
to a pre-defined and specific pattern. Training is further asserted by Industrial 
Trust Fund (2006) as a process through which skills, talents and knowledge 
of employees are enhanced. In the same vein, Tim & Brinkerhoff (2008) 
reason that human resource development represents the planned opportunity 
provided by training, education directed and planned experiences as well as 
guided growth.

The studies by Ogunleye (2004), Thaker (2008) and Ebiringa & Okorafor 
(2010) revealed that management development was a form of leadership 
training. It is further showed as the training in management technique and 
the development of managerial capabilities of a group of middle and top level 
employees which in often times adopt the lecture method. The studies also 
reason that development is an important aspect of the training programme 
which must be well practiced if the general efficiency of the organizations is 
to be improved by a more competent management. Human capital as Clarke 
& Metalina (2000), Katou (2009), Hove & Tarisai (2013) and Gadi, Tende & 
Barde (2014) asserted, is the process that relates to training, education and 
other professional initiatives in order to increase the levels of knowledge, 
skills, abilities, values and social assets of an employer which will lead to the 
employee’s satisfaction and performance and ultimately, on the organizational 
performance. Furthermore, the studies revealed that human capital is an 
important input for organizations especially for employees’ continuous 
improvement mainly on knowledge, skills, competences and attributes 
embodied in individuals that facilitate the creation of personal, social and 
economic well-being.

Performance as asserted by Fatoki (2011), can be described as the actual 
output or results of an organization as measured against its set goals. 
Furthermore, Nafie (2014) and Umrani (2016) opine that organizational 
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performance is an indicator of the level of achievement that can be achieved 
and reflects thesuccess of the manager. Performance, as the researchers 
further asserted, is the outcome of the behavior of members of theorganization. 
Performance of the organization, from the views of these scholars is the desired 
outcome of the organizational behavior of thepeople in it. 

Nafie (2014) further claimed that the assessment of organizational 
performance can be evaluated from the company’s financial ratios.Profitability 
is a measure of the success of the company’s operations. The company is said 
to have a competitiveadvantage if it has a high rate of profit of the average 
normal rate of profit. This profit level is expressed inseveral ratios such as 
return on assets ratio, return on equity ratio, and the ratio of return on sales. 
For long term periods, the measurement model that focuses on financial 
measures are acceptable.However, the researcher also revealed that there are 
many aspects of business that cannot be evaluated with financial performance. 
Non-financialperformance measurement is important for companies to know 
how far the human aspect, the aspect ofcustomers, and other organizational 
aspects of the work. Financial performance measurement in this study focused 
on profit after tax as the performance index.

Empirical Studies on the Effect of Human Resources Development 
Activities on the Performance of an Organization (A Study of First 
Bank Plc)
In a study conducted by Mufeed & Rafia (2015) on the impact of Human 
Resource Management (HRM) practices on organizational performance in 
Jammu and Kashmir on State Bank of India,out of 80 copies of questionnaire 
distributed, 72 were returned from corporate head office and branches in 
Jammu as well as Kashmir. The data collected were analyzed with the aid of 
Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient Analysis method. The result of the study 
revealed that HRM practices including general climate, selection, OCTAPACE 
culture, job definition, career planning, employee participation, performance 
appraisal system, training and compensation have significant association with 
organizational performance. Again, Opoku & Arthus (2015) examine the impact 
of human resource management practices on the performance of the Ghana 
Postal Services Company. Primary data were collected from management and 
company’s clients. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data. The 
result revealed that human resource management practices have a significant 
effect on organizational performance.

Another study by Sowunmi, Eleyowo, Salako & Oketokun (2015) on human 
resource development as a correlate of performance of the banking industry 
in Ogun State, Nigeria used both secondary and primary data. Out of 120 
copies of structured questionnaire distributed, 108 were returned and the data 
collected were analyzed using descriptive, simple regression and chi-square 
analysis to achieve the objectives of the study. The result of the study showed 
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that expenditure on human resources development has a positive relationship 
on the performance of commercial banks in the study area. A study byAbduli 
(2013) on the effective human resource management in small and medium 
enterprises in the Republic of Macedonia indicated that the result of the 
study revealed that there was a positive correlation between human resource 
management and effectiveness in the enterprise. 

Considering a study carried out by Abdukadir (2012) which investigated the 
impact of strategic HRM practices on organizational performance of insurance 
companies in Nigeria in addition to examining whether the effectiveness of 
strategic HRM practices on organizational performance was contingent on 
organizations’ work place climate. A multi-respondent survey of 18 insurance 
companies was used and the collected data were analyzed using regression 
and correlation analyses as well as descriptive statistics. The result showed 
that strategic HRM alignment, line management training, career planning 
system and job definition were key strategic human resource practices that 
influenced organizational performance in the Nigerian insurance industry. In 
another study by Ebiringa& Okorafor (2010) on the effects of human capital 
development on the performance of small and medium scale enterprises in the 
South Eastern Region of Nigeria, a total of 49 respondents were drawn and 
structured questionnaire used to collect data which were analyzed using the 
multiple regression analysis. The study found that human capital development 
lead to significant improvements in the performance of enterprises.

Model Specification
Mathematically, the model for this study is expressed as follows:
Model: Pi= Fi(X1i, X2i, X3i, X4i)
Pi = β0i + β1iX1i + β2iX2i + β3iX3i + β4iX4i+ µi

Where:
Pi = Performance, X1i = On-the-job training, X2i = formal education, X3i = 
participation in 
seminars, conferences and workshops, X4i = participation in trade fairs and 
exhibitions,
 β1i - β4i = Regression coefficients, µi = Error term

Methodology
The study adopted a survey research design. All employees in First Bank 
Plc make up the population of this study, which is over 12, 300 workers/
employees. The study also considered only the participants that are permanent 
staff with this bank and this formed the sample frame of the study. The study 
was conducted across departments in Head Office, Lagos State, Nigeria. 
The choice of study areas was purposive and convenient. Self administered 
structured questionnaire served as operational instrument to collect random 
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sampling primary data from 250 respondents. Therefore, the sample size for 
this study is 250. Also, the study used secondary source like records provided 
by the First Bank Plc on its staff. Multiple regression was used with the aid of 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23, for data analysis.

The instruments used in this study were submitted to a panel of experts 
from the University of Ilorin, Ilorin, Kwara State for validation. The panel 
carried out a content analysis of each of the questionnaire and eliminated items 
found to be irrelevant to the research problem. After necessary modifications, 
the panel of experts recommended the use of the instruments for the study. 
The scales were further subjected to further item analysis so as to determine 
their psychometric soundness. The questionnaire was measured and the 
responses were rated on the Likert-scale format with answers ranging from 
1-5 (1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree) with each dimension having 4 
questions. The study reported Cronbach reliability alpha of level of on-the-job 
training (.76), level of formal education (.73), level of participation in seminars 
or conferences and workshop (.74) level of participation in trade fairs and 
exhibitions (.71).

Result and Discussion
Table 1: Model Summary

Model      R     R Square Adjusted R Square Std Error of the Estimate

1        .726a      .533     .530 3.247

a. Predictors : level of on-the-job training, level of formal education, level of participation in 
seminars, conferences and workshops, level of participation in trade fairs and exhibitions.

Table 1 reveals the summary statistics of the analysis of the human resource 
development variables on organizational performance. The coefficient of 
correlation (R=0.726), coefficient of determination (R2=0.533), and the 
standard error estimate of 3.247. This indicates that 53.3% of the sampled 
organizational performance can be associated with the level of on-the-
job training, level of formal education, level of participation in seminars, 
conferences and workshops. The indication can also be associated with the 
level of participation in trade fairs and exhibitions as strategies of human 
resources development for organizational employees. This finding conforms 
to the findings of the study carried out by Opoku & Arthus (2015).
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Table 2: ANOVAa

Model Sum of Square      df Mean Square       F    Sig.

      Regression
1    Residual
      Total

2785.243
1694.321
4479.564

    4
 248
 249

2785.243
      7.531  210.625

    .000a

a. Dependent Variable: Organizational Performance
b. Predictors: (Constant),Level of on-the-job training, level of formal education, level of 
participation in seminars, conferences and workshops, level of participation in trade fairs 
and exhibitions.

From table 2, it is shown that jointly all the independent variables contributed 
significantly on the regression plane.

Table 3: Coefficients a

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

        T   Sig.

        B Std 
Error

     Beta

(Constant)
Level of on-the-job training.
Level of formal education.
1 Level of participation in seminars, 
conferences and workshops.
Level of participation in trade fairs 
and exhibitions.

43.185
  1.732
  1.589

    .835

    .794

2.132
  .583
  .493

  .378

  .321

   .872
   .682

   .531

   .473

21.331
17.201
15.354

11.420

11.109

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

a. Dependent Variable: Organizational Performance

Table 3 shows that organizational performance is equal to 1.732 level of on-
the-job training + 1.589 level of formal education + 0.835 level of participation 
in seminars, conferences and workshops + 0.794 level of participation in 
trade fairs and exhibitions. This shows that level of on-the-job training, 
level of formal education, level of participation in seminars, conferences and 
workshops, level of participation in trade fairs and exhibitions individually and 
independently contributed significantly to the performance of organizations in 
the banking sector. The result of this study is in line with Ebieringa& Okorafor 
(2010) that human capital development leads to significant improvements in 
the performance of enterprises.

Conclusion
The conclusion made from the findings of this study is that human resource 
development activities such as on-the-job training, formal education, 
participation in seminars, conferences and workshops, participation in trade 
fairs and exhibitions that can enhance the skills, knowledge and competences of 
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organizational employees have significant positive effect on the organization’s 
performance. As a matter of fact, this study concluded the organization’s 
employees that key into these human resource development activities through 
the improvement of their current knowledge, skills and their competences 
will positively enhance their performance and consequently, enhance the 
organizational capacity for growth and its performance.

Recommendations 
In line with these conclusions, management should encourage its employees to 
improve on their career through training, seminars, workshops, conferences, 
trade fairs and exhibitions in Nigeria and beyond. The organizational 
management should also ensure that human resources development is given 
high priority with better investment in order to ensure good profitability from 
the organizational operations.
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ABSTRACT

The study assesses the impact of Human Resource Accounting (HRA) on 
the performance of Nigerian firms (2012 – 2016) with the use of secondary 
data, sourced from ten (10) purposively selected annual report and financial 
summary of oil and gas companies from 2012 to 2016. The study makes use 
of ordinary least square for the analysis of collected data. Findings show 
that both gross staff cost and training and development cost have a positive 
significant impact on the performance of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. 
However, the study revealed that there is no significant relationship between 
health and safety cost and organizational performance.  This study concludes 
that although health and safety cost alone has no significant impact on 
firm performance, generally, human resource accounting has a positive 
significant effect on firms’ performance. This study therefore recommends 
that organization should invest more in the training and development of 
staffs and that there should be a uniformed standard for identification and 
measurements of human capital assets.

Keywords: Human resource accounting, firm performance, training and 
development
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1.0 Introduction
The success of corporate undertakings, in today’s competitive business 
world largely depends on the quality of human resources; therefore it is 
recognized as a vital asset, value creator, and a key source of competitive 
advantage. As a result of the worsening economic activity all over the world 
and the saturation of the job market, human capital is getting more attention 
globally. According to Fajana (2004), qualified and dedicated workers are 
relied upon by companies for optimum performance but their contribution to 
performance is often belittled in a sketchy one-sentence remark stated in the 
board chairman’s statement in most annual reports.This is why the statement 
“our greatest assets are our people” is declared in most companies’ annual 
reports (Enofe, Sunday &Ovie, 2013).

According to Glautier and Underdown (1978) in Agbiogwu, Ihendinihu and 
Azubike (2016), an examination of financial accounting information sees wages 
and salaries as the only direct evidence of people in the accounting process. 
The annual report of many organizations emphasize that their greatest assets 
are the people (i.e. the employees) but are not treated as such in the books 
of account; rather all money spent on human resources in the organization 
is expensed. (Micah, Ofurum & Ihendinhu, 2012; Ijeoma& Aronu, 2013). 
The costs incurred; such as expenses on recruitment, placement, selection, 
training hiring, acquisition, promotion, salaries, wages, bonuses, allowances, 
health care, etc. generates benefits far beyond the current accounting period 
and which in turn leads to employees adding tangible and lasting values to the 
organisation.

The conceptual framework of International Accounting Standard Board 
(IASB) defines an asset as a resource controlled by an entity as a result of 
past event and from which future economic benefits can flow into the entity. 
Since an asset can generate benefits exceeding the current financial year 
then expenses incurred to train and develop employees also qualifies to be 
an asset and should be recognised in the books of accounts as such (Enyi & 
Akindehinde, 2014).Human resource considered as part of organization’s 
assets are not treated as such in the organization’s financial statement and this 
implies that these financial statements are not showing a true reflection of the 
state of affairs in the organization. Such financial statements could rightly be 
said to be misleading since a financial statement is one of the decision making 
tools of its users, it implies that whatever decisions made based on them would 
equally be affected by its false nature (Enyi & Akindehinde, 2014).

The application of knowledge, skill and energies which leads to profitability 
and productivity is achieved by the human resources (HR) possessed by an 
organization hence H.R is one of the most important asset in an organization. 
Organisations make timely, effective and efficient decisions when driven by 
the intellectual capacity of the human capital which in turn ensure survival 
and success in the face of stiff competitions (Enyi and Akindehinde, 2014).
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Micah, Ofurum, and Ihendinihu (2012) define Human Resources (HR) 
“as the energies, skills, talents and knowledge of people which are, or which 
potentially can be applied to the production of goods or rendering useful 
services”. Human Resource Accounting is the measurement process which 
recognizes cost and value of employees in the financial statements of an 
organization, as an intangible asset, so that the true value of the organization 
can be established thereby assisting the various users of the financial 
statements in making their respective decisions (Abubakar, 2009).

1.1 Statement of the Problem
Rapid technological change, increasingly sophisticated customers and the 
importance of innovation has shifted the bases of competition for many 
businesses away from the traditional physical and financial resources 
(Cuganesan, 2006).It is established that human resource is the intellectual 
asset of an organization although it is still struggling for acceptance. Bowers 
(1973), cited in Enofe, Mgbame, Otuya&Ovie, 2013) observed that despite the 
fact that the idea of human resource accounting (HRA) has been a popular 
one for many years; however the concept still lacks general acceptability. The 
acceptance of human resource accounting in the world is retarded since there 
is currently no accounting standard that guides the recognition, measurement 
and disclosure of human resource in the financial statements. According 
to Bokeno (2011) the skills, knowledge and experience of its employees 
determines the success of an organization and this is a direct result of the 
adequacy and capability of the human resource of that particular organization.

The Statement of financial position of some companies reveals that the 
enormous sums spent on the development, training and welfare of employees 
are not treated as investment instead such costs are expensed for the period 
thereby reducing the company profit and value.The major challenge is how to 
evaluate the economic value and worth of the ‘people’ to the organization and 
how the cost measurement is to be ascertained.According to Fajana (2002), 
a well-developed system of human resource accounting could contribute to 
internal decisions by management and external decisions by investors. Rao 
(2000) states that potential investors can easily determine which company 
to invest by examining the strength of human assets utilized. For example, 
information on human resources can help investors decide which company 
to choose for investment if two companies have the same investment decision 
tools e.g. earnings per share. In essence, HR can be a distinguishing decision 
tool because it is the human power that translates other factors to productivity.

Rahaman, Hossain and Akter (2013) proposed that the main obstacle for 
reporting human capital externally is that the information reported could be 
sensitive to the reporting companies and regarded as something that should 
not be shared externally because of the information may give important 
insight to competitors or could lead to a negative interpretation on the part 
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of the various stakeholders. This accounts for why some organisations are 
unwilling to disclose the information on human capital in order to keep the 
competitive edge over competitors and so as not to de-motivate employees 
that might think they were undervalued. 

Only few countries like United States, Mexico, India, Canada and Denmark 
have started implementing HRA since there is yet to be an accounting standard 
recognising the treatment and reporting of human resources in financial 
statements. Still, the concept of HRA is yet to be globally accepted. Also, the 
possibility of measuring employees (humans) in terms of worth, qualification, 
ability, energy and other features is a major constraint in the acceptability of 
the concept.

Another drawback is the fact that it is hard to predict how long an employee 
will stay with an organisation. This makes it difficult to measure and determine 
the value that will be contributed for more than a year.

As reported by Meshack, Paymaster and Lyndon (2013), various scholars 
have proposed different methods of valuing Human Resources, some of which 
are the original cost method by Brumment; the replacement cost method 
by Likert; and the present value method by Flamholtz, Bullen, and Hua but 
none of the methods is yet to be globally accepted. Hopefully, study and 
researches working for the introduction of HRA into books of account and the 
standard setting Bodies in accounting will formulate a standard to address the 
measurement, recognition and disclosure of Human resources.

Many authors and scholars have conducted researches on how humans 
within an organization can be valued and reported in the financial statements 
of companies (Schulz, 1961; Likert, 1967; Bowers, 1973; Flamholz, Bullen& 
Hua, 2002). 

Human resource accounting and reporting is a developing research area in 
Nigeria.According to the research, it is discovered that other researchers have 
examined Human Resource Accounting (HRA) in different sectors focusing 
on different companies but not much work has been done to scrutinize the 
effect HRA has in the Oil and Gas Sector .Okpako, Atube and Olufawoye 
(2014),Edom, Inah and Eyisi, (2015), Enyi and Akindehinde, (2014) amongst 
many Nigerian researchers have examined HRA. This work was conducted to 
fill this gap by examining the impact of HRA on overall performance of some 
selected oil and gas companies in Nigeria.

1.2 Objectives of the Study
Even though there is general assumption that human capital has positive 
effects on performance of companies, this assumption has not been tested. 
The main purpose of this research is to critically examine the impact of human 
resource accounting on the overall performance of oil and gas companies in 
Nigeria. Explicitly, the specific objectives includethe following:

a) to examine the impact of training and development cost on the 
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performance of companies in Nigeria.
b) to evaluate the effect of health and safety cost on the performance of 

companies in Nigeria.
c) to determine the impact of gross staff cost on the performance of 

companies in Nigeria.

1.3 Hypotheses of the Study
H01: Training and development cost has no impact on the performance of 
companies in Nigeria.
H02: There is no significant relationship between health and safety cost and 
organizational performance.  .
H03: Gross staff cost does not impact on the performance of companies in 
Nigeria.

2.0 Literature Review
Ionel, Alina andDumitru (2010) stated that human capital refers to a set of 
knowledge and competence, skills and training, innovation and capabilities, 
attitudes and skills, learning ability and motivation of the people who form 
the organization.

Pandurangarao, Basha and Rajasekhar(2013) state that firms make use 
of both internal and external resources to carry out their activities. In most 
organizations, human resource is one of the important internal resources that 
the management makes use in many organizations. Human capital has been 
considered as the most crucial asset in any organization in today’s competitive 
and global market (Huui, 2012). Company’s stakeholders are concerned 
about the quality of employees employed by the organisations, hence they 
require that appropriate valuation, and recording and fair disclosure of 
human resource information is made in the financial statements. Abubakar 
(2006) as cited by Ezejiofor, John-Akamelu and Iyidiobi (2017) identifies 
that getting the best human brain, achieving the pre-determined objectives 
of the organization, commanding respect in the eyes of stakeholders, gaining 
competitive advantage, becoming the pace setter and market leader are 
some of the reasons why organizations do invest a lot of financial resources 
on their human capital. According to Bassey and Tapang (2012), because 
human resources have been identified as one of the key sources of competitive 
advantage by many firms, many organizations has shifted their attention on 
human resources as having strategic value for organizational development. 

The above implies that the human resources which make up the intellectual 
capital of an organization have a vital role to play in the various management 
decision making process of such organization and for this reason human 
beings are regarded as the most important asset of an organization. The work 
of Cherian and Farouq (2013) explain that HR is one of the biggest assets of an 
organization, however, there is no regulation or standard that state how this is 
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to be disclosed in the financial statement. There are times the value of human 
resource is larger than the value of the tangible assets of an organization but 
there is no provision made by the International Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) for the recording and recognizing of the values of human resource. 
For instance, Shukla andNaghshbandi (2015) cited while firms’ conventional 
accounting method indicates that HR has no effect on the financial aspect of the 
organization, the announcement of Bill Gates retirement from the Microsoft 
Corporation drastically reduced the share price of the company, showing that 
in reality the situation is completely different from what is proposed.

Human Resource as an Asset
Scholars have not always been in complete agreement as to the concise 
meaning of the terminology; Asset. Therefore a brief review is necessary to 
discover what criteria are relevant to the concept of an asset. Based on various 
researches on human resources, it has been accepted that an organizations’ 
employees are measurable assets of the business which must be valued and 
shown as firm’s asset in its statement of financial position. Now the contention 
is “can a human be treated as an asset?” According to scholars and HRA 
experts, the HR valuation is unsuccessful. This is because, they consider that 
treating people as assets is incorrect (Mayo, 2004).

According to Pyle and White, a business asset is an economic resource 
which belongs to the business or of which the business is the owner. For an 
asset to belong to anyone, the legal ownership is necessary. In that sense, the 
business has no ownership right on people working in the business hence 
Human Resource (HR) are not assets. 

However, in accounting sense, the meaning of asset does not strictly 
emphasize ownership. In fact, an asset according to American Accounting 
Association is an expense from which benefits are expected to be derived in the 
future. From this point of view, people working with the organization are assets 
because future benefits are likely to arise from them, though the business do 
not have ownership rights over them. In that sense, HR are business assets. 

Another objection to treat human resource as an asset is that, the value 
of asset can be determined with reasonable accuracy, and the value can be 
verified at the time of audit. In that sense, it is not possible to evaluate the 
value of human being with reasonable accuracy. This is based on the logic that 
other physical assets can be valued. However, this logic is not correct. Even in 
the cases of other physical assets, the valuation is often found to be subjective 
and their value is an estimate only. If the values of physical asset may differ 
from person to person, why should people not be treated as an asset? It is 
therefore established that HR is also a business asset just like other physical 
asset.
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Human Resource Valuation Models
The basic philosophy of the concept of human resource accounting is that 
the human beings working in an enterprise are perhaps the most valuable 
asset and it is the responsibility of the management to acquire, maintain and 
develop the human resource of the organization. This emphasized that human 
resources should be treated like physical assets and as shown in the balance 
sheet.

In the words of Meshack, Paymaster and Lyndon (2013), several scholars 
have proposed different methods of valuing Human Resource, some of which 
are the original cost method by Brumment; the replacement cost method 
by Likert; and the present value method by Flamholtz, Bullen, and Hua. 
None of the methods is yet to be generally accepted, optimistically with all 
the researches advocating for the introduction of HRA into books of account  
Standard setting Bodies in accounting will frame a standard to address the 
measurement and recognition of Human Resources.

Historical Cost Method assumes that human resource costs are current 
sacrifice for obtaining future benefits and can be obviously treated as an asset. 
As per the cost “Cost Principle” of accounting, whatever expenses incurred on 
employees must be treated as their cost and must be capitalized and shown as 
an asset in the statement of financial position. 

In essence, the actual costs of recruiting, selecting, hiring, training, placing 
and developing the employees of an organization are capitalized and amortized 
over the expected useful life of the resource concerned. Also, if any employee 
leaves the job before the estimated period or if he dies, the remaining balance 
of his cost is written off. If an asset has a longer life than estimated, revisions 
are made in the amortization schedule. This model provides information to 
both internal and external users of accounting data because of its objectivity, 
facilitation of comparison of levels of HR investment on a basis consistent 
with accounting treatment of other assets and fairer matching of benefits 
exhaustion with exhaustion with expense in particular time periods. 

However, this model does not allow to properly measure and representation 
of the total cost by a firm’s human resources. Secondly, the most important 
defect is that it does not take into account the aggregate cost of the employee’s 
potential services. Thirdly, it does not recognize changes in asset value 
excluding amortization of acquisition cost, promotion and job related skills.

Replacement Cost Method is similar to estimating cost of replacing 
an existing physical asset like machinery. The method was suggested by 
RensisLikert and developed by Flamholtz (1973). An estimate of cost is made 
of replacing the firm’s existing human resource by similar employee and that 
cost is considered to be the value of human resources. Likert suggested that the 
value should be determined of total human resources on the assumption that a 
similar organization is to be created from scratch. It involves measurement of 
costs to the firm to recruit, hire, train and develop replacement, to the level of 
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proficiency and familiarity with the organization and its operations currently 
experienced with existing employees.

The main drawback in this method is that even in the case of physical 
asset, it is difficult to replace an asset with a completely identical asset due 
to the technological development. In the case of human being, it is even more 
difficult because of different capabilities.

Opportunity Cost Method also known as “Competitive Bidding 
Method” was developed by Hekimian and Jones to overcome the limitations 
of the replacement cost method. This method suggests that the value of an 
employee in his alternative use should be determined and used as the basis 
for estimating the value of human resource employed by the enterprise. One 
of the methods of estimating opportunity cost is that there should be bidding 
for various personnel by divisional managers. Only scarce employees are 
subject to a bid price. The person concerned is allotted to the department, 
which has offered the highest bidding price, which should then be included in 
the investment cost price. The bid price may go up to the capitalized value of 
the extra profit likely to arise due to the ability and competence of the person. 
This would provide optimum allocation of personnel within the firm. It will 
also provide a quantitative base for planning and development of human asset 
of the firm.

The proponents of this approach believe that a bidding process such as 
this is a promising approach towards optimal allocation of personnel and a 
quantitative base for planning, evaluating and developing human assets of 
the firm. However, this method excludes employees of the type which can be 
readily hired from outside, thus it excludes such employees with no special 
skill as it seems to be concerned with only those persons who are having 
special skills. Also, this method is useful for valuation of human resource 
where alternative uses are available. However, due to complications of 
modern business, the alternative uses in the organization are difficult to be 
identified and so, the valuation on the basis of opportunity cost is not possible. 
Lastly, the valuation based on opportunity cost is inaccurate and misleading. 
A person may be expert in one department and may be very valuable to that 
department but he may be of no use to other departments. Thus his value 
may be very high for one department, but very low in another department. 
In summary, the opportunity cost is artificial and cannot be regarded as an 
effective proposition.

Present value Method also known as Economic Value Method is based 
on present value of employees’ future earnings. The base is not the average 
earnings of the group of employees but it is the value to the firm from his 
employment. An individual value to an organization may be defined as the 
present worth of the set of future services he is expected to provide during 
the period he is expected to remain with the organization. Here, three 
things are important: one, what would be contribution of an employee to 
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the firm. Second, what should be rate of discount at which present value is 
to be determined? Third, what would be the period for which he is expected 
to remain in the service with the organization? Thus the approach involves 
complicated calculations and involves a number of assumptions to be made.

3.0 Methodology
This study depends mainly on secondary data, which was obtained from the 
ten (10) purposively selected profitable firms on the Nigerian Stock Exchange. 
Their annual reports and financial summary from2012 to 2016 were used. The 
selected firms are Total Nigeria Plc, Forte Oil Plc, Oando Plc, MRS Oil Nigeria 
Plc, Mobil Oil Nigeria Plc, Conoil Plc, Capital Oil Plc, Eterna Plc, Japaul Oil & 
Maritime Service Plc and Seplat Petroleum Development Company Plc.

There are many listed companies in Nigeria but only ten (10) companies 
in this sector were randomly selected for the research. This study is limited to 
the oil and gas sector because it is a zone of interest for the researcher and not 
many HRA studies have been conducted in that area.
The linear regression models used for the study are in line with the hypotheses 
earlier formulated for the research. To examine the impact of HRA variables 
on Organizational performance, the following model was developed:

Y = f (X1) (1)      (i)
Y = b0 + b1X1 (2)     (ii)
PRF = β0 + β1 HRC + e    (iii)

Where
PRF = Firm Performance (Return on Assets, Earnings per share, Net 
Profit)
HRC = Human Resource costs (Training and Development cost, 
Health and Safety Cost, Gross staff Cost)
β0, β1 = Parameter of the Estimate
e = error term
β0, β1 > 0

Because the computational procedure is fairly simple and the data 
requirement are not too concessive, the parameter estimate obtained by the 
ordinary least square (OLS) method is adopted for this study.

4.1Test of Hypothesis
H01: There is no significant relationship between training and development 
costs and the performance of Nigerian companies
Apriori expectation: ROA = β0 + β1 TDC + e1………………………..eqn (iv)

From the result in Table 1, training and development cost have positive 
and significant relationship with the return on assets (ROA) of oil and gas 
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companies in Nigeria at 10% significant level. The results of the estimator 
also give consistent results that it is significant at 10% level (0.087<0.10). The 
adjusted R2 is satisfactory 0.591 which indicates that more than 59% of the 
variations in the ROA have been explained by the variation in training and 
development cost. Thus the apriori expectation should be accepted and the 
null hypothesis rejected.  This conforms to the findings of Edom, Inah and Eyisi 
(2015) that agrees that there is a positive relationship between the indicators 
of human resource cost (training cost, development cost and number of staff) 
and the performance of the organization.

Table 1 Estimation results for ROA for the 
period 2012 – 2016

Model R R 
Square

Adjusted 
R Square

Std. Error of the 
Estimate

1 .201a .650 .591 .10242

a. Predictors: (Constant), Logarithm of Training and Development Cost

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients

T Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) -.403 .339 -1.188 .045

Logarithm of 
Training and 
Development 
Cost

.047 .044 .201 1.086 .087

a. Dependent Variable: Return on Assets

Hypothesis II
H02: There is no significant relationship between employees’ health and 
safety cost and the performance of Nigerian companies
Apriori expectation: EPS = β0 + β1 HSC + e1…………………………………..eqn (v)

From the result in Table 2, medical, health, safety & environment cost 
have positive insignificant relationship with the earnings per share (EPS) 
of oil and gas companies in Nigeria at 10% level of significance. The results 
of the estimator also give consistent results that it is insignificant at 16% 
(0.161>0.10). The adjusted R2 also support this findings with just .036 which 
indicates that only about 4% of the variations in the EPS have been explained 
by the variation in medical, health, safety & environment cost.

This result implies that medical, health, safety & environment cost has no 
significant impact on earnings per share (EPS), thus the a priori expectation 
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should be rejected and the null hypothesis accepted that medical, health, 
safety & environment cost does not have any significant impact on EPS.

Table 2 Estimation results for EPS for the period 
2012 – 2016
Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 .263a .069 .036 1.46139

a. Predictors: (Constant), Earning per Share

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients

T Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 7.299 .297 24.606 .056

Earnings 
per Share

.000 .000 .263 1.441 .161

a. Dependent Variable: Logarithm of Medical, Health, Safety & Environment Cost

Hypothesis III
H

03
: There is no significant relationship between gross staff cost and the 

performance of companies in Nigeria.
Apriori expectation: NP = β0 + β1 GSC + e1…………………………………..eqn (i)

From the result in Table 3, gross staff cost have positive and significant 
relationship with the net profit of oil and gas companies in Nigeria at 10% 
significant level. The results of the estimator also give consistent results that it 
is significant at 10% level (0.044<0.10). The adjusted R2 is satisfactory 0.684 
which indicates that more than 68% of the variations in the net profit have 
been explained by the variation in gross staff cost.

This result implies that gross staff cost has significant effect on net profit 
of oil and gas companies in Nigeria, thus the apriori expectation should be 
accepted and the null hypothesis rejected. The study carried out by Ezejiofor, 
John-Akamelu and Iyidiobi (2017) also revealed that increase in staff salary 
has positive effect on organizational profitability.
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Table 3: Estimation results for Net Profit for the period 
2012 – 2016
Model R R Square Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of the 
Estimate

1 .219a .712 .684 37.66695

a. Predictors: (Constant), Net Profit

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized 
Coefficients

T Sig.

B Std. Error Beta

1 (Constant) 2453997043.996 523211633.235 4.690 .000

Net Profit -.006 .005 -.219 -1.190 .044

a. Dependent Variable: Gross Staff Cost

Summary of findings
This study mainly examined how human resource accounting impact the 
performance of oil and gas companies quoted on the Nigerian Stock Exchange. 
The first objective examines the impact of training and development cost on 
the performance of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The findings shows that 
training and development cost has a significant impact on the performance of 
oil and gas companies in Nigeria. This is in line with the previous findings of 
Khan, Khanand Khan (2011) which investigates the impact of investment in 
human resource training and development on performance and found that 
there is positive significant relationship between the two variables. 

For the second objective, the effect of health and safety cost on the 
performance of oil and Gas Companies in Nigeria was evaluated. The results 
revealed that there is no significant relationship between health and safety 
cost of employees and organizational performance. Although Lamm, Massey 
and Perry (2006) concludes that there are compelling evidence that providing 
a healthy and safe working environment has the potential to increase labor 
productivity, this may not necessarily result in increased profitability as only 
4% of variation in performance is explained by health and safety cost.

The third objective examines the impact of gross staff cost on the 
performance of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. The study revealed that 
gross staff cost has a positive significant on the net profit of an organization. 
This is in line with Enofe, Mgbame, Otuya and Ovie (2013) that connotes 
that a progressive relationship exists between the financial performance of a 
company and its level of Human Resource Accounting.

5.0 Conclusion and Recommendations
Following the recent rapid development in the business environment around 
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the globe, organizations are now increasingly looking at intellectual capital 
and by extension human resource as a unique asset to reckon with.

This study was carried out to examine the impact of human resource 
accounting on the performance of oil and gas companies in Nigeria. An 
overall test was carried out to observe if all independent variable training 
and development cost, health and safety cost and gross staff cost) has a 
significant effect on the dependent variable (performance).This study shows 
that spending more on training and development of staff, salaries and other 
staff cost will motivate the employees to give their best to the organization 
and hence the profitability and overall performance of the organization is 
improved. It however reveals that medical, health and safety cost alone does 
not have any significant effect on firm performance. In line with this, it is 
therefore concluded that, organizational performance is dependent upon 
human resource accounting with the exception of employees’ health and 
safety cost. 

In line with the findings of this study, the following recommendations are 
made: 
•	 Organization should invest more in the training and development of staffs 

and also ensure that there is good staff retention and low rate of labor 
turnover so as to avert wastage of knowledgeable investment.

•	 The relevant accounting bodies should ensure that there is a regulation 
guiding the process for human resource reporting in banks and other 
sectors.

•	 There should be a uniformed standard for identification and measurements 
of human capital assets.
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ABSTRACT

In the recent times, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has received 
tremendous attention across the globe. This interest has continued to grow in 
momentum, as more stakeholders are beginning to key into the importance 
of CSR. Although, there are two prominent schools of thought regarding CSR, 
one is totally against CSR while the other is totally in support of CSR. The 
predominant perception among shareholders is that CSR does not enhance 
business profit. Therefore, objective of this paper was to find out the benefits 
of CSR to those businesses that are socially responsible vis-à-vis its economic 
implications on business performance in developing nations. The study 
adopted a descriptive methodology. Extant literature was reviewed, while 
primary data were collected from a census sample of 50 adult visitors at the 
Ndubuisi Kanu Park, Oregun within Ikeja Metropolis of Lagos State, Nigeria. 
The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), with Spearman’s 
correlation, statistical tool was used to test the hypotheses formulated for the 
study. The results obtained indicated that a weak negative correlation existed 
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between CSR and business performance. Furthermore, a weak negative 
correlation existed between ethical responsibility and customer satisfaction 
while economic responsibility and business profitability had weak positive 
correlation. The paper concluded that although corporate organizations 
in Nigeria were involved in CSR, yet CSR perception is still very low in 
the country. It was therefore, recommended that more awareness on CSR 
needed to be propagated both individually and collaboratively by corporate 
organizations involved in CSR in Nigeria to create the appropriate response 
from the public.

Keywords: Business performance, CSR, developing nations, Nigeria 

Introduction
Globalisation is increasingly opening up the world economy by creating 
stimulating integration of foreign and domestic markets (Novak, Sparl, 
& Azman, 2015). As a result of this, business organisations are positioning 
themselves in line with the necessities of societal marketing concept which 
has led to rising interests in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activities 
among leading corporations for brand awareness in the major markets around 
the world (Shyam, 2014). In the past, only few companies understood the 
need to align their business activities with the promotion of environmental 
sustainability and societal welfare, but today, CSR is now seen as an opportunity 
for long term firm sustainability (Sroka & Szanto, 2018).CSR provides the 
opportunity for business organisations to meet their goals and objectives 
while contributing to the welfare and development of the society because the 
value chain of every business and its environment are interdependent and 
interrelated (Okwemba, Chitiavi, Egessa, Douglas, & Musiega, 2014).

In the developed nations, discussions on CSR are now centered on 
environmental sustainability. This development has led to the introduction of 
CSR disclosure as a policy framework in a number of countries including South 
Africa and Australia with a number of other countries adopting compulsory 
sustainability reporting by business organisations (Chek, Mohamad, Yunus, 
& Norwani, 2013). 

Developing nations are beginning to pick more interest in CSR. Emezi 
(2014) stated that CSR had become a burning issue among all businesses 
operating in Nigeria because stakeholders were then more conscious of the 
obligation of businesses to be responsible to the society. Stakeholders are 
no longer only interested in the figures that are reported by firms but also 
interrogate the company’s contribution towards the welfare and development 
of the society (Chek, et al., 2013).

There has been this argument that CSR does not enhance the bottom 
line of businesses. The objective of this paper is to find out the benefits of 
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CSR to those businesses that are socially responsible vis-à-vis their economic 
implications on business performance with regards to business profitability 
and customer satisfaction in developing nations. Research in the field of CSR 
has continued to increase but to the best of the knowledge of the researchers, 
the majority of these studies focused on the developed nations with, a few 
on the developing nations. This present study attempts to close the gap by 
contributing to the body of CSR research in the developing nations of which 
Nigeria is one.

 Following this introduction, the rest of the paper is structured as follows, 
in section two extant literature is reviewed, in section 3 the methodology is 
presented, in section 4 the field data is analysed and discussed while in section 
5 the conclusion and recommendation are presented.

Literature review
Conceptual framework
Fig. 2.1 Conceptual model

Corporate Social           Business
  Responsibility        Performance

       Ethical            Business                 
              Responsibility         Profitability

Source: Author’s construct

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Although in economic terms, corporate organizations pursue three main 
objectives, which are:  profitability, growth, and service (Emezi, 2014). But 
from a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) perspective, the triple bottom-
line (people, planet, and profit) is projected for business organisations. CSR 
is not a new concept, with its origin traceable to the work of Bowen in 1953 

Economic 
Responsibility

Customer 
Satisfaction
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(Jhawar & Gupta, 2017). It has been in the public spheres since the 1950s 
and has since continued to gain traction (Low, 2016; Nasieku, Togun, & 
Olubunmi, 2014). This position has been affirmed by Carroll and Shabana 
(2010) who stated that CSR has continued to gain wide attention and has been 
the subject of public discourse within the past years starting from the 1960’s. 
Among scholars, researchers, and professionals, CSR as a concept has been 
flooded with definitional pluralism (Grigoris, 2016; Jhawar & Gupta, 2017; 
Karagiorgos, 2010). According to Virvilaite and Daubaraite (2011), previous 
definitions of CSR focused on company actions that were not motivated by 
pecuniary or legally mandated necessities, but in the recent times, CSR 
definitions have economic, social and environmental focus (Jhawar & Gupta, 
2017).

It is also referred to as corporate responsibility, corporate citizenship, 
responsible business and corporate social opportunity (Ismail, 2009), which 
are competing to gain prominence over CSR (Carroll & Shabana, 2010). 
Although CSR is more popular among the competing interests, it appears the 
concept is still developing in terms of nomenclature. Hence some mistake it 
for charity, as noted by Shyam (2016) seeing CSR as an act of philanthropy 
and had led corporate organisations to erroneously limit themselves to one 
off financial grant or projects.Korontzis (2013) is of the view that CSR could 
be internal or external. Chung, Yu, Choi, and Shin (2015) have adduced that 
CSR discussion had basically maintained a focus on management actions. CSR 
reflections, formerly seen as domesticated to the developed nations, are now 
widespread and have assumed a global recognition (Carroll & Shabana, 2010).

Principles of CSR
According to Emezi (2014), there are three basic principles of CSR, they 
are sustainability, accountability, and transparency. Sustainability implies 
that CSR activities and programs should endure the test of time, hence the 
action of organizations presently should permeate the future. Accountability 
implies that the business is under obligation to meet the expectations of all 
its stakeholders and not just the needs and expectation of shareholders, but 
also all claimants to the business. Transparency implies that the organization 
should continuously engage all its stakeholders in terms of its objectives and 
policies such that the stakeholders understand the activities and actions. It is 
about continuing transparency and commitment to the interest of the society 
(Korontzis, 2010).

Carroll (1979, 1991) as cited in Carroll and Shabana (2010) in defining CSR 
identified four societal expectations as the levels of social responsibilities: 
economic, legal, ethical and discretionary/philanthropic levels. 

This study focuses on economic responsibility and ethical responsibility. 
Business organisations are economic units that are created for the purpose 
of providing value added goods and services for the betterment of the society 
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and make profit from their activities. Carroll and Shabana (2010) maintained 
that this is the core responsibility of businesses. Ethical responsibilities are 
expected of the organisations and are seen as they reveal the social contracts 
which exist between business and the society.

Models of CSR
There are a number of models developed to explain the concept of CSR these 
models include, woods model; Carroll’s model among others (Virvilaite& 
Daubaraite, 2011). This present study is based on Carroll’s model. To date, 
Carrolls’ model of CSR remains the most popular and widely accepted. 
Carroll presented a model of CSR that is hierarchical, which comprises of four 
different levels of CSR that organisations could conduct in the course of their 
CSR programs. These levels are: economic responsibility, legal responsibility, 
ethical responsibility, and philanthropic/discreationary responsibility 
(Virvilaite &Daubaraite, 2011). In the words of Carroll, economic responsibility 
is the most basic and it is pursued by most organizations. Legal responsibility 
enjoys widespread attention because businesses do not wish to come under 
the hammer of the law. Ethical responsibility is given great attention also 
because organisations do not operate in isolation from the society but the 
discretionary responsibilities are only given attention in terms of performance 
by a few organisations since they are not under any form of obligation to do 
them (Shepherd, 2014). 

To measure CSR activities in Nigeria, this present study adopted two 
variables in Carrol’s CSR pyramid. These are economic responsibility and 
ethical responsibility. Economic responsibility entails that a business should 
produce goods and services that are capable of meeting the needs of the society 
to deliver shareholders’ value and business sustainability (Ferrell & Fraedrich, 
1997) as cited in Adda, Azigwe, & Awuni, 2016). Ethical responsibility is 
about the internalized values that are a part of corporate culture which guides 
management decisions concerning social responsibility in line with the 
expectations of the society and its value system (Adda, et al., 2016). Singh and 
Singh (2013) stated that ethical responsibility is about the knowledge of what 
is right and what is wrong and making a choice to align with doing the right 
and acceptable thing as against endorsing the wrong thing. Haron, Ismail, and 
Oda (2015) expressed the view that the competition is in favour of ethically 
responsible businesses.

Theories of CSR
Social exchange theory and Stakeholder theory are beneficial to understand 
CSR. Social exchange theory posits that the society and businesses are 
interrelated and interdependent. (Low, 2016). A stakeholder is defined 
as person or groups that have, or claim ownership, rights or interests in a 
corporation and its activities, past, present or future (Clarkson, 1995, as cited 
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in Ali and Abdelfettah, 2016). Stakeholder management theory as developed 
by Freeman in the early 80’s is a managerial instrument that contemplates an 
organization as a complex, dynamic, interrelated  and interdependent system 
with a wide variety of stakeholders whose interest are to be considered in the 
conduct of an organisations affairs (Loosemore, 2005). The theory provides 
an explanation for CSR initiatives in business organisations. It proposed a 
balance of stakeholder interests as the main determinant of corporate policy 
(Klimczak, 2007). This implies that all stakeholders of the entity including 
the host community must be treated as having equal claim to protection, 
preservation and increase in value which is the major thrust of CSR as a 
performance of programmes that are beneficial to the society. Since the loss 
or gain incurred by the organization is incident upon the stakeholders either 
directly or indirectly (Emezi, 2014).

Having considered the theories of CSR, this study is hinged on stakeholders’ 
theory which implies that businesses are under obligation to stand for their 
stakeholders. Hence, the interests of these claimants must be protected by 
the management in the conduct of the affairs of the business entity as the 
management are seen as responsible to the welfare of the stakeholders of the 
business all of whom are concerned with having their interest fulfilled by the 
organization, hence the delivery of stakeholder value (Emezi, 2014).

Arguments for and against CSR
Carroll and Shabana (2010) are of the view that the arguments against CSR 
were most forcefully articulated by classical economist Milton Friedman 
in the early 1960’s.According to Friedman (1962) as cited in Carroll and 
Shabana (2010), the sole social responsibility of management is to maximize 
shareholders wealth. He held that the free market system should take care of 
the problems of the society and in the event that the free market system isn’t 
capable of doing such, then the onus rests on the government and legislation to 
take care of the society. Five objections to CSR were highlighted, businesses are 
created to make profits, businesses are not created to handle social problems, 
CSR dilutes the primary purpose of business, businesses are so powerful, why 
should they be handed social power also by way of CSR?. CSR invariably will 
make businesses less competitive globally, whereas, the arguments for CSR 
holds that businesses are better in the long run when they do engage in CSR 
activities.Furthermore, Korontzis (2010) stated that Freidman’s argument 
against CSR was from a purely economic point of view. In making a case for 
CSR, Davies (1973) as cited in Korontzis (2010) stated that apart from earning 
financial rewards such as profits, businesses were expected to have the interest 
of the society at heart. Promoters of CSR believe that it provides long term 
self-interest for businesses, favourable government policies, businesses have 
enough resources, and that since other entities have tried and failed to provide 
solutions to the problems of the society, businesses should be allowed to try 
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(Carroll & Shabana, 2010).

Business performance
According to Kaufmann and Olaru (2012, p.2), business performance “gives 
vital information about the state of the company, its success, development 
and future outlook”. This is the ability of the business to do well in terms of 
the indices used to measure corporate performance, in economic terms, some 
of this measures include profitability, Return on Equity (ROE), Return on 
Assets (ROA) (Dzombo, Kilika, & Maingi, 2017) others include, qualitative 
measures such as customer satisfaction, corporate image, customer loyalty, 
and goodwill among others (Chung, et al.,2015; Novak, et al., 2015).Proponent 
of the argument for CSR believe that CSR enhances business performance, 
this is because organizational policies on CSR that positively influences 
its various stakeholders have the potential to increase firm‘s performance 
and sustainability (Motilewa, Worlu, Moses, & Adeniji, 2017).  This study 
measured business performance in terms of business profitability and 
customer satisfaction.

Business profitability
Profitability is measured in financial term using financial measure to evaluate 
the performance of the business some of the most popular financial measures 
of business profitability are the ROE, ROA (Dzombo, et al., 2017).

Customer satisfaction
“Customer satisfaction is a communal outcome of the customer’s perception, 
evaluation, and psychological reaction to consumption experience with 
product or service” (Okwemba, et al.,2014, p.40).Also, Kotler & Armstrong 
(2006) defined customer satisfaction as the extent to which the perceived 
performance of a product or service matches the pre-purchase expectation of 
the buyer.According to Novak, et al. (2015), studies have confirmed the link 
between customer satisfaction and business performance and as such price and 
technology are not enough to push for sales growth in the absence of quality 
products and services. There are many factors and aspects that determine 
customer satisfaction, hence it may mean different things to different 
individuals depending on their expectation and perception of value.“It may 
include such factors as delivery time, price, conformity, professionalism, or it 
is generally just a response to customer’ requests” (Kuronen and Takala, 2013 
as cited in Suchanek & Kralova, 2015, p.1014).

Methodology 
The study adopted descriptive design with a census sample of 50 adult 
visitors at the Ndubuisi Kanu Park, Oregun within Ikeja Metropolis of Lagos 
State, Nigeria. Census sample was adopted because the population size is 
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small (Kothari, 2004). A response rate of 80 per cent was achieved while 
the hypotheses raised in the study were tested using spearman coefficient of 
correlation with Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). The study 
tested the following hypotheses:
H

01
: Corporate Social Responsibility does not enhance business performance 

in Nigeria.  
H

02
: Economic responsibility does not enhance business profitability in 

Nigeria.
H

03
: Ethical responsibility does not improve customer satisfaction.

Results and discussion
H

01
:  Corporate Social Responsibility does not enhance business performance 

in Nigeria.  

Crosstabulation

Count  

Total

SD D U A SA

CSR leads to increase in organisational 
performance

SD 1 1 1 0 1 4

D 2 2 0 0 0 4

U 3 1 0 2 0 6

A 3 8 2 0 0 13

SA 6 4 3 0 0 13

Total 15 16 6 2 1 40

Symmetric Measures

Value Asymp. 
Std. Errora

Approx. Tb Approx. 
Sig.

Interval by Interval Pearson's R -.192 .180 -1.205 .236c

Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman 
Correlation

-.095 .170 -.586 .561c

N of Valid Cases 40

Interpretation of result 
The obtained result from the hypothesis indicated a Spearman correlation 
value of - .095. This implies that a very weak negative relationship exists 
between CSR and business performance in Nigeria. This is because from the 
result, it was found that as CSR decreased, business performance continued to 
increase, but at a very slow rate.
H02: Economic responsibility does not enhance business profitability in 
Nigeria. 
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Crosstabulation

Count  

Total

SD D U

CSR leads to better organisational performance. SD 2 2 0 4

D 3 1 0 4

U 3 2 1 6

A 5 5 3 13

SA 7 6 0 13

Total 20 16 4 40

Symmetric Measures

Value Asymp. 
Std. Errora

Approx. Tb Approx. 
Sig.

Interval by Interval Pearson's R .053 .128 .324 .748c

Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman 
Correlation

.015 .147 .092 .927c

N of Valid Cases 40

Interpretation of result 
The obtained result from the hypothesis tested indicated a Spearman 
correlation value of 0.015. This implies that a weak positive relationship exists 
between economic responsibility and business profitability in Nigeria because 
from the result, it was found that as economic responsibility is increasing, 
business profitability is also increasing, but at a very slow rate.
H

03
: Ethical responsibility does not improve customer satisfaction. 

Crosstabulation

Count  

Total

SD D

CSR  is necessary for improved public 
perception

SD 2 2 4

D 4 0 4

U 6 0 6

A 9 4 13

SA 12 1 13

Total 33 7 40

Symmetric Measures
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Value Asymp. 
Std. Errora

Approx. 
Tb

Approx. 
Sig.

Interval by Interval Pearson's R -.139 .172 -.864 .393c

Ordinal by Ordinal Spearman 
Correlation

-.121 .153 -.754 .456c

N of Valid Cases 40

Interpretation of result 
The obtained result from the hypothesis tested indicated a Spearman 
correlation value of - 0.121 this implies that a very weak negative relationship 
exists between ethical responsibility and customer satisfaction. From 
the result, we found that as ethical responsibility is decreasing, customer 
satisfaction continues to increase, but at a very slow rate.

Discussion
The study found that as weak negative correlation existed between CSR and 
business performance. This result is in agreement with Wood and Jones (2005) 
as cited in Karagiorgos (2010) who found that negative stock returns were 
recorded in eight of the nine studies reviewed after the companies in the study 
made public the information that they were embarking on CSR activities. Also, 
a weak positive correlation was found to exist between economic responsibility 
and business profitability. This is in agreement with the findings of the study 
conducted by Nasieku, et al. (2014) in which it was found that CSR practices 
had positive link with organizational performance. The study also found that a 
weak negative correlation existed between ethical responsibility and customer 
satisfaction.

Conclusion and policy implications
It is therefore concluded that, although corporate organisations in Nigeria are 
involved in CSR, yet CSR perception is still very low in the country. This is 
because majority of the activities of corporate organisations to improve the 
welfare of the society has been viewed as philanthropic gestures without any 
link to CSR.

 It is recommended that more awareness on CSR should be made, both 
individually and collaboratively by corporate organisations involved in CSR in 
Nigeria to elicit the appropriate response from the public, and that government 
regulators in Nigeria should embrace CSR global best practices in regulating 
business activities in the country. 
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ABSTRACT

The Nigerian foreign policy under the Buhari’s Administration, 2015-2019, 
has been subjected to public scrutiny like other spheres of governance under 
the Administration. Having taken a critical look at the Administration’s 
foreign policy forays, some critics have come to the conclusion that the 
Buhari’s foreign policy during his first term as a democratic leader was not 
only colorless, but also lacked in substance. Using secondary sources of data, 
the study investigated this and discovered that the Buhari’s Administration 
indeed recorded some successes which included the promotion of Nigeria’s 
economic interests; improved security and protection of the territorial 
integrity of the country. It was however, further discovered that the country’s 
foreign policy was not vibrant enough, a development that is attributable 
to the downturn in the country’s economy, insecurity and the personality 
traits of President Muhammadu Buhari. The study therefore concluded 
and recommended that, for the country to be a vibrant international 
player, its political leaders must intensify the efforts to rebuild the country’s 
economy through diversification; project its image on the global stage; play 
leadership roles where necessary especially in West Africa and Africa and 
fight corruption.
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Introduction
In almost all the developing countries of the world particularly those of Africa, 
the matter of foreign policy is hardly an issue in focus during electioneering. 
Thus, it was not surprising that foreign policy matters with all their implications 
for domestic economy, security and other spheres of life, were not at the heart 
of President Muhammadu Buhari’s promises to the Nigerian electorate during 
the campaign for the 2015 general elections which brought him to power. 
Indeed, the public in the developing countries nay Nigeria, scarcely pay 
attention to foreign policy issues for three major observable reasons. One, the 
level of illiteracy is still high, thus the ability of the masses to follow foreign 
events and what their governments make of them is still at low ebb (Appleton, 
1968:10). Two, some foreign policy issues are complex and technical and can 
hardly be comprehended by uneducated and inattentive mass of the people 
(Bailey Cited in Goldwin and Pearce, 1970:239). Three, the people are much 
more interested in domestic issues which border on their daily living such as 
food, security, provision of potable water, electricity supply, housing facility 
and social infrastructures. Thus, before, during and after general elections, 
the electorate are much more concerned with how a party can accomplish 
these deliverables rather than with foreign policy issues which to them, appear 
abstract, complex, technical and very remote. In other words, except a foreign 
policy matter touches on any of the aforementioned spheres of life, the mass of 
the people only pay scant attention to foreign policy matters. 

Today, however, apart from maintenance of law and order, regulation of 
the economy; protection of the country against external aggression, foreign 
policy matters such as promotion of external trade and conduct of foreign 
relations or diplomatic relations, have been universally recognized as part 
and parcel of the functions of government (Adebisi, 2019:67). It is against 
this backdrop that this paper seeks to establish the successes and challenges 
of the Muhammadu Buhari’s foreign policy in spite of the fact that foreign 
policy matters did not directly occupy the centre-stage or feature prominently 
during his campaign for the 2015 General elections in Nigeria. To achieve 
this, the paper has been organized into six parts including this introduction. 
The introduction is followed by an explanation of the concepts of foreign 
policy, diplomacy and international relations. The third aspect focuses on 
the framework for assessing Buhari’s foreign policy while the fourth part 
highlights and discusses the successes the Administration of Buhari recorded 
in its foreign policy between May 29, 2015-May 29, 2019,  his first term as a 
democratically elected leader. It is in the fifth part that the challenges to the 
Administration’s foreign policy are examined. The final aspect of the paper is 
the conclusion and recommendation.

Conceptual Discourse 
Although this work focuses essentially on the analysis of Nigerian foreign policy, 
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it is indeed not  out of place to dwell at this juncture on the discourse of the  
concept of foreign policy and its two other allied concepts namely, diplomacy 
and  international relations, both of which run through the formulation and 
execution of the foreign policy of a nation-state. 

Foreign Policy 
Different scholars have proffered different definitions of the concept of foreign 
policy. According to Goldstein and Pevehouse (2010:103) foreign policies are 
the strategies governments use to guide their actions in the international 
arena. Foreign policies they expatiated further, spell out the objectives state 
leaders have decided to pursue in a given relationship or situation. This is why 
of course, Spiegel et al (2009:576) equally see it as the focus of a state partly 
on the goals it sets to achieve in the international system. To Childs (1948:64) 
the foreign policy of a state is the substance of foreign relations. According 
to Adeniran (1983:207) foreign policy is a goal of a state being pursed in 
her interest in international interactions. It, to him, determines the nature 
and pattern of interaction of a state in the international system. In another 
definition, Legy and Morrison (Cited in Ojo and Sesay (1988:76) define it as 
a set of explicit objectives with regard to the world beyond the borders of a 
given social unit and a set of strategies and tactics designed to achieve  the 
objects. This is why Spiegel et al (2009:576) again see foreign policy as partly 
focusing on the structures and methods a state has put in place to attain its 
preconceived goals and objectives on the international platform.  According to 
Pym (Cited in Aluko, 1981:23) foreign policy of a state is the projection abroad 
the domestic policy of a state. Thus, it is correct to see Buhari’s projection of 
security, economy and anti-corruption (domestic policies) as part of Nigeria’s 
policy. 

In sum, foreign policy is in this context envisioned as all externally directed  
policies , statements, actions and even inactions of a state towards other actors 
in the international system.

Diplomacy
If foreign policy borders essentially on the objectives a state seeks to pursue on 
the world stage, diplomacy proper according to Perkins and Palmer (2007:84-
85) is the process by which policy is carried out. Explicating further, they 
lucidly submitted that, it is the purpose of diplomacy to provide the machinery 
and the personnel by which foreign policy is executed. Corroborating this 
assertion, Adeniran (1983:197) equally wrote: the objective of diplomacy is 
to conduct “business” and achieve the external goals of a particular state in 
given context. It is a goal directed process usually designed to ensure the 
achievement of specific objectives that are set out as policies by the country 
involved in diplomatic relations with others. Irrespective of their differences 
therefore, diplomacy and foreign policy are essentially crafted to promote the 
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national interest of a nation-state. 

International Relations
International relations in general terms is the web of the interactions between 
and among states. According to Mclean and McMillan (2003:270) international 
relations refers to the…interaction between and among states and more 
broadly the workings of the international system. Going by this definition, it 
is apparent that, foreign policy determines international relations (Adeniran, 
1983). To Perkins and Palmer (2007: xiv), international relations is a term 
properly embracing the totality of the relations among peoples and groups in 
the world society. Adeniran (1983) put this definition in proper perspective 
when he graphically wrote: “international relations focuses upon the political, 
economic and other interactions among international actors (operating across 
national boundaries) and the inter-state system” 

From the foregoing discourse, there is no gain saying the fact that, the three 
concepts are interwoven. If foreign   policy is about a state’s goals and objectives 
in the international arena; if diplomacy is the machinery for accomplishing 
those goals and objectives, and if foreign policy determines international 
relations, it is then correct to submit that, in analyzing or evaluating the foreign 
policy of a state, the task should not gloss over the state’s diplomatic forays 
and also the web of its interactions with other states on the world stage. It is in 
cognizance of this fundamental fact, that this paper not only brings to the fore 
the Buhari’s foreign policy objectives, but equally x-rays the Administration’s 
diplomatic forays and also its social, economic, cultural and political relations 
with state and non-state actors  on the world plank.

Framework of Assessing Buhari’s Foreign Policy
Three essential instruments can be combined as framework for assessing 
Buhari’s foreign policy. They are the 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic 
of Nigeria; the All Progressive Congress (APC) Constitution (the constitution 
of the party President Buhari belongs to) and the tripod campaign watchword 
of President Buhari namely, security, economy and anti-corruption war (The 
Nation, June 3, 2018:19). Indeed, the traces of all these can be seen in the 
externally directed actions of Buhari’s Administration. To be sure, we now 
throw more light on each of these three instruments. 

The aspect of the 1999 constitution which is germane to the assessment 
of Buhari’s foreign policy is the provision on Fundamental Objectives and 
Directive Principles of State Policy which prescribes policy guide for every 
Nigerian government in different spheres of life including foreign policy. 
According to Section (19) of the 1999 constitution, the foreign policy objectives 
crafted for every Nigerian government are: 
a. Promotion and protection of the national interest;
b. Promotion of African integration and support for African unity; 
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c. Promotion of international co-operation for the consolidation of 
universal peace and mutual respect among all nations and elimination of 
discrimination in all its manifestations.

d. Respect for international law and treaty objectives as well as the seeking of 
settlement of international disputes by negotiation, mediation, conciliation, 
arbitration and adjudication and 

e. Promotion of a just world economic order (The Constitution of the Federal 
Republic of Nigeria). 
Two fundamental points need to be made at this juncture on these 

objectives. One, as fundamental Objectives and Directive Principles of State 
Policy, they are non-justiciable. This implies that if a government fails to 
pursue these objectives it cannot be legally challenged for not doing so. Two, in 
interpreting and carrying out these objectives, the world views and personality 
of whoever is the president will weigh in considerably. 

The second instrument is the provision in the constitution of the APC 
on foreign policy objectives. According to Article 7(XIV), of the party’s 
constitution, the following are set as the foreign policy objectives of the party: 
To pursue a dynamic foreign policy aimed at:
a. Friendly and reciprocal relations with other countries;
b. Good governance and democratic freedom for people of African descent 

and all other oppressed peoples throughout the world.  
c. Promotion of cultural values of black peoples all over the world, and 
d. Maintenance of international peace, harmony and co-operation. 

With close examination and careful comparison of these objectives with 
the foreign policy objectives in the 1999 constitution it is safe to conclude that 
, the APC foreign policy objectives are the national foreign policy objectives, 
put in another words. 

The third barometer for gauging the Buhari Administration’s foreign 
policy is the campaign watchword of the Administration. During the 
campaign for the 2015 General elections, the President avowedly declared 
that his Administration would focus on security, economy and war against 
corruption (The Nation, June 3, 2018:19). Although on the surface, the three 
issues apparently appear domestic issues, however, the fact that the world or 
global stage can be used to pursue them make them very much foreign policy 
issues or drives. Most importantly, all the objectives of Nigeria’s foreign policy 
as provided for in the1999 Constitution and in the APC’s Constitution- the 
governing party’s constitution-can be reduced or approximated to these core 
values and watchword of the Administration namely security, economy and 
anti-corruptions war. It is against this backdrop that this paper randomly 
highlights some of the major foreign policy successes or achievements of 
Buhari’s Administration, during the first term.  
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Achievements of Buhari’s Foreign Policy 
Before President Buhari ascended to power in 2015, Nigeria was laboring hard 
under the torment of Boko Haram Insurgency.  The Boko Haram movement 
is one that is out to pursue the ambivalent goals of Islamising Nigeria and 
severing the North-Eastern part of the country into a separate sovereign state 
from Nigeria. Indeed by 2014, the Boko Haram phenomenon had become 
intractable for the Government of President Goodluck Jonathan, Buhari’s 
predecessor, to the extent that the Boko Haram Insurgents had proclaimed the 
birth of the state of Gworza Caliphate over the territories they had occupied in 
the North-East States of Borno and Yobe, Nigeria (Adebisi, 2018:53). As this 
constituted a threat to the territorial integrity of Nigeria coupled with the loss 
of lives and properties the insurgency had inflicted on the country, the Buhari 
Administration made tackling the Boko Haram insurgency, a top priority in its 
both domestic and foreign forays and indeed recorded noticeable successes. 
Upon ascension to power, President Buhari, realizing the need for continued 
co-operation with Nigeria’s neighboring countries in tackling the Boko Haram 
insurgency whose tentacles extended to those neighboring countries, promptly 
engaged the neighboring countries in “strategic alliance”. These countries are, 
Niger, Chad, Benin Republic and Cameroon. More specifically, he engaged 
in diplomatic shuttles to those countries with a view to strengthening the 
Multi-National Joint Task Force (MNJTF) set up to combat the insurgency, 
headquartered in Ndjamena, Chad Republic. In addition, he also sought 
the co-operation and support of the United States of America and France in 
combating the Boko Haram insurgency. The combination of these efforts with 
other domestic internal security measures resulted in retrieving the occupied 
territories from the Boko Haram, decimation of the military capability of the 
group; restoration of peace and gradual reintegration of displaced persons and 
refugees.

Furthermore, the Administration also mobilized international support for 
the War Against Boko Haram. It sought and won the support of the United 
States, the United Kingdom, France and Germany in the fight against Boko 
Haram Insurgents. For instance, after years of stalemate, the US agreed to 
sell weapons to Nigeria, and the sale of 12 Super Tulare Aircraft by the US 
government was concluded (https://www.von.goung/two-years-president-
muhammadu).

The Administration also gained the support of notable multilateral 
agencies such as the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), 
the African Union (AU) and the United Nations (UN) among others. It is the 
combination of all these that culminated in the significant debilitation of the 
capability of the Boko Haram insurgents(https://www.von.goung/two-years-
president-muhammadu).

Another area of success of the Buhari Administration’s foreign policy is 
the use of diplomatic shuttles and international cooperation to pursue and 
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achieve economic goals and objectives. This of course was inconsonance 
with the promise of the Administration to promote growth and development 
of the Nigerian economy. For instance, upon assumption of office, the 
Administration experienced decline in oil revenue occasioned by declining oil 
prices in the global market. Crude oil being the major source of revenue for 
the country, the Administration thus had to work with the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) in its bid to shore up prices with a view 
to increasing earnings. It, to this end, rallied OPEC and non-OPEC members 
to deliberate on the stabilization of the global oil market in Qatar and Algeria. 
In the process, the Administration was able to successfully negotiate and 
secured an exemption from the OPEC production restriction or freeze at the 
171st OPEC Ministerial Conference in Vienna in 2016. Consequently, oil prices 
hiked from about $38 per barrel to USSS $55 per barrel for the first time in 16 
months (Macro Trends, 2019). 

The Administration also fostered economic co-operation with other 
countries in the world system with a view to boosting the economy of the 
country. For instance, the President visited China during which he signed six 
agreements with the country on key areas of Nigeria’s national development 
such as the provision of critical infrastructure and agriculture (The Nation, 
September 2, 2018:4). In 2018, the country also entered into currency swap 
deal with China a deal that was aimed at eliminating foreign exchange difficulty 
in the trade relations and investment between the two countries (Premium 
Times, June 2, 2018). 

Early in the life of the Administration in 2015, Buhari made it public that 
the World Bank had pledged $2.1billion to help the North-East part of the 
country which had been ravaged by Boko Haram Insurgency. Further still, the 
Administration also successfully secured Eurobond sales. In 2017 also, Nigeria 
was invited to the G-8 summit held in Berlin, a development that ushered in 
a new phase in Nigeria’s G-8 relations (made up of 8 most powerful countries 
in the  world, US, Britain, France, Russia(suspended as at 2018), Germany, 
Japan, Canada and China). Nigeria was able to secure the group’s financial 
succor of $5million in aid to fight Boko Haram.

In April 2018, the Administration also launched what it called Nigeria 
Economic Diplomacy Initiative (NEDI). The objective of the initiative was to 
use the global platform of the Nigerian Ministry of Foreign Affairs through 
its existing 114 embassies and missions, to match Nigerian businesses 
with business opportunities around the World. This was expected to boost 
both inward and outward trade and investment. In short, it is the use of 
diplomacy to promote economic objectives at the global level for economic 
good of the country. Although economic diplomacy is not new to the Nigerian 
diplomacy as the Administration had created the impression, however, 
the Administration’s definite focus on Ease  of Doing Business, regional 
collaboration, national development, trade balance, contribution by Nigerian 
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Diaspora and industrialization, made it a nascent framework for Nigeria’s 
international economic relations. (https://www.vengulardngr.com/2018/04/
nigeria-launches-economic-diplomacy-policy/) . It has been the template for 
driving the country’s economic relations and the source of the modicum of 
results achieved during the period under study on the economic front. 

In the area of fighting corruption, the Administration also recorded a 
modicum of successes. Along here was the participation of the country in the 
London Anti-corruption Summit and the Common Wealth Conference on 
Tackling Corruption in 2016 in London. This has resulted in the following: 

The signing in August 2016, of an MOU with the U.K Government on 
modalities for the return of Nigeria’s stolen assets in the U.K. The 

establishment, of a Global Forum for Asset Recovery (GFAR), hosted by the 
governments of the US and UK in December 2017, and focusing on assisting 
Nigeria and three other countries to reclaim their stolen assets (https://www.
von.goung/two-years-president-muhammadu). 

Also, it joined the Open Government Partnership (OGP) in 2016 and 
developed a National Action Plan, which the government was well committed 
to. Furthermore, in the same year, Nigeria signed an agreement on the 
identification and repatriation of illicit funds with the United Arab Emirates 
during Buhari’s visit to the country. The Administration also engaged the 
governments of Switzerland, Jersey Island, US, United Arab Emirates and 
Liechtenstein among others in a bid to secure the repatriation of US $322 
million looted and saved in Switzerland by the Abacha military regime in 
Nigeria (1993-1998). (Thisday,15thJune, 2016). The Administration’s frantic 
efforts at deploying both domestic and international platforms to combat 
corruption have in turn earned the country better global recognition as the 
president was given an award each by the International Criminal Court (ICC) 
and the African Union (AU).

Miscellaneous Achievements
One, Nigeria continued to co-operate and play leadership role in the West 
African sub-region. For instance in 2016, the President led Nigeria along 
with other countries such as Senegal, Mali and Ghana to play mediatory role 
in the Gambia when the former President Yahaya Jammeh was hesitant in 
relinquishing power after losing to the incumbent President, Adama Barrow 
who won the Presidential election. The intervention of Nigeria along with the 
aforementioned West-African countries culminated in Jammeh’s eventual 
abdication of power. This leadership role and others led the ECOWAS 
members to unanimously elect President Buhari as the Chairman of the sub-
regional organization in 2018. 

Two, the Administration also constantly engaged South Africa in combating 
the festering sore of xenophobia in the relations between Nigeria and South 
Africa. Rather than taking rash diplomatic action against South Africa where 
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many Nigeria had lost their lives and properties, the Administration in 2017 
successfully engaged in diplomatic moves to stem the tide of xenophobia and 
secure compensation for Nigerians that were affected and seeking enhanced 
protection for all Nigerians residing in South Africa (Adebisi, 2017). 

Three, the government in partnership with the International Organization 
for Migration (IOM), succeeded in repatriating more than 10,000 Nigerians 
that were stranded in Libya (International Organization for Migration, 2019).

 
Challenges
While the Buhari Administration recorded the aforementioned successes 
in Nigeria’s foreign relations, some gaps could, however, still be perceived. 
For example, Nigeria was not quick and firm in responding to the threat that 
Morocco posed to the country’s leadership in the West Africa sub-region, 
through its application for the membership of the ECOWAS. Two, Nigeria’s 
leadership role on the continent of Africa was not strikingly feasible. For 
example, Nigeria was one of the driving forces of the African free Trade Area 
Agreement. The aim of the Agreement is to promote intra-African trade 
which has been put at only 10% of intra-African trade potentials or capacity. 
However, after the conclusion of the Agreement document which was signed 
by about 50 African countries in Kigali, Rwanda in March 2018, the Buhari’s 
Administration developed cold feet in signing the Agreement claiming that 
there was the need to further study the implications of the Agreement on 
Nigeria’s domestic economy. This hesitation came at a critical point when 
most African states felt that Nigeria as the biggest economy on the Africa 
continent ought to be the hub of intra-African trade and economic relations 
in general (The Punch, August 1, 2018:44). These obvious deficit in Nigeria’s 
foreign policy can be attributed to the following challenges. 

One of the major challenges of the Buhari’s Administration was the 
economic down-turn the Administration inherited in 2015. The decline in 
government revenue for instance, inhibited the proper funding of Nigeria’s 
missions and embassies abroad. Indeed the Senate raised the alert of threats 
by host countries to evict Nigerian officials in her missions and embassies 
abroad as a result of the inability of the country to pay rent for residence, 
chanceries and other staff official quarters; inability to pay several months 
arrears of salaries and allowances owed officers and paucity of funds to 
meet other obligations. In a related development, the Administration had to 
withdraw from 90 international organizations out of the 310 international 
organizations it belonged to. The government attributed this to the need to 
save Nigeria from embarrassment or opprobrium that the accumulation of 
arrears of subscription fee could bring. As at that time, Nigeria was said to 
be paying $70 million annually as membership subscription and was owing 
many international organizations. Apart, the economic crunch also led the 
country into seeking more international financial succor from its bilateral and 
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multilateral partners such as China, the World Bank and the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF). This trend not only heightened the country’s debt 
burden which stood at N22 trillion in 2018 as against N12 trillion it inherited 
in 2015, (The Punch, July 3, 2018:20 and The Nation, July 1, 2018:40-41) but 
will in the foreseeable future constrain the country’s ability to assert itself on 
the world stage.

Another challenge to Buhari’s foreign policy was the challenge of 
insecurity posed by the Boko Haram phenomenon, farmers/Herders clash, 
cattle rustling, and ethnic agitations, kidnapping and armed robbery among 
others. These security issues have escalated and have become overwhelming 
for the Administration. They have indeed constituted huge distraction to the 
government in the conduct of the country’s foreign policy. Without peace at 
home, hardly can government pay attention to foreign policy issues. 

The personality traits of President Buhari also affected the speed and the 
orientation or direction of Nigeria’s foreign policy. In terms of personality 
traits, the President has been perceived as slow, rigid and too uncompromising. 
These traits have equally affected Nigeria’s foreign policy. This impact can 
for instance be seen in the slow reactions of the Administration to Morocco’s 
move in the ECOWAS (The Nation, 2017, September 25) and the country’s 
hesitation to sign the African free Trade Area Agreement. More specifically for 
example, it was in October, 2018 that the President inaugurated a Committee 
to study the risks for Nigeria’s signing of the Agreement, clear seven months 
after the agreement had been signed by about 50 African countries.  

Conclusion 
The Buhari’s Administration indeed recorded some piece-meal achievements 
in the area of foreign policy. However, Nigeria’s leadership roles in West Africa 
and Africa has not been loud and vibrant enough thus making Nigeria’s image 
in the sub-region and on the continent a little bit dim. The down-turn in the 
economy and the security challenges at home have also combined to inhibit 
the country’s ability to assert and project itself on the world stage. This is not 
helped by the President’s slow attitude to reacting to issues. For Nigeria to be 
a vibrant international player, it is very imperative that, first, there should be 
continued efforts to rebuild the economy through the diversification agenda 
which the government has embarked upon. With strong economy, the country 
should be able to prosecute a much more dynamic foreign policy; project its 
image on the global stage; play leadership roles where necessary and widen the 
scope of its diplomacy. The country’s ability to eradicate most of its security 
challenges will also go along way in boosting direct foreign investment and 
enhancing or fostering the country’s international economic relations. The 
war against corruption should also be intensified. Reducing corruption in the 
country will further enhance the Ease of Doing Business and thus facilitate 
foreign investment and by extension enhance good image or prestige for the 
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country in the comity of nations.
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ABSTRACT

The country Nigeria got her independence on October 1, 1960 from the 
British Colonial Master. However, the independence of any nation requires 
much more than simply structures of governance after self-determination. 
Thus, a universe of images or symbols needed to be created by any newly 
independent nation to the wider world as a real sovereign entity. It is on 
this note that the study embarked on the national symbols that represent 
the country, Nigeria. However, two of these national symbols became the 
focus of this study. They are the National Flag and the Coat-of-Arms which 
were the immediate made-in-Nigeria symbols designed to celebrate the 
declaration of sovereignty on October 1, 1960, while other symbols came 
thereafter. The National Anthem “Nigeria, we hail thee”, sang to celebrate the 
independence, was composed by the British Officials which was, therefore, 
not a surprise when it was changed in 1978 to “Arise, O Compatriots”.  The 
study also examined the National Ordinance, which is the law that governed 
the procedures and usage of the two national symbols. The study employed 
the primary and secondary sources of data collection to aid the study, while 
descriptive technique was adopted for writing the Report. The study showed 
that the two national symbols constituted the most significant symbolic 
representations of the ideals of Nigeria; the insignia of authority and state 
power. 
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Flag, Coat-of-Arms, National ordinance, Patriotism, National Development, 
Rivers Niger and Benue.       

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The name Nigeria is a combination of two words – Niger and Area. In other 
words, Nigeria coined her name from the River Niger, which is one of the most 
important physical features of the nation. Thus, Nigeria implies “Niger Area”. 
The “Niger” is also popularly known as ‘River”, the most famous or historical 
river in the country. Therefore, Nigeria means the land and the people of the 
area around the Niger River. Historically, Nigeria as a name was suggested by 
a British Journalist, Flora Shaw who later became Mrs. Flora Lugard, haven 
married to the first Governor – General of Nigeria after the amalgamation 
of the Northern and Southern Protectorates in 1914. One should recall that 
Nigeria was formally a British colony after the Great Africa’s partition by the 
European powers in 1864. However, on October, 1st1960 the country gained 
political independence from her colonial master, Britain. But not until 1963, 
that Nigeria became a Republican nation, which means a free country where 
her citizens could decide her destiny, who leads the country and how the 
leaders should lead, according to the extant law, Constitution. Added to this 
is that Nigeria is a Federation comprises a number of regions or ethnic groups 
which were united to form one strong country in the common interest of all the 
united regions or ethnic groups or citizens. Thus, the country is a federation 
because all Nigerians agreed to come together to serve common purpose better 
for common public good. The implication of this scenario is that the country 
is now being called the “Federal Republic of Nigeria”, which ordinarily means, 
the owners of the land that covers the areas around the Niger River that agreed 
together to determine the destiny, fate and affairs of the new sovereign nation 
from 1963 (Ogbor, 2008).

The country Nigeria belongs to more than 400 ethnic groups with over 250 
dialects. Today, many Nigerians live in different parts of the country while 
many of them speak the languages of their host communities. Basically, there 
are three major ethnic groups in the country namely – Yoruba in the West, the 
Igbo in the East, and the Hausa Fulani in the North. Population – wise, Nigeria 
is the most populous black state in the world, with estimation of about 200 
million citizens. The external structure of the country has remained basically 
the same since independence Nigeria is in South of Sahara and in West Africa. 
The geographical co-ordinates of Nigeria are: it is bordered in the West by the 
Republic of Benin; Niger Republic on the North; on the East by the Republic 
of Cameroun; and on the South by the Gulf of Guinea. The internal structure 
of the country consist of six (6) geographical zones namely: South East, South-
South; South West; North Central; North East, and North West. The Federal 
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Capital Territory is in Abuja, the Federal Capital of Nigeria (FRN. 2014).

SUBJECT MATTER
The high points above are the glance history and geography of Nigeria as 
an independent country. However, the independence of a country requires 
much more than simply structures of governance after self-determination. A 
universe of images or symbols needed to be created by any newly independent 
nation to the wider world as a real sovereign entity, and as well to promote 
inculcation of spirit of nationalism among the populace. In other words, in the 
immediate wake of independence, the project of creating national sentiments 
to rally the citizens of the newly created nation to continue their resistance to 
colonization, and the personification of the nation and its ideals becomes a 
desired great task and priority than an option or a choice. 

The foregoing prompted this study, and on this note, the study, therefore, 
aims at examining the national symbols of Nigeria at independence in 1960. 
But critical to this study are the Two (2) immediate major national symbols 
that represent Nigeria as a sovereign nation, namely the National Flag and the 
Coat-of-Arms; at the independence on October 1st 1960, which have always 
been the immediate and urgent tasks of any newly independent country 
to accomplish or design along with the declaration of sovereignty or self-
determination. The study shall unveil their significance and the thrust of the 
legal instrument, that is, the National Ordinance Number 48 of 1960, now Act 
of the Parliament that governed the usage of the two national symbols; and the 
implications of them to the national development. To aid the study, primary 
and secondary sources of data collection shall be employed to accomplish its 
stated objectives. However, the experience of the researcher as a retired top 
officer in the National Orientation Agency (NOA) an organization that is the 
custodian of the Nigeria’s national symbols, shall play critical primary role for 
a successful study, as a first hand authority.  

2.0 CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATIONS
There are three conceptual explanations that this study shall explore from the 
literature. They are: National Ordinance; National Development; and National 
Symbols. 

2.1 NATIONAL ORDINANCE
According to NOA Handbook on National Symbols (2015), National Ordinance 
is a legal instrument embodying an order or instruction on specific usage of 
the Nigeria’s national symbols. The law that governs the usage of the national 
symbols is referred to as the National Flag and Coat-of-Arms Ordinance 
Number 48 of 1960. The law imposes by the Federal Republic of Nigeria at 
the independence in 1960 as a new sovereign state. It is a law governing some 
details of procedures or conducts enforced by the government on the rules, 
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regulations or procedure guiding or governing the handling and usage of the 
newly designed national symbols at independence, binding on the citizens of 
the country National ordinance is a law equal to an Act of parliament in an 
emergency situation or when the legislature was not in session. Though, it 
is still subjected to the approval of the legislature. It is an apt word which 
embodies the order of a quasi-legislature body such as the executive arm 
of government. It is a replica of the Executive Orders some governments 
prescribed in specific situation on a specific subject. Its use plays a key role in 
Constitution, public administration or public order.

National Ordinance is a rule, law, precept or statute imposes by a sovereign 
authority, urging the obligation of all citizens for obedience on a specific policy 
of government. It is used to designate the enactment of a law that does not 
have the consent of the nation’s legislature. The National Ordinance Number 
48 of 1960 is a good example of such law enacted by the national government 
at independence for immediate recognition of the nation’s national symbols by 
the citizens of the country and other countries of the world, implies that Nigeria 
is a sovereign nation. It is this law that empowers the National Orientation 
Agency (NOA) to celebrate the Nigeria’s national symbols September 16 of 
every year (NOA, 2015). 

2.2 NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTUALIZATION
Development as a concept is very popular in policy and scholarly circles today. 
Its popularity explains the fact that the concept has become highly controversial, 
subjective and normative. It has provoked heated debate among different 
scholars, hence it has been accorded different definitions, and it will never be, 
and never can be defined to universal satisfaction. It is not in the intention of 
this researcher to dabble into it in this study According to Mabogunje (1991), 
that national development in the past, was conceived of narrowly as no more 
than an increase in Gross Domestic Product (GDP), but today, emphasis is 
placed on the content of the GDP as well as on other indicators of the quality of 
life of the citizens of a nation. He, therefore, perceived national development 
to included social indicators as: reduction in infant mortality, reduction in 
maternity mortality, shifts in social status or standards of living, employment 
opportunities, enhanced life expectancy, decrease in fertility, as well as social 
infrastructure. In short, national development now emphasizes people as 
the object of attention, not just about growth in the volume of goods and 
commodities National development is now thought to be a process concerned 
with people’s capacity in a defined period to manage and include positive 
change; that is to predict, plan, understand and monitor change and reduce 
or eliminate unwanted or unwarranted change. In such a situation, increases 
in the GDP could then be seen as intermediate in the process; that is, as the 
product of the change process and the input for further change.
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2.3 NATIONAL SYMBOLS
National symbols are those things and objects by which a nation is identified 
or those things or objects that make a nation unique and different from other 
nations of the world. National Symbols are emblems that are usually peculiar 
to a nation. They are the material and non-material representation of traits. 
Examples of materials symbols are national Flags, Coat-of-Arms, nation’s 
Passports, Currency, Constitution national identify card etc while non-
material symbols are national days, nation’s Anthem, Pledge, etc. National 
symbols de-emphasis the different cultural or traditional or historical traits, 
and emphasizes national loyalty or building.   They are symbols of any country 
designed by any newly independent entity manifesting itself to the outside 
world as a sovereign nation, distinguishing her from other nations as unique 
and distinct. These symbols are quite unique to each nation or country (Ejiogu, 
2000). 

National Symbols represent the entire country while other symbols 
represent individuals or groups within a nation, to set themselves apart from 
other groups. Examples are the emblems, crests or flags of organizations such 
as the Nigeria Labour Congress (NLC), Nigeria Medical Association, Boys 
Brigade, Federal Road Safety Commission (FRSC) etc. 

3.0 NIGERIA’S NATIONAL SYMBOLS
Nigeria at independence in 1960 is not left out among the countries that 
have their own distinct and unique national symbols as a sovereign nation. 
As ‘giant’ of Africa, she has a number of symbols connecting her to her own 
history and heritage. Here are the lists of some of the Nigeria’s national 
symbols (Oyekunle, 2011)
• National Flag 
• National Coat-of-Arms
• National Anthem 
• National Pledge 
• National Identity Card 
• Nigeria’s Currency 
• Nigeria’s Passport 
• Nigeria’s Constitution etc.

However, among the Nigeria’s national symbols listed above, there are two 
national symbols that are major emblems and signs that represent the country 
as a sovereign entity, or her history, beauty and cultural heritage. The most 
critical of them all are which are those captured by the National Ordinance No. 
48 of 1960 for the October 1, 1960 independence day are: 
• The National Flag 
• The Coat-of-Arms
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Therefore, for the purpose of this study, this researcher shall focus on the 
listed important national symbols above. The two selected national symbols 
constitute the most significant symbolic representations of the ideals of 
Nigeria, the insignia of authority and state power; and the rallying focus of 
calls to patriotism and national duty. This paper shall treat them one after the 
other: 

3.1 THE NATIONAL FLAG
A national flag is a piece of cloth with coloured designs or pictures. Each 
sovereign nation has one flag, and no two countries have a similar flag, which 
represent and symbolizes a nation. A national flag is designed with specific 
meanings of its features. It is one of a nation’s national symbols that makes 
a sovereign nation unique in her own style, usually simple, colourful and 
beautiful in design and carries powerful historical meanings and messages to 
the citizens of a country. Normally, national flag is not usually mentioned in 
a nation’s constitution, but in another law of a country, which is a secondary 
law, like the Nigeria’s National Ordinance Number 48 of 1960, which has 
detailed descriptions or procedures of its usage. National Flag is an emblem of 
a sovereign nation (NOA, 2015).

Nigeria at independence has a simple well designed national flag, as a 
national symbol of the country. The Nigeria’s national flag was designed by 
a student, Mr. Taiwo Akinkunmi in 1959. He was an Electrical Engineering 
student at the Norwood Technical College, London. The National Flag 
competition was advertised in a national daily newspaper, through which he 
submitted his own entry to the authority in Lagos. Taiwo’s entry was lucky to 
be shortlisted by a Panel of Judges, as his entry was adjudged the best among 
other entries. The original design of the present national flag has the image 
of red blazing sun in the coloured white space, which the panel had to modify 
by removing the red blazing sun. The flag’s colour has two lines, with thee 
lines with green lines on the sides, and white in the middle. In other words, 
the Nigeria’s flag is a horizontal bi-colour of green and white. The winner 
of the Nigerian national flag, Mr. Taiwo Akinkunmi was given a monetary 
reward of cash price of One hundred British pounds, (£100), which was the 
official currency in the country that time, and a great fortune that time too. 
By providence, he was also shortlisted for a national honour by the Goodluck 
Jonathan administration, and therefore, honoured with the National Award 
of the Officer Of the Order of the Federal Republic (OFR) on 29th September, 
2014, and as well placed on monthly salary till death, in addition with an 
official car (Oyekunle, 2011). 

The National Flag has three (3) vertical stripes of equal sizes. The left and 
right stripes are Green while the centre stripe is White. In other words, the flag 
is a horizontal bi-colour of Green and White. The flag was publicly displayed 
by the Nigerian government on the independent day of Nigeria on October 1, 
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1960, a day the country got her independence or self-determination from the 
British Colonization, when the Nigeria’s British flag called “The Union Jack”, 
was replaced in the mid-right of October 1, 1960. This signified that Nigeria as 
a country was a sovereign entity. 

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF THE NATIONAL FLAG
The Nigerian National Flag has three (3) vertical stripes of equal sizes. The left 
and right stripes are Green while the centre stripe is White. In other words, 
the flag is a horizontal bi- colour of Green and White. The Nigerian Green is 
an emerald green while the white is immaculate white. The colours used in the 
National Flag are very special and made to international colour standards as 
follows (NOA, 1999): 
a.  British standard Number B.F. 2660 of 1965 0-0-010
b. British Colour Council C.C.104-CC.105 
c. SILOR International Colour Chart 193-173: Emerald Green. 

3.3 DIMENSIONS OF THE NATIONAL FLAG
The dimension of the Nigeria Flag are a simple ratio of the length of the Flag 
being double that of the Flag breadth; and when folded into two – length – 
wise, it take the shape of a square (NOA, 1999): 
 Size   Breadth   Length 
i. Big   1.2 metres  2.4 metres
ii. Medium  0.9 metres  1.8 metres
iii. Small  0.6 metres  1.2 metres

3.4 NIGERIAN NATIONAL FLAG LAW
The Nigerian National Flag is governed by the Flag and Coat-of-Arms 
Ordinance of 1960. The law, Section 5 of it described the procedure, rules and 
regulations that governed its design, usage or display. In other words, there 
are some rules that have been laid down regarding the usage and hoisting of 
the National Flag in order not to denigrate it. These rules are called the “Flag 
Code of Nigeria”. Therefore, every treatment of the National Flag must be 
done with great caution and respect. They are as follows (NOA, 2015): 
i. The cloth material or the fabric, which is used in producing the National 

Flag, must be of a very high standard and on a single material. This implies 
that it is not by cut and sews materials. 

ii. National Flag is screen-printed on a single material, not sewn together of 
different colours of Green and White mere clothes. 

iii. It must always be hung, not to be found laid flat horizontally, except on 
the casket of a deceased national hero. A license must be granted by the 
Government before this is done. This is a belief that Nigeria is alive, active, 
strong, mobile, and cannot fall or die; 

iv. The National Flag is always hoisted and flown ceremoniously and briskly 
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in the morning (6:00pm) and at the sunrise lowered (6:00am) in the 
same manner. An exception when the national flag could be hoisted 
beyond sunrise or in the night period is only on very important national 
events. For an example, when the national football team is playing a 
football match in the night, but must be under flooded light at light. The 
national flag must always be hoisted in the day and in the night because 
light brings about unity, peace, faith and progress, while darkness implies 
disunity, hopelessness, war, horror etc.

v. The National Flag must be hoisted at the peak or the top of the post outside 
public buildings. It can only be hung at half-mast during memorial days or 
state burials as a mark of respect, but with government permission. 

vi. National Flag, when hung in a room or anywhere, no other flag, emblem 
or insignia should be placed higher than the nation’s flag.

vii. When the National Flag is in a procession, the carrier of it must be properly 
dressed, very neat, and must be in the front. 

viii. Always, the National Flag must be in the front where there are two or 
more, flags that are not national flags e.g Red Cross, WAI Brigade, etc. 

ix. In a hall, auditorium or before an audience, the national flag must be on 
the right hand side of the first row. 

x. In a situation when a group of flags are displayed, the Nigerian Flag must 
be at the centre, apart from being in the front;

xi. An occasion when a speaker on a platform, the National Flag must be on 
the speaker’s right hand side as he/she faces the audience, while other 
flags should be at the left side or in subordinate positions. 

xii. On funeral occasions, Remembrance Day or National disaster; the 
national flag is flown at half mast. Examples are when the former Head 
of State General Sani Abacha died, or President Alhaji Umaru Yar’ Adua 
died or when the nation lost many army officers in a plane crash in Lagos. 

xiii. A National Flag that is dirty, tattered, old, torn and mutilated must not 
be hung. 

xiv. It is an offence to hoist national flag in a defaced or bad manner;
xv. To dispose a disused or torn national flag must be with utmost decent and 

respectful manner;
xvi. The display or hoist of a national flag on an official vehicle must be 

mounted centrally on the radiator cap or attached to the right fender of 
the vehicle chassis.

The only special public functionaries or officers that allowed by the law to 
mount and fly the National Flag on their officials vehicles are (NOA, 1999):
• The President Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces of the Federation 
• The Vice-President 
• The Senate President 
• The Speaker of the House of Representatives
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• The Chief Justice of the Federation 
• The State Governors 
• Depute State Governors
• Other Dignitaries (if any) permitted by protocol. 

3.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE NATIONAL FLAG
As earlier mentioned, the colours of the National Flag of Nigeria are Green, 
White, and Green. These colours have historical significance or meanings. 
Generally speaking, the National Flag is a symbol of national pride and identity. 
It remains a symbol of authority and instrument of state power. Indeed, 
considering its importance, national flag is the only National Symbol worth 
dying for. It tells the history of a people and their aspirations. The Nigeria’s 
national flag is designed with specific meanings for its colours or symbols; 
i. The Green Colour – It depicts the country’s wealth, and vast rich national 
resources or beautiful land. It signifies agriculture, which is the mother of all 
occupation. It represents the main 0ccupation of Nigerians 
ii. The White Colour: The White colour in the Nigeria’s National Flag 
represents unity, peace and love. The colour is so significant to Nigeria 
because of her multiplicity of culture, ethnicity and religions hence the white 
colours stands for brotherliness, oneness, togetherness, harmony, peaceful co-
existence, progress etc in diversity.

Indeed, the National Flag of Nigeria represents the history and aspirations 
of Nigeria, and the collective national wealth and prosperity of the nation. 
The white colour tells the world that Nigeria is hospitable and peace-loving 
nation while the green colour of the flag creating awareness of the abundant 
national resources of the country to the international community for diverse 
investments in the country.

4.0 NIGERIA’S NATIONAL COAT-OF-ARMS
In the ranking of National Symbols world-wide, after the National Flag, second 
or next in national importance is the National Coat-of-Arms. This national 
symbol is otherwise called the “Armorial Bearings”.

National Coat-of-Arms is a very distinctive heraldic bearings, or shield 
of a sovereign nation. It is heraldic or visual design on a surcoal; escutcheon 
or tabard. Every sovereign nation has her Coat-of-Arms, and Nigeria as 
a sovereign nation is not left out. A shield is the flat heart in which a Coat-
of-Arms is designed and painted. A Coat-of-Arms is an armorial bearing, 
containing sign, message about a nation – motto, goal, history or aspirations 
of a people. It is a crest or insignia which every nation uses as a symbol of 
identity. Nigerian Coat-of-Arms first created and adopted in May 1960, 
which consists of the images that express different meanings. At the Nigeria’s 
independence in 1960, the central government, and each regions, and later 
each of the twelve states had its own Coat-of-Arms. In other words, before the 
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formal adoption of the extant or present Coat-of-Arms, each of the country’s 
political unit had its own version. This is as a result of the federal system of 
government adopted by the nation, in which the component units or states 
were allowed to have their own Coat-of-Arms. It was, therefore, in 1975, that 
a uniform Coat-of-Arms the country is using till today came into existence, 
designed and adopted by Murtala/Obasanjo military regime (Ogbor, 2008).

4.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE NIGERIAN COAT-OF-ARMS
The Coat-of-Arms of Nigeria consists of a black shield with a wavy white pall. 
It is a unique insignia design on a black shield which has two (2) white lines 
that form a letter “Y” shape, and two white horses; one on each side. And on 
top of the shield is a green and white band, with an eagle perches on the top of 
the band. Till today, unlike the designer of the National Flag that was officially 
known and documented, the designer of the Nigeria’s Coat-of-Arms was not 
officially documented or made public. 

On the Nigeria’s national Coat-of-Arms, there are seven (7) conventional 
elements or features that can be found on it. They are as follows (NOA, 1999): 
i. The Shield 
ii.  The Two (2) wavy bands on the shield
iii.  Two (2) supporters on the two sides of the shield
iv.  The flora/foliage, that is, Coctus Spectabilis (flowers on which the shield 

rest)
v. The Eagle 
vi.  The Wreath on which the Eagle stands. 
vii.  The Nigeria’s Motto inscribed below the shield. 
In a sum, the shield is the main base of the Nigeria’s Coat-of-Arms. The shield 
is painted black.

4.2 NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE COAT-OF-ARMS
Each country of the world has its own unique Coat-of-Arms with special 
symbols or features that depict various meanings or virtues such has dignity, 
bravery, freedom, unity etc. In other words, it is not just a mere picture or 
design as it portrays important information about the country, which depicts 
profound meanings. The question now is what does the Nigeria’s Coat-of-
Arms represents (NOA, 2015). 
i. The shield: The shield is painted black and is the main base of the 

Coat-of-Arms. The shield itself depicts honour, which means Nigeria is a 
country with honour, and thereby, deserves honour from every Nigerian, 
and people of other countries. The black colour on the shield represents 
the good earth of Nigeria. It represents the predominantly fertile arable 
land of the country, and signifies her agricultural potentials. It also 
signifies the abundant rich mineral resources on the land or earth, that is, 
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the earth of Nigeria is rich in all sense of it. 
ii. The Wavy Silver Bands: The letter “Y” shaped silvery wavy band 

represents the two dominant rivers in Nigeria, which are Rivers Niger 
and Benue. It shows how the two rivers joined together in peace at the 
centre of Nigeria, and then flow down into the ocean. The two rivers are 
the major inland water-ways of the country. They serve as water resources 
for irrigation as well as national drainage. Where the two rivers met is 
called their Confluence. The silvery bands or colour depicts cleanliness 
and integrity of the country.

iii. The Two Horses: Horse is a very strong animal which has multi-
purpose advantages. The animal is used for heavy tasks that man cannot 
even endure, and can also be ridden by warriors or knights to the battle. 
A horse which is used to fight war is called a charger.. Thus, the two white 
horses are chargers that support the black shield. The two white horses, 
therefore, stand for dignity and integrity of Nigeria. They also stand for 
hard work, loyalty, peace and progress, which also collaborates what 
the white colour stands for in the Nigeria’s national flag. The horses are 
known for their obedience and loyalty to their owners, so Nigerians are 
expected to respect the laws of the land and loyal to their country, and any 
country they found themselves in the world. 

iv. The Eagle: Eagle is a brave and strong bird. It can be regarded as the lion 
of the birds. The eagle on the Coat-of-Arms signifies the Nigeria’s strength 
and pride of the nation. The red colour of the eagle symbolizes respect and 
reverence to the nation from all Nigerians, and foreign nationals. 

v. The Wreath: It is on the wreath on which the eagle perches. The wreath 
is in Nigeria’s national colour of Green and White, which symbolizes what 
the Green and White colours in the Nigeria’s national flag implies, which 
has been earlier discussed in this paper. Anyway, the two colour remains 
love, peace, progress, beauty, unity and uniqueness of the nation. 

vi. The Flora/Foliage: It is on which the sheild stands. The grass is known 
as coctus – spectabilis, grows and available all over the country. It is a 
common flower found throughout Nigeria.  The flower represents the 
beauty, love and uniqueness of the nation. It also symbolizes the unity in 
diversity, in similarity in the vast vegetation and agricultural potentialities 
of the country. 

vii. The Nigeria’s Motto: The Motto of Nigeria is written or inscribed below 
the shield on which the shield stands. The motto of Nigeria therein is: 
“Unity and Faith, Peace and Progress”. The concept motto is a few words 
that express a people’s belief, values, goals, objectives or aspiration. It is 
the watchword or guide of the people of Nigeria. A motto of a nation is 
also her vision and mission statements of the country and her people. It 
should be noted that before 1979, the original motto of Nigeria was just 
“Unity and Faith: It was in 1979 that Peace and Progress” were added to 
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the earlier two words. The motto expects Nigerians to be united, faithful, 
peaceful and progressive towards Nigeria project for the common good of 
the country, or for her national development. 

4.3 NIGERIA’S NATIONAL COAT-OF-ARMS LAW
Like the Nigeria’s National Flag, the Coat-of-Arms is as well governed and 
regulated by the Flag and Coat-of-Arms Ordinance of 1960, and that section of 
the Ordinance tagged it as “Coat-of-Arms Code of Nigeria”. The code regulated 
how the shield can be displayed in public offices in the country. The following 
are the display or usage of the shield in government buildings or offices:

The presence of the Nigeria’s government in the government buildings or 
offices and public places are shown by placing the Nigerian Coat-of-Arms side 
by side with the portrait of the President, and Commander-in-Chief. The Coat-
of-Arms is usually placed in the centre, while the portrait of the Commander-
in-Chief is normally placed in the right side of the coat-of-arms and the 
portraits of other principal officers (the state Governor, Minister or Head of 
Establishment) are placed on the left side of the Coat-of-Arms. This position 
on the display of the nation’s shield remains valid. 

On important occasions, when the President of Nigeria or the Executive 
Governor of the State or Nigerian Judges is addressing the nation or the judges 
in their courts are in sessions, the Coat-of-Arms is usually encapsulated in the 
seal of the nation; and it is placed above the Head of these important public or 
government figures. The shield stands for power and authority, and therefore, 
whatever it is pronounced under that Coat-of-Arms positioning, it becomes 
law, and is binding. In other words, the portraits of the government figures 
should always support the Coat-of-arms where it is positioned. 

In displaying the coat-of-arms, it is an offence if it is improperly placed 
or displayed, while it is also crime not to display it at all in the offices of 
government principal officers or chief executives. 

5.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
The national flag and national coat-of-arms are the two most significant 
symbolic representations of the ideals of any nation, in which Nigeria keyed 
herself to at independence in 1960. These two national symbols are major 
physical deigns critical to symbolize self-determination or sovereign nation. 
These two national symbols are quite significant to Nigeria’s independence, 
as other national symbols follow thereafter. For example, the first Nigeria’s 
National Anthem which was officially sang at the independence was composed 
by a British citizen, Miss Williams. Thus, the anthem is not an initiation of the 
Nigeria’s government or citizen at independence in 1960.  

National symbols are not just mere designs; they are the most prominent 
symbols of any country, having profound and deep meanings. They are 
symbols of national unity, authority and State power. They symbolize the 
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essence of virtues associated with Nigerians such as bravery, freedom, peace, 
dignity, strength, unity, hardwork etc. The symbols created awareness for the 
citizens of the country and even the yet unborn generation about how they 
are connected by history, culture, tradition or heritage, that is, reminding 
them about past events, and future aspirations of Nigeria as a nation. In other 
words, national symbols define Nigeria as a whole, convey her history, besides 
her rich tradition and culture. The symbols have the potent power to instill 
pride, patriotism and nationalism in the citizens of the country, and can be 
used to communicate the history and culture of Nigeria. The national symbols 
represent Nigeria as a sovereign nation, and urging the citizens to rally around 
to serve her in the best way possible. The two symbols showcase the faith of the 
citizens towards Nigeria, and their aspirations to ensure the nation succeed. 
They represent the past and the present milestones of the nation, and the faith 
in the course of building Nigeria. 

If patriotism is regarded as unflinching love, loyalty, dedication, sacrifice, 
passion and the likes to one’s country, Nigerians must be seen patriotic to 
the nation’s national symbols, by showing honour and respect to them. The 
significance, and meanings of all the features of the national flag and Coat-of-
Arms have defined Nigeria as a country along with abundant opportunities and 
national resources showcased by the symbols to the citizens of the country to 
harness and utilize to socio-economically empower themselves, which would 
also promote and enhance indices or indicators of national development in the 
contemporary world. 

The nation’s national symbols have spiritual, value, socio-economic 
translations and implications for the country. It is high time the Nigerian 
leaders and the citizens in general imbibed and exhibited national value that 
the national symbols convey in the art of governance, politics, socio-economic 
transactions or relation at both the public and private life in Nigeria. For 
examples, both the features on the national flag and Coat-of-Arms imply peace, 
unity, harmony, dignity, loyalty, hardwork, strength, love, beauty, industry, 
pride etc which are expected to manifest in the citizens’ endeavours towards 
nation building or Nigeria project. The nation’s national symbols convey to 
Nigerians that there are abundant resources in the country for individual 
and national self-reliance. It is, therefore, imperative to exhibit the value of 
producing what we need, and consume what we produce, which is falling in 
love with made in Nigerian products, which logically implies fall in love with 
Nigeria which will drastically save the nation’s foreign exchange, and thereby 
enhance the nation’s foreign reserve. The capacity to harness and mobilize the 
abundant human and natural resources in the country for her benefits or self-
reliance is true national development in actions. This will generate or create 
jobs for the teaming Nigerian population, which is development. 

The nation’s national symbols are the country’s national identity. National 
identity simply refers to those identifiable characteristics and emblems that 
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distinguished one’s nation from other nations of the world such as national 
flag and Coat-of-Arms that are the cornerstone of this paper. If the real desire 
of the leaders and citizens of Nigeria is true national development, it is time 
for the citizens and their leaders, especially the political leaders and public 
office holders, transferred their tribal or ethnic or regional loyalty, irrespective 
of their religions, to national loyalty or towards Nigeria as a whole. The value 
or expression of the national symbols is “we”, and not “they” or “them”. 
Thus, national identity is the feeling by people of a nation to feel, accept and 
agree together that they are a nation, that is, emotional attachment towards 
one’s nation, sharing burdens and opportunities together. In other words, 
it is the strong awareness of the people of a nation of their obligations and 
responsibilities or commonality of purpose towards nation building, which is 
a function of national symbols. 

6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
The truth is that, no meaningful development can be achieved in an atmosphere 
of ethical crisis and crisis of national identity. This paper unfolds the structural 
link between the nation’s national symbols and national development. 
The values expressed by the national flag and coat-of-arm and national 
development or nation building. In other words, national identity as argued 
in this paper as a function of national symbols is a critical factor in national 
development. The national symbols provide the compass for developmental 
processes in Nigeria, and just as national development is multifaceted; the 
patriotism demand for national symbols is also equally multi-dimensional. 

The topic is national ordinance and national symbols. One of the provisions 
of the National Ordinance Number 48 of 1960 that governed the instruments 
of the national flag and the coat-of-arms is the necessity for a relevant organ 
of government to get a day every year as the national Ordinance Day. The 
National Orientation Agency (NOA) has set aside September 16 every year 
as the National Ordinance day to re-awakening the national consciousness, 
patriotism, loyalty or nationalism among Nigerians to the Nigerian nation, 
enlightening the public on the significance or values of the nation’s national 
symbols. The truth is that many Nigerians do not aware there is a National 
Ordinance Day, a day dedicated for the nation’s national symbols of their 
procedure, usage, importance, values or profound deep meanings they 
entail. It is, therefore, suggested that, for effective public enlightenment, 
orientation and mobilization of the national symbols, there should be multi-
stakeholders’ notional conference or seminars involving relevant federal and 
State government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) and relevant 
civil society organizations in the federation, to jointly design and implement 
public enlightenment programmes on the nation’s national symbols.

In other words, the celebration of the National Ordinance Day September 16 
every year should no longer be left alone for the NOA in a country with estimated 
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population of about zoo million. The implementation of the programmes 
should be simultaneous and concerted, using various methodologies or 
strategies to achieve desired national impact that is development oriented. 
Thus, there are various cultures and traits in Nigeria at independence which 
do not enhance the development of national traits, but national symbols are 
the materials representations of national traits. And the national traits such as 
nationalism, dignity, hardwork, honesty, sacrifice, loyalty, love, self-reliance, 
patriotism, peace, pride, harmony, selfless service, peaceful co-existence, faith 
etc. In a united Nigeria are strongly and profoundly emphasized in the national 
symbols; that are expected to drive the nation. They are the real harbingers of 
nationhood, and national development.  
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ABSTRACT

This study examines the effect of corporate governance attributes on financial 
performance of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria. Secondary data were 
obtained from Nigeria Stock Exchange and the bank’s annual reports for the 
period 2012 to 2018. The total number of banks listed in the financial institution 
sector on the NSE is twenty five (25) fifteen (15) samples were drawn from 
the total population. Regression analysis was conducted to obtain coefficient 
of determination (R), Correlation Coefficient (R-Square), P-value and F-tests 
statistics to measure the possibility of a connection between the variables. 
The analysis involved a regression of dependent and independent variables 
(return on asset and board size, board composition, audit committee). The 
results revealed that board size (BS) is significant and positively correlated 
to the financial performance of listed deposit money banks, while board 
composition (BC) and audit committee (AC)have negative and significant 
effecton corporate governance attributes of financial performance in listed 
deposit money banks in Nigeria. Board of directors should raise capital 
through the issue of long term debt that will not attract much interest so 
as not to jeopardize cash flow to such an extent that prevent cash dividend 
payment and put in place policies to ensure efficient management. That 
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board (membership) should be increased but not exceeding the maximum 
number specified by the code of corporate governance for banks.Banks 
Regulatory authorities should not compel banks to increase the number of 
nonexecutive directors in their board composition as this negatively affects 
the profitability of banks BC is showing negative relationship with the ROA 
and finally the banks should have audit committee in their board to enhance 
a higher financial performance. The members of the audit committee should 
be given the opportunity to discharge their duties effectively without undue 
influence.

Keywords: Return on asset; corporate governance; Audit committee; 
Board size; Board composition; financial performance

Introduction
Corporate Governance has been the topic of much discussion by policymakers 
at various levels: international, transnational and national. One reason is that 
there is a clear link between corporate governance, investments and economic 
growth, and financial performance (Kajola,2008) Corporate governance has 
become a popular discussion topic in developed and developing countries.Itis 
all about running an organization in a way that guarantees that its owners 
as one of the stakeholders are receiving a fair return on their investment. It 
is the process of a virtuous circle that links the shareholders to the board, to 
the management, to the staff, to the customer and to the community at large 
(Clarkson & Deck, 2007). 

However, at varying levels of agency interactions, market institutional 
conditions that reduce informational imperfections and facilitate effective 
monitoring of agents impinge on the efficiency of investment. Likewise, 
corporate governance has assumed the centre stage for enhanced corporate 
performance (Korir&Cheruiyot, 2014). For instance, Magdi and Nedareh 
(2002) emphasize the need for organization managers to act in the interest 
of the bank; this study will further empirically explore this subject matter 
by finding the relationship between some selected corporate governance 
attributes and financial performance of listed banks in Nigeria.

Review of Literature
Corporate governance attributes are a uniquely complex and multi-faceted 
subject. Devoid of a unified or systematic theory, its paradigm, diagnosis and 
solutions lie in multidisciplinary fields including: economics, accountancy, 
finance among others (Cadbury, 2002). The health of the organization 
depends largely on the underlying soundness of its individual components and 
the connections between them. Levine, (2009) emphasized the importance of 
corporate governance of banks in developing economies and observed that: 
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first, banks have an overwhelmingly dominant position in the financial system 
of a developing economy and are extremely important engines of economic 
growth; second, as financial markets are usually underdeveloped, banks in 
developing economies are typically the most important source of finance for 
majority of banks; third, as well as providing a generally accepted means of 
payment, banks in developing countries are usually the main depository for the 
economy’s savings. This view was extended by Demaki,(2011) that, corporate 
governance attributes are an institutional arrangement that checks the 
excesses of controlling managers. The whole essence of corporate governance 
according to Kajola, (2008)is to ensure that the business is run well and 
investors receive a fair return. Adegbemi, Donald and Ismail, (2012)something 
is moving is an important concept which relates to the ways and manners in 
which the resources (human, machine, finance) of an institution are effectively 
used to achieve the overall corporate objective of an organization.

Okeahalam and Akinboade (2003) it improves the confidence of the 
investing public and attracting foreign investors to the companies in 
particular and the economy in general Love,(2011) Good corporate governance 
attributes is a prerequisite for national economic development. The study 
therefore analyzed the effect of Corporate Governance attributes on Financial 
Performance of Listed Deposit money Banks in Nigeria.Furthermore, while 
other studies on corporate governance neglected the operating performance 
variable as proxies for performance, this study employed the accounting 
operating performance variables to investigate the existence if any relationship 
between corporate governance and performance of banks in Nigeria.

Return on Asset (ROA)
Return on asset is an indicator of how profitable a company is relative to its 
total assets. It gives an idea as to how efficient management is at using its 
assets to generate earnings, that is, it measures efficiency of the business in 
using its assets to generate net income (Levine, 2009).  ROA is displayed as 
a percentage. Sometimes this is referred to as “return on investment”. Return 
on assets is the ratio of annual net income to average total assets of a business 
during a financial year. Average total assets are calculated by dividing the sum 
of total assets at the beginning and at the end of the financial year by 2. Total 
assets at the beginning and at the end of the year can be obtained from year 
ending statement of financial positions of the two consecutive financial years. 
The formula to calculate return on assets is:

ROA= Annual net income/ Average total asset

Corporate Governance Attributes
Corporate governance mechanisms assure investors in corporations that they 
will receive adequate returns on their investments (Emmon&Schmid, 2002). 
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If these mechanisms do not exist or function properly, outside investor may 
not lend to banks or buy their equity securities and economic performance 
would suffer becausemany good business opportunities would be missed and 
temporary financial problems at individual firms spread quickly to employee 
and consumers. This study adopts three corporate governance attributes 
namely:board size, board composition, and Audit committee size. 

Board Size
There is a convergence of agreement on the argument that board size is 
associated with financial performance. However, conflicting result emerge on 
whether it is a large, rather than a small board, that is more effective. For 
instance, Yermack, (1996) in a review of the earlier work of Monks and Minow, 
(1995), argues that large boardrooms tend to be slow in making decision and 
hence can be an obstacle to change. A second reason for the support for small 
board size is that directors rarely criticize the policies of top managers and that 
this problem tends to increase with the number of directors (Lipton &Lorsch, 
1992; Yermack 1996). Empirical studies have shown that small boards were 
more positively associated with high firm performance (Sanda, Mikailu, and 
Garba, 2005). However, result of the study of Kyereboah-Colemon, (2007) 
indicates that large boards enhanced shareholders wealth more positively 
than smaller ones.

Board Composition 
Zahra and Pearce, (1989) pointed out that boards are among the most 
venerable instruments of corporate governance. A positive relationship is 
expected between banks financial performance and the proportion of outside 
director sitting on the board, unlike inside directors, outside director are 
better able to challenge the CEOs. Empirical studies have grown but the 
results are conflicting. Studies by Weisbach (1988), and Pinteris, (2002) 
have produced evidence in support of a positive role of outside directors on 
financial performance.The code of corporategovernance emphasizes board 
composition that has qualitative, qualified, experienced members and people 
of proven integrity

Audit committee 
This is taken as the total number of members in the audit committee. 
(Klein,2002)

It is expected that the higher the number though within the limit set by 
code of corporate governance, the better the financial performance.

Board Size and financial performance
Hermalin and Weisbach, (2003) argued the possibility that larger boards can 
be less effective than small boards. When boards consist of too many members 
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agency problems may increase, as some directors may tag along as free-
riders. They argued that when a board becomes too big, it often moves into a 
more symbolic role, rather than fulfilling its intended function as part of the 
management (Padilla, 2000). 

Furthermore, larger boards are more likely to be associated with an 
increase in board diversity in terms of experience, skills, gender and nationality 
(Dalton and Dalton, 2005)Mak and Yuanto, (2014) reported that listed banks 
valuations of Singaporean and Malaysian banks are highest when the board 
consists of five members. 

Contrary to the above findings, a positive impact on performance was 
recorded with larger board size by Makand Li, (2001) and Adams and Mehran 
(2005); however, in examining 147 Singaporean firms from 1995 data, Mak 
and Li, (2001) support the argument that board structure is endogenously 
determined when the results oftheir OLS indicate that board size, leadership 
structure and firm size have a positive impact on firm performancebut their 
2SLS regressions do not support this result. 

While, Adeusi, Akeke, Aribaba&Adebisi, (2013) Klein, (2002) and Lin, 
(2007): found that larger boards are associated with poorer performance, 
Bhagat& Black, (2002) and Limpaphayom and Connelly, (2006) found no 
significant association between board size and firm performance.

Audit committee size and financial performance
Shareholders’ interests are protected through the activities of audit committee 
because management may not always act in the interest of corporation’s 
owners. Studies in favour of larger audit committee posited that when more 
people are involved in checking the activities of managers, wrongdoings 
will be reduced and performance will be enhanced. A number of studies 
which revealed positive relationship between audit committee size and firm 
performance include (Blao, Wallace & Peter 2003,Kyereboah, 2007)

Methodology
Research design
This study employs ex-post facto research design using panel data for the 
periods under study (2012-2018) as it allows for the collection of past and 
multi-dimensional data which provide basis for the full establishment of 
the relationship between corporate governance attributes and the financial 
performance of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria.

Table 1. Population of the study

S/No     Name of Banks

1  Access Bank
2  Citibank
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3  Diamond Bank ( Acquire by Access bank )
4  Ecobank Nigeria
5  Enterprise Bank Limited (Acquired by Heritage bank)
6  Fidelity bank
7  First Bank of Nigeria
8  First City Monument Bank
9  Mainstreet Bank
10  Guaranty Trust Bank
11  Heritage Bank Plc.
12  Keystone Bank Limited
13  Skye Bank (now Polaris bank)
14  Stanbic IBTC Bank Nigeria Limited
15  Standard Chartered Bank
16  Sterling Bank
17  Union Bank of Nigeria
18  United Bank for Africa(UBA)
19  Unity Bank Plc
20  Wema Bank
21  Zenith Bank
22  Stanbic IBTC Holdings Plc
23  FCMB Group Plc

Source: Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) 2019

From the above listed banks, a working population was drawn base on certain 
criterion. This is because only listed banks can be termed public banks (Plc.) 
which are also expected to comply fully with the requirements of CBN code of 
corporate governance. Also, being listed enabled the researcher to have access 
to the banks’ annual reports.

Table 2: Sample size of the study

S/N  Banks      Year of listing

1  Eco Bank PLC     2006
2 Guarranty Trust Bank (GTB) PLC  1996
3  Fidelity Bank PLC     2005
4  First Bank      1971
5  Stanbic IBTC PLC     2005
6  Sterling Bank PLC     1993
7 Wema Bank PLC                                                1991
 8  United Bank  for Africa (UBA) PLC   1970
9  Heritage Bank  PLC                                  2012
10 First City Monument Bank (FCMB) PLC   2004
11 Access Bank PLC     1998
12  Union Bank PLC     1970
13  Unity Bank PLC     2005
14 Zenith PLC    2004

Source:  Generated from table 1
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Sample size of the study will consist of fourteen (14) listed deposit money 
banks in the Nigeria Stock Exchange as at 31st December, 2018. These banks 
were so used because they were considered viable and were seen to have the 
required financial wherewithal to carry on banking business in Nigeria, the 
CBN code of corporate governance, which regulates the operating activities of 
the banks.

Variables and their measurement
The dependent variable used in this study is the performance of banks which 
the researcher provied by; Return on asset (ROA) measured by dividing the net 
profit after tax by the total assets toCorporate governance is the independent 
variable with the following proxies and measurements.
Board size (BS): This is the total number of directors sitting on the board 
of a particular bank which in line with the code of corporate governance 
should not be more than 20. This study examines the extent to which bank 
performance will be affected by the size of the board.
Board composition (BC): This is the number of non-executive directors 
on the board and it is measured by the percentage of outside directors (non-
executive directors) on the total board members.
Audit committee (AC): This is taken as the total number of members in the 
audit committee. It is expected that the higher the number though within the 
limit set by code of corporate governance, the better the performance (Klein, 
2002)

Model specification
This study adopts and modifies the econometric model used by
Adeusi, Akeke, Aribaba & Adebisi, (2013) which is given as follows:

ROA=β
o
+ β

1
BS

it+
 β

2
BC

it
 + β

3 
AC

it
 +µ

it 

Where: 
ROA represents bank financial performance variable; Return on Assets
(ROA) for bank in time t, a0 is the constant term,  Board Size (BS), Board 
Composition (BC),Audit committee (AC), and µit, is the error term. 

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Descriptive Statistics 
The descriptive statistics is presented in Table 3 where minimum, maximum, 
mean, standard deviation, Skewness and Kurtosis of the data for the variables 
used in the study are described.
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

Var. Minimum Maximum    Mean Std. Dev Skewness Kurtosis

ROA

BS

BC

AC

0.001

-102.10

-4.9400

1.7200

129.00

93.36

62.690

44.020

9.3180

4.5494

5.3172

19.627

33.7332

27.8274

12.921

8.3142

4.3147

0.3664

2.7710

-0.3963

21.9121

9.1825

10.819

3.9204

Source: Stata Output

Descriptive statistics are used to describe the basic features of the data in a 
study. They provide simple summaries about the sample and the measures. 
Table 3 presents the detail account of descriptive statics for the dependent and 
independent variables. From the table, Return on asset (ROA) has minimum 
and maximum values of 0.001 and 129.00 respectively and the mean and 
standard deviation of 9.3180 and 33.7236 respectively. This means that on the 
average, for every 1% increase in capital structure, the dividend payout of food 
and beverages companies in Nigeria will increase by 9.32% approximately. The 
standard deviation of 33.7236 indicates that the data deviate from the mean 
value from both sides by 33.72% which implies that there is a wide dispersion 
of the data from the mean because the standard deviation is greater than the 
mean value.

Table4: Correlation Matrix 

VAR  ROABS  BC  AC 

ROA  1.0000 

BS    0.6053*  1.0000  
  0.0012
 
BC   0.3849*  0.4630*  1.0000
  0.0002   0.0003
 
AC   -0.5118*  -0.6151*  -0.6322*  1.0000
    0.0010   0.0000    0.0001 

Source:Stata output*significant at 1% **significant at 5% 
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Table 4 shows the relationship between corporate governance attributes on 
financial performance of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria. The table 
shows a positive and significant relationship between financial performance 
and Board size equity (BS) from the correlation coefficient of 0.6053 and 
a p-value of 0.0012. This suggests that as BS ratio increases, return on 
asset also increases in the same direction. The relationship between Board 
composition(BC) and return on asset proved to be positiveand significant as 
indicated by the correlation coefficient and a p-value of 0.3849 and 0.002 
respectively. However, Audit committee (AC) has a significant negative 
relationship with the Return on asset as shown by the coefficient of -0.5118 and 
a p-value of 0.000. This implies that as the BC ration of the banks increase, 
return on asset will decrease significantly. 

Regression Results Discussion
This presents the regression results of the dependent variables (financial 
performance) and the independent variables of the study. This is followed 
by the analysis and interpretation of the association between the variables 
(ROA=βo+ β1BSit+ β2BCit + β3 ACit +µit ) is presented on the table below.

Table 5: Regression Results 

Variables Coefficients T-Statistics P-Sig VIF/Tolerance

Constant            -34.9432          -1.53  0.130
BS              0.3424  2.03  0.047   2.59/0.3859
BC   -0.8290 -1.99  0.051    1.57/0.5975
AC                     -1.5555  -2.18              0.033  3.46/0.2889
R2       0.2644
F-Stat       7.81

Source: Stata Output

Table 5 present summary of the regression result obtained from the study model 
(ROA=βo+ β1BSit+ β2BCit + β3 ACit +µit ). The regression result revealed that the 
cumulative R2 (0.2644) which is the multiple coefficient of determination gives 
the proportion or percentage of the total variation in the dependent variable 
explained by the independent variables jointly. Hence it signifies that about 
26% of the total variation of return on asset of listed Deposit money banks 
in Nigeria is caused by board size, board composition and audit committee. 
Similarly, the result of the F- statistic (7.81) shows that the model is well 
fitted and the corporate governance proxies in this study are well selected and 
utilizedas confirmed by the P-value (0.0000) which is significant at 1%.From 
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the result, the coefficient of BS is 0.3424; t-stat is 2.03 while the P- value is 
0.047. This indicates a positive and significant relationship between ROA and 
BS. The positive relationship between board size and return on asset indicates 
that as the BS ratio increases, return on asset also increases in the same 
direction. This provides an evidence of board size has no significant effect on 
the financial performance of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria.

The coefficient of value of BCis -0.8290 and t-stat of -1.99 with P- value 
0.051; this indicates a negative and significant relationship between BC and 
ROA at 10% level of significance. 

Furthermore, the coefficient of audit committee (AC) is -1.5555; t-stat is 
-2.18 while the p-value is 0.033 which is significant at 5% level of significance.  
This indicates a negative and significant relationship between ROA and AC 
which implies that as the AC ratio increases, ROA decreases.

Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion
The study specifically found that board size (BS)has a positive significant 
relation with the financial performance (ROA).Based on this finding, the study 
concludes that financial performance is affected by corporate governance 
attributes of banks positively such that an increase in corporate governance 
attributes, increases the bank’s return on asset and vice versa. The study also 
found that board composition (BC) and audit committee (AC) have negative 
and significant influence on financial performance (return on asset). The 
study therefore, concludesthat BC and AC have negative effect means they will 
reduce the return on asset of listed deposit money banks in Nigeria.

Recommendations
The following recommendations were given:
i. The size of the board (membership) should be increased but not exceeding 

the maximum number specified by the code of corporate governance for 
banks

ii. Banks Regulatory authorities should not compel banks to increase the 
number of nonexecutivedirectors in their board composition as this 
negatively affects the profitability of banks.

iii. The banks should have audit committee in their board to enhance a higher 
financialperformance.
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